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ROBUST VOICE BROWSER SYSTEM AND

VOICE ACTIVATED DEVICE CONTROLLER

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[001] This application is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No. 09/776,996, filed

February 5, 2001, now allowed, which claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application

Serial No. 60/180,344, filed February 4, 2000 entitled “Voice-Activated Information

Retrieval System” and U.S. Provisional Application Serial No. 60/233,068, filed

September 15, 2000 entitled “Robust Voice Browser System and Voice Activated Device

Controller” and these applications are incorporated by reference in their entirety into the

present application.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[002] The present invention relates to a robust and highly reliable system that allows users

to browse web sites and retrieve information by using conversational voice commands.

Additionally, the present invention allows users to control and monitor other systems and

devices that are connected the Internet or any other network by using voice commands.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[003] Currently, three options exist for a user who wishes to gather information from a web

site accessible over the Internet. The first option is to use a desktop or a laptop computer

connected to a telephone line via a modem or connected to a network with Internet access.

The second option is to use a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) that has the capability of

connecting to the Internet either through a modem or a wireless connection. The third

option is to use one of the newly designed web-phones or web-pagers that are now being

offered on the market. Although each of these options provide a user with access to the

Internet to browse web sites, each of them have their own drawbacks.

[004] Desktop computers are very large and bulky and are difficult to transport. Laptop

computers solve this inconvenience, but many are still quite heavy and are inconvenient to

carry. Further, laptop computers cannot be carried and used everywhere 3 user travels. For

instance, if a user wishes to obtain information from a remote location where no electricity

or communication lines are installed, it would be nearly impossible to use a laptop

computer. Oftentimes, information is needed on an immediate basis where a computer is

CHICAGO 283215vl 47242-00001
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not accessible. Furthermore, the use of laptop or desktop computers to access the Internet

requires either a direct or a dial-up connection tan an Internet Service Provider (ISP).

Oftentimes, such connections are not available when a user desires to connect to the

Internet to acquire information.

[005] The second option for remotely accessing web sites is the use of PDAs. These

devices also have their own set of drawbacks. First, PDAs with the ability to connect to the

Internet and access web sites are not readily available. As a result, these PDAs tend to be

very expensive. Furthermore, users are usually required to pay a special service fee to

enable the web browsing feature of the PDA. A further disadvantage of these PDAs is that

web sites must be specifically designed to allow these devices to access information on the

web site. Therefore, a limited number of web sites are available that are accessible by

these web-enabled PDAs. Finally, it is very common today for users to carry cell phones,

however, users must also carry a separate PDA if they require the ability to gather

information from various web sites. Users are therefore subjected to added expenses since

they must pay for both cellular telephone service and also for the web-enabling service‘for

the PDA. This results in a very expensive alternative for the, consumer.-

[006] The third alternative mentioned above is’the use of web-phones or web-pagers. These

devices suffer many of the same drawbacks as PDAs. First; these devices are expensive to

purchase. Further, the number of web sites accessible to these devices is limited since web

sites must be specifically designed to allow access by these devices. Furthermore, users are

often required to pay an additional fee in order to gain wireless web access. Again, this

service is expensive. Another drawback of these web-phones or web-pagers is that as

technology develops, the methods used by the various web sites to allow access by these

devices may change. These changes may require users to purchase new web-phones or

web-pagers or have the current device serviced in order to upgrade the firmware or

operating system stored within the device. At the least, this would be inconvenient to users

and may actually be quite expensive.

[007] Therefore, a need exists for a system that allows users to easily access and browse the

Internet from any location. Such a system would only require users to have access to any

type of telephone and would not require users to subscribe to multiple services.

[008] In the rapidly changing area of Internet applications, web sites change frequently.

The design of the web site may change, the information required by the web site in order to
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perform searches may change, and the method of reporting search results may change.

Web browsing applications that submit search requests and interpret responses from these

web sites based» upon expected formats will produce errors and useless responses when

such changes occur. Therefore, a need exists for a system that can detect modifications to

web sites and adapt to such changes in order to quickly and accurately provide the

information requested by a user through a voice enabled device, such as a telephone.

[009] When users access web sites using devices such as personal computers, delays in

receiving responses are tolerated and are even expected, however, such delays are not

expected when a user communicates with a telephone. Users expect communications over

a telephone to occur immediately with a minimal amount of delay time. A user attempting

to find information using a telephone expects immediate responses to his search requests.

A system that introduces too much delay between the time a user makes a request and the

time of response will not be tolerated by users and will lose its‘usefulness. Therefore, it is

important that a voice browsing system that uses telephonic communications selects web

= sites that provide rapid responses since speed is an important factor for maintaining the

system’s desirability and usability. Therefore, a need exists for a system that accesses web .|

sites based upon their speed of operation.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] It is an object of an embodiment of the present invention to allow users to gather

information from web sites by using voice enabled devices, such as wireline or wireless

telephones.

[0011]An additional object of an embodiment of the present invention is to provide a system

and method that allows the searching and retrieving of publicly available information by

controlling a web browsing server using naturally spoken voice commands.

[0012] It is an object of another embodiment of the present invention to provide a robust

voice browsing system that can obtain the same information from several web sites based

upon a ranking order. The ranking order is automatically adjusted if the system detects that

a given web site is not functioning, is too slow, or has been modified in such a way that the

requested information cannot be retrieved any longer.

[0013] A still further object of an embodiment of the present invention is to allow users to

gather information from web sites from any location where a telephonic connection can be
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made.

[0014] Another object of an embodiment of the present invention is to allows users to browse

web sites on the Internet using conversational voice commands spoken into wireless or

wireline telephones or other voice enabled devices.

[0015]An additional object an embodiment of the present invention is to provide a system

and method for using voice commands to control and monitor devices connected to a

network.

[0016] It is an object of an embodiment of the present invention to provide a system and

method which allows devices connected to a network to be controlled by conversational

voice commands spoken into any voice enabled device interconnected with the same

network.

[0017] The present invention relates to a system for acquiring information from sources on a

network, such as the Internet. A voice browsing system maintains a database containing a

list of information sources, such as web sites, connected to a network. Each of the

information sources is assigned a rank number which is listed in the database along with

the record for the information source. In response to a speech command received from a

user, a network interface system accesses the information source With the highest rank

number in order to retrieve information requested by the user.

[0018] The a preferred embodiment of the present invention allows users to access and

browse web sites when they do not have access to computers with Internet access. This is

accomplished by providing a voice browsing system and method that allows users to

browse web sites using conversational voice commands spoken into any type of voice

enabled device (i.e., any type of wireline or wireless telephone, IP phone, wireless PDA, or

other wireless device). These spoken commands are then converted into data messages by

a speech recognition software engine running on a user interface system. These data

messages are then sent to and processed by a network interface system. This network

interface system then generates the proper requests that are transmitted to the desired web

site over the Internet. Responses sent from the web site are received and processed by the

network interface system and then converted into an audio message via a speech synthesis

engine or a pre-recorded audio concatenation application and finally transmitted to the

user’s voice enabled device.

[0019]A preferred embodiment of the voice browser system and method uses a web site

CHICAGO 2832 I 5v| 47242-00001
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polling and ranking methodology that allows the system to detect changes in web sites and

adapt to those changes in real-time. This enables the voice browser system of a preferred

embodiment to deliver highly reliable information to users over any voice enabled device.

This ranking system also enables the present invention to provide rapid responses to user

requests. Long delays before receiving responses to requests are not tolerated by users of

voice-based systems, such as telephones. When a user speaks into a telephone, an almost

immediate response is expected. This expectation does not exist for non-voice

communications, such as email transmissions or accessing a web site using a personal

computer. In such situations, a reasonable amount of transmission delay is acceptable.

The ranking system of implemented by a preferred embodiment of the present invention ‘

ensures users will always receive the fastest possible response to their request.

[0020] An alternative embodiment of the present invention allows users to control and

monitor the operation of a variety of household devices connected to a network using

speech commands spoken into a voice enabled device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS i

[0021] FIG. 1 is a depiction of the voice browsing system of the first embodiment of the

present invention;

[0022] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a database record used by the first preferred embodiment

of the present invention;

[0023] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a media server used by the preferred embodiment;

[0024] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a web browsing server used by the preferred

embodiment; and

[0025] FIG. 5 is a depiction of the device browsing system of the second embodiment of the

present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0026] A first embodiment of the present invention is a system and method for allowing users

to browse information sources, such as web sites, by using naturally spoken, conversational

voice commands spoken into a voice enabled device. Users are not required to learn a

CHICAGO 283215vl 47242—0000]
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special language or command set in order to communicate with the voice browsing system

of the present invention. Common and ordinary commands and phrases are all that is

required for a user to operate the voice browsing system. The voice browsing system

recognizes naturally spoken voice commands and is speaker—independent; it does not have

to be trained to recognize the voice patterns of each individual user. Such speech

recognition systems use phonemes to recognize spoken words and not predefined voice

patterns.

[0027] The first embodiment allows users to select from various categories of information

and to search those categories for desired data by using conversational voice commands.

The voice browsing system of the first preferred embodiment includes a user interface

system referred to as a media server. The media server contains a speech recognition

software engine. This speech recognition engine is used to recognize natural,

conversational voice commands spoken by the user and converts them into data messages

based on the available recognition grammar. These data. messages are then sent to a

network interface system. In the first preferred embodiment, the network interface system

is referred to as a web browsing server. The web browsing server then accesses the

appropriate information source, such as a web site, to gather information requested by the
USCI‘.

[0028] Responses received from the information sources are then transferred to the media

server where speech synthesis engine converts the responses into audio messages that are

transmitted to the user. A more detailed description of this embodiment will now be

provided.

[0029] Referring to FIG. 1, a database 100 designed by Webley Systems Incorporated is

connected to one or more web browsing servers 102 as well as to one or more media

servers 106. The database may store information on magnetic media, such as a hard disk

drive, or it may store information via other widely acceptable methods for storing data,

such as optical disks. The database 100 contains a separate set of records for each web site

accessible by the system. An example of a web site record is shown in FIG. 2. Each web

site record 200 contains the rank number of the _web site 202, the associated Uniform

Resource Locator (URL) 204, and a command that enables the appropriate “extraction

agent“ 206 that is required in order to generate proper requests sent to and to format data

received from the web site. The database record 200 also contains the timestamp 208

CHICAGO 283215vl 47242-0000]
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indicating the last time the web site was accessed. The extraction agent is described in

more detail below. The database 100 categorizes each database record 200 according to

the type of information provided by each web site. For instance, a first category of

database records 200 may correspond to web sites that provide “weather” information. The

database 100 may also contain a second category of records 200 for web sites that provide

“stock” information. These categories may be further divided into subcategories. For

instance, the “weather” category may contain subcategories depending upon type of

weather information available to a user, such as “current weather” or “extended forecast”.

Within the “extended forecast” subcategory, a list of web site records may be stored that

provide weather information for multiple days. The use of subcategories may allow the

web browsing feature to provide more accurate, relevant, and up-to-date information to the

user by accessing the most relevant web site. The number of records contained in each

category or subcategory is not limited. In the preferred embodiment, three web site records

are provided for each category.

[0030] Table 1 below depicts two database records 200 that are used with. the preferred

embodiment. These records also contain a field indicating the “category” of the record;

~ which is “weather” in each of these examples.

TABLE 1

category: weather

URL: URL=http://cgi.cnn.com/cgi—

bin/weather/redirect?zip=_zip
rank: 1

command: web_dispatch.pl weather_cnn
browsingServer: wportall

browsingServerBackup: wporta12
dateTime: Dec 21 2000 2:15PM

category: weather

URL: URL=http://weather.lycos.com/wcfiveday.asp?city=zip
rank: 2

command: web_dispatch pl weather_lycos
browsingServer: wportall

browsingServerBackup: wporta12
dateTime: Dec 21 2000 1:45PM

[0031] The database also contains a listing of pre—recorded audio files used to create
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concatenated phrases and sentences. Further, database 100 may contain customer profile

information, system activity reports, and any other data or software servers necessary for

the testing or administration of the voice browsing system.

[0032] The operation of the media servers 106 will now be discussed in relation to FIG.

3. The media servers 106 function as user interface systems. In the preferred

embodiment, the media servers 106 contain a speech recognition engine 300, a speech

synthesis engine 302, an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) application 304, a call

processing system 306, and telephony and voice hardware 308 required to communicate

with the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) l 16. In the preferred embodiment,

each media server is based upon Intel’s Dual Pentium III 730 MHz microprocessor

system.

[0033] The speech recognition function is performed by a speech recognition engine 300

that converts voice commands received from the user’s voice enabled device 112 (i.e.,

any type of wireline or wireless telephone, Internet Protocol (IP) phones, or other special

wireless units) into data messages. 'In the preferred embodiment, voice commands and

audio messages are transmitted using the PSTN’ 116 and data is transmitted using the

TCP/IP communications protocol. However, one skilled in the art would recognize that

other transmission protocols may be used for either voice or data. Other possible

transmission protocols would include SIP/VolP (Session Initiation Protocol/Voice over

IP), Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and Frame Relay. A preferred speech

recognition engine is developed by Nuance Communications of 1380 Willow Road,

Menlo Park, California 94025 (www.nuance.com). The Nuance engine capacity is

measured in recognition units based on CPU type as defined in the vendor specification.

The natural speech recognition grammars (i.e., what a user can say that will be recognized

by the speech recognition engine) were developed by Webley Systems.

[0034] Table 2 below provides a partial source code listing of the recognition grammars

used by the speech recognition engine of the preferred embodiment for obtaining weather

information.

TABLE 2

?WHAT_IS ?the weather ?[info information report conditions]
? ( (?like in )

[
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Us c i t: i e s 2 n

<paraml $n.zip> <param2 $n.city> <param3

(area code) AREA_CODE:n ) {<param1 $n>}
AREA_CODE:n (area code) ) {<param1 $n>}

(zip ?code) ZIP_CODE:n ) {<param1 $n>}
ZIP_CODE:n (zip ?code) ) {<param1 $n>}

) {<menu 194>}

[0035] The media server 106 uses recognition results generated by the speech recognition

engine 300 to retrieve a web site record 200 stored in the database 100 that can provide

the information requested by the user. The media server 106 processes the recognition

result data identifying keywords that are used to search the web site records 200

contained in the database 100 For instance, if the user’s request was “What is the weather

in‘Chicag07”, the keywords “weather” and “Chicago” would be recognized. A web site
record 200 with the highest rank number from thev“weather” category within the database 3'
100 would then be selected and transmitted to the web browsing server 102 along with an
identifier indicating that Chicago weather is being requested. .

[0036] The media servers 106 also contain a speech synthesis engine 302 that converts

the data retrieved by the web browsing servers 102 into audio messags that are

transmitted to the user’s voice enabled device 112. A preferred speech synthesis engine

is developed by Lernout and Hauspie Speech Products, 52 Third Avenue, Burlington,

Massachusetts 01803 (www.1hsl.com).

[0037] A further description of the web browsing server 102 will be provided in relation

to FIG. 4. The web browsing servers 102 provide access to any computer network such

as the Internet 1 10. These servers are also capable of accessing databases stored on Local

Area Networks (LANs) or Wide Area Networks (WANs). The web browsing servers

receive responses from web sites and extract the data requested by the user. This task is

also known as “content extraction.” The web browsing servers 102 also perform the task

of periodically polling or “pinging” various web sites and modifying the ranking numbers

of these web sites depending upon their response and speed. This polling feature is

further discussed below. The web browsing server 102 is comprised of a content
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extraction agent 400, a content fetcher 402, a polling and ranking agent 404, and the

content descriptor files 406. Each of these are software applications and will be discussed

below.

[0038] Upon receiving a web site record 200 from the database 100 in response to a user

request, the web browsing server 102 invokes the “content extraction agent” command

206 contained in the record 200. The content extraction agent 400 allows the web

browsing server 102 to properly format requests and read responses provided by the web

site 114 identified in the URL field 204 of the web site record 200. Each content

extraction agent command 206 invokes the content extraction agent and identifies a

content description file associated with the web page identified by the URL 204. This

content description the directs the extraction agent where to extract data from the

accessed web page and how to format a response to the user utilizing that data. For

example, the content description for a web page providing weather information would

indicate where to insert the “city” name or ZIP code in “order" to retrieve Chicago weather

information. Additionally, the content description file for each supported UR]. indicates

-'the'location on the web page where the response information is provided. The extraction

agent 400 uses this information to properly extract from the web page the information '-

requested by the user.

[0039] Table 3 below contains source code for a content extraction agent 400 used by the ~

preferred embodiment.

TABLE 3

#!/usr/local/www/bin/sybperlS
#sHeader:

/usr/local/cvsroot/webley/agents/service/web_dispatch . pl , v
1 . 6

# Dispatches all web requests

#http : //wcorp . itn . net/cgi/flstat?carrier=ua&flight_no=155&mo
n_abbr=jul&date=

6&stamp=OhLN~dequ*itn/ord, itn/cb/sprint_hd
#http : //cgi .cnnfn.com/flightview/rlm?airline=amt&number=300

require "conf ig_tmp.pl”;

# check parameters

die ”Usage: $0 service [params]\n” if $#ARGV < 1;
#print STDERR @ARGV;
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# get parameters

my ( $service, @param ) @ARGV ;

# check service

my %Services = (

weather_cnn => ’webget.pl weather_cnn’,

weather_lycos => ’webget.pl

weather_lycos’,

weather_weather => ’webget.pl

weather_weather’,

weather_snap => ’webget.pl

weather_snap’,

weather_infospace => ’webget.pl

weather_infospace’,

stockQuote_yahoo => ’webget.p1 stock’,

flightStatus_itn => ’webget.pl
flight_delay’,

yellowPages_yahoo => 'yp_data.pl’,

yellowPages_yahoo => ’yp_data.pl’,

newsHeaders_newsreal => ’news.pl’,

newsArticlemnewsreal => ‘news.pl’,
5; . , .. .

#.test param

my $date = ‘date‘;

' ch0p( $date ); - - ‘ .

my ( Sshort_date ) = $date =~ /\s+(\w{3}\s+\d{l,2})\s+/;
my %Test = (

weather_cnn => ’60053’,

weather_lycos => ’60053’,

weather_weather => ’60053’,

weather_snap => ’60053’,

weather_infospace => '60053’,

stockQuote_yahoo => ’msft’,

flightstatus_itn => ’ua 155 ’

$short‘date,

yellowPages_yahoo => ’tires 60015’,

newsHeaders_newsreal => ’1’,

newsArticle_newsreal => ’1 l’,
)i

die ”$date: $0: error: no such service: $service (check this

script)\n"

unless $Services{$service };

# prepare absolute path to run other scripts

my ( $path, $script ) $0 =~ m|A(.*/)([‘/]*)|;

# store the service to compare against datatable

my $service_stored = $service;
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# run service

while( !( $response = ‘$path$Services{$service }@param‘ ) )

{
# response failed

# Check with test parameters

$response = ‘$path$Services{$service }STest{$service

# print ”test: $path$SerVices{$service }$Test{$service
}Il

if ( $response ) {

$service = &switch_service( $service );

# print ”Wrong parameter values were supplied:
$service —

@param\n"; .

# die ”$date: $0: error: wrong parameters: $service

@param\n”;

else {

# change priority and notify

$service = &increase_attempt( $service );

}

# output the response

print $response;

sub increase_attempt {

my ( $service ) = @_fl

my ( $service_name ) = split( /_/, $service );
print STDERR ”$date: $0: attn: changing priority for

service:

$service\n";

# update priority

&db_query( "update mcServiceRoute ”

”set priority = ( select max( priority )
from

mcServiceRoute "

”where service = ’$service_name’ ) + 1,

”date = getdate(), "

”attempt = attempt + 1 ”

. "where route = 'Sscript $service’” );

# print "———$route===\n";
# find new route

my $route = @{&db_query( ”select route from
mcServiceRoute ”

“where service =

’$service_name' "

”and attempt < 5

CHICAGO 283215v1 47242-0000!
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”order by
priority ”)

}—> [0 ]{route };
&db_query( "update mcServiceRoute ”

”set attempt = O ”

”where route = ’$script $service’” )

if ( $route eq ”$script $service”

or $route eq ”$script $service_stored“ );
( $service_name, $service ) = split( /\s+/, $route );
die ”Sdate: $0: error: no route for the service:

$service (add

more)\n”

unless $service;
return $service;

}

sub switch_service {

my ( $service ) = @_;

my ( $service_name ) = split( /_/, $service );
print STDERR "$date: $0: attn: changing priority for

service:

$service\n”;

# update priority

&db_query( ”update mcServiceRoute "

”set priority = ( select max( priority )
from

mcSerViceRoute "

”where service : '$service_name’ ) + l,u

”date = getdate() ”

"where route = ’$script $service’” );
# print ”——-$route===\n”;

# find new route

my $route = @{&db_query( ”select route from
mcServiceRoute ”

”where service =

'$service_name’ ”

"and attempt < 5ll

"order by
priority ")

}—> [ O ]{route };
die ”$date: $0: error: there is the only service:

$route (add

more)\n"

if ( $route eq "$script $service”

or $route eq ”$script $service_stored” );
( $service_name, $service ) = split( /\S+/, $route );
die ”$date: $0: error: no route for the service:

$service (add
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more)\n"

unless $service;

return $service;

[0074] Table 4 below contains source code of the content fetcher 402 used with the

content extraction agent 400 to retn'eve information from a web site.

TABLE 4

#!/usr/local/www/bin/sybper15
#—T

# —w

# $Header:

/usr/local/cvsroot/web1ey/agents/service/webget pl,v 1.4
# Agent to get info from the web.

# Parameters: service_name [service_parameters], i.e. stock
msft or weather I
60645

# Configuration stored in files service_name.ini
# if this file is absent the configuration is received from y
mcServices table

# This script provides autoupdate to datatable if the .ini
file is newer.

$debug = 1;
use URI::URL;

use LWP::UserAgent;

use HTTP::Request::Common;
use Vai1::VarList;

use Sybase::CTlib;
use HTTP::Cookies;

#print ”Sybase::CTlib $DB_USR, $DB_PWD, $DB_SRV;";
open( STDERR, ”>>$0.1og" ) if $debug;
#Open( STDERR, ”>&STDOUT" );

slog = ‘date‘;

#$response = ‘./ur1.p1

”http://cgi.cnn.com/cgi—bin/weather/redirect?zip=60605"‘;
#$response = ‘pwd‘;

#print STDERR ”pwd = $response\n”;
#$response = ‘1s‘;

#print STDERR “ls = $response\n”;
chop( $109 );

$1og .= ”pwd=” . ‘pwd‘;
chop( $log );

#$debu92 = l;
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my $service = shift;

$log .= ” $service: ”. join( ’:’, @ARGV ) . "\n”;

print STDERR $109 if $debug;

#$response = ‘ /url.pl

"http://cgi.cnn.com/cgi—bin/weather/redirect?zip=60605“‘;

my @ini = &read_ini( $service );
chop( @ini );

my $section = "”;

do {$section = &process_section( $section ) }while $section;
#$response = ‘ /url.pl

”http://cgi.cnn.com/cgi—bin/weather/redirect?zip=60605”‘;
exit;

#######################################################

sub read_ini {
my ( $service ) = @_;
my @ini = ();

# first, try to read file

so =~ m|*(.*/)[A/]*I;
$service = $1 . $service;

if ( open( INI, ”$service.ini" ) ) {
@ini = ( <INI> );

return @ini unless ( $DB_SRV );

# update datatable ‘ A , ,

my Sfile_time = time — int( ("-M "$service.ini” ) .
r 24 *

3600 );

# print ”time $file_time\n”;

'my $dbh = new Sybase :CTlib $DB_USR, $DB_PWD,
$DB_SRV;

unless ( $dbh )’{
print STDERR ”webget.pl: Cannot connect to

dataserver $DB_SRV:$DB_USR:$DB_PWD\n”;
return @ini;

my @row_refs = $dbh->ct_sql( ”select lastUpdate
from

mcServices where service = ’$service’”, undef, 1 );

if ( $dbh->{RC }== CS_FAIL ) {
print STDERR ”webget.pl: DB select from

mcServices

failed\n”;

return @ini;

}

unless ( defined @row_refs ) {
# have to insert

my ( @ini_escaped ) 2 map {
( my $x = $_ ) =~ S/\’/\’\’/g;
SX;

}@ini;

$dbh—>ct_sql( "insert mcServices values(
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’$service’,

’@ini_escaped’, $file_time )” );

if ( $dbh—>{RC }== CS_FAIL > {
print STDERR "webget pl: DB insert to

mcServices failed\n”;

}
return @ini;

}

# print ”time $file_time:".$row_refs[ O ]—
>{’1astUpdate’

}.”\n";

if ( $file_time > $row_refs[ O ]—>{’1astUpdate’ })
{

# have to update

my ( @ini_escaped ) = map {

( my $X = $_ ) =~ S/\’/\’\’/g;
$x;

}@ini;

$dbh—>ct_sq1( "update mcServices set config =

’@ini_escaped’, lastUpdate = $file_time where service =
’$service’” ); - - '

if ( $dbh->{RC }== cs_FA:L ) {
print STDERR "webget.pl: DB update to

'mcServices failed\n"; ‘

}

}
return @ini;

}

else {
print STDERR "$0: WARNING: $service.ini n/a in ”

\de‘

}
# then try to read datatable

die "webget.pl: Unable to find service $service\n"

unless ( $DB_SRV
);

"Try to read DB\n";

my $dbh = new Sybase: CTlib $DB_USR, $DB_PWD, $DB_SRV;
die "webget.p1: Cannot connect to dataserver

$DB_SRV:$DB_USR:$DB_PWD\n" unless ( $dbh );

my @row_refs = $dbh—>ct_sql( "select config from
mcServices where

service = ’$service’”, undef, l );

die ”webget.p1: DB select from mcServices failed\n" if

$dbh->{RC }
== CS_FAIL;

die ”webget.pl: Unable to find service $service\n”
unless ( defined

@row_refs );

$row_refs[ O ]—>{'config' }=~ s/\n /\n\r/g;
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@ini 2 split( /\r/, $row_refs[ O ]—>{’config' });
return @ini;

} _
#######################################################

sub process_section {
my ( $prev_section ) = @_;
my ( $section, $output, $content );

my %Param;

my %Content;

# print"################################\n”;

foreach ( @ini ) {
print;

chop;
S/\S+$//;

S/‘\S+//;

# get section name

if < /*\[<.*>\1/>{

# - print ”$_: $section:$prev_section\n”;
last if $section;

next if $1 eq "print";

# next if $prev_section ne "” and $prev_section
ne $1; I '

31:41:

if ( $prev_section eq $1 ) {

$prev_section : W";
next,-

}
$section : $1;

}

# get parameters

push( @{$Param{$1 }}, $2 ) if $section and
/([A=]+)=(.*)/;

}
# print”++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++\n”;

return 0 unless $section;

# print "section $section\n";

# substitute parameters with values

map {$Param{URL }—>[ O ] =~ s/$Param{Input }—>[ $_
]/$ARGV[ $_
1/9

}0 .. $#{$Param{Input }};

# get page content

( $Content{'TIME’ }, Scontent ) = &get_url_content(
ram{URL${$Pa

}}[ 0 ] );

# filter it

map {
if ( /\”([A\”]+)\”([‘\”]*)\”/ 0r

/\/([A\/]+)\/([A\/]*)\// )
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my $out = $2; $content =~ s/$1/$out/g;

}

}@{$Param{”Pre—filter” }};

#print STDERR $content;

# do main regular expression
unless( @values = $content =~

/${$Param{Regular_expression }}[ O
1/){

&die_hard( ${$Param{Regular_expression }}[ O ],
$content

);

return $section;

}

%Content = map {( $Param{0utput }—>[ $_ ], $values[ $_

}0 .. $#{$Param{0utput }};

# filter it

map { >
if ( /([A\"]+)\”([A\”]+)\”([A\”]*)\”/

or /([‘\/]+)\/([*\/]+)\/([‘\/]*)\//) {
my $out = $3;

$Content{$1 }=~ s/$2/$out/g;
}

}@{$Param{”PoSt—filter” }};

# calculate it

map {

if ( /([A=]+)=(.*)/ ) {
my $eval = $2;

map {$eval =~ s/$_/$Content{$_ }/g
}keys %Content;

$Content{$l }= eval( $eval );
}

}@{$Param{Calcu1ate }};

# read section [print]

foreach $i ( O .. $#ini ) {
next unless $ini[ $i ] =~ /‘\[print\]/;

foreach ( $i + 1 .. $#ini ) {

laSt if $ini[ $_ ] =~ /A\[.+\]/;

Soutput .= $ini[ $_ ] . ”\n";
}
last;

}
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# prepare output

map {$output =~ s/$_/$Content{$_ }/g
}keys %Content;
print $output;
return 0;

}
#######################################################

sub get_url_content {

my ( $url ) = @_;
print STDERR $url if $debug;

# $response = ‘ /url.pl '$url";

$response = ‘./url.pl ’$url";

return( $time — time, $response );

my $ua = LWP::UserAgent—>new;

$ua—>agent( 'Mozilla/4.0 [en] (X11; I; FreeBSD 2.2.8-
STABLE i386) '

);

# $ua—>proxy( [’http’, ’https’],

’http://proxy.webley:3128/’ );

# $ua—>no_proxy( ’webley’, ’vail’ );
my $cookie = HTTP::Cookies—>new;

$ua->cookie_jar( scookie );
$url = url $url; '

print "$url\n" if $debug2;
my $time = time;

my $res = $ua—>request( GET $url );

print "Response: " . ( time — $time ) . "sec\n" if

SdebugZ; ? ' ' .
return( Stime — time, $res—>content );

}
#######################################################

sub die_hard {

my( $re, Scontent ) = @_;

my ( $re_end, $pattern );

while( $content !~ /$re/ ) {

if ( $re =~ S/(\([A\(\)]+\)[A\(\)]*$)// ) {
$re_end = $1 . $re_end;

}

else {

$re_end = $re;
last;

}

}
Scontent =~ /$re/;

print STDERR ”The regular expression did not match \n
$re\n
Possible misuse:

$re_end:\n
Matched:

$&\n
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Mismatched:

$’\n

" if $debug;

if ( $debug ) {
print STDERR "Content:\n $content\n” unless

$’;

}

#######################################################

[0075] Table 5 below contains the content descriptor file source code for obtaining

weather information from the web site www.cnn.com that is used by the extraction agent

400 of the preferred embodiment.

TABLE 5

[cnn]

Input=_zip

URL=http://cgi.cnn.com/cgi—bin/weather/redirect?zip=_zip %

Pre—filter=”\n" ” .
Pre—filter="< [A<>] +>""'

'Pre—filter:/\s+/ /

Pre—filter=”[\(\)\l]"l"

Output=_location

Output=first_day_name

Output=first_day_weather

Output=first_day_high_F

Output=first_day_high_C

Output=first_day_low_F

Output=first_day_low_C

Output=second_day_name

Output=second_day_weather

Output=seeond_day_high_F
Output=second_day_high_c

Output=second_day_low_F

Output=second_day_low_c

Output=third_day_name

Output=third_day_weather

Output=third_day_high_F

Output=third_day_high_C

Output=third_day_1ow_F

Output:third_day_low_C

Output=fourth_day_name

Output:fourth_day_weather
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Output=fourth_day_high_F

Output=fourth_day_high_C

Output=fourth_day_low_F

Output=fourth_day_low_C
Output=undef

Output=_current_time

Output=_current_month

Output=_current_day

Output=_current_weather

Output=_current_temperature_F

Output=_current_temperature_C
Output:_humidity

Output:_wind
Output=_pressure

Output=_sunrise

Output=_sunset

Patent Application
Docket No.: 47242-00027USCI
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Regular_expression=Author &nbsp; (.+) Four Day Forecast
(\S+) (\S+) HIGH

(\S+) F (\S+) c LOW (\S+) F (\S+) c (\S+)
(\S+) C LOW

( \s+) HIGH (\S+) F

(\S+) F (\S+) C (\S+) (\S+) HiGH (\S+) F (\S+) C LOW (\S+) F
(\S+) C (\S+)

(\S+) HIGH (\S+) F (\S+) c LOW (\s+j E'(\s+) c (.+) Current v
Conditions(.+)

Ilocall, (\S+) (\S+) (.+) Temp: (\S+) F. (\S+) C Rel.

Humidity: (\S+) Wind:
(.+) Pressure: (.+) Sunrise: (.+) Sunset:

Post—filter=_current_weather"p/"partly "

Post—filter=_current_weather"l/"little "

Post—filter:_current_weather"m/"mostly ”

Post—filter=_current_weather"t—/”thunder "

Post—filter=_wind"N”North "

Post—filter=_wind"E"East "

Post-filter=_wind"S"South ”

Post—filter=_wind”W”West "

Post—filter=_wind/mph/miles per hour/

Post—filter=_wind/kph!/kilometers per hour/

Post—filter=_wind”\s+!”, ”

[print]

(

v

.+) Related Links

Current weather in _1ocation is _current_weather.

Temperature is _current_temperature_F Fahrenheit,
_current_temperature_C
Celsium.

Humidity is _humidity.

Wind from the _wind.
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[0076] Table 6 below contains the content descriptor file source code for obtaining

weather information from the web site www.lycos.com that is used by the extraction

agent 400 of the preferred embodiment.

TABLE 6

[lycos]

Input=zip

Input=_city

URL=http://weather.lycos.com/wcfiveday.asp?city=zip

Pre—filter=”\n” ”

Pre—filter=”</TD>”td"
Pre—filter=”<!.*?->”"

Pre-filter="<br>"_br_"
Pre—filter=/alt="/>alt=/I
Pre—filter=”<[‘<>]+>""

'Pre-filter=”&nbsp;" "

P:e—filter=/\s+/ /

Output=_location ,

Output=_current_weather

Output=_current_temperature_E
Output=_humidity
Output=_winddir

Output=_windspeed

Output=_windmeasure
Output=_pressure

Output=first_day_name

Output=second_day_name

Output=third_day_name

Output=fourth_day_name

Output:fifth_day_name'

Output=first_day_weather

Output=second_day_weather

Output=third_day_weather

Output:fourth_day_weather

Output=fifth_day_weather

Output=first_day_high_F

Output=first_day_low_F

Output=second_day_high_F

Output=second_day_low_F

Output=third_day_high_F

Output=third_day_low_F

Output=fourth_day_high_F

Output:fourth_day_low_F
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Output=fifth_day_highLF

Output:fifth_day_low_F

Output=_windkmh

Regular_expression=Guide My Lycos (.+) Click image to
enlarge

alt=([A”]+)”(?:.+) Temp: (\d+)(?:.+)F _br_ Humidity:
(\S+)(?:.+) Wind: (.+?)

Output=_current_temperature_C

Post—filter=_1ocation"_br_""

Post—filter:_current_weather”p/”partly ”

Post-filter=_current_weather”m/”mostly ”

Post—filter=_current_weather”t—/”thunder ”

Post—filter=_winddir"@" at "

Post—filter=_winddir/mph/miles per hour/

Post—filter=_wind/kph!/kilometers per hour/

Calculate=__current_temperature_C=int ( (_current_temperature_F
—32)*5/9) .

Ca1culate=_windkmh=int (_windspeed*'1 . 6) ‘

[print] _ a

The current weather inélocation is _Current_weather.
The current: temperature is __current_temperature__F Farenheit
_Current_temperature_C Celcius.

Humidity is _humidity.

Winds _winddir.

[0077] Once the web browsing server 102 accesses the web site specified in the URL 204

and retrieves the requested information, the information is forwarded to the media server

106. The media server uses the speech synthesis engine 302 to create an audio message

that is then transmitted to the user’s voice enabled device 112. In the preferred

embodiment, each web browsing server 102 is based upon Intel’s Dual Pentium III 730

MHz microprocessor system.

[0078] Referring to FIG. 1, the operation of the robust voice browser system will be

described A user establishes a connection between his voice enabled device 112 and a

media server 106. This may be done using the Public Switched Telephone Network
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(PSTN) 116 by calling a telephone number associated with the voice browsing system

118. Once the connection is established, the media server 106 initiates an interactive

voice response (IVR) application 304. The IVR application plays audio messages to the

user presenting a list of options, such as, “stock quotes”, “flight status”, “yellow pages”,

“weather”, and “news”. These options are based upon the available web site categories

and may be modified as desired. The user selects the desired option by speaking the

name of the option into the voice enabled device 112.

[0079] As an example, if a user wishes to obtain restaurant information, he may speak

into his telephone the phrase “yellow pages”. The IVR application would then ask the

user what he would like to find and the user may respond by stating “restaurants”. The

user may then be provided with further options related to searching for the desired

restaurant. For instance, the user may be provided with the following restaurant options,

“Mexican Restaurants”, “Italian Restaurants”, or “American Restaurants”. The user then

speaks into the telephone 112 the restaurant type of interest. The IVR application running

on” the media server 106 may also request additional information limiting the geographic

scope of the restaurants to be reported to the user. For instance, the IVR application may

ask the user to identify the Zip code of the area where the restaurant should be located.

The media server 106 uses the'speech recognition engine 300 to interpret the speech

commands received from the user. ‘13ased upon these commands, the media server 106

retrieves the appropriate web site record 200 from the database 100. This record and any

additional data, which may include other necessary parameters needed to perform the

user’s request, are transmitted to a web browsing server 102. A firewall 104 may be

provided that separates the web browsing server 102 from the database 100 and media

server 106. The firewall provides protection to the media server and database by

preventing unauthorized access in the event the firewall for web browsing server 108 fails

or is compromised. Any type of firewall protection technique commonly known to one

skilled in the art could be used, including packet filter, proxy server, application gateway,

or circuit-level gateway techniques.

[0080] The web browsing server 102 then uses the web site record and any additional

data and executes the extraction agent 400 and relevant content descriptor file 406 to

retrieve the requested information.

[0081] The information received from the responding web site 114 is then processed by
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the web browsing server 102 according to the content descriptor file 406 retrieval by the

extraction agent. This processed response is then transmitted to the media server 106 for

conversion into audio messages using either the speech synthesis software 302 or

selecting among a database of prerecorded voice responses contained within the database

100.

[0082] As mentioned above, each web site record contains a rank number 202 as shown

in FIG. 2. For each category searchable by a user, the database 100 may list several web

sites, each with a different rank number 202. As an example, three different web sites

may be listed as searchable under the category of “restaurants”. Each of those web sites

will be assigned a rank number such as 1, 2, or 3. The site with the highest rank (i.e.,

rank = 1) will be the first web site accessed by a web browsing server 102. If the

information requested by the user cannot be found at this first web site, then the web

browsing server 102 will search the second ranked web site and so forth down the line

until therequested information is retrieved or no more web sites left to check.

[0083] ' The web site ranking method and system of the present invention provides t

robustness to the voice browser system and enables it‘to adapt to Changes that may occur ‘

as web sites evolve. For instance, the information 're'qi’iired' by a web' site 1 14 to perform a *

search or the format of the reported response data may change. Without the ability to ‘

adequately monitor and detect these changes,va 'séarch requested by a user may provide an

incomplete response, no response, or an error. Such useless responses may result from

incomplete data being provided to the web site 114 or the web browsing server 102 being

unable to recognize the response data messages received from the searched web site 114.

[0084] The robustness and reliability of the voice browsing system of the present

invention is further improved by the addition of a polling mechanism. This polling

mechanism continually polls or “pings” each of the sites listed in the database 100.

During this polling function, a web browsing server 102 sends brief data requests or

“polling digital data” to each web site listed in database 100. The web browsing server

102 monitors the response received from each web site and determines whether it is a

complete response and whether the response is in the expected format specified by the

content descriptor file 406 used by the extraction agent 400. The polled web sites that

provide complete responses in the format expected by the extraction agent 400 have their

ranking established based on their “response time”. That is, web sites with faster
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response times will be will be assigned higher rankings than those with slower response

times. If the web browsing server 102 receives no response from the polled web site or if

the response received is not in the expected format, then the rank of that web site is

lowered. Additionally, the web browsing server contains a warning mechanism that

generates a warning message or alarm for the system administrator indicating that the

specified web site has been modified or is not responsive and requires further review.

[0085] Since the web browsing servers 102 access web sites based upon their ranking

number, only those web sites that produce useful and error-free responses will be used by

the voice browser system to gather information requested by the user. Further, since the

ranking numbers are also based upon the speed of a web site in providing responses, only

the most time efficient sites are accessed. This system assures that users will get

complete, timely, and relevant responses to their requests. Without this feature, users

may be provided with information that is not relevant to their request or may not get any

information at all. The constant polling and re-ran'king of the web sites used within each

category allows the voice browser of the present invention'to operate efficiently. Finally,

it allows the voice browser system of the present invention to dynamically adapt to

changes in the rapidly evolvingweb sites that exist on the ,Intemet.

[0086}; It should be noted that the web sites- accessible by the voice browser of the

preferred embodiment may use any type of mark-up language, including Extensible

Markup Language (XML), Wireless Markup Language (WML), Handheld Device

Markup Language (HDML), Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), or any variation of

these languages.

[0087] A second embodiment of the present invention is depicted in FIG. 5. This

embodiment provides a system and method for controlling a variety of devices 500

connected to a network 502 by using conversational speech commands spoken into a

voice enabled device 504 (i.e., wireline or wireless telephones, Intemet Protocol (IP)

phones, or other special wireless units). The networked devices may include various

household devices. For instance, voice commands may be used to control household

security systems, VCRs, TVs, outdoor or indoor lighting, sprinklers, or heating and air

conditioning systems.

[0088] Each of these devices 500 is connected to a network 502. These devices 500 may

contain embedded microprocessors or may be connected to other computer equipment
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that allow the device 500 to communicate with network 502. In the preferred

embodiment, the devices 500 appear as “web sites” connected to the network 502. This

allows a network interface system, such as a device browsing server 506, a database 508,

and a user interface system, such as a media server 510, to operate similar to the web

browsing server 102, database 100 and media server 106 described in the first preferred

embodiment above. A network 502 interfaces with one or more network interface

systems, which are shown as device browsing servers 506 in FIG. 5. The device

browsing servers perform many of the same functions and operate in much the same way

as the web browsing servers 102 discuss above in the first preferred embodiment. The

device browsing servers 506 are also connected to a database 508.

[0089] Database 508 lists all devices that are connected to the network 502. For each

device 500, the database 508 contains a record similar to that shown in FIG. 2. Each

record will contain at least a device identifier, which may be in the form of a URL, and a

= command to “content extraction agent” contained in the device browsing server 506.

Database 508 may also includean'y other data or software necessary to test and administer

the device browsing system.

[0090] The content extraction agent operates’simil‘arly'to that described in the first.

embodiment. A device descriptor file contains a listing‘of the options and functions '-

available for each of the devices500 connected on the network 502. Furthermore, the

device descriptor file contains the information necessary to properly communicate with

the networked devices 500. Such information would include, for example,

communication protocols, message formatting requirements, and required operating

parameters.

[009]] The device browsing server 506 receives messages from the various networked

devices 500, appropriately formats those messages and transmits them to one or more

media servers 510 which are part of the device browsing system. The user’s voice

enabled devices 504 can access the device browsing system by calling into a media server

510 via the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 512. In the preferred

embodiment, the device browsing server is based upon Intel’s Dual Pentium III 730 MHz

microprocessor system.

[0092] . The media servers 510 act as user interface systems and perform the functions of

natural speech recognition, speech synthesis, data processing, and call handling. The
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media server 510 operates similarly to the media server 106 depicted in FIG. 3. When

data is received from the device browser server 506, the media server 510 will convert the

data into audio messages via a speech synthesis engine that are then transmitted to the

voice enabled device of the user 504. Speech commands received from the voice enabled

device of the user 504 are converted into data messages via a speech recognition engine

running on the media server 510. A preferred speech recognition engine is developed by

Nuance Communications of 1380 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California 94025

(www.nuance.com). A preferred speech synthesis engine is developed by Lemout and

Hauspie Speech Products, 52 Third Avenue, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803

(www.1hsl.com). The media servers 510 of the preferred embodiment are based on Intel’s

Dual Pentium III 730 MHz microprocessor system. A specific example for using the

system and method of this embodiment of the invention will now be given.

[0093] First, a user may call into a media server 510 by dialing a telephone number

associated with an established device browsing system. Once the user is connected, the

. IUR application of the media server 510 will provide the user with a list of available

systems that may be monitored or controlled based upon information contained in;

database 508.

‘ '[0094] For example, the user may be provided with .the option-to select “Home Systems” .

or “Office Systems”. The user may then speak the command “access home systems”.

The media server 510 would then access the database 508 and provide the user with a

listing of the home subsystems or devices 500 available on the network 502 for the user to

monitor and control. For instance, the user may be given a listing of subsystems such as

“Outdoor Lighting System”, “Indoor Lighting System”, “Security System”, or “Heating

and Air Conditioning System”. The user may then select the indoor lighting subsystem

by speaking the command “Indoor Lighting System”. The IUR application would then

provide the user with a set of options related to the indoor lighting system. For instance

the media server 510 may then provide a listing such as “Dining Room”, “Living Room”,

“Kitchen”, or “Bedroom”. After selecting the desired room, the IUR application would

provide the user with the options to hear the “status” of the lighting in that room or to

“turn on”, “turn off’, or “dim” the lighting in the desired room. These commands are

provided by the user by speaking the desired command into the users voice enabled

device 504. The media server 510 receives this command and translates it into a data
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message. This data message is then forwarded to the device browsing server 506 which

routes the message to the appropriate device 500.

[0095] The device browsing system 514 of this embodiment of the present. invention also

provides the same robustness and reliability features described in the first embodiment.

The device browsing system 514 has the ability to detect whether new devices have been

added to the system or whether current devices are out-of-service. This robustness is

achieved by periodically polling or “pinging” all devices 500 listed in database 508. The

device browsing server 506 periodically polls each device 500 and monitors the response.

If the device browsing server 506 receives a recognized and expected response from the

polled device, then the device is categorized as being recognized and in-service.

However, if the device browsing server 506 does not receive a response from the polled

device 500 or receives an unexpected response, then the device 500 is marked as being

either new or out-of-service. A warning message or a report may then be generated for

the user indicating that a new device has been detected or that an existing device is

experiencing trouble.

[0096] Therefore, this embodiment allows users to remotely monitor and control'i‘any :

devices that are connected to a network, such as deviCes within a home or office.
Furthermore, no special telecommunications equipment is-required for users to remotely ‘

access the device browser system. Users may use any type of voice enabled device (i.e.,

wireline or wireless telephones, IP phones, or other wireless units) available to them.

Furthermore, a user may perform these functions from anywhere without having to

subscribe to additional services. Therefore, no additional expenses are incurred by the
user.

[0097] The descriptions of the preferred embodiments described above are set forth for

illustrative purposes and are not intended to limit the present invention in any manner.

Equivalent approaches are intended to be included within the scope of the present

invention. While the present invention has been described with reference to the particular

embodiments illustrated, those skilled in the art will recognize that many changes and

variations may be made thereto without departing from the spirit and scope of the present

invention. These embodiments and obvious variations thereof are contemplated as falling

within the scope and spirit of the claimed invention.
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CLAIMS

1. A system for gathering information from information sources connected to a

network by using speech commands indicating specific actions to be performed, said

system comprising:

a voice enabled device employed by users to communicate speech commands

indicating specific actions to be performed;

said speech commands comprising information requests selectable by the user;

a database operatively connected with a computer said database containing stored

digital-form commands for operating said system;

a speaker-independent speech recognition device for receiving from users said

speech commands indicating specific actions to beperformed, said speaker-independent

speech recognition device'configured to convert said Vspeech commands to data messages; . -

a computer operatively Connected Withisaid database and said speech recognition

_ device and configured to match said data. messages with said stored digital-form corn-

mands and configured to carry out the specific actions indicated by said speech com-

mands;

said computer further configlred to search information sources connected to a

network to gather information from said information sources connected to said network in

response to said information requests.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein said network is the Internet.

3. The system of claim 1 wherein said information sources are web sites.

4. The system of claim 1 wherein the said voice enabled device is a standard

telephone, an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a PDA, a personal computer, a DVD player,

a television or other video display device, a CD player, a MP3 player, or any other device

capable of audio playing an audio signal.
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5. The system of claim 1 wherein said speaker—independent speech recogni-

tion device analyzes phonemes to recognize said speech commands.

6. The system of claim 1 wherein said speaker-independent speech recogni-

tion device recognizes naturally spoken speech commands.

7. The system of claim 1 wherein said database contains a stored list of said

information sources connected to said network.

8. The system of claim 7 wherein said computer is further configured to peri-

odically search said information sources contained in said stored list and also configured

to assign ranks to said information sources to reflect the results of said periodic search.

9. The system of claim 7 wherein said computer is further configured to peri-

odically search said network to identify new information sources and to add said new

information sources to said stored list.

10. The system of claim ,9 wherein Said computer is further configured to peri—

odically search said information sources-contained in said stored list and also configured

to assign ranks to said information sources to reflect the results of said periodic search.

11. The system of claim 8 wherein said ranks are established or modified

based upon utility considerations of said information sources.

12. The system of claim 11 wherein said utility considerations comprise one or

more of the following list: functionality of said information sources, speed of said

information sources, or changes to said information sources that lower its utility for a

specific information request.

13. The system in claim 8 wherein said computer searches said information

sources with the highest rank in order to retrieve said information requested by said user.

14. The system of claim 1 wherein said information gathered by said system

from said information sources in response to said information requests is stored by said
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database and processed by said computer into a message, said system further configured

to transmit said message to said voice enabled device or such other destination as desig-

nated by said user.

15. The system of claim 14 wherein said message is an audio message.

16. The system of claim 15 further comprising a speech synthesis engine con-

figured to create said audio message.

17. The system of claim 15 further comprising a pre-recorded audio concate-

nation application configured to create said audio message.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

The present invention relates to a system for acquiring informationifrom sources

on a network, such as the Internet. A voice browsing system maintains a database

containing a list of information sources, such as web sites, connected to a network. Each

of the information sources is assigned a rank number which is listed in the database along

with the record for the information source. In response to a speech command received

from a user, a network interface system accesses the information source with the highest

rank number in order to retrieve information requested by the user.
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RULES 63 AND 67 (37 C.F.R. 1.63 and 1.67)
DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name;
and

I believe that I am an original, first and joint inventor of the subject matter which is

claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled: ROBUST VOICE

BROWSER SYSTEM AND VOICE ACTIVATED DEVICE CONTROLLER, the

specification of which: (mark only one)

 

__ (a) is attached hereto.

A (b) was filed on February 5, 2001 as Application Serial No. 09/776,996 and

was amended on (if applicable)

_ (c) was filed as PCT International Application No. PCT/ on __ and

was amended on (if applicable).

(d) was filed on as Application Serial No. _ and was issued a Notice

of Allowance on _

(e) was filed on and bearing attorney docket number

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified

specification, including the claims as amended by any amendment referred to above or as
allowed as indicated above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information known to me to be material to the

patentability of this application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56. If this is a continuation-in-part

(CIP) application, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not

disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of

35 U.S.C. § 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me

to be material to patentability of the application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56 which became

available between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international

filing date of this application.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. § 119/365 of any foreign

application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate listed below and have also identified below

any foreign application for patent or inventor's certificate filed by me or my assignee
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disclosing the subject matter claimed in this application
of the application on which my priority is claimed or.
filing date of this application:

PRIOR FOREIGN PATENTS

MM

NONE

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C.

Month/Day/Year Date first
Filed laid-ogn or

Published

and having a filing date (1) before that

(2) if no priority is claimed. before the

Date Prioritv Claimed

patented or Y_e; N9
Granted

§ 120/365 of any United States

application(s) listed below and PCT international applications listed above or below:

PRIOR U.S. OR PCT APPLICATIONS

Application No. {series code/serial no.)

60/ 1 80. 344
60/233,068

I hereby appoint:
TIMOTHY G. ACKERMANN. Reg No.
44,493
BENJAMIN J. BA]. Reg. No. 43,481
MICHAEL J. BLANKSTEI'N. Reg. No.
37.097
MARY JO BOLDINGH. Reg No. 34,713
MARGARET A. BOULWARE. Reg. No.
28.708
ARTHUR J. BRADY. Reg No. 42,356
MATTHEW O. BRADY. Reg. No. 44.554
DANIEL J. BURNHAM. Reg No. 39,618
THOMAS L. CANTRELL. Reg. No. 20.849
RONALD B. COOLLEY. Reg No. 27,187
THOMAS L. CRISMAN. Reg. No. 24.846
STUART D. DWORK. Reg No. 31.103
WILLIAM F. ESSER. Reg No. 38.053
ROGER J, FRENCH. Reg No. 27,786
JANET M. GARETTO. Reg. No. 42.568
MARK J. GATSCHET. Reg. No. 42,569
JOHN C. GATZ. Reg No. 41,774
RUSSELL J. GENET. Reg No. 42,571

Month/Day/Year Filed

February 4. 2000

September 15. 2000

GERALD H. GLANZMAN. Reg. No. 25,035
LEKHA GOPALAKRJSHNAN. Reg No.
46.733
J. KEVIN GRAY. Reg No. 37.I4I
STEVEN R. GREENFIELD. Reg No.
38,166
JOSHUA A GRISWOLD, Reg No. 46.310
J. PAT HEP'I'IG. Reg No. 40.643
SHARON A ISRAEL Reg No. 41.867
JOHN R. KIRK JR.. Reg No. 24,477
PAUL R. KJTCH. Reg. No. 38.206
TIMOTHY M. KOWALSKJ. Reg. No.
44.192
JAMES F. LEA III. Reg No. 41,143
HSl’N-WEI LUANG. Reg No. 44.213
ROBERT W. MASON. Reg No. 42.848
ROGER L. MAXWELL, Reg No. 31.855
LISA H. MEYERHOFF. Reg. No. 36.869
STANLEY R. MOORE, Reg No. 26.958
RICHARD J. MOURA. Reg. No. 34.883
MARK V. MULLER. Reg. No. 37.509
P. WESTON MUSSELMAN JR. Reg No.
31.644
DANIEL G. NGUYEN. Reg No. 42.933

Statuslgnding, abandoned, patented}

Pending

Pending

SPENCER C. PATTERSON. Reg. No.
43.849
RUSSELL N. RJPPAMONTI. Reg. No.
39.521
ROSS T. ROBINSON. Reg. No. 47.031
STEPHEN G. RUDISILL. Reg No. 20.087
HOLLY L RUDNICK. Reg. No. 43.065
J.LJENN1E SALAZAR. Reg No. 45.065
KEITH W. SAUNDERS. Reg No. 41.462
JERRY R. SELINGER. Reg No. 26.582
JAMES 0. SKARSTEN. Reg. No. 28.346
ZACHARY J. SMOLINSKI. Reg. No.
47.100
GARY B. SOLOMON. Reg No. 44,347
STEVE Z. SZCZEPANSKI. Reg No. 27.957
ANDRE M. SZUWALSKJ. Reg. No. 35.701
ALAN R. THIELE. Reg No. 30,694
TAMSEN VALOIR. Reg No. 41.417
RAYMOND VAN DYKE. Reg No. 34.746
BRIAN D. WALKER. Reg No. 37.751
GERALD T. WELCH. Reg. No. 30.332
HAROLD N. WELLS. Reg. No. 26.044
WILLIAM D. WIESE. Reg. No. 45.217

all of the firm of JENKENS & GILCHRIST, a Professional Corporation, 1445 Ross
Avenue. Suite 3200. Dallas. Texas 75202-2799, as my attorneys and/or agents, with full

power of substitution and revocation. to prosecute this application, provisionals thereof.
continuations. continuations—in—part, divisional
thereof and to transact all business in the United States

5, appeals. reissues, substitutions, and extensions
Patent and Trademark Office connected

therewith, to appoint any individuals under an associate power of attorney and to file and
prosecute any international patent application

filed thereon before any international authorities.

and I hereby authorize them to act and rely on instructions from and communicate directly with
the person/assignee/attomeylfirrn/organization who/which fir
CHICAGO l55885vl 47242-00027

st sent this case to them and by
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whom/which I hereby declare that I have consented after full disclosure to be represented
unless/until I instruct them in writing to the contrary.

Please address all correspondence and direct all telephone calls to:

S. Z. Szczepanski. Esq.
Jenkens & Gilchrist, PC.

1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 3200

Dallas, Texas 75202—2799

312/425—8580

312/425-3909 (fax)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that
all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these
statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are
punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both. under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United
States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

application or any patent issued thereon.

NAMED INVENTOR(S)

Alexander Kurganov

Full Name Inventor's Si ' nature

2099 Sheridan Road '
Buffalo Grove, IL

U.S.A.

Residence (ci Citizenshi -
2099 Sheridan Road

Buffalo Gro've. IL 60089

Post Office Address (include zi code)

 
(FOR ADDITIONAL INVENTORS. check here _X__ and add additional sheet for inventor
information regarding signature, name, date, citizenship, residence and address)

CHICAGO 155885“ 47242-00027
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Valery Zhukoff

Full Name Inventor's Si - nature

821 Rosemary Terrace

Deerfield. IL 60015

.57/M%(2/
Residence (citv, state. coun ) ‘ Citizenshi

821 Rosemary Terrace Vtcfl r/ / v E
Deerfield, IL 60015

Post Office Address (include zip code)

 

CHIC AGO 155885vl 47242-00027
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aPATENT APPLICATION SERIAL NO.

US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

FEE RECORD SHEET

04/13/2004 EAREBQYI 00000049 10821690

01 FL‘:€001 385. 00 DP

PTO-1556

(5/87)

'U,S, Governmsnl Pn'ming Cmice: EC-J) — cat-69759173
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Application ongocket' Number  

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD
' Effective October 1. 2003

CLAIMS AS FILED - PART I SMALL ENTITv OTHER THAN
. » Column 1 Column 2l ' TYPE :1 0R SMALL ENTITY

TOTAL CLAIMS / "

  
 

 
 
 

 
  

      

 
 

 
MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT , D

" If the differencein column 1 is less than zero. enter '0" in column 2

OH X518=      
 

on +290:

OR TOTAL

CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART II ' OTHER THAN

' Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 SMALL ENTITY 0R SMALL ENTITY
HIGHEST .

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADD" ADD]
AFTER PREVIOUSLY ‘ EXTRAAMENDMENT PAID FOR

   
   

  

      RATE TIONAL RATE TIONAL
FEE  

 
  OR xsra= 

IIIIIAMENDMENTA
  

 
OIJ

+N (Do
It

 
 

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

AFTER PREVIOUSLY
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

__m

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM .

\ CLAIMS ' HIGHESTREMAINING. NUMBER .-
APTER PREVIOUSLY

AMENDMENT PAID FOR

w --

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

AMENDMENTB
 
 

 

 
 

   

 
 

 

 
§

  
 

I13
F-

  

 
 

  
AMENDMENTC 

0.:D
Xcoor

II

 ' It the entry in column 1 Is less than the entry in column 2. write '0' in column 3‘ TOTAL ,
" It the 'Highest Number Previously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACE is less than 20. enter ‘20.’ . 'ADDIT. FEE , . ADDIT. FEE
“flt the 'Highest Number Previously Paid For' IN THIS SPACE is less than 3. enter '3.‘ _ A ‘ . . , '

‘ The ‘Highest NUmbeI Previously Paid For' (Total or Independent) is the highest number tound inthe appropriate box In column 1.

 

  
' FORM PTO-875 (Revt 10/03l Patent and Trademark OIIce,_‘Q.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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PTO/SBI122 (09-03)
_ Approved for use through 11/30/2005. 0MB 0651-0035

“at US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
. ‘ : Pa-emork Reduction Act of 1995. no versons are re-uired to res-0nd to a collection of information unless it dis-la s a valid OMB control number.

CHANGE OF10/821.690
connespouoence ADDRESS _A,,.9_,0.,

Application Alex Kurganov

Attorne Docket Number 47242-00027usc1

Please change the Correspondence Address for the above-identified patent application to:

OR

  
  

 

   
 
 

 

 
 

 
Address to:
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

 

 
    

 
Firm or .

lndivi dual Name Steve Z. Szczepanskr - Kelley Drye & Warren LLP

Address 333 West Wacker Drive, Suite 2600

mm

This form cannot be used to change the data associated with a Customer Number. To change the
data associated with an existing Customer Number use “Request for Customer Number Data
Change" (PTO/SB/124).

 

Address

lam the:

El Applicant/Inventor

Assignee of record of the entire interest.
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. (Form PTO/S B/96).

Attorney or Agent of record. Registration Number 27,957

El Registered practitioner named in the application transmittal letter in an application without anexecuted oath or declaration. See 37 CFR 1.33(a)(1). Registration Number

Typed or Printed .
Name Steve Z. Szczepanskr

/

/ /Date July 1. 201/ Te'el’hone 312-657-7070
NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required, Submit multiple
forms if more than one si-nature is re-uired, see below'.

E] 'Total of 1 forms are submitted.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to complete, including
gathering. preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the
amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer. US. Patent and
Trademark Office. US. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 223134450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND To: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

 

 
If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800—PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PATENT 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

Kurganov et al. Atty Docket: 47242-
00027USC1

Serial No.: 10/82 1 ,690 Group Art: Unknown

Filed: April 9, 2004 Examiner: Unknown

Title: ROBUST VOICE BROWSER SYSTEM AND

VOICE ACTIVATED DEVICE

CONTROLLER

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

UNDER 37 C.F.R. §§1.97 and 1.98

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
37 C.F.R. I.8

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the US.
Postal Service as First Class Mail in an envelope addressed to: Mail Stop
Amendment, Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box I450, Alexandria, VA

Mail Stop Amendment 22313-1450 on date indicated below:
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450 Date
 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

In compliance with the duty of disclosure under 37 CPR. §l.56, it is respectfully

requested that this Information Disclosure Statement be entered and the reference(s) listed on

attached Forms PTO/SB/08A and PTO/SB/OSB be considered by the Examiner and made of

record.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § l.98(d), copies are enclosed only of those references

not already of record or cited by the Examiner in a prior related application.

The applicant would like to make the Examiner aware of the following applications

that are being pursued by the assignee of the present application:

Date Eiled

10/877 366 06/25/04 Comuter lntemet and Telecommunications Based Network 10/877,367 06/25/04 Com-uter, Internet and Telecommunications Based Network

CH01/KASPS/l8l633.l l
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m—_:

09/260,279 03/02/99 Com-uter, lntemet and Telecommunications Based Network
09/777,406 02/06/01 Personal Voice-Based Information Retrieval S stem

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)(2)(iii), copies ofthe specification and claims

of the above-referenced US. Patent Application Serial Nos. 09/777,406, 10/877,366,

10/877,367, and 09/260,279 are enclosed. As Serial Nos. 10/877,366, 10/877,367, and

09/260,279 share a common specification, one copy of the specification related thereto is

enclosed.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97(g),(h), this Information Disclosure Statement is

not to be construed as a representation that a search has been made, and is not to be construed

to be an admission that the information disclosed is, or is considered to be, prior art with

respect to the present application or material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.56.

The present Information Disclosure Statement is being filed prior to the receipt of a

first Official Action reflecting an examination on the merits and hence is believed to be

timely in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § l.97(b). Accordingly, no fees are believed to be due in

connection with the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement. However, should any
fees be deemed necessary (except payment of the issue‘ feej, the Commissioner is authorized

to charge any deficiency or to credit any over payment to kelley Drye & Warren Deposit

Account No. 1 1-0404/0157490015.

Respectfiilly submitted,

Sflw IJEWV‘4 '44 , ‘
Date Stev zc anski

Reg. No. 27,957

Kelley Drye & Warren LLP

333 W. Wacker Dr., Suite 2600

Chicago, IL 60606

(312) 857-7070

(312) 857—7095 (Fax)

Attorneys for Applicant

CHOIIKASPS/l81633J 2
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PTO/SBIOBA (08-03)
Approved for use through 07f31f2006. OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
-ersons are reuired to resend to a collection 01 information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(Use as many sheets as necessary)

  
U. S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Cite Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages. Columns. Lines. Where
No.‘ MM-DD~YYYY Applicant oi Cited Document Relevant Passages or Relevant

Number~Kind Code2 " “M” Figures Appear

   
 

 

 
Examiner
Initials‘  

-_-Kraus
_11-15-1997 Crager
_—Joman
__Fomenko

Sugiyama

_—Mauhews
—oanand
w_mer
H_h.
3—1....5.

4.584.434 04 22 1986 Hashimoto

 

 

 
C

C

“3' 4,585,906 04-29-1986 Matthews
06-24-1986 Jackson

US-4,59ts,900 B1 10-10-1995 Jackson
US- 4,596,900 82 08—26-1997 Jackson

 
—Matthews

mi

—03-24-1987 Matthews
09—22-1987 Morganstein

C

  

 

 

 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document Publication Name at Patontee or Pages. Columns. Lines,
Initials' No.‘ Date Applicant oi Cited Document Where Relevant Passages

MM-DD-YYYY Or Relevant Figures Appear '1‘aCoun Code 'Number 'Kind Code it known fl

--GB 2211698 07-05—1989 _!
—-682240693 08—07-1991 _l
--JP 1-258526 10-16-1989 —|-
_-wo 9107838 05—30-1991 —
--W - _II0 9118466 11-281991

mn—
. ,

Examiner Date
Signature Considered
'EXAMlNER: Initial if re erence considered. whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation i not in conformance and not
considered. include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ‘Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). ZSee Kinds Codes at
USPTO Patent Documents at www,u§919,ggv or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued the document. by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard 5T3). ‘ For
Japanese patent documents, the indication ot the year of the relgn ol the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 3Kind of document by
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WlPO Standard ST.16 if possible. aApplimnt is to place a check mark here it English languageTranslation is attached.
This collection of lnfonnation is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1098. The infomation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to tile (and by the
USPTO to process) an applitztion. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
Including gathering. preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual use. Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Oflicer, U.S. Patent
and Trademark Ofiice. PD. 801 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS To THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form. cal! 1~800-PTO-9199 (1-800—786—9199) and select option 2.
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PTO/SBIOBA (08-03)
Approved for use through 07l31f2006. OMB 0651-0031

U.5. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
aersons are re-uired to res-ond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Complete if Known

1 0/821 .690
04-09-2004

Kurganov
TBA
TBA
47242—00027USC1

Underthe Pa-erwork Reduction Act of 1995 no
  

 
 

  
  
  

  

 

 
  

Substitute tor form 1449/PTO
Application Number

Filing Date
First Named Inventor
Art Unit
Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number

 

 
 
 
 

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(Use as many sheets as necessary)

 
 

 

 

  

   

 
  

  
U. S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Cite Document Number Publl on Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns. Lines. Where
No MM—DD-YYYY Appliwnt of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantFigures»...

964,713,337 12—16-1967

64,748,656 5-31-1996
US' 4,757,525 7-12-1988 Matthews

S'4,761.807 8—02-1988

'4,763,317 8-09-1988

Examiner
Initials'  

CC O
C O
C O

S

84769719 9-96—1966_
9-94-1996

2-26-1999

M

_L  

 
 

 

 
 

6-66-196

7-11-1969

0

“4666769 9-12-196

“4679719 6-16-196
u-

94666612 716-196
5

64699996 1-69-199
S

S I

O
O—‘OOOO cocoto(D
OU 4969279 2-27-1990

U 4967.679 9-01-19990
C

C)5 4 918 722 447-1990 Buehren

US- 4 922 518
”3-4 922 526 5-01-1990

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS
Cite Foreign Patent Document Publication Name of Patentee or
No.‘ Date Applicant ot Cited Document

Coun Code“ ‘Number “ifind Code5 if known

06-61-1996

0

C

  

  
 

 

 

  
 

  
Pages. Columns. Lines.
Where Relevant Passages
Or Relevant Figures Appear

 
 

 

Examiner
Initials'  

 
 

  

  
MM-DD—YYYY

__
_—
-—
-—
-
-

Ililiillln     
 

Examiner Date
Signature Considered
‘EXAMINER: Initial i re erenoe considered. whether or not citation is in con onnance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation i not in con ormance and not
considered. Indude copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 'Applicant’s unlque citation designation number (optional). 25ee Kinds Codes at
USPTO Patent Documents atWor MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Oflioe that issued the document. by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard 5T3). ‘ For
Japanese patent documents. the indication of the year at the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5Kind of document by
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 it possible. “Applicant is to place a check mark here it English languageTranslation is attached.
This collection of intormalion Is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.93. The lntonnation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an appliwtion. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
indudlng gathering. preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete this torm and/or suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Oflicer, US. Patent
and Trademark Oflice. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES 0R COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commlssloner tor Patents. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800- 786-9199) and select option 2.
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PTO/SB/OBA (08-03)
Approved tor use through 07/31f2006. OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Ofiice; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
s-ond lo a colledion of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Complete if Known

Application Number 10/821 .690
Filing Date 04-09-2004

First Named Inventor Kurganov

Under the Pa-emork Reduction Act of 1995 no -ersons are re-ulred to re  

 

  

 

 
  

Substitute tor torrn 1449IPTO

 
 
 

 

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE  

 
  

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
“WWW““WW

W47242-00027U801
   

   

  
    
 

 
 

  

 

   

 

 
  

 

 
  

U. S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Examiner Cite Document Number Publx ion Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns. Lines, Where
Initials' No.‘ MM-DD-YYYY Applicant oi Cited Document Relevant Passages or Relevant

-- “5'4.933.966 _Hird —
—- ”3-4935955 —Meudorker —
—__Morganstein —
-_—Merw —
_- ”$4,953,204 -Cuschleg Jri —
-_—Morganstein —
--——Gov _
--—_Mzutori —
-_—8Mbata —
-_Perine —
__12-04-1990 Morganstein —
-_02-01-1991 Gordon —
_-03-26-1991 Chamberun _
--04-16-1991 Misholi —
-_—Morganstein —
--——Morganstein —
-- us-5,029,196 —Morganstein —
-_—Mshidi —
-- US- 5,086,385 02-04-1991 Lau ney —

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS
Examiner Cite Foreign Patent Document Publication Name of Patentee or Pages. Columns. Lines.
Initials' No.‘ Date Applicant oi Cited Document Where Relevant Passages

MM-DD-YYYY 0r Relevant Figures Appear
Coun Code"Nurnber"Kind Code’ irknown

Ililiilllfl 
Examiner Date

Signature Considered
'EXAMINER: Initial i re erence considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation i not in conformance and not
considered. Include copy oI this Ionn with next communication to applicant. IApplicant's unique citation designation number (optional). zSee Kinds Codes of
USPTO Patent Documents atWor MPEP 901.04. ’ Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WlPO Standard ST.3). ‘ For
Japanese patent documents. the indication ot the year of the reign ot the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. ’Kind ot document by
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard STAG if possible. 0Applicant is to place a check mark here it English languageTranslation is attached.
This collection or information Is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an applirztion. Confidentiality is governed by 35 u.s.c. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete.
including gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the lndlvldual mse. Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete this lorrn and/or suggestions Ior reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Inlonnation Officer, U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office, P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS, SEND
TO: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1 ~800-PTO-9199 (1-800786—9199) and select option 2.
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PTOISBI08A (0803)
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
stand to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Complete if Known

1 0/821 .690

Under the Paerwork Reduction Act of 1995 no -ersons are reuired to re
 
 

  

 
 
 

 

 

 
Substitute for form 1449/PTO

Application Number
Filing Date 04-09-2004

First Named Inventor Kurganov

M_——47242-00027USC1
U. S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document Number Publi ion Date Name of Patentee or Pages. Columns. Lines, Where
MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or Relevant

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(Use as many sheets as necessary)

 

 
 

 

 

   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Examiner Cite
Initials' No.‘

 
 

Number-Kind Code2 "“7"" Figures Appear

03-24-1992

04-28—1992 organstein

07-14-1992 ugh
9-08—1992 Pekarske

11-24-1992 Morganstein
03-09-1993 Jones

03-16-1993 Baumgartner
08-03—1993 Pekarske

09-07-1993 Bissell

09-28-1993 Morganstein

11-16-1993 Chaput
03-01—1994 Gordon

04-12-1994 Morganstein

05-03-1994 Morganstein
06-01-1994

07-05-1994

07-01-1994

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS
Cite Foreign Patent Document Publication Name of Patentee or' Date Applicant of Cited Document

' MM-DD-YYYY

U)ekiguchi

organstein

cc:c o

TIE:

C

C

 
 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
  
 

Pages, Columns, Lines,
Where Relevant Passages
Or Relevant Figures Appear

Examiner
Initials'  

  
Z O

 

    
Coun Code"Number“Kind Code5 if known

IIIIIIIIIIII
Examiner Date
Signature Considered
'EXAMINER: Initial i re erence considered. whether or not citation is in con enhance with MPEP 609. Draw line through cihation i not in con om-lance am not
considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ‘Applicant's unique citan'on designation number (optional). 2See Kinds Codes of
USPTO Patent Documents at www,g§gtg:ggv or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter office that issued the document. by the two—letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). ‘ For
Japanese patent documents, me indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. ’Kind of document by
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5Applicant is to place a check mark here it English languageTranslation is attached.
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Abstract of The Disclosure

A system and method for facilitating facsimile transmis—
sions has one or more store and forward facilities, each asso-
ciated with a plurality of subscriber facsimile machines,_typ-
ically coupled over the switched telephone network. The store
and forward facilities include a computer-for controlling
operations and mass data storage equipment. A subscriber to
the system delivers an outgoing facsimile message to the store
and forward facility with which it is associated, which rec—
ords the fax message together with data as to originating fac-
simile machine and destination facsimile machine. The store
and forward facility then delivers the facsimile message to
the intended receiver facsimile machine, either directly or
through another store and forward facility. If unsuccessful
on an initial attempt, the store and forward facility periodi—
cally retrys to send the facsimile message. The system also
provides spooling of all facsimile messages for an intended
receiver machine, which are all transmitted upon making con-
nection with the receiver machine. Subscriber mailboxes are
provided as part of the mass storage, which can be accessed by
a subscriber to have his messages delivered to any facsimile
machine he designates. Secure facsimile transmission is "
achieved through use of subscriber PIN numbers. Broadcasting,

-redirecting messages and cost accounting can also be achieved
by the system and method.
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CLAIMS

1. A system for facilitating facsimile communications
between a transmitting facsimile machine and at least one
intended receiving facsimile machine, comprising at least one
store and forward facility, means coupling the at least one
store and forward facility to the switched telephone network
for receiving transmissions from a transmitting facsimile
machine, said store and forward facility including computer
means for controlling its operation and including mass storage
means for storing facsimile transmissions together with infor-
mation identifying the transmitting facsimile machine and the
at least one intended receiving facsimile machine under con-
trol of said computer means, said store and forward facility
also including means coupling it to the switched'telephone
network for transmitting facsimile messages stored in the mass
storage means to at least one intended receiving facsimilemachine.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein said computer means is
programmed such that if the at least one intended receiving
facsimile machine is busy or otherwise unable to receive a
transmission at the time the store and forward facility
attempts to transmit a facsimile message stored in the mass

~storage means, the store and forward facility periodically
retries transmitting the facsimile message to the at least one

'intended receiving facsimile machine.

3. The system of claim 2 wherein said computer means is
additionally programmed to establish a linked queue in said
mass storage means spooling all stored facsimile messages
intended for a particular receiving facsimile machine, and
transmitting all the spooled facsimile messages intended for
that particular receiving facsimile machine upon successfully
making contact with the intended receiving facsimile machine.

4. The system of claim 1 wherein said computer means of
said at least one store and forward facility is programmed,
upon successful completion of a facsimile transmission to an
intended receiving facsimile machine, to transmit a message to
the transmitting facsimile machine confirming delivery of the
transmission to the intended receiving facsimile machine.

5. The system of claim 2 wherein said computer means of
said at least one store and forward facility is programmed,
upon being unsuccessful in making a transmission to an
intended receiving facsimile machine, to transmit a message to
the transmitting facsimile machine indicating that the message
has been entered into the mass storage means at the store and
forward facility, and at least also indicating the reason for

-25-
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a delay in transmitting the message to the intended receiving
facsimile machine.

6. The system of claim 1 wherein the at least one store
and forward facility includes means for receiving broadcast
instructions from a user at a transmitting facsimile machine
and associating those broadcast instructions with a facsimile
message received from the transmitting facsimile machine and
stored in the mass storage means, and for transmitting the
stored facsimile message to a plurality of receiving facsimile
machines in accordance with the broadcast instructions.

7. A system in accordance with claim 1 wherein said
mass storage means additionally includes mailboxes associated
with particular system subscribers and wherein facsimile mes—
sages received and stored by the mass storage means and
intended for receiving facsimile machines associated with
those subscribers are stcred in the respective mailboxes, said
store and forward facility being responsive to instructions
received from a subscriber to transmit the facsimile messages
stored in that subscriber's mailbox to any particular facsim—
ile machine designated in the instructions by the subscriber,
whereby a subscriber who is traveling or otherwise away from
the fixed location of his facsimile machine may have facsimile
messages intended for receipt by his facsimile machine col-
'lected, and retrieve them from any location where any other
facsimile machine is situated.

8. A system in accordance with claim 1 wherein said
computer means of said at least one store and forward facility , _
is programmedto.retain a facsimile message in the mass stor-_ .".9
age means for a predetermined time period even after success- -,.a
ful transmission of the facsimile message to an intended
receiving facsimile machine, and wherein the store and forward
facility is responsive to instructions received from either .
originating or receiving subscribers to retransmit the facsim- . H
ile message.to another intended receiving facsimile machine. . p ' u

9. A system in accordance with claim 1 for use in sys-
tem operation wherein individual subscribers may be provided
with unique PIN numbers, wherein individual subscriber PIN
numbers are stored in the mass storage means, and wherein the
store and forward facility recognizes an incoming facsimile
message that is security coded by a transmitting facsimile
machine, and wherein the security coded facsimile message is
sent to an intended receiving facsimile machine only upon
receipt from the intended receiving facsimile machine of the
appropriate subscriber PIN number.

10. A system in accordance with claim 9 where said com-
-puter means is programmed such that, upon receipt by the store

-25-
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and forward facility of a security coded facsimile message
from a transmitting facsimile machine, the store and forward
faCility sends a transmission to an intended receiving facsim-
ile machine indicating that the store and forward facility is
holding a security coded facsimile message, whereby a sub-
scriber at the intended receiving facsimile machine is
prompted to input to the store and forward facility his PIN in
order to have the facsimile message transmitted to the

_ intended receiving facsimile machine.

11’ A method for facilitating facsimile communications
between_a transmitting fatsimile machine and at least one
intended receiving facsimile machine, comprising the steps of
providing at least one store and forward facility having
computer means for controlling its operation and having mass
storage means for storing facsimile messages, coupling the at
least one store and forward facility to the switched telephone
network for receiving facsimile messages from transmitting
facsimile machines, recording received facsimile messages in

j the mass storage means together with information indicating
E the transmitting facsimile machine and the intended receiving

facsimile machine, and transmitting facsimile messages stored
in the mass storage means to intended receiving facsimile
machines. ' ‘

 

~ 12- A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
step that if an intended receiving facsimile machine is busy
or otherwise unavailable to receive at the time the at least
one store and forward facility attempts.contact to transmit a,
facsimile message, of periodically retrying to transmit the
facsimile message to the intended receiving facsimile machine.

 
; l3..-A method in accordance with claim 11 including the

step of establishing a linked queue in the mass storage means
spooling all stored facsimile messages intended for a particu- _.;~
lar receiving facsimile machine, and transmitting all the [:5
spooled facsimile messages intended for that particular , T "

‘ receiving facsimile machine upon successfully making contact a
i with the intended receiving facsimile machine.

 
 

i 14. A method in accordance with claim ll including the
a step, upon successful completion of a facsimile transmission
r to an intended receiving facsimile machine, of transmitting a
‘ message to the transmitting facsimile machine confirming

delivery of the transmission to the intended receiving facsim-ile machine.

15. A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
step, upon being unsuccessful in making a transmission to an
intended receiving facsimile machine, of transmitting a mes-

' » sage to the transmitting facsimile machine indicating that the
; message has been entered into'the mass storage means at the

store and forward facility, and at least also indicating in
, the message the reason for a delay in successfully transmit-

ting the message to the intended receiving facsimile machine.
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_ 17- A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
step of defining mailboxes in the mass storage means associ-

' ated with particular system subscribers, and including the
' step of storing facsimile messages intended for those particu-

lar system subscribers in their respective mailboxes, and fur—
ther including the step, in response to instructions received
from a system subscriber, of transmitting facsimile messages
stored in that subscriber's mailbox to a facsimile machine
designated by that subscriber in the instructions.

18. A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
step of retaining facsimile messages in the mass storage means
for a predetermined time period after successful delivery of
the facsimile messages to intended receiving facsimile
machines,.and, in response to instructions received from
either the transmitting or receiving facsimile machines with
respect to a particular facsimile message, the step of
retransmitting that particular facsimile message to additional.
intended receiving facsimile machines.

“ 19m A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
ustep of providing subscribers with'unique individual PIN num-
Jbers, storing the individual PIN numbers in the mass storage
means, recognizing an incoming facsimile message from a trans—
mitting facsimile machine which has been security coded,
~transmitting to the intended receiving facsimile machine for .
‘the security coded message a message indicating that the store .3 L.H

';and forward facility is holding a security coded message, and ‘
transmitting to the intended receiving facsimile machine the ‘ "
security coded message only after receipt by the store and
forward facility from the intended receiving facsimile machine
of the unique PIN number of a subscriber associated with that
intended receiving facsimile machine. ‘

 

n;:,

20. A method for facilitating facsimile communications
between a transmitting facsimile machine and at least one
intended receiving facsimile machine, comprising the steps of
providing a plurality of store and forward facilities at geo- ‘
graphically spaced locations each having computer means for
controlling its operation and having mass storage means for
storing facsimile messages, coupling each store and forward
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facility to the switched telephone network for both receiving
from and transmitting to a plurality of facsimile machines
associated with each store and forward~facility facsimile mes-
‘sages, recording in the mass storage means each facsimile mes-

sage transmitted from an associated facsimile machine together
with information indicating the transmitting facsimile machine
and the intended receiving facsimile machine, and transmitting
facsimile messages stored in the mass storage means to
intended receiving facsimile machines if those intended
receiving facsimiIe machines are associated with the store and

forward facility which received the facsimile message from a
; transmitting facsimile machine, or to another of the plurality

of store and forward facilities if the intended receiving fac-
simile machine is associated with the another store and for-
ward facility.

 

21' a method in accordance with claim 20 including the
step that if an intended receiving facsimile machine is busy
or otherwise unavailable to receive at the time a store and
forward facility attempts contact to transmit a facsimile mes-
sage, or periodically retrying to transmit the facsimile mes-
sage to the intended receiving facsimile machine.

22- A method in accordance with claim 21 including the
step of establishing a linked queue in each mass storage means
spooling all stored facsimile messages intended for a particu-
lar receiving facsimile machine, and transmitting all the
spooled facsimile messages.intended for that particular
receiving facsimile machine upon successfully making contact
with the intended receiving facsimile machine.

. 23. A.method.in accordance with claim 22 including the
_step, upon successful completion of a facsimile transmission I
to an-intended receiving facsimile machine, of transmitting a H 1
message to the transmitting facsimile machine, either-directly ‘ ,

»r'or through another store and forward facility associated with “
that particular transmitting facsimile machine, confirming
delivery of the transmission to the intended receiving facsim-ile machine.

24- A method in accordance with claim 23 including the--
step, upon being unsuccessful in making a transmission to an-
intended receiving facsimile machine, of transmitting a mes-
sage to the transmitting facsimile machine, either directly or
through another store and forward facility associated with .
that particular transmitting facsimile machine, indicating
that the message has been entered into the mass storage means-
at one of the store and forward facilities, and at least also
indicating the reason for a delay in successfully transmitting
the message to the intended receiving facsimile machine.
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25; A method in accordance with claim 24 including the
step of providing the store and forward facilities with means
for receiving broadcast instructions from a user at a trans-
mitting facsimile machine and associating those broadcast
instructions with a facsimile message received from the trans-
mitting facsimile machine and stored in the mass storage
means, and including the step of transmitting the stored fac-
simile message to a plurality of receiving facsimile machines
in accordance with the broadcast instructions, either.directly
or through additional store and forward facilities associated
with particular ones of the plurality of intended receivingfacsimile machines.

25- A method in accordance with claim 25 including the
step of defining mailboxes in the mass storage systems of each
store and forward facility associated with particular system
subscribers associated with particular store and forward
facilities, and including the step of storing facsimile mes-
sages intended for those particular system subscribers in
their respective mailboxes, and further including the step, in
response to instructions received from a system subscriber, of
transmitting facsimile messages stored in that subscriber's
mailbox to a facsimile machine designated by that subscriberin the instructions.

27. A method in accordance with claim 26 including the
step of retaining facsimile messages in the mass storage means *. . ,

_for a predetermined time period after successful delivery of U: ‘ x
the facsimile messages to intended receiving facsimile -s‘k* .
machines, and, in response to instructions received from '
either the transmitting or receiving facsimile machines with , .»
respect toda particular facsimile message, the step of- ‘aéi' ;:
retransmitting that particular facsimile message to additional ~“"
intended receiving facsimile machines.

 

. ‘23- ;A method in accordance with claim 27 including the :
step of providing subscribers with unique individual PIN num-
bers, storing the individual Pin number in the mass storage
means of a store and forward facility associated with a par-
ticular subscriber, recognizing an incoming facsimile message
from a transmitting facsimile machine which has been security
coded, transmitting to the intended receiving facsimile
machine for the security coded message a message indicating
that the store and forward facility is holding a security
coded message, and transmitting to the intended receiving fac-
simile machine the security coded message only after receipt

facsimile machine of the unique PIN number of a subscriber
associated with that intended receiving facsimile machine.

_30—
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29- A system in accordance with claim 1 wherein
said computer means is programmed to store in the mass storage
means relevant charging parameters including number of pages,
destination and special system feature options provided for
each facsimile message sent by a subscriber and received by a
subscriber from a non-subscriber, and to generate charging-~
summaries for subscribers periodically from the stored charg-
ing parameters.

 
30- A method in accordance with claims 11 or 20 includ-

ing the step of storing in the mass storage means relevant

charging parameters including number of pages, destination and
special system feature options provided for each facsimile
message sent by a subscriber and received by a subscriber from
a non-subscriber, and generating charging summaries for sub-
scribers periodically from the stored charging parameters.

 

 31- A method in accordance with claims 11 or 20 includ-

ing the step, upon receipt of a facsimile message from a
transmitting facsimile machine, of immediately attempting
delivery of the facsimile message to an intended receiving
machine at the same time the message is being recorded in the
mass storage means.

32' A method in accordance with claims 11 or 20 includ-

ing the step that when an additional facsimile message -
intended for a particular receiving facsimile machine is
received by a store and forward facility while that facility
is in communication with that particular facsimile machine,
the additional facsimile message is immediately appended to a
message queue for the particular facsimile machine and deliv-
ered as part of the communication with that particular facsim-
ile machine. _
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Facsimile Telecommunications System and Method

Field of the Invention

The field of this invention is telecommunications systems
used in connection with facsimile transmissions. More specif-
ically, this invention relates to a system and method for
enhancing ease of facsimile transmissions and providing fea-
tures relative to facsimile transmissions not heretofore
available.

Background of the Invention

The electronic transmission of documents by way of fee-
simile (fax) systems employing public and private switched .
telephone networks has become both commonplace and, often, an
essential component in many business activities. In such a
setting, it is very common for the fax terminals (fax
machines) to be kept quite busy during a major fraction of the
business day. Moreover, where sender and recipient are in
different time zones, the ‘business day' can approach 24
hours, particularly in international activities. It is common“
for fax users to "broadcast” documents to a number of differ- ,

-ent recipients, that is, send the same message to several dif-
ferent fax machines. It is also true that the contents of
some faxed documents are of such a sensitive nature that the
originator or addressee would like to have a measure of con-
trol over who might see those documents as they move from the
receiving machine to the hands of the actual addressee.

These circumstances present a number of practical prob-
lems for a fax user: In order to make a successful fax trans-
mission it is necessary-that the receiving machine be availa-

. ble at the time that the transmitting machine attempts to con-
, tact it. If the receiving machine is already in use handling

another message; the transmitter will receive a 'busy' signal.
The originator's only recourse is to continue initiating tele-
phone calls until contact can-be established. This is a 'hit
or miss' process at best and can be very wasteful of the orig—
inating operator's time.

Some, rather expensive, fax machines have digital memo-
ries which will allow them to memorize the document to be
transmitted and to be programmed to make multiple redials in
an effort to establish contact in an automatic way. However,
this is limited to only one or two documents and, more impor- [a
tantly, it ties up the transmitting machine until the effort f3;
is successful or abandoned. This is hardly an acceptable ~:
solution if that machine has other documents to send or
receive.

PARR03318.3
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There are other conditions which can result in a failure
to transmit even though a telephone connection has been estab-
lished. Perhaps the most common of these is the absence of
paper in the receiving machine. In such situations, repeated
attempts to 'redial' will lead to repeated toll charges with
each attempt, with no actual success until the receiving
machine is serviced (which may be some time if the machine is
operating unattended because it is nighttime half-way aroundthe world).

Busy machines which are destined to receive messages are
affected by the converse problem. Since they and the prospec-
tive transmitting machines must engage in (perhaps, automated)
”telephone tag”, they are used very inefficiently. when a
transmitting machine gets a busy signal, even if it automati-
cally redials, it can only guess at when the receiving machine
will be available. Thus, the receiving machine will likely
remain idle for some traction of the time until such anattempt is made.

The practice of broadcasting documents to a number of
addressees obviously compounds these problems and adds still
others of its own. Even if one does not encounter busy sig-
nals or impaired machines, convenient broadcasting demands an i
expensive memory-type fax machine on the transmitting end.

-Such machines read in the document once and then proceed to
automatically dial the various recipient machines. This pro-
cess ties up the sending machine and its telephone line and
makes them unavailable for incoming calls. This, of course,
exacerbates the busy signal problem for those units trying to
contact the sending machine.F

The security of sensitive documents is still another
problem. Once contact isxestablished between two fax
machines, the transmission of the document proceeds automati-
cally, irrespective of who may be standing by the receiving
machine at the time.: In a busy office, the contents of these
documents are accessible to aha fax operator and anyone else
who happens to be in the vicinity. ’

It is also common for individuals to wish to deliver fax
documents to a recipient who is not currently available
through a known machine (eg. a person on a business trip).
This is a very inconvenient situation in that it requires that
the paper documents be held until the traveler phones in from
a remote machine. It further requires that there be someone
available at that time who has knowledge of and access to the
documents intended for the recipient.

Still another concern is adequate accounting control over
the billing of calls. Typically, many businesses wish to be

-2-
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able to track the costs of both fax machine use and the asso-
ciated telephone charges. while telephone charges can be
ascribed from telephone company records, in the present envi-
ronment these must be related to records of the number of
pages transmitted per call and so forth, separately maintained
by the fax machine or its attendants.

Summary of the Invention

The objects of this invention are to address these many
shortcomings of present fax systems and to provide an inte-
grated system for their solution. Furthermore, the intention
is to achieve this in a way which is fundamentally compatible
with existing fax terminal machines. The basic approach is to
provide special computer—based fax Store And Forward Facili-
ties (SAFF's) as an integral part of a switched telephone net—
work system. All fax transmissions entered into the network
are routed to such a facility, typically geographically near
the originating machine, where they are temporarily stored or
'spooled' by the computer in a mass storage buffer, such as amagnetic disk.

The fax message from the originating machine is intended u
for a destination machine, which may or may not be in a posi-

'tion to immediately answer the call. If the destination '
machine is within the service region of that SAFF, the system
then proceeds to attempt to call the destination fax machine.
If the destination machine is within the service area of a
different SAFE, the system forwards.the fax document data to
that facility by long-distance lines, in which case this sec-
ond facility attempts to call the‘destination machine. In
either case, if contact is established and the message is
delivered immediately, the“system directs a printed report
back to the originating fax‘maching confirming delivery to the
destination machine, and otherfpertinent data.

. If, on the other hand“ the ddlivery cannot be completed
immediately due to a busy signal, a“machine fault (eg, receiv-
ing machine out of paper) Or any other reason, the spooled
document is saved and the system makes periodic attempts to
contact the destination machine and complete the transmission.

In the meantime, the system sends a printed report back
to the originating machine acknowledging that the message has
been entered into the system, indicating the reason the deliv-
ery is being delayed, stating the protocol the system will
take to deliver the message, and providing a reference number
or "Message Code“ which identifies the message and may be used
at a later time to trace the status of the document.

-3-
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Placing the delivering spooling system geographically
near the destination machine has the advantage of more econom-
ical use of any long-distance lines that may be involved.
These lines are used only to move the message from the origi-
nator to the spooling system in the vicinity of the destina—
tion, which is virtually certain to be successful on the first
try. Subsequent attempts to contact the destination machine

can be handled more or less locally and need not tie up the
bulk of the long-distance facilities.

If the delayed delivery is ultimately successful, the
system will send a printed delivery report to the originating
machine. 0n the other hand, if the delivery attempt protocol
has gone through its whole cycle without success, a report
will be sent to the originator indicating that the delivery
procedure has failed and requesting instructions as to how to
proceed (eg. try again, redirect the message to an alternate
number, or delete the message).

An important feature of the system is that it recognizes
all of the documents that are spooled in the system at a given
time for a given destination machine. ‘These are identified
and linked together to form a message queue for that machine.
In this way, once contact is established, all of the waiting “
messages can be “dumped“ to that machine in a continuous ‘

.batch. Furthermore, iflnew messages arrive while that dump is
occurring, they are simply appended to the end of the active
queue and are transmitted when their turn comes. This has the
advantage of greatly enhancing the utilization efficiency of a
busy destination machine. .

Since3a11 outgoing fax documents are temporarily stored
at theufacility near the originating machine, it is also prac-
tical tofprovide for automatic broadcasting of documents to
multiple destinations. Lists of 'broadcast groups" of phone ,VV
numbersfcanlbe‘programmed into the facility by users, or a : 5
list of¥destination phone numbers entered 'by hand' at the * ‘H
time ofia call.; The SAP? can then broadcast the message to . - '- 5‘
every machine of the selected list. This is a great advantage ‘~ J
to broadCast users in that they need only tie up their
machines for one outgoing transmission, the one to the SAFE.
The SA?! copies the message to all of the destination machines
as outlined above. In the meantime, the originating machine
is available for receiving or transmitting other documents.

  

Similarly, since the documents are stored near the origi-
nator, the system can permit messages which have already been
sent to be copied to other destinations after the fact, with-
out the necessity of resending the message to the SAFE. Like-
wise, since the messages are also spooled in a facility near
the destination, the system also provides the recipient with
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the option of forwarding or redirecting documents to still
other destinations, as if the recipient were the originator.
The system can also accept and store messages destined for a
fictitious destination or "Mail Box'. Thus, individuals who
are traveling can, at their convenience, dial into the system
and pick up any waiting documents.

Closely akin to these features is the ability to have the
originator of a transmission include the requirement that the
recipient provide a security code, such as a PIN number, in
order to release the document from the spool to the destina-
tion machine. In this case, the SAFF sends a written report
to the destination machine advising that a secure message is
waiting for a particular recipient and the fax identification
of the originating machine. The recipient must then call in
to the SAFF and key in the security code to initiate the
delivery of the document. Since the document is spooled, the
delivery easily may be delayed until the recipient is availa-
ble to supply the code. ‘

Finally, since the documents and their delivery are both
under the control of the telephone system, as a special serv-
ice the telephone call accounting system can provide both time
and charges for the telephone services rendered and fax infer-u
mation, such as pages transmitted, sorted according to the
.originator's clients. This can greatly facilitate the fax
user who wishes to do cost accounting or to bill clients forcosts incurred. ‘

Brief Description of the Drawings

otherqohjectéfiand advantages of the present invention
will be apparent irom the following Detailed Description of
the preferred embodiments thereof and from the attached Draw-
ings of whichxi -~

Fig. 1 illustrates the inter-relationships of the princi-
pal elements of a'connection between two SAFFs.

Fig. 2 shows a more detailed view of the various systems
within a single SAFF, such as those shown,in Figure 1.

Fig. 3 illustrates the major components of the Originate
Function in the SAFFs_shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Fig. 4 illustrates the major components of the Answer
Function in the SAFFs shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figs. 5a and b.show a flow chart-describing the general
processing steps required to handle a fax or voice message
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' incoming to the Originate Function of a SAFE. as described
particularly in Figures 2 and 3.

Figs. 6a and b show a flow chart describing the general
processing steps required to handle the delivery of a fax mes-
sage incoming to the Answer Function of a SAFF, as described
particularly in Figures 2 and 4.

Fig. 7 shows a flow chart of the general processing steps
required to handle a service request in the General Service
unit of a SAFE, as described particularly in Figure 2.

Detailed Description

Introduction

The preferred embodiment of this invention is a
multi~function, interactive facsimile transmission system
which is integrated into a switched telephone distribution
network, where "network" is taken broadly to mean the entire
system required to complete a communication from an originator
to an answerer. This embodiment provides a comprehensive com-
puterized fax message management system based on automated fax
Store And Forward Facilities (SAP?) embedded in the network.

-This system requires no modifications to existing facsimile
machines, but rather, relies on the network to provide theenhanced services.

'The system contains several components which actually
tradsmit the fax messages and related information, provide
written fax reports to users about the status of messages . .~ .
-within the system, allow user intervention in the sequence of
‘autdmatic actions of the system, provide an accounting of ‘,
services rendered for both the customer and the telephone com-
-pany, and control and supervise all of these activities.

A In the preferred embodiment, it is presumed that the
SAPP's are placed at the interface between the local telephone
delivery system and the long-distance delivery system, as
indicated in Figures 1 and 2. In this setting, the SAP? sys-
tem can be controlled and its services offered by either one.
However, it is obvious that useful systems can be constructed
where the SA?! exists as close to the user as a component of
his or her own in-house telephone system (such as a PBX or
Centres) or as remotely as a single, independent, stand-alone
SA?! serving a wide geographical area. It is also obvious
that commercially viable systems can be constructed which pro-
vide subsets of the features_of the preferred embodiment. The
choice of site/control setting and service features might be
driven by any number of economic, market, or legal
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considerations, which would militate toward offering the sys-
tem at an alternate location in the network, or in a 'strippeddown" form.

To more clearly understand the present invention, it is
useful to consider the manner in which a fax transmission
occurs in the traditional setting. Here the communication
between two machines is initiated when the destination machine
answers a telephone call directly from the originating
machine. Typically, there is an exchange of digital data
identifying the sending and receiving machines to each other
and establishing the fax mode or format to be used. If this
exchange is satisfactory, then the actual image transmission
takes place. Otherwise, the call is terminated, usually with
some form of written diagnostic to the respective users.

Message Interception

In the present invention, all fax transmissions initiated
by a subscriber to the fax management system are first inter-
cepted by an 'originator' SAFP; that is, the SAP? which
directly services the originating fax machine. Figure 1 shows
two exemplary SAPFs 8 and 18, with interconnections between.
the Shire and with subscriber fax machines being

-diagrammatically indicated. Thus in Figure l, the SAP? 8
includes an originate function 9 coupled over telephone
lines 4 to originating fax machines 1. Likewise, the SAFF 18
includes an originate function 22 coupled over telephone
lines 26 to originating fax machines 30. Each of the SAFPS 8
and 18 also includes respective answer function blocks 12 and
19 respectively connected over telephone lines 5, 24 to fax
machines 3, 28. Each of the SAFFs 8, 18 also includes service
interfaces 10, 21 coupled via telephone lines 5; 25 to
telephones 2, 29. The function and purpose of the service
interfaces is more fully explained hereafter, and they are
under control of status and control blocks 11 and 21.

Access to the system of Figure 1 can be obtained much the
same as access to a specific long-distance company's network.
That is, subscribers such as 1 in Figure 1 can dial a unique
access code at the time a call is initiated, or a telephone
line dedicated to a fax terminal may be permanently routed to
the SAP? system, in this case the SAP? 8 of Figure 1. Either
way, one accesses SAP? Directed Lines 4 and the SAP? 8 itself
in the process of dialing the destination fax machine.

The SAP? 8 then answers the phone in place of the desti-
nation machine, such as one of 28 shown in Figure 1 as ser-
viced by SAP? 18. For the moment, this SAP? 8 near the origi—
nator becomes the proxy for the destination machine 28. While
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noting the actual destination telephone number, the SAFF 8
engages the originating machine in the same digital dialogue
that would have occurred if a direct connection to the desti-
nation machine had actually been made. Thus, it echoes back
the destination telephone number, to identify the intended
destination machine, and agrees to accept the fax format
requested by the originating machine.

This causes the originating machine 1 to respond by
transmitting the fax document image data. The originating
machine's identification, the destination machine's telephone
number, the fax format, and the document image data are all
stored on a mass storage device 67 (in Figure 3), such as a
computer magnetic disk unit. Furthermore, a unique alphameric
Message Code is assigned to the block of data to identify it
while it is resident in the SAFE system. This Message Code is
related to the file name for the stored data.

Delivery

At this point the SAP? 8 initiates two actions. The
first is to generate an 'Acceptance Record' of the transaction
to this point. This record, in one form or another, will be «
returned to the originator as will be described below. The

-second step is to begin to deliver the fax message to the desL
tination machine 28. . ,

The details of the delivery process depend to some degree
on the geographic location of the destination within the net-
work. A single SAFE can, in principle, service a broad geo-
graphical area. Howeverf in.the preferred embodiment, commu-
nications beyond a certain limiting distance involve at least
two SAIPs, one 8 near the originator l and the other, a 'des-
tination SAFE", 18=nearithenrecipient 28 of the document. The
choice of one, two, or moreJSAPPs is determined by network
economics, or other considerations, and is not essential tothe invention. =9 *

For the sake of this discussion, we will define a "local"
message to imply that the originating and the destination
machines are serviced by the same SAPP. (Although, this does
not preclude the possibility that the two machines are some
considerable distance apart and connected by a toll call.) 0n
the other hand, we will define a 'long-distance' message to
mean that the originating and destination fax machines are
serviced by different SAFFs and, thus, one SAFE must exchange
data with the other, perhaps through intermediaries. Simi-
larly, the term 'near' used in connection with a SAP? refers
to being within the service area of that SAFE.
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Each SAFF 8, 18 has two clearly defined roles: the
"Originate Function' 9, 22 for handling data with an originat-
ing machine, and the “Answer Function' 19, 12 for handling
data with a destination machine. The details of these two
subsystems are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.
In the local message mode, the connection between the Origi—
nate Function, such as 9, and the Answer Function, such as 12,
is linked within the single SAFF 8 by way of a Local Call
Loop-back connection 13, between the two Functions. In the
long—distance mode, the Originate Function 9 of SAFF 8, near
the originator, is linked to the Answer Function 19 of another
SAFF 18, near the destination, by long-distance lines, such as
14, or 16 for SAFF 18. Thus, processing a long—distance mes—
sage involves the same basic steps as a local message, except
that the activity is shared interactively between at least twodifferent SAFFs.

Originate Function

With this understanding of SAFF functions, the following
detailed discussion will illustrate the operation of the sys-
tem in the long-distance case, since it is the more complex,,
and therefore provides a more comprehensive example. Figures H
1, 2, 3, and 4 all show elements of the SAFF system in varying

-degrees of detail and all will be referred to in the follow-‘
ing. It will be noted that some critical elements are shown
in more than one of the Figures.

As an example, it is assumed that one of the subscribers
1 attached to SAFF 8 wishes to send a fax message to one of
the subscribers 28 attached to ShFF 18. The subscriber l
pgaces the sell to the destination machine 28 which is routed
over‘SKPF‘pirected Lines 4 to the Originate Function 9 of 'n:. ‘
shes 8,; These signals originate within the SAFF system and 5:2 '2-
thdy are picked up by the On-net Interface 64 which is part of -$ ‘
the'Originate Function, as shown in Figure 3. This Interface ?
signals the originate Host Computer 70 of the incoming call
and‘the Host responds by directing the incoming data to a Mass
Sterage Unit 67 where it is stored in a file 68.

 

During this storage process the Host,directs two other
activities. It creates a call status record file 69
(Figure 3) in mass storage, recording the time and date of the
origination, the telephone number of the calling machine, the
telephone number of the destination machine, any security or
other special‘services requested, various housekeeping infor-
mation, and it assigns the Message Code number which locates
not only the status file but also the fax data file associated
with it. The Host also passes the destination machine's tele-
phone number to the Outbound Control unit 74 which proceeds to
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connect the originating SAFE 8 with the nearest available SAFF
18 to the destination through a long-distance interface 75
over long-distance circuits 79 [14 in Figure 1). In the pro-
cess of establishing this connection, the Outbound Control
unit employs an algorithm which examines the number and kind
of available trunk resources and chooses the most efficient
combination of these lines for the task required.

Answer Function

The originating SAP? 8 then proceeds to transmit the
originator and destination telephone numbers, the stored fax
image, the Message Code, and other housekeeping data to the
destination SAFE 18. These data are sent by the most expedi-
ent mechanism offered by the long-distance service. For exam-
ple, if this service employs digital communications, the fax
data may well be transmitted at a significantly higher rate
than it was originally received into the system.

The fax data is received by the Long-distance Interface
95 (Figure 4) in the Answer Function 19 of the destination
SAFE. This unit signals the Answer Host Computer 85 of the
incoming data. The Host then routes these data to its Mass
Storage facility 87. (It should be noted for later reference

-that the originator SAP? and the destination SAPP now both
have a copy of these data.) The Host notes whether other mes-
sages are pending for the destination machine and either opens
a Delivery Queue file 88, or appends the new message to theexisting Queue File.

The Host also records the arrival time and other perti-
nent information about the fax message in a CalljStatus'
file 90 in Mass Storage unit 87, and sends a status update
back to the originating SAP? 8 by way of the Status and9Con-
trol Interface 84, and the System Status and Control Unit 11
via Long-distance Trunks 15. i a ’“

It then signals the Local Interface 83 to dial the desti—
nation machine's (81 in Figure 4) telephone number on ordinary
outgoing local lines 24, 82. If the destination fax's line is
available, the destination SAP? now becomes the proxy for the
originating fax machine and engages the destination machine in
the necessary preliminary digital dialogue.

If this is successful, the document image, including the
source and destination identification information, the Message
Code, and the entry and delivery times, is played back from
storage and delivered to the destination. A “Delivery Record'
is then created by the Answer Host 85 which indicates the date
and time of delivery, and any other pertinent data. The
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Delivery Record is sent back to the originating SAFF 8, again
by way of the Status and Control Interface 84, and the System
Status and Control Unit 11, via Long-distance Trunks 15. The
originator SAP? 8 then appends this information to the Accep-
tance Record to form a complete ‘Transaction File'. The orig-
inating SAP? 8 then sends this file, as a delivery receipt or
report, back to the originating machine 1, 60, as a faxdocument.

If the destination machine's line is busy, or the contact
fails for some other reason, the destination SAFF's Host Com—
puter 85 will enter a sequence whereby it will attempt to con-
tact the destination machine and transmit the document on a
predetermined schedule for a specific period of time or number
of tries. As this sequence is entered, a "Retry Record" is
generated documenting the situation and the system's response
to it. This record contains the reason that the delivery was
delayed and it indicates which protocol the system will use to
attempt to deliver the message. This is transmitted back to
the originating SAP? 8, as described above, and appended to
the previously described Acceptance Record to form a Transac-
tion Pile which is then sent as a fax message back to the
originator. The assigned Message Code is a part of every
transaction report and may be used at any time to-trace the H
status of undelivered documents, as will be described shortly.

If the retry effort is ultimately successful, a Delivery
Record is appended to the Transaction Pile which is sent back
to the originating machine. If the effort fails after reach-
ing the predetermined limit, this is also recorded, appended,
and sent back to the originator. In this case, the originator
is given the,option?of dialing back into the system within a
certain length‘of time (typically several hours) and instruct-
ing the destfnationtsnrr as to how to dispose of the document
(99. repeat retry sequence, forward to a different telephone
number, or'delete the message).

This process is handled by using an ordinary touchtone
phone to dial a multipurpose (perhaps, toll free) fax system
'Service Number"; which will be referred to here and in later
sections. This might be a unique number for every SAFE, or it
might be a standardized number common to many localities,
except perhaps for area code, such as is 555-1212 for calling
'Information'. This Service Number is answered by the General
Service Control units (10 in Figure l, 50 in Figure 2) of the
SA?! to which the call is directed. This unit contains an
automated voice response system that presents a menu of the
available services and prompts the user to select the desired
choices by pressing particular numbers on the touchtone key-
pad. In an advanced embodiment, a computer-based voice  
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recognition system replaces the keypad and accepts verbal com-
mands in a conversational way.

The General Service Control unit 50 can communicate with
its own System Status and Control unit 11, and through that
unit, any other such unit 11, 20 via Long—distance Trunks 15.
Through these connections, both inquiries relating to messages
in the system and instructions as to their disposition may be
addressed to the entire SAP? system.

Having selected the 'failed-connection message disposi-
tion' choice, the user is prompted to key in the Message Code.
The system verbally repeats the code and the delivery discrep-
ancy for verification, and then presents a menu of disposition
options for the user to select with the keypad.

If the user does not take advantage of this 'what to do
now' opportunity within the time limit, the message is
retransmitted back to the originator with a report. It is
then erased from both the originator and destination SAP?
files after a suitable delay (typically six hours). If the
originator wishes to resend the message during this “grace“
period, it may be recovered and resent to the original desti-
nation or forwarded to another destination(s), as will be “described later.

In each of the various cases where the SAFFs automati-
cally direct fax message status reports (such as, the Accep-
tance, Delivery, or Retry records above), the system can be -
programmed to accumulate records from all calls over a period a-
of time (eg. an hour) at the originator SAP? and deliver them
as a single fax document at the end of the period or upon :. .3
request by the originator. This has the advantage of reducingAf
the number of report calls and the subsequent burden on the
originating fax machine. The originator SAFE will enter a r
retry sequence if it finds the originator's line busy or the .
machine unavailable when it attempts to deliver reportsn This“
is a persistent sequence which it will continue trying for
direct contact at intervals of an hour or so for a considera-
ble length of time (eg. 72 hours). It also places a copy of
the report in the originator's Mail Box (described below) so
that the originator may recover it in between SAP? delivery
attempts.

It should also be noted that the originator has the
option of dialing the Service Number at any time and inquiring
about the status of a given message. Here again, the voice
response system prompts, presents menus, and uses the Message
Code to locate and report on the current location and condi-
tion of the message. A written record can be directed to the
originating or destination fax machine, if desired.

-12-
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Another feature of the system is that the act of accept-
ing and storing an incoming message at the originator SAFP,
and the act of dialing and forwarding that message to the des—
tination by the destination SAFF, can overlap in time. That
is, if the originator SAFF has lines available, once the ini-
tial connection dialogue between the originator and the SAFF
is complete, the SAPF may immediately make its first attempt
to contact the destination SAP? and, thus, the destination
machine, while it is beginning to spool the document.

If this immediate contact is successful, than the message
is passed from the originator SAP? 8 to the destination SAFF
18 to the destination machine 28 directly from the Originate
Host Computer's memory 70 while the two SAFFs are still in the
process of spooling the document to disk. This is facilitated
by a "write-through pipeline' whereby the Originate Host 70
passes the incoming fax data through directly to the Outbound
Control unit 74 at the same time it is being written to mass
storage. It is held in a temporary memory buffer in the Out—
bound unit until it is clear whether or not an immediate con-
nection to the destination machine is possible. At that point
the temporary buffer fax data is either sent and then deleted,
or merely deleted. The net effect is that the spooling pro-
cess only adds a few seconds delay in the message delivery '
over the traditional direct machine-to-machine contact when
‘the destination machine is readily available.

On the other hand, if lines are limited, the originating
SAP? can choose to delay until suitable lines are available.
This has the advantage of improving communications resource
management and enhancing the efficiency of the telephone
system's line usage over the direct contact scheme.

The foregoing describes the basic fax SAP! message han-
dling system and from this discussion several advantages
should be apparent. The originating machine always functions
as if it makes contact and delivers documents on the first -:nj
try, thus immediately freeing the machine and the attendant 7;;5'
personnel for sending or receiving other transmissions, Like- '
wise, the telephone system only handles one call across its
local and long-distance lines from the originating machine to
the destination SAPP, since the state of the destination
machine has no impact on the call. This significantly
improves the efficiency of line usage when messages are
addressed to busy fax terminals.

Although some additional calls are needed to deliver the
various reports, these require very little long—distance time,
as they are transmitted over the circuits as highly compressed
coded messages. It is the nearby originating SAP? that trans-
lates them into "plain language" for fax delivery as a local
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message. As pointed out, additional savings in these local
messages can be gained by compiling multiple reports and
delivering them in bulk as a single cell. It should be noted
that the delivery of reports to an originator is a cooperative
process between the Originate Function and the Answer Function
of the originate SAFP. The Originate Function 9 actually gen-
erates these reports and passes them through the Local Call
Loop-back 13 (76 in Figure 3) to the Answer Function 12 for
delivery as an ordinary fax message.

In addition to these basic features, the design of the
system also provides for a number of additional services and
advantages which are described below.

Message Queuing

As pointed out, all tax messages directed to a particular
telephone number are spooled by the Answer Function of the
destination SAFF, as detailed in Figure 4. The Host Computer
85 controlling this function monitors the incoming messages
and links all undelivered messages for a given telephone num-
ber into a message Delivery Queue file 88. The computer also
compiles a constantly updated, ordered catalog of the file
names of the messages waiting for each tax machine.

Consequently, when messages arrive at a rate faster than
they can be delivered, for whatever reason, they are held in
this queue for delivery. As soon as the destination SAFE
establishes contact with the destination machine, it begins As
sending the entire queue of messages in a single, essentially ; .; .T
“uninterrupted transmission. Messages that arrive while the w' ‘_ f{ u
Ztransmission is in progress are appended to the end of the ~ ‘
.queue. . ‘nl If

L'This scheme eliminates the 'trial and error“ dial and " y“ 2*
.rredial attempts that result from a number of independent i ‘ " _7

incoming calls competing in'an uncoordinated way for the sin- ., , f
gle destination line. It can significantly enhance the effi-
ciency of the destination fax machine and the long-distance
and local telephone circuits connected to a busy machine.

When the queue exceeds a certain limiting size, the des-
tination SAP? will periodically insert and send a 'Queue
Re rt' (as a tax document) to the destination machine showing
a let of the waiting messages. This list shows the originat-
ing machine identification, the time entered into the origina-
tor SAPP, the number of pages in the document, and the approx-
imate time that the message will be delivered based on its
position in the queue.
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The user can advance a particular message to the head of
the queue by calling the fax service Number and supplying the
desired message number, by using the voice response menus.
The General Service unit 50 directs these instruction to the
System Status and Control Unit 11, which in turn directs them
to the Answer Function Host 85 through its Status and ControlInterface 84.

alternately, the originator can designate a priority
level to a given fax message at the time it is dialed in (eg.
by using a different access code). In this case, the destina-
tion SAP? will insert higher priority messages ahead of lower
priority messages in the queue as they are received. The
originator would normally pay a premium price for this serv-ice.

. Another originator option is the time of delivery. If
desired, the originator can specify the time of day which the
message should be delivered. In this case the message is for-
warded to the destination SAP? directly, but is not entered
into the queue until the specified time. This can be used in
combination with an assigned high priority to insert the mes-
sage at the head of the queue at the appointed time. .

 

When messages are finally delivered to the destination ' 5.
.machine they are not immediately erased from the spool file 88 -“
at the destination SAPP. Rather, they are maintained in a

» 'Delivered Message' directory 90 for a period of time (typi-
1 cally six hours). A feature offered by this action is the
; opportunity for the subscribing recipient of'a message to make

.3 additional copies, redirect, or forward copies of selected
'n messages to other destinations. This is accomplished by Call-
a; ing the Service Number and selecting the appropriate choices
, from the voice response menus. '” 5

 

Security and Mail Boxes

It is not uncommon for documents of a sensitive nature to
be sent by facsimile from place to place. This is often a
problem, especially in a busy office or where a machine is
nominally unattended during the transmission, in that the
originator has no control over who may be standing by the
machine when the document prints out, or who may leaf through
a stack of faxes piled up in a hopper right after lunch.

This is a problem which others have attempted to deal
with in a variety of ways. For example, Bond, v.5. Pats.
3,594,495 and 3,641,432, discloses a ”radio facsimile postal
system' which features the direct deliVery of documents to
specific addressees by facsimile via communications
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satellites. In this system, intended as a replacement for or
supplement to the ordinary 'paper‘ postal system, fax messages
were directed from special public fax terminals operated by
the post office to a central satellite earth-station. Here
the messages were sorted according to their geographical des—
tination for concentration and uplinking to a satellite ser-
vicing that area. The satellite then broadcasts all of the
uplinked messages back to Earth.

In principle, anyone with a radio receiver in the
satellite's service area could access any of the messages, so
Bond built in a “privacy code" which operated with the
receiver to allow the message to print out only on the desired
machine. In reality, this privacy code was nothing more than
an addressing signal which enables the selected fax receiving
system. Thus, Bond's system is merely a restricted version of
the services presently provided to fax users by the telephone
networks. His privacy code function is the same as a tele-
phone numberx it selects which of a plurality of fax machines
will actually receive the message. Unfortunately, his
approach leads to exactly the security dilemma facing tele—phone fax users.

Chapman, U.S. Pat. 4,106,060, has approached the problem a
in a somewhat different way. He too discloses a

-facsimile-based mail system.— However, in his system, the mes-
sages are directed by whatever means to a ‘paper' post office
near the addressee, rather than the addressee's home or place
of business. This post office then makes a paper copy of the
the fax message, places it in an envelope, and delivers it to
the addresses as ordinaryfimail: This is a reasonably effec-
tive solution to the security problem, but it can only be
relied upon to provide "next day“ delivery, and there are a
number of other, competing alternatives for document deliveryservice on that time scale? i

In the present invention the security problem is
addressed by a control variation of the destination SAFP queu-
ing system. Messages which the originator wishes to designate
as secure are temporarily directed to a auxiliary storage file
54, 89 in the Answer Function of the destination SAP? called a
'Hail Box". Instead of being delivered to the destination
machine, a report is sent to that machine indicating that a
secure message is waiting for a particular addressee. Option—
ally, a voice message may be directed to a designated tele-
phone number by the General Service Control 50.

This feature works in the following way. Each individual
SAP? is assigned its own unique telephone exchange code or
codes (typically indicated by the first three digits of a
seven digit local number). Thus, the SAP? appears to the
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'world as if it were a distinct telephone exchange(s), separate
from all other exchanges in that area code region. all
subscriber's to a given SAFE are assigned their fax telephone
numbers with that exchange prefix. Subscribing individuals
wishing Mail Boxes (typically associated with a 'default' fax
machine) are issued ”fictitious" telephone numbers which actu-
ally terminate in fax Mail Boxes, rather than in an actual
telephone line.

Mail Box numbers are published so that correspondents may
use them. In addition, each individual is also given a secret
security code or PIN number which will access his or her box.
The host computer managing the SAP? maintains a list that
relates each fictitious number with the individual's name, the

security code, and the real telephone number of the default
destination machine. This default machine is the one to which

messages and reports will normally be sent, when appropriate.

An originator wishing to send a secure message merely
dials the (fictitious) Mail Box telephone number at the time
the document is sent. The system directs the message to the
Mail Box file 89 in the destination SAP? associated with that
number, and the Answer Host 85 sends a “Message Waiting'
report to the default destination fax machine through the
Local Interface 83. If more than one message is in the Mail

-Box queue, then this report lists them all.

In order to get the fax document actually sent to the
destination, the security code must be sent back to the desti—
nation SAFF. Typically, this would be done by the addressee
dialing his or her own Mail Box number. Since this call orig-
inates from a 'normal' telephone 34 over Ordinary Local Lines
40, rather thanfthe fax's SAFE Directed Lines 38, the call is
directedlto;thei0£f-net Incoming Screener 48 in the (destina-
tion) SAP? which functions in conjunction with a mailbox serv-
ice control 49.' This unit recognizes that the call is not a
fax transmission and thus treats it as a voice service

request. A voice response system then prompts the caller to
key in the security code. When the correct code is supplied, -"g,«
the SAP? system announces the number of messages waiting and, "
if desired, the message codes of each. Mail Box contents are
maintained in a queue 89 just as are “regular' spool files.
Thus, the user is also given the opportunity to reorder the
messages within a Mail Box Delivery queue, through the System
Status and Control units 11, 20 in the same way as other mes-
sages.

 

The system finally permits the addressee to make a selec—
tion of messages for immediate release, and provides an oppor-
tunity to 'redirect' them to a fax machine 3 other than the
default machine over ordinary local lines 39. The SAFP then
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releases the selected documents and moves them to the head of
the appropriate destination Delivery Queue 88 for immediate
delivery.

when messages are accepted into the SAFE system and
arrive at a mail box, The Answer Function of the destination
SAFE issues a 'Posting Report" which is directed back to the
Originator in the manner described for other reports. The
report is similar to a Delivery Report, except that it indi—
cates that the message has been received by the mail box.
When the Mail Box Queue is actually read by the addressee the
Destination SAFF sends an actual Delivery Report to the origi-
nator indicating the date and time of delivery and so forth.

Another advantage of the Mail Box system is that it can
provide a convenient way for individuals who are away from
their 'home' machine to still have access to their documents.
Such individuals may call in to their Mail Box number to hear
from the voice response unit whether they have any messages
waiting. By use of the redirection feature, messages sent to
a fax Mail Box can be accessed by an individual with the secu-
rity code from any telephone with a fax machine.

For example, a person on a business trip can have all his~
or her fax documents directed to their Hall Box. Upon arriv—

-ing at a hotel that has a fax machine, the traveler places a
call to the Mail Box number and supplies the information out-
lined above, including the telephone number of the hotel fax
machine. The SAP? then calls the hotel machine and dumps the
queue of waiting documents. .

Broadcasting

} The queuing, Mail Boxes, and security codes are all "
derivative benefits of the spooling;of messages at the destié
nation SAPP. There is a counterpart advantage to the origina—
tor SAFP's spooling as well. Since the originator SAP? main-
tains a copy of each message, that copy can be used to broad-
cast messages to multiple destinations. ~ 3

This can be initiated in a number of ways. For example,
the user can dial in a code prefix indicating that a list of
destination numbers is to follow. The numbers are then
entered and finally another code is entered to signal 'end of
liat'. The Originate Host 70 recognizes these inputs and
attaches them to the message which follows. As an alterna-
tive, the user can store different numbered broadcast tele-
phone lists in the Originate SAP? mass storage files 69
(entered much as described above) and invoke them simply by
dialing a two or three digit 'short-cut' code. In either
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case, from there the fax transmission to the originator SAP?
proceeds normally.

Upon reception of the list and the document, the origina-
tor SAFF proceeds to open as many local loop-back or
long-distance lines as it can to deliver the broadcast message
to the various destinations, essentially simultaneously.
Although the originator is billed for making a number of dif-
ferent calls, in fact the originating machine is only tied up
for the time required to make one call. Furthermore, the full
power of the delivery system is asserted for each destination
machine, including reporting, redials, queuing, and so forth.

a feature related to broadcasting is the redirection of
messages by the originator. since fax messages are spooled at
the originator SAP? and held for a period of time even after
delivery (typically six hours), the originator can dial the
Service Number any time during this period and direct a copy
of the spooled message to be sent to other destinationmachines.

Communications With Non-subscribers

Thus far, the discussion has presumed that both the orig-
-inator and answerer were subscribers to the SAP? system. It
is quite reasonable to assume that subscribers will wish to
send or receive fax messages with non-subscribers, as well.
while the services provided by the SAP? are more limited in
such cases, nevertheless, the system both anticipates and
enhances communications with non-subscribers for the benefitof the subscribers. -

When a,subscriber originates a call to a non-subscriber
the delivery process is almost identical to
subscriber-to-subecriber calls. The tax data is forwarded to
the Answer Function of the apprOpriate destination SAP? and
delivery is pursued, all inuthe usual way. For the benefit of
the subscribing originator. the message is stored in the usual
way at the destination SAP? until delivery is completed. If
multiple SAFE-processed messages arrive before the delivery is
complete, a temporary Delivery Queue will_be created and used
as required. However, since the non-subscriber will have no
account in the system, attempts to use the Service Number to
manipulate the queue, forward messages, make multiple copies,
and use the other special services available to a subscribinganswerer, will be unsuccessful.

Calls originated by a non-subscriber directed to a sub-
scribing answerer move by a somewhat different mechanism. As
noted, each SAP? appears to the world as a distinct telephone
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exchange and all subscriber's to a given SAFE are assigned
their fax telephone numbers with that exchange prefix. Conse-
quently, all calls directed to a SAP? subscriber eventually
end up at the subscriber's SAFF, whether they originated from
within the SAP? system network or not. Messages originating
'off-network' can arrive by any route. For example, they may
be truly local calls, or they may be long-distance calls which
arrive over any available long-distance network.

In any case, messages originating from a non-
subscriber 33 are delivered to the answering fax machine's
SAP? by the local lines 39 provided by the local telephone
company. They are answered by the SAPP's Off-net Incoming
Screener 48, which, upon noting that they are tax transmis-
sions, directs the calls to the Originate Function 9 of that
SAFE. From that point, the call is treated as if it were a
local fax call and it is passed over to the Answer Function 12
via the Local Call Loop-back 13 for delivery to thesubscriber.

In this situation an Acceptance Record will be returned
to the originating machine, but no further originator services
are provided. On the other hand, the answering subscriber has
the full range of Answer Function available.

Charges and Detailed Billing

Normally, the Originate Function of the originator SAFE
has ultimate responsibility for the management of outgoing
messages. It initiates all connections to the Answer Punc- , . a ;»
tionsuof the various SAPPs with which it must communicate. It ‘ :3 _.=? ’;xis_the node to which all reports concerning message status and *' v~ ‘“
disposition must flow. It interrogates Answer SAPPs when 1
extraordinary updates are required. Consequently, the Origi- --"'> ; _:f
nate Function is also the focus of charging data. 3, :j'

 

_ , Thejtelephone company presumably charges for all of the “ 7 ?
various services provided by this system. The method, algo- 3' ' - 9
rithm, and rates are determined by actual costs and applicable ' *
regulations. Typically, the user would be billed for tele-
phone connect time, toll charges, extraordinary services, such
as those provided by calling the Service Number, the amount of
mass storage space consumed as a function of time, and so

One of the user services for which a special charge might
be made is a subscriber's customer specific billing system.
In this option the user can 'flag' each fax transmission with
a keyed-in prefix which contains a user customer, client, or
project number. This number is stored as a key field in the
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Transaction File for that call. Thus, when the telephone bill
is prepared, the billing computer can sort the subscriber's
bill on this field and present the user with a list of all fax
messages, total usage time, number of pages, and related
charges, all grouped by the subscriber's own customers, cli-
ents, or projects. Furthermore, it can accept the
subscriber's particular algorithm for billing calls to custom-
ers or clients and generate a column showing what the sub-
scriber will bill for the service (as a separate matter from
what the SAFF system and the telephone company have billed the
subscriber). This can be of great assistance in attributing
costs and billing customers for services rendered.

Software Control

In the preferred embodiment, each of the principal units
of the SAP? such as described in Figures 2,3, and 4 is con-
trolled by its own computer processing unit or units. These
units are interrupt-driven computers which are connected
together by the System Status and Control unit 11. This unit
is an electronic switch yard for control communications
between the Originate, Answer, and other units within a given
SAFE, as well as the the other saris in the system through the
control long-distance trunks 15. While there are many tasks

-which the various control processors must perform to handle
fax operations, the primary ones are intercepting incoming
calls, either for fax forwarding or service requests, and
delivering the fax messages to their destinations. the gen-
eral software organization of these principal activities is
shown in Fig. 5, 6, and 7. It should be noted that these fig-
ures are simplified and intended to be generally descriptive.
For example, some procedures illustrated here as sequential
(for the sake of simplicity) Can actually be performed concur-
rently. Likewise, not every junction of the system is repre-
sented in detail. Generally speaking, similar results also

. can be obtained with a number of other obvious arrangements of
the functional blocks. : ,_,

aw . 3

Broadly speaking, fax messages addressed to the Originate
Function of a SAFE arise either through the special SAFP
Directed Local Lines 4 (Figures 2 and 3) as a result of direct
connection or dialing a special access code, or they arise
from Ordinary Local Lines (off-net lines) 39, 40, 63. Those
which arrive via off-net lines are processed first by the
Off-net Screens: 48, which may direct them to either the Orig-
inate Function 9 or to Mail Box Service 49. Figure 5, there-
fore combines all three of these related functions.

At the outset one of the two incoming call interfaces 64
and 65 signals the Host Computer 70 that it is beginning to
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process a call at 100 in Figure 5a. These units have their
own buffer capability and can tolerate some delay before the
Host responds. Ultimately the Host must decide whether it is
responding to an on-net or off—net call 101. If it is an
off-net call there are two possibilities (excluding wrong num-
bers) 102: it may either be a fax call, in which case it is
from a non-subscriber to a subscriber,-or it is a mail box
service call. If it is a fax call then the billing for serv—
ices must be directed to the subscribing destination addressee
112. From that point it is handled like an on-net call as
will be described shortly.

If it is not a fax call then it is presumed to be a mail
box service call 103, and the caller is presented with the
voice response menu 104 for such service. The user responds
to these prompts with a touchtone keypad, or verbally, 105 and
a decision ladder, shown succinctly as 107 selects the desired
implementation routine 108, 109, 110 (for brevity only three
typical choices are shown, and this element is actually a loop
which will permit multiple commands). The chosen routine
passes parameters to a command parser 121 (Figure 5b) which
prepares an command statement which is then sent 122 to the
System Status and Control unit 11, through the interface 72.
This command will be passed to the Answer Host 85 through its
interface 84 for actual action on the Mail Box Queue 89. If

-the service requires a response to the caller the transmission
path is reversed. When the operation is completed 123 the
call is terminated.

If on the other hand, the original call is found at 101
to be an on-net gall, billing is generally directed at the
originator 113 and,the Host 70 begins the opening digital dia-
logue 114 with the calling machine, acting in place of the
destination machine. this dialogue includes gathering and

'storing the fax'identifications, originating and destination
telephone numbers and so forth 116. The Host opens a Transac-
tion File and links it to a data file 117 for the expected
data, and then stores all of the call and file information 118
keyed to the Message Code. The destination telephone number
and other information are passed almost immediately 119 to the
Outbound Controller 74, which then opens a temporary buffer to
hold the fax message in case immediate contact can be estab-
lished, and it attempts to establish that contact through the
destination SAFE.

 

In pursuing this contact, the Outbound Controller 74
examines the status of available trunks. If trunks are avai1~

able, it will immediately attempt to connect with the destina-
tion SAFE, otherwise it will deter the call until a trunk is
available. In the event of a broadcast message, the Outbound
Controller will select the number of trunks to use
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simultaneously based on the percentage of the trunks already
in use, in order to avoid tying up all of the SAFF's outgoing
capacity with a single message task. Other considerations can
affect these usage choices depending on the details of the
setting of the system.

The Host then enters a loop which gets the incoming fax
data 125 (Figure 5b) from the On-net 64 or Off-net 65
Interface's buffer and stores each byte in the fax data file
126 while sending another copy 127 to the Outbound controller
74 until the incoming data is complete 128. The Host then
checks 129 with the Outbound controller to see if it was suc-

cessful in making immediate connection with the destination
machine. If it was successful and a satisfactory transfer
occurred, then a Delivery Report is sent back 132 to the orig-
inating machine before it leaves the line. Otherwise, an
Acceptance Report is sent 131, and in either case the outcome
is reported 133 to the Transaction File and the call is termi-
nated 134.

A complementary set of activities occurs in the Answer
Function of the destination SAP? as described in Figure 6a and
b. Here an incoming call is detected 136 by the Inbound Con-
trol 92 (Figure 4). The Answer Host Computer 85 then opens a
new fax data and Transaction file for the message if there is

-nc current queue for that destination machine, or it prepares
to append the data to an existing queue 137. The various cell
and file parameters are linked and stored 138 and the call
parameters are passed through 139 to the Local Interface 83,

‘ which then decides 141 whether the call is addressed to a
"real" fax number, or a fictitious number terminating in a
mail box. If the number is real the Local Interface attempts,
,to contact the destination machine for immediate delivery.:

.1...“

a The Host then enters a loop where it gets the incoming y
4 data 147, stores it 148 in the fax Delivery Queue, and passes

it through 149 to the Local Interface buffer. when the Host
‘ determines that the fax transfer is complete 150, it then u
: checks 152 (Figure 6b) to see if the Local Interface has been

able to make immediate delivery. If it has, the Host initih
ates the transmission of the Delivery Report 167 back through
its Status and Control Interface 84 to the System Control and
Status unit 11, which in turn updates the Transaction File and
sends it back to the originator SAP? over Trunk 15. It is
this communication which ultimately results in the immediate
Delivery Report described previously. The transaction in then
terminated 169. ‘

If immediate connect is not established a Retry Report is
sent 153 back through the System Status and Control unit and

'the Retry sequence begins. The Retry criteria can be varied
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154, both in place and with the SAP? setting. For example, if
the SAP? is integrated into a local exchange, the SAP? can
actually monitor the desired line and simply wait for it to
become available. In other settings it will be necessary for
the SAP? to actually redial at prescribed intervals. In any
case attempts to connect are made 155 and if they are not suc-
cessful 156 a counter or timer is checked 159 to see if the
retry limit has been exceeded. If not, the process is
repeated and if so, a Failed Delivery Report 160 is sent back
through the system and the effort terminated 170.

If the retry effort is successful the Delivery Queue is
retrieved 158 and message by message 162 the queue is dumped,
with a pause 163 after each message to confirm receipt, send a
Delivery Report 164 and to check for end of queue 165. If a
message fails during the queue dump the retry sequence at 154
is resumed at the failure point and the process repeated to a
conclusion. when the last message has been received satisfac-
torily, the transaction is terminated 168.

If it is determined at 141 (Figure 6a) that this is a
mail box call, a loop is entered which gets the fax data 142
and stores it 143 in the appropriate Mail Box Queue. When the
end of message is detected 144, a Posting Report 145 is sent
back through the system and a Message Waiting Report 146 is

-sent forward through the system to the default destination
machine.

General Service calls always arrive on Ordinary Local
Lines 5. Upon detection and answering 172, the voice response
menu is presented 173 to the user. As with the Mail Box Serv-

ice, the user keys in responses or gives them orally 174 and a
decision ladder 175 identifies the desired service routine

such as 177, 178, or 179. Here again only a few of the possi- ,
his choices have been shown for sake of illustration and loop-
ing for multiple service requests is previded. The selected
service routine generates command parameters which are parsed
181 as system commands and sent 182 to the System Status and
_Control unit 11 for execution. Upon completion of all
requests the call is terminated 183.

3'

What has been described are the presently preferred
embodiments ofpa system and method for providing a comprehen-
sive interactive facsimile message management system embedded
in a switched telephone network. It should be apparent that
many modifications to the system and the method are possible
without departing from the true spirit and scope of theinvention.
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Abstract of JP1 258526

PURPOSEzTo execute the effective use of the

memory of a Fax store and forward switching
system by providing at least one terminal of
the facsimile(Fax) terminal of an extension
equipped with a picture memory and providing
a means to accumulate prescribed picture
information into the picture memory and
transmit the transfer information of the effect to
the related Fax terminal.
CONSTITUTIONzln a Fax store and forward

switching system 1. for example. when the
time designation transmission is requested
from extension Fax terminals F1-Fn, the
system 1 accumulates temporary the picture
information of an original from the extension
Fax terminals F1-Fn to request the
communication request to a memory 6 at the
time of the designation time, the picture
information is read and transmitted to a

designed destination from the memory 6.
When the confidential transmission service
from the Fax terminal of line wires LO1-LOm to

special extension Fax terminals F1-Fn is
requested, the system 1 receives the picture
information from a requester, accumulates the
picture information into the memory 6, and
thereafter, the prescribed identifier is
designated from the extension Fax terminals
F1-Fn, an in case of requesting reception, the
system answers the reception request and
transmits the picture information of the
memory 6.
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' METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSMITTING
DOCUMENTS

This. invention relates to methods .or and apparatus
for transmission of documents . . -

ItIS a common and oft-repeated circumstance of business and
5 consumer life that one needs to obtainva printed document from a supplier

of same. Such documents range from government forms to integrated
'. circuit "specification" sheets to airline schedules. A typical such transaction .

begins when the person needing the documents telephones the business 4 I
establishment or agency in question and, having been put in contact with. 1

10 an order clerk, salesman, etc, requests the needed document. Typically, the ’1 , .
document is delivered to the requester in the mail. “hen the requester is in
a hurrv, however, an "overnight delivery" service or, perhaps, prixate '
messenger maybe used. Such expedited delivery mechanisms are relatively
expensive, however.

15, ' '
The present invention is directed to a System, which“is

illustratively microcomputer-based, for delivering printed or other pre- .2
formed documents to requester: rapidly and at low cost. In particular, the
requester dials a telephone number associated with the system. The latter

‘ 20 'uses voice generation circuitry to invite the requester, hereinafter the
’ "caller'l , to specify the document neede_,d such as by pushing particular keys

of his/her touch tone telephone. Upon ascertaining the identity of the _.
document'In question, the computer transmits the document to the caller1n
standard facsimile form.

25 ' Advantageously, if the telephone call was initiated from a
‘ telephone connected with a facsimile machine-a fact that the system may

vgcertain by querying the caller during the telephone transaction—the
facsimile datais communicated over the telephone connéCtion already
established. If, on the other hand, the telephone call was initiated from a

I - .30 telephone that'15 not connected with a facSimile machine, then,’1n preferred
_ embodiments of the invention and1n accordance with a feature thereof, the

‘~. callerIS prompted to enter the telephone number of a facsimile machine to_
', which the requested document can be sent and the document is then sent

there.
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2

h a further feature of the invention, when
1n accoroance wit than one

e sent to a facsimile machine otherthe document is to b
y also beth the callers telephone, the caller ma

for caller- identifying data, such as his/her telephone
Thisdata is supplied by the system with the requested

e cover sheet- thereby enabling an

connected wi

~prompted

5 number

A document--preferably on a separat
attendant at the receiving facsimile machine to identify the
intended recipient.

The invention will now be described

10 ' reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:
FIP. 1 is a block diagram of a microcomputer system embodying

the invention; _
FIG,5 2is a black diagram of .a standard-facsimile machine

ts can be requested from the system of

by way of example with'

station from which documen

15 no.1; ,

F1_G’43i
within the system of FIG. 1; .,_

F1G.4 is a memory map of a region of the hard disk used in

s a flowChart of-the processing performed by software
and

the system of FIG. .1
Referring now to FIG. 1 sy

microcomputer and commercially available special-purpose circuit.
cards andprovides indiViduals who .call into the computer with a

catalog service--specifically, in this example the ability to
request "specification“ sheets for integrated circuits.

The system is illustratively based on an AT&T Model PC6300
personal computer, at the heart of which is a microprocessor 11 ‘

data and control buses denoted generically as bus
are a display memory 12 whose contents are

20 stem 10 is based around a standard

25

having address,_

21. Connected to bus 21
troller 13 to generate vi

' 30'- 14; a univerSal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) 15, which
serves as a serial interface between micrbprocessor11 and a

keyboard 16;. an interrupt control‘er 17, to which hardware
interrupt leads (not shown) extend, inter alia, from UART 15, a
flopoydisk controller 28. which serves as an interface between

- 35 microprocessor 11 and a flappv disk memory 29 and a hard disk 7:

' used by a video con 
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contr011er 31, which serves as an interface b
11 and hard disk memory 33. The Iatter ho1ds, inter a1ia, voice,

ext fiIes 33a, 33b and 33c, resoective1y, as discussed in

etween micrOprocessor

image and t

further detai1

10

 

15,

2h _'

.2'5 "

30

35
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hereinbelorr; a copy of the workstation's operating system 33d—illustratively
the MS—DOS. operating system; a copy of an application module, herein
referred to as_"facsimile catalog program" 33c, which, when executing.
controls the system hardware; and a

5 number of other files not here relevant indicated at 33!.
Also connected to bus 21 is random access memory (M1). 34

and readpnly memory (ROM) 35, When the system is in operation, ‘
RAM 34 holds the executedcopies of a) the operating system, indicated
as 34a, and b) facsimile catalog program, indicated 5 34b, and c) other

‘ 10 software not here relevant, indicated as 34c. ROM 35" contains the '
conventional Bgic Input/Output System (BIOS) 3.535185 fell as other
firmware 35b. ’ ‘ ' A; ' fl _

Also connected to bus 2'1‘are taco circuit. cards that play a central
role in implementing the invention. One of these is voice card 39 which

15 may be, for example, theica'rd‘marketed by Natural Microsystems under the»
‘ name W'ATSON. As called out in the drawing, voice-Card 39 includes input

and output connectors 395 and 397, respec_tively,la svifitch 391 and voice
- processing circuitry 394, the latter comprising all the-pther circuitry'on the

, card. When in one position, switch 391 simply interconnects connector 395 g
29 and 397, thereby providing a direct path-through theicard. rVVhen in its ‘

other position,lswitch 3‘91 connects input connector 395 to.the voice ,;
‘ processing circuitry. _

h . I Voice card 39 hasa number of capabilities. Among the _
capabilities relevant here" are'the‘ ability to a) recognise touch tone inputs : " I '-

25 and report the identity of the digit or symbol represented thereby onto ‘ '
bus 21 and b) to re—create human speech from digitally stored versions
thereof supplied from the bus and to output. that speech to connector 395.

i The other of the aforementioned circuit 'cards is facsimile
card-37,.illustratively the FAXCON-20 facsimile communication board

'- - 30 available rmm'a'rgz'r. Similar to voice card 39, facsimile card 37 includes
' input and output connector-$4375 and 377, respectively, a switch 371 and

a . facsimile processing circuitry 374,. the latter comprising all the_other _
circuitry on the card. Among the'capabilities of facsimile card 37 relevant
hefefi the ability to accept files containing text and[or image data, convert: , .

35 that data into facsimile images and supply'it, when switch 371 is
‘ , appropriately thrown, to connector 375 using standard facsimile formats -_ "
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and protocols.
Circuit cards 37 and 39 are interconnected by way of a jumper

cable 38 which connects facsimile card output connector 377 to voice card
input connector 395. In addition, a telephone line 36 is connected to

5 facsimile card input connector 375‘ and a standard telephone set 40 is
connected to voice card output connector 397. ‘

I ‘ “hen the system is in an idle state, switch 371 within card 37 is
set so as to interconnect facsimile card connectors 375 and 377 while
switch 391 within card 39 is set, so as to interconnect voice card

10 . connectors 395 and 397. Thus prior to the"receipt of any'telephone call,
telephonevline 36 is' directly connected through both cards to telephone .
iset40. ‘. ‘ i " l' ‘. -' ‘_ ‘

Turning now to FIGS. 2 and 3, the facsimile station‘depicted in
FIG. 2 is seen to comprise a standard facsimile machine Shaving connected

15 theretoa standard touch-tone telephone 8 and a conventional telephone .
line 3 which extends into the public dialed network. -\’\’hen a person at

_ telephone 8 wishes to be availed of the catalog 'service provided by . '
. system 10, h'e/she dials‘the telephone number ”sociated with-telephone 40. V .

Having been instructed by facsimile catalog program 34b, which is now in '
‘20 control of the system, to be monitoring the incoming line, voice card 39 ' _

» .‘ recognizes the ringing voltageand, as indicated. at;j41'of 151G. 3,‘answers_.ther
.call. -It does this, specifically, by causing its switch 391 to connect voice

' processing circuitry 394 to connector 395 and thence to the telephone line
back through facsimile card '37. (Although not shown in the FIG.,‘voice'. -:

25 processing circuitry 394 has an internal connection to connector 395 that
' enables it to monitor the signals applied thereto, Such as ringing voltage.)

Facsimile catalog program 34b at this point operates voice
card 39 to deliver a sequence of messages to the caller. In each case, the

' mesSage is delivered by instructing the operaing system 34a to retrieve'one
30- of voice'files 33a from hard disk 33 and route'the file via bus 91 to voice

processing circuitry 394 of voice card 39. The voice processing circuitry. ’ . c

- .converts thisfile into audible speech which IS thereupon transmitted to tue ' '
callervia the telephone line. - i _ y ' ~

,. _ . " ‘ System '10 illustratively provides tor-equesters "specification"
'35 sheets for integrated circuits manufactured by the (fictitious) XYZ

Microchip Corporation, and, as further indicated at 41, the first message is a: -
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greeting, illustratively the greeting "You have reached the XYZ Microchip‘
Corporation automated facsimile catalog." This is immediately. followed by
'a secondmessagc, again delivered to the voice card via the above-outlined
mechanism. As indicated at 43, this second'message queries as to whether

5 _the caller is calling from a facsimile telephone, i.e., a telephone associated
with a facsimile machine, the message illustratively being, "Touch 'l'ion '
your touch-tone telephone if you are calling from a facsimile telephone;
otherwise touch any otherkey." The program now instructs the voice .card
to be receptive to an answering touch-tone input from the caller. The voice

410 card, being capable of recognizing touch tone inputs, provides facsimile ‘
catalog program 34'b'withan indication of the caller's; response. .

Since in the present eiample, telephonet'B'is, in fact, associated
with a facsimile machin'e,"th‘e caller" will touch "I" at this time. The a
program thereupon proceeds to step 46‘at7which-it prompts the caller

15 through a selection process'so to elicit from thelcaller what-Specific "-
information the caller wishes to'receive; This process-may involve several I .
queries and responses, allowing the caller to be increasingly specific with ' I
respect to the 'desire‘d‘information. ‘ . ' I V ‘

A typical such-integration might hes _.” ‘3

2o FAX CATALOG: ...::..I_ -. -. '--. Touéh‘i’i‘=fetiin‘Ptmfim 911 (“SW :
. , 1 integrated circuits; touch ’2‘ for information ‘

on analog integrated circuits. --

USER: ‘ I - .- ‘ .' [Ente'rsll'i pi

. , .FAX CATALOG; . ' ' I , Touch ‘1‘ for 74LS series devices; ,
25 V touch f2‘ for 74L? series devices._ _

USP... [Enters ‘1'].

FAX ”ATALOG A Entcr'thee-digit code of the device .
that you are interested in.

USER: [Enters ‘7522'1.
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(In some applications, the caller may make selections based on information
‘previously disseminated by the supplier, such as a printed index of available
documents.) - ' ‘ , _

As indicated at 51, facsimile catalog program 34b now causes the

5 voice card to instruct the caller to now operate the "START" key on the
facsimile machine with which the caller's telephoneis associated. To this
point, facsimile machine 6 has been providing a signal path from telephone
line 3 directly through to telephone 8. However,
responswe to the operationof the "START" key, facsimile machine 6 now

' 10 disconnects telephone 8 from the line and connects the line to the internal
facsimile circuitry of the machine._There should not be any source I ..
documents in the input trav of_the caller's facsimile machine. Accordingly, .. the latter mumes the roleof recipient inthe upcomlng facsimile

 
transaction. . I

15 1 ' After a preprogrammed delay to allow the caller to complv with
the instruction to operate the "START" kIe), facsimile catalog program 34b~*~
instructs facsimile card 37 to now operate its switch 371, causing facsimile
card 37 to seize control of the active, already established telephone ‘
connection to the far—end facsimile machine, asindicated at 53. At this .

20 point, there is a direct telephone connection between facsimile circuitry.374's ' ,
' in facsimile card 37 and the facsimile circuitry in the caller’s facsimile ~ - -~ - ~

machine. '
As also indicated at53, facsimile card 37 now negotiates with

facsimile machine 6, in the standard way, such parameters as line speed,
25 transmission protocols and transmitter/receiver identit). Upon successful

completion of these negotiations; facsimile card 37 notifies facsimile catalog
program 34b of this fact. Proceeding then to step 54, the program then
processes the requesteddocument(s)—inthis case the'specification" sheet

‘ for the -"7522"micrc'1chip-in preparation for transmission to facsimile I . A
30 machine 6. In particular, it instructs the operating system to retrieve from

hard disk 33 one or more of either image files 33b or text files 33c.These '
files contain the text and/or graphic images which comprise the . ‘

'l document(s) that the caller has requested. In particular, eachimagefile _
, contains a document, or portion thereof, in hit-mapped form and, assuch,is t l i

35 directly transmittable by facsimile card 37. IAI text file, by contrast,
contaihs standard ASCII characters and must be converted by facsimile
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35

 -- program34b then instructs facsimile card 37 to disconnect from the

g with the programnow instructingfacsimile andvoice cards to assume theirI
' previous idlestates.

-8-

catalog program 34b to a bit-mapped form before being sent to the facsimile
card. A particular document or package of documents may be stored as
either an image file, a text file, or some combination of files to be assembled
by the facsimile catalog program.

The various image files may be files that were, for example,
created by scanning paper copies of documents through an electronic -
scanner (not shown) connected to the system; received from a remote
location by facsimile transmission; or created on a frame creation system
such as the AT&T PC Image Director system. The text files may be files .II _
that were, for example, created from keyboard 16 or received from a remote_ ‘ ‘

 location‘via a datacommunications link. . I _ 1 - .3 »—'
I Having assembled the document(s) redneshed by the caller and,”if

necessary,converted them to bit-mapped form, facsimile catalog ‘
program34b delivers them to facsimile card 37 via bus 21. Facsimile
processingcircuitry374 converts these bit maps intofacsimile images in
accordance with the negotiated parameteis. As indicated at 56, the

. resulting facsimile images are thereupon transmittedto the caller’s facsimile-IS
machine 8 via the telephone network using standard facsimile protocols
such as CCITT Group 111.- . . _ , , , I

Having completed the facsimile transmissions, facsimile catalog 
telephone line, as indicated at 59. The operation thus comes to an end

Returning, now, to step 43, let us now assume that the caller1s_
- not at a telephone associated with a facsimile machine and therefore
touches a key other than 1

catalog program 34b thereupon proceeds to step 61 at which, in accordance
with a feature of the invention, it prompts the caller for the telephone

uniber of the facsimile machine to which the caller wishes to have the I
documents transmitted. As indicated at 62, the pregram validates the '55 ' '
entered number, illustratively by verifying that it appears to be a valid

1n response to the step43 prompt. Facsimile ~

telephone number; checkingfor the presence of an area code; stripping off
, the area code if it is the same as the area code of telephone line 36;and

prepending an outside calling dialing code, such a "9", to the number'in '
cases where telephone line 36 extends from a PBX. if any of these '11
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validation checks fail, the program so informs the caller, as indicated at 63,
and then returns to step 61 to re-prompt the caller for the desired number.

(Similar validation checks may be provided, as desired, at
various stages of the call, such as during the eliciting of the identity of the

5 desired document at step 46 described above.) _
Once the caller bu supplied an apparently valid number, the

program proceeds to step 64, where, for a purpose discussed hereinbelow, it
prompts the caller for caller-identifying data, illustratively his/her voice . ~-
telephone number, i.e. the number at. wh1ch thecallerreceives his/her

10 normal telephone calls. . .‘ . . As indicated at 66, the system now prompts the caller through a
selection process similar to that carried out a step 46inorder to elicit from
the caller what specific information the caller wishes to receive The
program then causes the voice card to inform the caller,at step 68, that the '. '.

’ 15 requested document(s) will be transmitted to thepreviously supplied
facsimile telephone number and causes voice card 39 to disconnect from
telephone line 36 by operating switch 391,. as indicated atstep 70. ,

. After waiting a brief period of time, illustratively 2-3 seconds, to ‘1 ‘
assure that the previously established telephone connection has been

20 dropped, facsimile catalog program 34b, at step 73, instructs facsimile ., f,
card 37 to seize telephone line 36 and place a new- outgomgtelephonecall

4 to the facsimile number just supplied by the caller. This'is accomplished by
first having the facsimile card operate switch 371 to Connect telephone
line 36 to facsimile processing circuitry 374, and thenhawng the latter dial

:25 the number. If the called facsimile number'15 buS) or does not answer, the
I facsimile catalog program will wait apredetermined period of time,

illustratively five minutes, and then initiate one or more retries. ‘
Facsimile catalog program 34b now creates, at step 74, a cover

_ sheet for the document(s) about to betransmitted. It does this by
. 30 instructing the operating systemto retrieve a cover sheet template, stored

I ' as one of text files 33c in hard disk 33, and modifying it to include the
facsimile telephone number and caller'a voicetelephone number both
previously supplied by the caller. As1n the prior case, the program, atstep

. _ 75, a) instructs the operating system to retrieve one or more of either'1mage
‘ 35 files 33b or text files 33c from hard disk 33, b) processes them as needed

and c) and supplies them along with the cover sheet via bus 21 to facsimile
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card 37 for transmission. The facsimile card thereupon transmits them, as
indicated at 76 and, once again at step 59, facsimile catalog program 34b
instructs facsimile card 37 to disconnect from the telephone line and assume

its previously idle state.

5 , FIG. 4 is a memory map of that region of hard disk 33 that holds
, the''permanent" copy of the facsimile catalog program, denoted 33e,as

previously discussed. As shown therein, the program includes a number of
identifiable modules, copies of which comprise the executed copy of the
program stored1n RAM 34. The principal functions of these modules. are as 4

10 follows:

'Mo_d_ule Name and Number " PrincipaliFtunction an'dCoi-responding _ . i
.Flowchart. Steps -1‘ r i ‘—

Call Answer 331 i - initial telephone call processing (steps 41,43)
Caller Facsimile Number 333 obtaining caller’s facsimile number (61)

15 Caller Voice Number 334 . obtaining caller'5 voice number (64)
File Selection 336 g * eliciting identity, and processing, of

g _ v- . ~ _ desireddocuments (46,_51,66,68,70)
Facs. Num. Verification 33'7"” validatingfacsimile number (62,63)
Cover Sheet {Creation 338 ~_‘ .1”creating coyersheet(74)

a 20 Facsimile Transmit 339 transmitting the requested document(s) (53,54,
'_56,59,73,75,7o) .

Two other modules within the facsimile card program are facsimile card
operating software 34.1 and voice card operating software 343. These
modules are supplied by the vendor(s) of the cards themselves and control

25 the card hardware'1n response to commands from the above-listed software
modules. And it will, of course, be appreciatedthat the executing copy of
the facsimile catalog program in RAM 34-'-_1s comprised ofcopies of the ‘
'modules shown'1n FIG. 4. . ~

Variations will occur to those skilled in the art.
30 For example, although the invention has been disclosed'1n the context of a . i

‘ particular hardware configuration, Other hardware configurations providing‘
the same functionality may be used. In addition, although the caller inputs 7
areillustratively provided via the operation of the keys of a touch-tone '
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telephone, it may be desired to provide the system with, for example voice- ..
recognition circuitry which allows the caller to provide spoken inputs
instead. In addition, although the presently disclosed system maintains the
image and text files'111 local storage, it may be desired-particularly if there

'5 is a large volume of requestahle information-to store that information on a
larger system and have the local system,1i.,.e the system intcractmg with the
caller, request and have downloaded the information when it is needed.

' ' And'1n other straightforward variations, the system may be configured to
- handle multiple calls and document requestson a time-shared or parallel

10 processing basis. It may also be arranged to provide the caller with the
1 oppOrtunity to make multiple document requests inthe same transaction
U with the system. Additionally,it will be appreciated thatthe documents

supplied by the system may be of the type that changes fairly frequently.
“such as real estate listings, as compared to documents which do not, such a - - 1

-. 15 _ goxernment forms. Moreover, in some implementations, access to highly
confidential documents may be restricted byrequesting the caller to enter a

security password or voice sample prior _to providing the caller with the '-
- documents. H V .1..- I _ I '

cod 
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CLAIMS

1. A method of transmitting,on request, copies of documents
stored in machine-readable form, including the machine-implemented
steps of answerig a telephone call made over a telephone line to

5 complete a first telephone connect on from a caller at the far end
of said connection, providing to said caller machine-stored voice
signals instructing said caller relative to the ordering of c0pies
:of one or more of said documents, receiving from said caller

responses to said Voice signals and determining from said responses
10 ’ the identity of a specific one of said documents, retrieving the

machine- readable document. from storage, and transmitting the
retrieved machine-readable document in facsimile form.

’ 2.: A method as -Claimed-in claim 1 including the
‘mach1ne-1mplemented steps of determining whether a facsimile machine_'jf'

15 is connected to the- far end of said first telephone connection, and'7
if so, tranSmitting the retrieved dOCument in facsimile form over
said telephone line during said telephone call, and, if not,
providing to said caller machine-stored instructions relative to their
specification of information identifying a facsimile machine to _'}Q

4 20 , which the retrieved document is to be transmitted, receiving from. .-u "'
said caller responses to those instructions,and initiating a "
telephoneCall tothe identified facsimile machine to establish
thereto a second telephone connection and transmitting the retrieved
document in facsimile form over. said second telephone connection. "

I 25 ' 3. A method as claimed in claim 2 including, in the case
where a facsimile machine is not connected to the far end of said
first telephone connection, the machine- implemented steps of
determining the identity of said call_er, and transmitting

,information identifying said caller along with the retrieved
30' document. ' . . ‘ ' ‘*

4. Apparatus for transmitting documents, including
(i) memory means for storing a plurality of documents in machine-
readable form, and (ii) means for answering a telephone call made

_ ~ over a telephone line to complete a first telephone connection from
fi‘35 -avcaller.at the far end of said connection and for providing to said
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to the ordering of copies of one or more of said documents, for
receivinngrom said caller responses to said instructions and fo.
identifying from said re5ponses a specific one of said documents,
and for retrieving the identified document from said memory means-

. 5 and for transmitting it in facsimile form. _
5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 4 wherein the means in (ii)

serves for determining whether a facsimile machine is connected to
the far end of said first telephone connection, and, when it has

_ been determined that a facsimile machine is connected to the far end
10 of said first telephone connection, for transmitting the retrieved

docu.¢ent Iin facsimile form over said telephone line during said

 ~telephon'ecall._ .. I _'6'iiApparatus c-laimed in c laim 5 whereingthe. means in (ii) ‘1
_ “serves, whenit has been determined that a facsimile machine is not_ _

15 1 connected_ to the far_e_nd of said first telephone connection, for j:::
providing to said caller voice instructions relative to the , 1 i 1
Specification of information identifying a facsimile machine to

which the requested document is to be transmitted for receiving
from sai.d caller responses to those instructions, for thereafter _

, 20 initiating atelephone.call to the identified facsimile machine to "“1
_ establish thereto a second telephone connection, and for , '
' ~«transmitt1ng the retrieved document- infacsimileIform oversaid ‘-

 

 

'second telephone Connection.

7?. Apparatus asclaimed inIclaim 6 wherein the means in (ii).
25I serves, when it has been determined that a facsimile machine is not

connected to the far end of said first telephone connection, for .

providing toI said caller machine-stored voice signals instructing
said. caller relative to the specifying of data identifying said
caller, for receiving said caller-identifying data from said caller,

30 and for transmitting said caller-identifying data'along with the
requested document. I I i 1 ' :1 ' 1‘ '

8. A coanuter-based document transmission system. including
first circuit means Operable under program control for providing

, laudio messages over a telephone line and for interpreting “
35 iinformation supplied over the telephone line, second circuit means '

operable under program control for providing facsimile messages
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over the telephone line, storage means for storing machine- readable
representations of a plurality of document files, program means

.a) for operating said first cirCUit means to answer a telephone call

1 made over a telephone line to complete a telephone connection
5 between a caller at the far end of said connection and said system,

to provide machine-stored voice signals instructing said caller
-relative to the ordering of cepies -of one or more of said documents,‘
to receive from said caller responses to said voice signals
identifying at least a specific one of said dOCuments, and to

‘10 . determine whether a facsimile machine is connected to the far end of
. said telephone connection, bl for retrieVing from said stOrage

meansat least a first one of said document files associated with
~-saidspec1f1c one of said documents, andclfor Operating sai_ W

second circuit means to transmit theretrieved document infacsimile _

 

 

  
.9. A method of transmitting  documents. substantially 'as- herein

desc_ribed withreference to the accompanying drawings.
~ 10.' Apparatus for transmitting documents substantially as

herein described with reference to theactompanying drawings. __ , :
2'0
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IEDE2H9HB.§LLL.IHEZB£EREL§I§IEH

This invention relates to an automatic telephone
call interception facility to allow screening of incoming
calls. The invention has a particular use as a deterrent

 5 to malicious callers.

Subscribers are often bothered with unwelcome calls
which may be malicious or just time consuming, eg from
salespeople.

A call intercept facility is available to

10 subscribers troubled by malicious callers. However, this
facility has several disadvantages.

This facility involves all the subscriber's calls
being diverted to an operator. The operator then asks:

1. the identity of the calling party,

‘2. the telephone number to which the calling party
.» wishes to be connected,

'3. the telephOne number of the calling party,'
4. who the calling party wishes to speak to.

Once the operator has asked the questions, the caller is
20 then connected to the subscriber’s line. There is no

guarantee that the subscriber will answer. The operator“
does not check to see if the subscriber's phone will be
answered before asking the questions or attempting to
connect the call.

25 This is a very labour intensive and expensive '
service to provide. The calling party can get irritated

3at being asked a lot of seemingly pointless questions
each time the subscriber is called. The operator is not..
able to give the subscriber the option of refusing the ‘

30 call. The service is uneconomical to use simply to

 

.15

 

screen out unwanted calls.

The object of this invention is to provide an
inexpensive and easily implemented system of intercepting
and screening incoming calls.
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According to the invention there is provided a
telephone call interception apparatus comprising first
connection means for connecting the apparatus to a party
calling a subscriber’s telephone associated with the

5 apparatus, interrogation means for interrogating the
calling party, recording means for recording the
responses given by the calling party to the
interrogation, transfer means for transferring the
recorded answers to the subscriber's telephone and second

10 connection means for connecting the calling party to the
subscriber's telephone, means for accepting signals from
the called party to instruct the apparatus to connect the'
call and means for accepting a password from the operator
allowing the apparatus to be bypassed in cases of

 
15 emergency.

The apparatus preferably incorporates a speech

f‘. >,. ." ‘ synthesizer in the interrogation means. ,
'iw' . The apparatus preferably also includes means for

recording the responses given by the calling party to the'
interrogation. The recording means is preferably through
a digital recording means. In a preferred embodiment the
invention is a network system based at the local exchange
capable of intercepting calls on a plurality of
subscriber lines. Another preferred embodiment of the

25 invention is a small portable unit based on the
subscriber's premises.

Alternatively the apparatus uses pulse coded

modulation (PCM) or linear predictive coding (LPG) to

‘ :record the responses-to the interrogation.‘ ‘
30 Conveniently the apparatus has meanS'for

disconnecting the calling party if the subscriber does
not wish to accept the call.

Preferably the apparatus is such that the call is
intercepted only if the called party answers.
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Conveniently the apparatus incorporates a means for
logging intercepted calls.

advantageously the apparatus incorporates means such
that the subscriber can switch the call intercept on or

5 off from the telephone to be protected, or from any
telephone using an identifying password or code.

tus may incorporate a

on the subscriber's

premises.

10 The apparatu
ans to allow the subscriber to al

s conveniently also incorporates an
art the

 
alarm me

telephone company to the fact that assistance is
required.

The apparatus may further comprise means to allow
15 the subscriber to trigger a malicious call alarm.

Preferably the apparatus includes means for
-accepting a password to allow the apparatus to be
overridden. This allows heusehold members to get I
straight through and also allows an operator to bypass

f emergency.

1y incorporates a telephone
eed for two pieces of

20 the system in case 0
The apparatus convenient

answering apparatus obviating the n
equipment attached to the same telephone.

The intercept system could either be at the local
distribution frame (MD?)

 

25 exchange connected to a main
where the individual line pairs enter the local exchange,
and be a chargeable service or it could take the form of
a separate portable unit. The subscriber could buy or

"rent the unit and it could be plugged into theexis‘ting1
30 telephone socket.

The present i

y and with reference to the a

nvention will now be described by way

of example onl ccompanying
drawings in which:

Figure 1a) is a block

35 system;

diagram of an exchange based
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Figure 1b) is a block diagram of a subscriber based
system.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a network based
system constructed in accordance with the invention.

‘5 Figure 3 is a block diagram of a subscriber’s
. ._ premises based system constructed in accordance With
.fl' ". the invention.

Figure 4 is a flow diagram showing the manner of
operation of a system constructed in accordance with

254::E-

10 the invention.

Referring to the drawings, Figure 1a shows an

intercept apparatus 1 connected to the main distributionr.
frame 2 (MDF) at a local exchange 3. The intercept

apparatus 1 is capable of intercepting calls on a
15 plurality of lines (typically 100 or more lines per

unit).

On compatible exchanges which allow customer
controlled call diversion the subscriber would be_able to
switch the intercept apparatus on or off as required. '
Once activated all calls would be intercepted before the

called party had answered.

Referring now to Figure 1b, the intercept apparatus
1 is connected to the local exchange 3 via the

subscriber's telephone socket-4, the intercept apparatus

25 being positioned between the socket and the subscriber's

 

 

telephone 5.

Figure 2, shows in more detail the telephone
intercept apparatus 1 situated at the local exchange 3.
It has a controller 30'which controls the activities of

30 the other parts of the apparatus.‘ When a caller rings a
subscriber and the subscriber picks up the receiver to

answer the call the call is then intercepted. The

controller 30 causes a speech unit 31 to tell both the

caller and the subscriber that the call has been

35 intercepted, and asks the caller to give a name. The
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speech unit may be a speech synthesizer, or a1ternative1y
pre-recorded messages on magnetic tape or other media

Responses from the caller to questions asked by the

fi_ 5 speech unit 31, are stored in a storage unit 32,
if -_ _.V constituted by a digital storage unit eg a RAM.

I Alternatively, the storage unit 32 could be a simple
magnetic storage means.

The controller 30 causes the responses to be
10 transferred to the subscriber at the relevant times in

t the manner described below with reference to the flow
chart of Figure 4.

After information has been transferred to the
subscriber the controller_3Q alerts an instructions

15 receiving unit 33, to be on standby to receive
instructions from the subscriber. The instruction
receiving unit 33 could be'a speech recognition system
with a-limited vocabulary or take the form of an MP tone
decoder for people with speech or language difficulties.

20 When the subscriber indicates that the call is
accepted the controller 30 signals a call connect unit 34
to connect the call if appropriate.

Where the subscriber does not wish to accept the a
call, the caller is referred back to the operator at the

25 local exchange or played a suitable message.
The controller 30 and also has means (speech

recogniser or an MP tone decoder) for recognising a.
password or other signal sent from the exchange so that

ving the correct

9  

 

Nthe exchange operator'can, upon gi
30 password or other code, override the interception

mechanism and be routed directly to the subscribers
telephone 5 via the call connect unit 34. Members of the
subscriber's household could also have a second password
allowing the system to be bypassed. The speech

35 recognition system could be speaker dependent for added security.
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10

 

15

25

30

35

The apparatus could incorporate means to allow the
subscriber to instruct the apparatus not to connect any

further calls from a caller. The apparatus could use a

speaker dependent recognition system to recognise
unwanted repeat callers.

Where the subscriber does not wish to accept the

call and the caller does not hang up, thereby blocking
the subscriber's line the apparatus is able to disconnect
the call.

An alternative embodiment of the invention is the

subscriber based unit shown in Figure 3. This is very

similar to the MD? network based system, but as the

subscriber based unit only intercepts calls on the

subscriber line it is connected to it may be consequently
much smaller and less expensive. The controller 30

controls the operation of the unit. The other parts of
the unit are the same, a speech unit 31, a storage unit

32, an instruction receiving unit 33 and a call connect“
unit 34. In the subscriber based unit the call connect
unit 34 is not able to disconnect the call if not

accepted and the caller does not hang up because calls
can only be disconnected by the caller or the local
exchange.

Both the network based service and the subscriber's

premises based service operate in substantially the same
manner, which will now be described with reference to

Figure 4.

_ The subscriber's telephone rings (at 10). and when
the subscriber answers (at 11), the call is intercepted
(at 12).' At this point the subscriber is put on hold (at
13) and informed that the call has been intercepted (at
14). The caller is informed, either by a light on the
subscriber based apparatus or a message that the call is

being intercepted and logged and asked to give a name (at
15). When the caller gives a name (at 16) this is stored
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(at 17) and then transferred to the subscriber (at 18L
The subscriber is then given the option of accepting the
call or not (at 19). If the subscriber chooses-to accept
the call,-this is indicated to the unit by pressing a

'f. g 5 dedicated button or by HP signalling, then the call is
connected (at 20). Some lower cost models might not have
call logging facilities but the caller will not be able
to tell whether the apparatus in question can log calls
or not.

10 If the subscriber chooses not accept the call, the
apparatus offers the subscriber the possibility of
returning a call (at 21). Again the subscriber's
intentions can be indicated by dedicated “yes“ or “no"
buttons or by MP signalling. If the subscriber does not

15 wish to return the call then the caller is informed that
the call has not been accepted (at 22) and is referred to

' the operator in case of emergency (at 23).
If the subscriber does choose to ring the caller

back, the operator asks the caller to provide a contact
20 telephone number (at 24). The caller can then give the

number (at 25) which is stored (at 26) for transmission
to the subscriber (at 27) and the caller is informed that
the subscriber will ring back (at 28).

Dedicated buttons with labels and lights would

25 overcome problems experienced by people with speech or
language difficulties.

The subscriber based system could intercept internal
vcalls on-PABX exchanges.which do not go via the local

‘ archange,-and so could not be'intercepted by the operate:
30 or an MD? based system. ' t. I ‘

The apparatus could incorporate means for allowing

subscriber's to hear the information provided by the
caller eg name and telephone number, replayed via a
loudspeaker instead of through the earpiece from the

35 handset.
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ELAINE

1. Telephone call interception apparatus comprising
first connection means for connecting the apparatus to a

party calling a subscriber’s telephone associated with

5 the apparatus, interrogation means for interrogating the

calling party, recording means for recording the

responses given by the calling party to the

interrogation, transfer means for transferring the

recorded answers to the subscriber's telephone and second

10 connection means for connecting the calling party to the

ii subscriber's telephone, means for accepting signals from
‘ the called party to instruct the apparatus to connect the

call and means for recognising a password from the

exchange operator and means responsive to said password

causing the apparatus to be by-passed in cases of

emergency.A

2. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the

password recognising means is able to recognise a second
password and whereby a caller having a password can cause

20 the apparatus to be by-passed. q

 
3. Apparatus as claimed in claim 2, comprising a

multitone frequency decoder system to accept instructions

from the called party.

4.‘3‘Apparatus as claimed in claim 3, further comprising

25” 'a speech recognition system to accept instructions_from
the called party.

5. Apparatus as claimed in any one of the preceding

claims, wherein a digital recording means constitutes the r:
recording means for recording the responses given by the '

3O calling party to the interrogation. . . ::

C
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An apparatus as claimed in claim 2, where the6.

password accepting means constitutes an MP tone decoder.

An apparatus as claimed in claim 2, wherein theD 7

I password accepting means constitutes a speech recognition
5 system. 

An apparatus as claimed in claim 2, wherein the8.

ssword accepting means constitutes a speaker dependentpa

speech recognition system.

9. An apparatus as claimed in any one of the preceding
10 claims, wherein the interrogation means incorporates a

speech synthesizer.

10. An apparatus as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the apparatus only intercepts.the call if
the'called.party'answers.

15 11. An apparatus as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, further comprising means for connecting the

apparatus to a distribution frame at a local exchange,
the apparatus being capable of intercepting calls on a

 

plurality of subscriber lines.

20 12. An apparatus as claimed in claim 11, further

comprising means for disconnecting the calling party if
the subscriber does not wish to accept the call.

13. An apparatus as claimed in one of the preceding'
claims, wherein the apparatus can be switched on or off

25 from any telephone by the subscriber.
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14. An apparatus as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, further comprising programmable call rejection
means to always reject calls from a certain party.

'I

15. An apparatus as claimed in claim 14, wherein the

5 programmable call rejection means further comprises a
speaker recognition system.

 
 

16. An apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 1 to
10, further comprising a plug means for plugging the
apparatus into a telephone socket on the subscriber's

10 premises.

17. An apparatus as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, further comprising an alarm means to allow the
subscriber to alert the telephone company to the fact

that assistance is required.

18; An apparatus as claimed in any one of the preseding
claims, further comprising means to allow the subscriber

to trigger a malicious call alarm.
 

19. A telephone call interception apparatus a

substantially as described herein with reference to and
20 as illustrated by the accompanying drawings. 
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WO 91/18466 PCT/US9l/03469

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING
PROACTIVE CALL SERVICES

FOLLOWING CALL COMPLETION

The present invention relates‘ to telephone
systems and more particularly to a method and
apparatus for providing a variety of
caller-controlled proactive services after a caller

5 has been connected to a called station.

It is known in the prior art to carry telephone

calls between local telephone operating companies

through the AT&T network or through one or more

independent inter-exchange carriers such as MCI or

10 Sprint. The local telephone operating companies

operate within a so—called local access and

transport area (LATA). When a long distance call is
dialed, the call is usually transmitted through an

operating company central office to a point“ of
15 termination in-the originating.LATA at which it is

picked up by the intereexchange carrier and passed
by that carrier on to a termination point in a
distant LATA. Upon reaching the destination LATA,

the call is then transferred by the inter—exchange

’20 carrier to the local operating company central
office within that LATA for ultimate connection to

the original called station therein. Typically, the

termination points of each LATA include suitable

switching circuits, e.g., an access tandem, that are
25 interconnected by a digital serial link. Such

'digital links -are - also presently .used to
interconnect virtually all central offices as well
as to interconnect operating company switching
networks to one or more cell site control switches

30 of a mobile telephone network.

It is also known in the prior art to provide

"automatic voice messaging“ where, upon the

occurrence of a busy/ring—no— answer condition at a

called station, the user of the calling station can

35 be connected to a voice message facility for

recording a voice message for subsequent delivery to
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the called station. The decision to accept or

reject the automatic voice 'messaging service is

determined by the caller.‘ Automatic voice messaging

operates essentially after a call has been initiated

5 but before the call can be completed to the called
station.

' It would be desirable to extend the advantages

of caller-controlled automatic voice messaging to

facilitate the providing of enhanced proactive

10 services after call completion.

It is an object of the invention to provide

caller-controlled proactive telephone services to a

caller after call completion. .‘
It is another object to provide a unique system

15 architecture that facilitates the offer/acceptance

of various ancillary user services to the original

caller. at the calling station. and/or the original
Called' partyx at the' called station after call
completion between the calling station and called

20 station.

It is a further object of the invention to

describe an apparatus that passively monitors 3 line

between calling and called stations following call

completion, detects a request for an ancillary user

25 service, and then controls the providing of such

service at the request of either the calling party

or the called party.

"' It is yet. another Iobiect‘ of' the_ present-
‘invention to‘ provide 'an apparatus having onéline

3O monitoring capabilities for the selective offering

and providing of various ancillary services under

the control of, and at the cost to, one of (the

parties to the completed call.

These and other objects of the invention are

35 achieved in a preferred embodiment of the invention

describing an apparatus for use in a telephone 
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network having a calling station connectable to a
first switch means and a called station connectable

to a second switch means, with the first and second

switch means being connectable by a link.

5 Generally, the apparatus comprises an interface

having a passive in-line monitor connected in the
link for detecting entry of a predetermined service
access code by a user of the calling station or a

user of the called station after call completion

10 between the calling station and the called station

and before either of said users goes on-hook. Upon
entry of the predetermined service access code, a

speech circuit of the apparatus issues a
predetermined prompt to the user of the calling

15 station and/or the user of the. called station.

Processor control.circuitry of the apparatus is then

responsive' to_ entry of' predetermined signaling. by
one of the users following Ithe Vissuance 'of' the

prompt for providing a predetermined service
20 controlled and paid for by the user requesting the

predetermined service. Alternatively, if the
user(s) are aware of the service offering, the

speech circuit is not required in order to offer the
service. In such alternative embodiments, the

25 speech circuit can be used for a confirmation prompt.
For a more completed understanding of .the

. present invention. jand _the . advantages thereof,
preference is now made to the folloWing Description
taken in conjunction with the accompanying Drawings

30 in which:

FIGURES 1A, 13 and 1C are block diagrams of a

digital telephone network in which a proactive call

. services system is preferably incorporated; and

ii FIGURE 2 is' a detailed block diagram of the
' if _35 preferred embodiment of the proactive call services

system of FIGURE 1.
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Referring now to FIGURE 1A, a block diagram is

shown of a generic digital telephone network 250 in

which Ian automatic voice message system is

advantageously provided according to the teachings

5 of copending application Serial No. 07/478,674. The

telephone network generally includes a first switch

252. a second switch 254, and a plurality of digital

communications links interconnecting the first and

second switches 252 and 254 and designated by the

10 reference numerals 256a—n. At least one digital

link 256 is preferably a high speed (1.544 MHz) T71

span over which conventional in-band signaling” is

provided in a serial fashion; of course, 'other
higher speed links as DS/3 can be used. Link 256,

15 alternatively, is a high speed digital serial link

over which_.digital signals are provided_ using

out—of—band signaling ,with other communications
protocols, such as x.25 or common channel signaling
(SS7).

20 For purposes of generalization, FIGURE 1A shows

a calling station 258 connected (or connectable to

via a central office or the like) to the first

switch 252 and a called station 259 connected (or

connectable) to the 'second switch 254. For the

25 remainder of the discussion, it is assumed that a

call to the called station 259 is initiated by a

caller at the calling station 258. A proactive ca11__

services system 260 is placed across or in a digital
link 256 for enabling the offering and acceptance of

30 one or more predetermined call services under the

control and at the expense of the caller at the

calling station 258 or the caller at the called

station.

without limiting the foregoing, the first and

35 second switches 252 and 254 are access tandems

located at termination points between. two LATAs.
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Alternatively, the first switch 252 is an access
' tandem and the sec0nd switch 254 is a_ cellular

tandem or cell site controller for a 'mobile
telephone system. In this configuration, the

5 network 250 is a cellular telephone network. ' The
first switch 252 may be an operating company central
office while the second switch 254 is an access
tandem. The first and second switches can

interconnect two central offices. The system 260 is
10 bridged across the link.

Referring briefly to FIGURE 18, in an alternate.

embodiment the system 260 is placed in a
self-contained loop 256C from the first switch 252
-(or the second switch 254 (not shown)ln A

15 "self—contained" loop means that the system 260 is
located _internally to the switch or .as an_ adjunct
thereto.' _ _ ‘ . .

Referring now to FIGURE 2, a detailed block
diagram is shown of the preferred embodiment of a

20 proactive call services 260 for use in a digital
network environment. System 260 preferably includes
an interface means including a plurality of
interface circuits 262a-n each connected to a

multiplexer 264. The multiplexer includes a control
25 bus connected to a control means comprising .a

processor 266, storage interface 268, storage device -
270 and input/output device 272“ The processor is
controlled in a conventional manner; by -suitable
application programs stored in the storage device

30 270. Input/output device is used to modify the
system Operation by entering suitable program
commands to the control means.

The system 260 further includes a number of
_ circuits for facilitating various monitor intercept,

, ' 35 prompting, conferencing and redirect 'functions as
will be described in more detail below. A scanner
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circuit 274 is provided to identify Feature Group D

supervision or other similar information depending

on the type of signaling used. 'A service circuit

276 includes a passive line monitor circuit as well

5 as all necessary call progress (e.g., busy/ring—no-

answer) detection circuits, speech generation .
circuits, and service acceptance (e.g., DTMF) "
detection circuits. The service circuit 276 also

preferably includes appropriate circuitry for

10 capturing ARI, DNI and billing information. A first

communication interface 278 is provided to receive,.

interpret, format and transmit SS7 messages as will
be described in more detail Ibelow. The_ system
preferably also. includes a second communication

15 interface 280 connected to a network applications

,platform 282. The platform 282 includes a billing
: computer and other appropriate devices "such as‘ a

database for transaction processing‘ and -accounting'

purposes. The system 260 advantageously includes

20 its own voice/data storage unit 284 for storing

voice messages, data or other call conversations as

will be described. A storage 286, preferably a disk

storage, is connected to the voice/ data storage

unit 284. The voice message or data storage may

25 take place either in_the voice/data storage unit or

in the network applications platform, as‘ is

appropriate, to facilitate subsequent delivery.

' Each of the circuits‘274, '27:, 278, 280 and 231;
are connected to the processor 266 via the control

30 bus 290. Input/output channel buses 292 and 294

also interconnect these circuits to the multiplexer

of .the interface means. Preferably, the interface

i means includes twenty-eight (28) T-l interface

circuits, each of which is connected to two digital

35 links. Each T-l interface circuit includes first

C;f . and second T—l interface circuits 295 and 297, with
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the first interface circuit 295 connected to one of

‘the digital links and the second interface circuit
297 connected to the other digital link. The first
and second digital links are thus connectable to

5 bypass their respective interface circuit if the
first and second T—l interfaces are interconnected

by means of the switch 298. Given this
architecture, i.e., with 28 T—l spans each carrying

twenty—four (24) channels, the buses 292 and 294

10 service 1344 channels.

To provide automatic voice messaging, the
t scanner 274, service circuit 276 and/or

communications interface 278 monitor the received

signaling to determine the state of the call
15 progress. Of course, the actual circuit used

-depends on the stype ‘of signaling. If an 557
-protocol is used, .communications. interface 278
monitors the line. If Feature Group D signaling is
used, the Feature Group D information is collected

20 in and processed by service circuit 276; other types
of signaling are collected and processed by scanner
274. When call processing is required due to a busy

or ring/no answer condition, the processor 266
activates the service circuits 276 to thereby issue

25 a prompt offering (e.g., ”Your party is not
available; if you would like to leave a message,

aplease press the # key") and monitor the line for
acceptance ,of the‘ service. -.Processor: 266 also
controls the circuit 276 to capture ANI, DNI and

30 billing information. If the service is accepted,
the service circuit 276 notifies the processor 266,

which then controls the service circuit to issue
' . appropriate prompts to the caller to instruct the

/ caller to begin recording the message. The message
35 is then recorded by the voice storage unit 284, and

the processor controls the‘ service circuit 276 to 
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transfer 'the ANI, DNI, and billing information to

the network applications platform 282. Although not.
meant to be limiting, preferably‘voice mesSages are

stored in the voice/data storage unit 284 or its
5 associated disk storage, while ANI, billing and

other management information resides in the network

applications platform.

For message delivery, the network applications

platform ships the message routing information

10 (i.e., the ANI, etc.) back to the voice/data storage

unit 284, and the processor 266 then locates an open

channel on a link for outdialing to the original

called station. The service circuit then dials the

call. , When the call is placed, the scanner 274
15 watches the call states for answer supervision or

on-hook/off—hook. detection. If off-hook _is

detected, ‘the _service circuit. 276 issues .a' prompt:
announcing the message which is then delivered 'bY

the voice storage unit 284. When the message is

20 delivered, the processor 266 notifies the network

applications platform and the packet is deleted.

If desired, the system 260 is connectable to a

remote host computer via a dedicated communications

interface which in turn is connected to the remote

25 host via an Rs—232 link or the like. This enables

messages to be transferred to another location for

the subsequent_ outdial attempts. As an alternate

embodiment, the network applications platform 282 is

set. up ‘to control billing and delivery attempts

30 'while the remote host issues the prompt announcing

the message and other voice functions. The remote

host can alternatively retain all billing

y information with the voice nessager or other call

I information for a short time; and then passes off

35 all such information to the platform 282 for further

processing. It is also possible to have the 
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voice/data storage unit 284 pass a "packet“
' V (comprising the billing information) downstream to a

platform 282, e.g., in a destination delivery area
(a destination LATA).

5 The architecture of FIGURE 2 is quite useful in
providing various ancillary "instant" services to
the calling station user and/or the called station
user after the call between these parties has been
completed. As used herein, "call completion" means

10 the calling station has been successfully connected
to the called station, i.e.. a busy/ring-no—answer
has not been encountered by the calling station user
upon call initiation to the called station.
According to the present invention, one or more such

15 ancillary services are provided after - call
completion but before either party goes back‘to an
on—hook condition., : ' I I _ '

One such ancillary service -‘is conference
calling. During the call, if either party

20 determines that a conference is needed, that party
can enter a predetermined access code (e.g., "2,2")
which is detected by the passive on—line monitor
circuit in the service circuit 276 of the system.
Detection of the predetermined access code causes

25 the processor 266 to control the service circuit‘to
issue a prompt, e.g., "if you would like to .add

another party to this call, please dial that party's
Inumber'now" or éif you would like to add a party to
this call, please press # and follow 'the

30 instructions" or the like. Depending on the prompt
offering, one of the parties then enters the
necessary signaling (dialed digits or the # sign,

- etc.) to accept the service offering. This

} signaling is detected by the service circuit 276 at
, ' ,/ 35 which point the processor seizes an available line
(\ 7 and places the call to the party sought to be
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conferenced. Such call initiation continues while

the originally completed call remains in progress_

‘between the calling station and the called station.

The system can either_mute the ringing signals to

5 the third party or allow such signals to be heard by

the parties. Upon call completion to the third

party, the processor 266 bridges the calls together

to provide the conference. The database in the

network applications platform 282 could then provide

10 billing validity information as well as storing the

billing information. Generally, the party who

accepts the service is billed. .”

The system of FIGURE 2 thus facilitates éa11

conferencing in a proactive or caller—controlled

15 manner which has heretofore _never been available.

From , the caller's 'perspective, such ancillary
,services fare- provided -to ithe . call—in-process

unobtrusively. if the parties are familiar with the

service offering, a prompt offering may not be

20 necessary following entry of the predetermined

access code. In this embodiment, detection of the

predetermined access code by the monitor circuit

will result in the generation by the service circuit

of a "beep" tone or superimposed dialtone (over the
25 existing talkpath) instead of the prompt offering.

One of the parties then dials the third party's

telephone number or enters the appropriate code for

acceptance of" the 'service 'as the case hmay be.
Confirmation” of follow—up prompts may then be

30 provided if necessary.

Yet another ancillary service available through

the system of FIGURE 2 is call recording. During

the call, one or both of the parties may decide to

record the call. Upon detection of a predetermined

35 access code (e.g., a 2.7) by the on-line monitor of

the service circuit 276, the circuit signals the
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processor 266. Processor 266 in turn connects the
voice storage unit_ on line to immediately begin
recording the call. Alternatively, the parties are~
provided the prompt offering to determine whether

5 the continued conversations are to be recorded. ‘The
recording of the call, and the associated
information packet containing the requesting party
and billing information, is then transferred to the
network applications platform 282 after the pathway

10 to the platform is established as previously
described. The party requesting the recording can_.
then recall the recorded conversation from the
platform 282 using dialup parameters such an entry
and verification of security codes. other

15 collateral services, such as transcription of 'the
'recorded call, can thus be arranged and billed to
‘the requesting party..‘ I ' . . _

Another ancillary service is silent" call'f
recording. In this embodiment, a predetermined

20 service access code is detected by the passive
on—line monitor but not sent down the line to the
party at the called station. The recording of the
call is then carried out privately without the other
party's knowledge.l With this service, there is no

25 need to provide a prompt offering, however,. a
one—way confirmation (to either the calling party or
the called party) superimposed over a muted line (to
the other party)_is provided if desired., Although
not meant to be limiting, the Silent recording‘

30 feature alternatively can be invoked by using a
second band of an ISDN telephone, by transmitting
out-of-band information, or by transmitting ' a
combination of in—band and out-of—band signaling to

a special "notch" filter.

35 According to the present invention, either the
calling party and/or the called party can invoke one 
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or more of the above-identified services by entry of

the appropriate code. _Service may be offered at the
destination either by subscription or as a basic-

service by the destination service provider.

5 Generalizing, and with reference to FIGURE 1C.

conceptually the service offerings can be provided .

in numerous locations in and around the network. In '

particular, FIGURE 1C shows a public telephone

network with alternative pickup points, alternative

10 central office switching points and alternate

delivery processors. The system of FIGURE 2 can be_

implemented at the various positions indicated .in

FIGURE 1c. _ ‘
Although not shown in detail, it should. be

15 appreciated that the architecture of FIGURE 2 is

quite powerful and enables the service provider to
provide ‘numerous ancillary call services that have

. heretofore been unavailable to users except in on'ly

limited ways behind a private branch exchange or the

20 like and without the capability of providing such

services in a proactive, caller-controlled and

billed manner as described herein.

It should be appreciated by those skilled in

the art that the specific embodiments disclosed

25 above may be readily utilized as a basis -for

modifying or designed other structures for carrying

out the same purposes of the present invention. It

should also berealized by those skilled in  the art
that such equivalent constructions do not depart

30 from the spirit and scope of the invention as set

forth in the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

‘ ~ , . > What is claimed is:
1. In a telephone} network having a calling

station connectable to a first switch means and a

5 called station connectable to a second switch means,

with the first and second switch means being

connectable by a link, the improvement comprising:

an interface connected in the link to monitor

for entry of a predetermined service access code by

10 a user of the calling station or a user of the

called station after call completion between the

calling station and the called station and before

either of said users goes on—hook; and

control means connected to the interface and

15 responsive to entry of the predetermined access code

for controlling offer and acceptance of one or more
predetermined"services controlled and~ paid for_ by:
the user requesting the service.

20 2. In the telephone network as described in

Claim 1 wherein the service is call conferencing.

3. In the telephone network as described in

Claim 1 wherein the service is call recording.
25

4. In the telephone network as described in

Claim 1 wherein the service is silent call recording,

5. Apparatus for. use tin a telephone network "
30 having a calling station connectable to a first

switch means and 3 called station connectable to a

second switch means, with the first and second

switch means being connectable by a link, comprising:

an interface connected in the link to monitor

35 for entry of a predetermined service access code by

a user of the calling station or a user of the 
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called. station after call completion between the

calling station and the called station and before
either of said users goes on-hook; and

speech means responsive to entry of the
5 predetermined service access .code for issuing a

predetermined prompt to the user of the calling
station and/or the user.of the called station; and

control means connected to the interface and

responsive to entry of predetermined signaling by

_10 one of the users following the issuance of the
prompt for providing a predetermined service

controlled and paid for by the user requesting the

predetermined service.

15 6. Apparatus for use in a telephone network

having a calling station connectable to a first

( II, : switch means and a called station connectable to a
' second ‘switch means, with' the firSt and gsecond'

switch means being connectable by a link, comprising:

20 an interface connected in the link to monitor

for entry of a predetermined service access code by

a user of the calling station or a user of the

called station after call completion between the

calling station and the called station and before

25 either of said users goes on-hook; and

control means connected to the interface and

responsive to entry of predetermined signaling by

‘onev of‘ the“ users- for providing 'a'~predetermined' H
service controlled and paid for by the 'uSer ~'

30 requesting the predetermined service.

7. Apparatus for use in a telephone network

having a calling station connectable to a first

switch means and a called station connectable to a

second switch means, with the first and second

switch means being connectable by a link, comprising: 
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an interface in the first switch means to

' - ‘ . monitor for entry of a predetermined service access
I code by a user of the calling station or a user of

the called station after call completion between the

5 calling station and the called station and before

either of said users goes on—hook: and

control means connected to the interface and

responsive to entry of predetermined signaling by

one of the users for providing a predetermined

10 service controlled and paid for by the user

requesting the predetermined service.

15

20’

25

30
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REMOTE ACCESS TELEPHONE CONTROL SYSTEM

The present invention pertains to the telephone equipment art and, more

5 particularly, to a telephone control system which allows subscribers to remotely

control a plurality of call handling utilities to predeterminedly direct incoming calls. -

W

The subject matter disclosed and claimed in us. Applimfion Patent

10 No. 4,893,335, issued January 9, 1990, entitled "Remote Access Telephone Control

System", invented by the same inventors and assigned to the applicant of the instant

application, is hereby incorporated by reference.

 
Wm

:15 ' ' Despite the availability of numerous telephone central exchange provided
functions, such as‘ I'call—forwarding", ' 'three-way calling", 'call-waiting' and

'speed-dialing' , as well as the advent and availability of paging and mobile telephone

systems, the completion of a call to a system subscriber can often be a complicated,

_, time consuming and tedious task. Unless the telephone subscriber is located at the
20 telephone which receives calls to his assigned phone number, completion of a call

from a calling party, despite the aforementioned services, generally involves the

,..\ 'v

calling party leaving a message and awaiting a call back by the subscriber. Even if

the subscriber is accessible via mobile telephone or a paging system, human

, intervention is commonly required to look up and dial specific mobile telephone or

25, paging numbers to’attempt tocontact the subscriber; Thus, additional delays and“

 
~ costs are incurred.

In addition, even if the subscriber is on a paging system, the successful .

' direction of a message to the subscriber requires that the subscriber manually inform

‘ i a the system of his whereabouts.

30 Finally, existing telephone control systems offer very limited control to either

(- the subscriberorthecallingpartywithrespecttotheprocessing ofealls. .
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In summary, the present invention is directed to a control system which is

connected to a telephone exchange and wherein each user of the system is assigned 5

5 a unique telephone number with the control system routing calls to the user via a user

controlled number. The control system comprises an input/output device which is

adapted for connection to the telephone exchange trunks or lines to input and output

telephone cells. A switching control means controllably connects a call on one line

to a different line. Provided memory controllably stores and recalls electronic

 
10 ._ signals. An electronic processing means is provided for awessing the memory,

switching control means and input/output device to direct the flow of input and output

calls. The electronic processing means includes means for: a) identifying a call to

the system from a caller directed to a specific user, b) recalling from the memory a

(. - _‘ - ‘ forwarding number for the user,» c) implementing a call to the forwarding number, ‘
' 15 . d) switching the ealler’s mil to the forwarding number, e) identifying a'eall to the

system from a specific user, t) changing the specific user’s memory stored forwarding

number responsive to a command from the specific user, g) processing ealls to the

system directed to a specific user in a selected one of a plurality of modes and, h)

changing a users all processing mode responsive to a command from the user.

In accordance with one feature of the invention, the control system may

forward incoming calls for a subscriber to a telephone number that has been

preselected by the subscriber. The call may be directly forwarded, or may be

preceded by a brief announcement informing the caller that the call is being

'forwarded.' ' ‘ ' " f l

25 I ’ In'accordance with another feature of the invention, the control system may i ' o '

 
first screen incoming calls before musing them to be forwarded. The call may be

screened by any of several methods, including a 'priority-Screen’ which allows the '

ealler to determine whether or not the call should be forwarded to the subscriber, a'

’VIP code-screen' which will only forward calls if the teller enters a preselected

(. ‘ V 30 code, and a ’voiee—screen’ which records the caller's name and business, places the
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caller on hold while contacting the subscriber, plays the recorded message, and allows
the subscriber to determine if he wishes to be connected to the caller. With any of.
these screening methods, should the call not ultimately be forwarded to the
subscriber, then the call may be delivered to a ’message center’, where a message

5 may be left for later pickup by the subscriber.
In accordance with another feamre of the invention, the control system may

cause the subscriber’s pager to be activated in conjunction with forwarding of a call.
In this way, the subscriber is given notice that the call is being forwarded to the

 
pie-selected telephone number. .

10 .A In accordance withanother feature of the invention, the control system may,
prior to forwarding a call, provide a courtesy message to the caller suchas '..when
the call is answered, please ask for your party by name..",‘o'r alternately inform the
caller '..when the call is moral, please ask for extension number 1234."

_ In accordance with another feature-of the invention, the control system may
15 ' send all calls to a ’rnessage center‘ where all messages maybe left for, later pickup .

by the subscriber. In this way the call is handled without disturbing the subscriber. '
In accordance with another feature of the invention, the control system may

handle mlls via a ’branch—routing' mode. In this mode, callers may choose from a
directory of options. As an example, the caller maybe told: 'You have reached ABC
Real Estate. Please touch 1 to speak to Mr. Smith, 2 to speak toMr. Jones, or hold
the line to speak to the receptionist." Depending on the programming of the system,
each of these selections may cause the call-to be forwarded to aspecifrc telephone
number, or to another access number. No command may cause the system to follow
a‘ predetermined default method .forrdisposing or the cell.

 
- - 25 In accordance with anotherfeature of the invention, the control system may

handle calls via a ‘meet-me‘ mode. In this mode, the caller is plawd on hold after . '
' being told that the user is being paged to a phone. The control system then pages the

user. The user then may call the access system, and ‘enterr‘acodeto be connected to

. , the caller. In addition, the caller may be given the opportunity to touch 9 to leave
:' 30 a message if he does not wish to wait. If the caller chooses to leave a message, then

/‘\,
t
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when the subscriber callsrn, he will be informed that the caller did not wait and
instead left a message. If the caller hangs up without leaving a message, then the

subscriber will be so informed.

In accordance with another feature of the invention, the call-handling modes

5 and other features of the control system may be programmed by the subscriber by V

accessing a command mode by dialing the access number from a touch-tone phone,
entering a Personal Identification Number (PIN) code, and then following a series of
menu items to select the desired feature, all-handling mode, or forwarding number.

This process is further simplified by providing the subscriber with ’mode memories'

10 which contain the most often used call handling modes, and ’number memories’

which contain often used telephone numbers such as home phone, office phone, car

 

phone, and so on.

In accordance with another fmmre of the invention, the subscriber may invoke

3 a ‘feature timer’ which will cause a new all handling mode to take effect at the
i 15 expiration of a selected time interval. ' '

In accordance with another feature of the invention, the subscriber may invoke

a 'weekly schedule’ which will cause the current all-handling mode to be

automafimlly selected from a pre-programmed list ofcall-handling modes, based upon

the time-of-day and day-of-weck.

 

In accordance with another feature of the invention, the subscriber may cause

his calls to be forwarded to him at his current location, without the subscriber

needing to enter the telephone number of the current location. Instead, the telephone

number of the location is automatically received by the control system as an
Automatic Number Identification (ANI) via ANI-mpable facilities from the Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). The subscriber nwd only call the control
system, enter his PIN code, and select a forwarding mode.

In accordance with another feature of the invention, the subscriber may

 
program the operation of the control system by picking up a preregistered phone such
as his office or home telephone and tOuching a 2 or 3 digit speed—dial code. In

30 combination with the ANI capability described above this makes programming very
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simple. By way of example, if a subscriber is at home, he may pick up the phone
and dial 109‘. This causes the telephOne company central office to memory dial an
800 number with an NNX that points to ANI-eapable trunks connected to the control
system. The control system recognizes the ANT as belonging to the home phone of

5 one of it’s subscribers. The control system then causes all calls to that subscriber to _
be priority-screen forwarded to the home. If the subscriber had dialed 111?, an 800
number with the same NNX but different last four digits would be dialed, which
would cause the control system to select voice-screened forwarding to the home, and
so forth. _

10 .. In accordance with another feature of the invention, the subscriber may elect

 
to make an ’outside call’ while1n the control system command mode, by touching 9
and dialing the desired telephone number. ’

The control system is further enhanced by the addition or a communicator
_ , feature. This feature allows a subscriber to move from place to plate and have hrs . _

15 calls follow him without the nwd for him to call into the control system. The n ‘
communicator is a portable device carried on the subscriber's person. The device
contains an RF transmitter, an RF receiver, an ultrasonic receiver, a keypad, a
",beeper and control circuitry. The communicator receives ultrasonic messages from
small wall mounted ultrasonic transmitters. These transmitters contain the phone
number, and optionally the extension number, of the nearest telephone or a mode
appropriate for the location such as do not distur’o'in a hospiml operating room. The
communicator also receives radio frequency messages from the control system
indicating, or paging, an incoming call for the user. The Communicator device can
send various radio frequency messages back to the control system, including a
message containing the phone number- received from the ultrasonic transmitter,a
message acknowledging receipt of the page, and messages inresponse to keypad

'77 , _ selections by the subscriber indicating a desire to select a new mode of call handling.

 
A feature of the present invention providesa telephone control system which

allows subscribers to access the system, even remotely, and implerhent any of a
30 number of utilities for the handling of subscriber directed mils. " I
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Another feature of the invention provides a telephone control system wherein
each subscriber is assigned one telephone number and calls to the system on that ‘

number are automatically directed to the subscriber regardless of his location.

Another feature of the invention provides the above described telephone

.' 5 control system wherein the system interfaces with callers and subscribers via courtesy

messages which minimize or eliminate the need for users to recall mmplimted control
commands. 

Another feature of the invention provides the above described control system

wherein subscribers are provided with portable pager-like communicators which

10 .7 include RF transmitters for transmission directly to the paging system.
Another feature of the present invention provides the above described control

system wherein the communicator devices automatically respond to remote locater
transmitters to transmit back to the control system the phone number of a telephone

(5“ V . . proximate the user. »
15

WW

Figure l is a block diagram illustrating the various modes of operation and

interfacing equipment for the preferred embodiment of the telephone control system;
Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating the principle components of the

telephone control system;

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the Communicator;

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the Ultrasonic Transmitter;

Figure Sis a block diagram of the Call Processing facility;
-_ Figure 6rs a flowchart illustrating operation of the E & M Control Circuit;

Figure 7'rs a diagram illustrating the Subscriber Master Record;

 
Figure 8rs a diagram illustrating the Mode Memory;

Figure 9 is a flowchart of the Main Task for the Call Processing facility;

Figure 10 is flowchart of the Code Processing Facflity-Neuvork Message

Task; .

Fr ‘ 30 Figure 11 is a flowchart of the Code Processing Facility-Call Termination
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I Figure 12 is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Call Handler Task;
Figure 13 is a flowchart of the Call Processim Facility-Dynamic Mode

, .,. Assignment;

' 5 Figure 14 is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Direct Forwarding V
Function;

Figure 15'is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Announced Forwarding 
Function;

Figure 16is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility—Priority/Urgent Screen
- 10 .i Function;

Figure 17 is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-VIP Code Screen
Function; ‘

Figure 18 is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Branch Routing
( - _ ‘— ‘~ VFunction; _ .

15 C Figure 19 isaflowchart of theCallProcessing Facility-CallerMessage Center
Function;

Figure 20 is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Voice-Screen
Function;

Figure 21 is a flowchartof the Call Processing Facility-Meet Me Caller

 Function;

Figure 22 is a flowchart of the Call Processmg Facility-’Send Page’

Subroutine; i - - -

Figure 23 is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Command Mode
, - a . Function; " _ V ' . -

- 25 Figure 24is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Command Message
Center Function; ‘ ' ' ' _

’ Figure 25'is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility—Command Forwarding
Number Function; '

Figure 26'is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Command Feature

(\- : 30 Timer Function; . ‘ ' '
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Figure 27 is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Command Memory ~

Function; I ' ‘ ' ’ .

Figure 28 is a flowchart ofthe Call Processing Facility-Command Outside Call

Function;

5 Figure 29 is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Command Help

. Function;
' Figure 3013 a flowchart of the Call Processmg Facility-Command Meet Me

I Function;

Figure 31 is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Command Branch

10 Route Function;

Figure 32 is a flowchart of the Call Processing Facility-Command Advanced

Features Frmction;

_ Figure 33 is a block diagram illustrating the principle components of the Meet

1“, f: ' ‘ MeFa'cility; ' '
' 15 Figure 34'is a flowchart of the Meet Me Facility Main Task;

Figure 35 is a block diagram illustrating the principle components of the
Subscriber Access Facility; '

Figure 36 is a flowchart illustrating operation of the E & M Control Circuit

for the Subscriber Access Facility;

Figure 37 is a flowchart of the Subscriber Access Facility Main Task;

Figure 38 is a block diagram illustrating the principle components of the

Communicator Access Facility;

 

 
Figure 39'is a flowchart of the Communicator Access

’ . Facility Main Task' ' , ' I
25 Figure 40'rs aflowchart of the Communicator Main Task;

Figure41'rs a block diagram illustrating the principle components of the Pager ,

Dialing Facility;

Figure 42 is a flowchart of the Pager Dialing Facility Main Task;

_ Figure 43 is ablock diagram illustrating the principle components of the Client

30 Services Facility; and; '
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Figure 44 is a flowchart of the Client Services Facility Main Task.

W

FIG. 1 illustrates in block diagram form, the manner in which the Telephone '
5 Control System may be used to erthance the accessibility of it’s subscribers. As is.

shown, the Telephone Control System 1 connects with the PSTN 2 via facilities 3.
The Telephone Conh'ol System 1 my conh'ol switch 4, causing it to connect 
incoming and outgoing trunks.

As is shown, alternate preferred embodiments exist with respect to switch 4.

10 , In the first preferred embodiment, the switch 4 is achtally part of the PSTN
1. In this embodiment, the facilities 3 must be capable of transmitting switch control

signals from the Telephone Control System I to the switch 4. An example of this
type of facility'ts a CENTREX line, which allows the transmission of switch conh'ol

“fl" ‘. 'i _' signals in the form of ’hookswitch flashes’ and touch tones to initiate
' 15 call-conferencing and call—transfer. A recently available variation of the CENTREX '

facilityts a CENI'REX DID trunk, which not only has the 'hookflash’ capability, but
also provides the called number'tn the form of Direct-Inward-Dialing digits. This'IS
the form of facility 3 whichts referred to in thedetailed descriptionof the preferred
embodimertt. Another variation of the CENTREX facility provides the called number
via a separate data-link known as Simplified Message Desk Interface (SMDI).

U.S. Patent 4,893,335, which issued January 9,1990, incorporated by
reference herein, describes in detail a system for controlling the PSTN switch.

. p In an alternate preferred embodiment, the switch 4 is part of the Telephone
. p r _ COntml System 1. In this embodiment, the facilities 3 nwd onlyinclude standard

. 25 DID trunks for the incoming calls, and standard outgoing trunks. The access control - '-
system 1 controls switch 4 directly, causing it to connect paths betiveen various.

' incoming and outgoing trunks as required. ' I, ‘
Again referring to FIG. 1, the Telephone Control System 1 also connects to

the PSTN 2 via standard tip-ring phone lines 5, for purposes of communicating with

< . 30 Paging System 6. The Paging System may be any of the commonlyknown paging
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systems such as those comprised of transmitters such as Motorola’s PACE or

Quintron model QTZSOB and paging terminals such as Glenayre model GLSOOOXL

or BBL System 3, which send encoded messages via radio frequency to cause a.

unique pager, or beeper, worn by a paging system subscriber, to sound an alert, .,

5 produce a message in a display, activate a light, vibrate, or produce any of a variety-
of other alerting mechanisms. Typically, these paging systems will cause a pager to
be alerted in response to another individual dialing a phone number which

corresponds to that individual’s pager. This phone number is routed via the PSTN 2

to a paging terminal via facilities 7, which in turn determines, typically via DID

10 digits, who the call is intended for, and then sends a radio frequency message to alert

 

that individual’s pager. To cause a subscriber's pager to be activated, the Telephone

Control System 1 then need only come off hook on one of the lines 5, and dial the

phone number that corresponds to the subscriber’s pager. Although not described in

..:- _ this preferred embodiment, it is anticipated that the Telephone Control System 1
l I 15 could also interface to a paging system directly via a dedicated data link. ’

An additional facility 5 connects theTelephone Control System 1 to the PSTN

2. This facility'is a trunk which provides the Automatic Number Identification (ANI)

of the calling party. An example of such a trunk is the Feature Group D (FGD)

trunk which is commonly used by interexchange carriers. The interexchange carriers

use the ANI information to properly bill the calling party. The Telephone Control

System 1 uses this ANI information in a new and different manner. As will be

described in further detail herein, subscribers of the Telephone Control System 1 my

program the Telephone Control System 1 by calling it through trunking facilities 5.

, - The access centrol system 1 automatically acquires the ANI, orphone number of the

calling party. This allows the accesscontrol system 1 to program the forwarding
number for the subscriber without the subscriber needing to manually enter it.

 
Although not described in the preferred embodiment, it is anticipated that other types ‘

of facilities which provide ANI information may also be used for this purpose. An

example of another type of facility which provides ANI is a CENTREX line with an

30 SMDI data link, which is now available from several typesof central offices. The
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SMDI data link is capable of passing both the called party number and the calling

party number (ANI). '

Still referring to FIG. 1, The Telephone Control System 1 is also connected

to a Packet Radio Transmitter/Rweiver 9 via data-link 10. The Packet Radio

5 ’I‘ransmitter/Rweiver 9 may consist ofany of the commonly known radio transceivers-

such as YAESU FI‘-470 and lCOM IC-u 4AT, equipped with a packet radio interface

such as HEATHKIT PIX-21. As will be described in furtherdetail herein, the Packet

Radio Transmitter/Rweiver 9 is used by the Telephone Control System 1 to interface

with the portable Communicator device 11, carried by an Telephone Control System

10 subscriber. The Communicator 11 may both send and receive DATA messages via

radio frequency. The Communicator 11 may also meive ultrasonic messages from

fixed ultrasonic transmitter 12, shown locatedin room l3. Ultrasonic transmitter 12

continuously transmits the phone number, and, ifappropriate, the extension, of the
phone _14 located in the same room or a signal indicating an appropriate call control ,-

‘15 mode for a given situation such as do net disturb ina hospital operating room. It A
should be noted that, although the preferred embodimentdisclosed herein describes
transmitter 12 as ultrasonic, it is anticipated that an inflated uennnitter'may also be
used. The ultrasonic transmitter has the advantage that it will pass signals through

a layer of clothes, which would be important for example if the subscriber were
carrying the Communicator 11 in a shirt pocket. ' " ' 3'

To aide1n the discussion of the illustrative examples which follow, FIG. 1
also shows a subscriber’s home 15, with a home phone 16:21 Subscriber’s office 17,

with an officephone 18; a cellular telephone system 19 which interfaces to a
subscriber‘s ear-phone 20; a factory 21, with afactory phone22; apay telephone 23,
a subscriber 2A with pager 25; and a caller's telephone 26. '

The illustrative examples which follow are intended only toclarify some of
the concepts, features, and objects of the invention, and do notdefine the scope of
the invention.
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Following are several illustrative examples of the various all-handling modes

of the Telephone Control System 1.‘

Direct Forwarding

5 For the sake of this example, assume that a caller at phone 26 wishes to speak

to a subscriber to the access control system 1? and further assume that the subscriber
is at home 15, and that he has preprogrammed the system to ’direct forward’ his calls

to him at his home phone 16. The caller dials the access number for the subscriber,

and the PSTN delivers the all to the Telephone Control System 1 via facilities 3.

10 The facilities 3 provide the access control system 1 with the called party information

(DID) digits. The Telephone Control System then refers to it’s internal database to

determine how to handle the call. The access control system determines that calls for

this subscriber are to be handled via ’direct forwarding’ mode, and that the all is to

» be forwarded to the subscriber's home. Theaceess control system then dials the

15 ' subscriber's home on an outgoing facility-3, and instructs the switch 4 to connect-the

incoming facility to the outgoing facility to complete the call. The PSTN 2 then

delivers the all to home phone 16, causing it to ring, and the subscriber may pick

up the phone and connect to the caller. Note that this mode of all-handling is

referred to as ’direct forwarding’ because the call is forwarded without any

announcement or prompting from the Telephone Control System 1.

Announced Forwarding

Assume again that a caller at phone 26 wishes to speak to a subscriber to the

Telephone Control System 1. Also assume that the subscriberis athome 15, and that
 

this time he has preprogrammed the system to ’Announce-forward‘ his calls to him ' ,

at his home phone 16. Again, the caller dials the access number for the subscriber, .

and the PSTN delivers the all to the Telephone Control System 1 via facilities 3. ‘

Upon receiving the D11) digits for this subscriber, the Telephone Control System 1

determines that calls for this subscriber are to be handled via 'announced forwarding’

30 mode, and that the can is to be forwarded to the subscriber’s home. The access

IPRzozo-ooese
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control system then plays a brief greeting to the caller: “Hello, you have reached the
"ACCESSLINE" for Mr. Jones. We’re Connecting your call." The Telephone

Control System then dials the phone number for phone 16 on an outgoing facility 3,

. _ ., -_. and instructs the switch 4 to connect the incoming facility to the outgoing facility to
5:2. ' 5 complete the eall. The 12er 2 then delivers the eall to home phone 16, causing. it-

‘ to ring, and the subscriber may pick up the phone and connect to the caller.

Forwarding with Page

10 Assume again that a ealler at phone 26 wishes to speak toa subscriber to the
Telephone Control System 1. Also assume again that the subscriber'IS at home 15,

and that this time he has preprogrammed the system to ’Forward with page’ his ealls
to him at his home phone 16. Againgthe ealler dials the MS number for the

.. subscriber, and the PSTN delivers the em to the Telephone Control System 1 via
15 facilities 3 ’ ' ' ' ' ' '

Upon receiving the DID digits for this subscriber, the access control system
1 determines that ealls for this subscriber are to be handled via 'fon with page'

mode, and that the eall is to be forwarded to thesubscriber’s home. The access
control system then plays a brief greeting to the ealler: "Hello, you have reached the
"ACCESSLINE" for Mr. Jones. We are sending a page to‘inform your party of

the call. Please stay on the line.“ The Telephone Control System ‘l'then dials the
phone number for the pager corresponding to this subscriber and‘informs the ealler

'We have sent a page to alert your party and will connect you momentarily.“ The
access conuol system then dials the phone number forphone 16 on an outgoing
facility 3, and instructs the switch 4 to connect the incoming facility to the outgoing

facility to complete the eall. The PSTN 2 then delivers the eall to home phone 16,-
“ causing it to ring, and the subscriber may pick up the phone and connect to the caller.

The subscriber, having been alerted to the incoming an by his'page'r, was ready to

 
meive it.
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Message Center

In some eases the subscriber may not be able to take calls and may wish that
his callers simply leave a message. In these eases, the subscriber may program the
access control system 1 to connect calls to the subscriber‘s preselected 'message

center'. The Telephone Control System 1 may connect ealls to either an ’internal.

message center‘ or an 'external message center’. The 'external message center’ is

simply a phone number that the Telephone Control System 1 will forward calls to if
in this mode. This may be the phone number for an answering service, a

receptionist, a voice mail system, or any other appropriate location as desired by the

subscriber. If the subscriber elects to use the 'intemal message center‘, then an

example of a typical call may be as follows.

Assume that a caller at phone 26 wishes to speak to a subscriber to the

Telephone Control System 1. Also assume that the subscriber does not wish to be

disturbed and that he has preprogrammed the system to ’intemal message center’

mode. The ealler dials the access number for the subscriber, and the per, delivers
the all to the Telephone Control System 1 via facilities 3. Upon receiving the DID

digits for this subscriber, the Telephone Control System 1 determines that ealls for

this subscriber are to be handled via 'internal message center’ mode. The Telephone

Control System then plays a brief greeting to the caller: "Hello, you have reached the

**ACCESSLINB** for Mr. Jones. Your party is not readily available at the

moment, however we will connect you to your party’s message center where you may

leave a detailed message.....Please leave your message ‘at the tone." The Telephone

Control System 1 then records the callers message and saves it for later playback by

-- the subscriber. In addition, should the subscriber haveso elected, the access control

system 1 may dial the phone number corresponding to the subscriber’s pager, to alert

the subscriber to the message.

Priority-Call Screening

' Assume again that a ealler at phone 26 wishes to speak to a subscriber to the
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Telephone Control System I. This time assume that the subscriber is at his office 17,
and that he has preprogrammed the system to send his calls to him at his office via

’priority call-screening‘, with a message asking the aller to ask for extension 123,
which in this example is the extension number of the phone 18 on his desk. Again,

5 the aller at phone 26 dials the access number for the subscriber, and the PSTN 2 _
delivers the all to the access control system 1 via facilities 3. Upon receiving the

DID digits for this subscriber, the Telephone Control System 1 determines that alls
for this subscriber are to be handled via priority call-screemnscreening' mode, and that the

allis to be forwarded to the subscriber’5 office. The access control system 1 then

10 . plays a brief greeting to the aller: "Hello, you have reached the "ACCESSLINE"
for Mr. Jones. Your party is not radily available at the moment. If this all is

urgent then plase touch 0 now and we will attempt to connect you to your party.
Otherwise, please hold the line and we will connect you to your party’ 5 message '

“ V V center where you may lave a detailed message. " If the aller does not touch 0, then
I 15 the allis delivered to the'message center’ as described above. If thealler does

touch 0, then the Telephone Control System 1 may inform the allu': "Plase standby
while we connect your all. When the all is answered plase as}: for extension
number 123." The access control system then dials the prcprogrammed lad phone _
number for the subscriber’s office 17 on an outgoing facility‘3, and instructs the

switch 4 to connect the incoming facility to the outgoing facility to completethe all.
The PSTN 2 then delivers the all to the receptionist at office 17, causing it to ring.

When the receptionist answers, the aller will ask for extension 123, as he was

instructed by access control system 1, and the receptionist may connect the all to the
subscriber’s desk phone is. 

VIP Code Screening

' Assume again that a aller at phone 26 wishes to speak to a subscriber to the
Telephone Control System 1. This time assume that the subscriberIS in his ar, and
that he has preprogrammed the system to send his alls tohim at his ar-phone 20 via

’VIP code-screcning’. In this mode, only those alien whohave been told a special
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VIP code will be able to reach the subscriber. All other callers will be sent to the

message center. Again, the caller at phone 26 dials the access number for the

subscriber, and the PSTN 2 delivers the all to the Telephone Control System 1 via

facilities 3. '

5 Upon receiving the DID digits for this subscriber, the access control system.

1 determines that calls for this subscriber are to be handled via 'VIP code-screening'

mode, and that the call is to be forwarded to the subscriber’s car phone 20. The

Telephone Control System 1 then plays a brief greeting to the caller: 'Hello, you

have reached the "ACCESSLINE" for Mr. Jones. Your party is not readily

10 available at the moment. Please enter your VIP code now, or hold the line and we

.7 will connect you to your party’s message center where you may leave a detailed

message." If the caller does not enter the correct VIP code, then the call is

delivered to the ’message center‘ as described above. If the caller does enter the VIP

A j " - code, then the Telephone Control System 1 may inform the caller: 'Pleasestandby.

i i 15 - ' while we connect your all." The Telephone Control SyStem thendials the telephone ,
number for car-phone 20 on an outgoing facility 3, and instructs the switch 4 to

connect the incoming facility to the outgoing facility to complete the call. The PSTN

2 then delivers the call to the cellular telephone system 19, which in turn delivers the

call to the car-phone 20.

Voice-Screening

Assume again that a caller at phone 26 wishes to spcalc to a subscriber of the

Telephone Control System 1. This time assume that the subscriber, Mr. Jones, is
‘ visiting his client’s factory f2l, and that hehas preprogrammed the system to se'ndhis
calls to him at this location via ‘voice-screening’. Again, the filler at phone 26 dials

the access number for the subscriber, and the PSTN 2 delivers the call to the access ~

control system 1 via facilities 3. Upon receiving the DID digits for this subscriber,

the Telephone Control System 1 determines that calls for this subscriber are to be

handled via ’voice-screening’ mode, and that the call is to be forwarded to his client‘s

30 factory 21. The access control system 1 then plays a brief greeting to the caller:
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"Hello, you have rached the "ACCESSLINE" for Mr. Jones. Please state your
name and the purpose of your all at the tone. After the tone,plase stay on the line

while we attempt to loate your party and connect your all." The access control

system 1 then records the aller’s name and business, and then responds: "Thank you,
5 please standby." The access control system then dials the telephone number for .

factory 21 on an outgoing facility 3, laving the incoming all on hold. The PSTN
2 then delivers the outgoing all to the lad telephone number of factory 21, which

is answered by the factory’s receptionist. The Telephone Control Systim tells the
receptionist 'We have a all holding for Mr. Jones. PleaSe loate-the party._" The

10 __ receptionist pages Mr. Jones via the factory's speaker system, informing him of the
all. Mr. Jones then answers the all at phone 22, and enters his Personal
Identifiation Number (PIN) code. The access control system 1 then plays back the
callers name and business. The Telephone Control System 1 then asks Mr. Jones:

1’ ”’ _ g“ ' 'Plasetouch r to connecttheall, 2tosend thealler away, or3 tosend thealler
15 , to your message center} ln this example, Mr. Jones wishes to speak to the aller,

so he touches l. The Telephone Control System 1 instructsthe switch 4 to connect

the incoming facility to the outgoing facility tocomplete the all

Branch—Routing

Assume again that a aller at phone 26 wishesto spak to asubscriber of the
Telephone Control System 1. This time assumethat the subscriber is not a person, .

but a business; the ABC Factory Company 21, and that the Telephone Control System

1 has been preprogrammed to handle their alls via ’braneh-routing‘mode. Again,
‘ the aller at phone 26 dials the access number for the subscriber, and the PSTN 2

 
. 25 delivers the call to the Telephone ControlSystem 1 via facilities 3. Upon receiving

the DID digits for this subscriber, the Telephone Controlsystem 1 determines that
' alls for this subscriber are to be handled via ’branch-routing‘ mode. The Telephone

Control System 1 then refers to it’s memory. and plays- a prerecorded
’branch-routing’ greeting to the caller: "Hello, you have reachedthe ABC Factory

Company. Plase touch 1 to speak to the manufacturing manager, 2 to speak to
k 30
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accounts rweivable, 3 to speak to accounts payable, 4 to speak to purchasing, or hold V

the line to speak to the receptionist." Should the mllernwd help, he will hold the

line for a moment, and the Telephone Control System 1 responds: 'Please standby.“

The Telephone Control System then dials the telephone number for the factory's ' .

'5 reception phone 22 on an outgoing facility 3, and instructs the switch 4 to connect the

incoming facility to the outgoing facility to complete the call.

Meet-Me

Assume again that a caller at phone 26 wishes to speak to a subscriberto the

Telephone Control System 1. This time assume that the subscriber, Mr. Jones, is

10 away from the office today, and that he has preprogrammed the system to handle his

calls via ’meet-me’ mode. Again, the caller at phone 26 dials the access number for

the subscriber, and the PSTN 2 delivers the call to the Telephone Control System 1

via facilities 3. Upon receiving the DID digitsfor this subscriber, the Telephone

Control System 1 determines that calls for this subscriber are to be handled via

15 ‘meet—me’ mode. The Telephone Control System 1 then responds by producing

audible ringback to the caller, while dialing the phone number for the pager

corresponding to this subscriber on facilities 5. The Telephone Control System 1 then

plays a brief message to the mller: "Hello, you have reached the "ACCESSLINE"

for Mr. Jones. We are paging your party to a phone, please standby. If you are

unable to wait you may touch 9 to leave a message. Otherwise please hold the lines"

The Telephone Control System 1 then places the caller on hold and waits for the

subscriber to call in. Meanwhile the subscriber 24 has received the page via his

Ipager25,‘ and isproceeding to pay phone 23 to answer the call. The subscriber dials 
his Own access number and the PS'I'N 2 delivers the call to the Telephone Control ' ._

System 1 via facilities 3. The subscriber then enters his own PIN code and is

informed 'You have a caller holding for you on your meet-me service. Please touch ‘

4 to be connected to the caller.“ It is also anticipated that if the caller had hung up

or left a message in the meantime, that the subscriber would be so informed.

Assuming that the caller is still holding, and that the subscriber touches 4, the access
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control system 1 instructs the, switch 4 to connect the incoming facility to the outgoing

. facility to complete the call.

. W

5 Although various methods of ’remotely programmable call forwarding’ have
been attempted in the prior art, these have proven to have limited widespread appeal
due to the complicated and inflexible methods by which the users were required-to

program the systems. By contrast, the awess control system employs a variety of
different methods to allow the subscriber to easily and effectively program the

10 .. operation of the Telephone Control System. Following are several illustrative
examples of the various methods a subscriber may employ to program the Telephone
Control System 1.

if _ ' s , CommandMode 7 . .
h - 15‘ To use the Command Modemethod of programming, the subscriber simply ‘

dials his own access number from any telephone, and enters his PIN code. The

PSTN 2 delivers the all to the Telephone Control System 1 via facilities 3. The

Telephone Control System 1 then informs the caller of the current feature which is
selected, and then provides the subscriber with a simple ”menu of options by which
hemchooseanewfeature. Forexample, inresponsctotheentryofthercode,
the subscriber may be prompted: 'Hello Mr. Jones. Your calls are currently being
VIP code screened to your office. Touch 1 to check messages,2 to change your

forwarding number, 3 to select a memory, 8 for advanced features, 9to make a all,

.1. 3.. . . or touch 0 for help." The subscriber may then make his desired selection. Pleased ' . '
t . 25 note that although the preferred embodiment herein discusses the use of touch tone

as the signalling method by which the subscriber controls the Command Mode of the

 
' access control system, the inventors anticipate that other signalling methods may also

be employed, including, but not limited to, rotary dial pulse detection and voice
recognition " ‘ ’ . ' v i s ‘

‘7 I 30 Another feature of the Telephone Control SystemCommand Mode allows the
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subscriber to program ’mode memories’ which contain the most often used call

handling methods for. that subscriber. For example, a subscriber may program

memory 10 to be announced forwarding to his office, memory 20 to be voice

screened forwarding to his home, memory 30 to be message center mode, and so i .

5 forth.

Weekly Schedule

Subscribers who have some routine to their weekly activities may soon grow

weary of constantly calling the Telephone Control System and selecting the same call

l0 handling methods at the same time, day after day. For this reason, the weekly

schedule fature provides a very real benefit to the subscriber. As an example, let

us assume that a subscriber, Mr. Jones, starts work at 8:00 AM every morning, and

leaves for home at 5:00 PM in the evening. Let us further assume that he takes an

7 3- p v ~ hour for lunch from_712:00 to 1:00PM each day. The weekly schedule for this .

' ' ‘ 15 I subscriber: might be pro-programmed into the Telephone Control System'sidatabase
to be:

.«\_

DAY TIME MODE MEMORY FEATURE

Mon~Fri 7:30am 30 Message Center ‘

Mon-Fri 8:00am 10 Announced forwarding to office

Mon-Fri 12:00noon 30 Message center

Mon-Fri 1:00pm 10 Announwd forwarding to office

Mon-Fri 5:00pm 20 Voice screen forwarding to home 
As calls are received by the Telephone Control system for this subscriber, the ‘ ' ’ , '

Telephone Control System 1 refers to this database and determines the conect call .

handling method for the day of week and time of day, and delivers the ml! .'

accordingly.

Another feature of the weekly schedule allows the subscriber to override the

- | 30 weekly schedule should his schedule deviate from the preprogrammed sequence. In .
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this way the subscriber can move freely about his routine activities, and only he needs
to program the access control system should'his schedule change from the normal. I

~ Feature Timer

5 To illustrate the use of the Feature Timer capability of the Telephone Control ~

System, assume that a subscriber is visiting a client's office for a one hour

appointment, and wishes to have his mils forwarded to him at this location during

‘ that time. He may use the Command Mode as described above to select announced

forwarding mode and change the forwarding number to be the telephone number of

10 .. his client’s phone. When he leaves he intends to change the call handling mode back

to his message center. However, if the subscriber forgets to call the Telephone

Control System as he is leaving the client’s office, then the client may still continue

to receive calls intended for the subscriber. To overcome this problem, the

(I h - I. . . ‘ _ subscriber may have instead used the Feature Timer function when he first called the
I is access control system when he got to the client’s office. In this example, the

subscriber could have mlled the access control system, and used Command Mode to

select announced forwarding to his client's office. However, instead of hanging up

at that point, he could have activated the Feature Timer, programming it to maintain

the current mode for one hour and then automatically change the call handling mode

to message center mode. In this way, the subscriber would not have to remember to

call the Telephone Control System as he leaves the client’s office, and the client

would not be bothered with the subscriber's calls after he left. V '

Programming a Forwarding NumberUsing ANI 'I , .
One difficulty'in prior art implementations of remotely programmable all I

forwarding devices, is that it takes quite a few digits for the user to call the system, i '
' enter an access code, and then enter the forwardingnumber. one meansby which

the invention described herein overcomes thisdifficultyrs by employing special trunks
which provide the called party numher, also referred to as ANI. To .see how this

-( A 30 improves the case of programming, consider the following exainple. Assume that the
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subscriber is visiting factory 2], and that this is a location that he does not visit ‘

regularly, and therefore does not have it’s telephone number preprogrammed into the . .

Telephone Control System 1. Further assume, as was discussed wlier, that the _
access control system 1 is connected to the PS'I‘N with Feattn’e Group D trunks 8 r

5 which provide AM, and which can be reached by dialing an 800 number. To cause

his calls to get to him at the factory 21,-the subscriber in this example would pick up

telephone 22 and dial the 800 number which corresponds to the Feature Group D

trunk. The PSTN 2 would deliver the call to the Telephone Control System 1 and

the Telephone Control System 1 would receive the AM information digits containing

10 ' the telephone number of telephone 22. The subscriber then need only enter his PIN

code and the all handlingfeature memory he wishes to use, which might be memory

40, announced forwarding. The subscriber could then hang up and the Telephone

Control System 1 would program the database to send all calls for that subscriber to

. telephone 22 via announced forwarding. As should bevobvious, the sequence of digits

15 , ' entered by the subscriber was shorter than if he had to actually enter the phone

number. It should also be pointed out that another advantage of this method of

programming is that the same sequence of digits is used to program the system each

time. In other words, if the subscriber went to another location and wanted his calls

to be sent to him via announced forwarding, he could pick up a phone and dial the

exact same sequence of digits as was described above. This makes the programming

of the Telephone Control System less demanding on the subscriber since he only has

to memorize one sequence to accomplish this function. It is also anticipated by the

inventors that a subscriber to this service may employ a ’pocket dialer’

preprogrammed with this fixed digitsequenoe, therebyeven further simpufying the _ .
easeofprogramming. ' " ' T 9'

 
Programming the Telephone Control System using Spwd Calling and ANI

A well known service offered by many telephone companies is ’Spwd

Calling’. This service allows users to preprogram often used telephone numbers into
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memories which can be remiled by dialing a one, two, or three digit code. To see

how subscribers an use this service to improve the ease of programming the

Telephone Control System, consider the following example. Assume that an

Telephone Control System subscriber, who lives at home 15, has prepmgrammed the

5 access control system with his home phone number 16. let us further assume, as ‘

was discusscd earlier, that the Telephone Control System 1 is connected to the PSTN

2 with Feature Group D trunks 8 which provide AM, and which can be reached by

dialing an 800 number, and assume further that an entire 800-NNX has been

dedicated to this trunk group, in this example 800-999-XXXX. By this invention, the

10 .. last four digits of the 800 number will be used to signify the mode memory which is

being selected. In this example, also assume that the subscriber has preprogrammed

his telco speed dialing feature so that the sequence 2# causes the telephone number

1-800-999-0010 to be dialed, and that the sequence 3»! muses the telephone number

_ _ 1-800-999-0011 to be dialed. In this example, when the subscriber ' picks up
15 telephone 16 and dials 2#, the speed dialing feature will. muse the number

1—800-999-0010 to be dialed. The PSTN 2 will deliver the call to'the access control

system 1 via Feature Group D trunks 8. The access control system 1 will meive the

AM digits, and referring to it's database recognize the call as originating at the home

telephone of one of it’s subscribers. It then will invoke the preprogtammed mode

memory 10 for that subscriber, which in this example might be voice-screened

forwarding to his home phone. As a further example, if the subscriber had dialed 3#,

the Telephone Control System 1 would have invoked memory ll for that subscriber.

-.__

Communicator ‘ p _
As described earlier, the Communicator is a portable device carried on the

subscriber’s person. This example demonstrates some of the ways by which the

' Communicator can simplify the call handling and programming operations for the

Telephone Control System subscriber. Still referring to FIG. I, assume that the

subscriber is mn’ying a communicator 11 on his belt, and that he has just entered

K a 30 room 13. Also assume that he has selected the ’automatic phone number' mode of
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operation for the Communicator 11. When he enters the room, the Communicator

11 detects a signal from the fixed ultrasonic transmitter 12 located near the ceiling. _

This signal is decoded by the Communicator 11 and is determined to contain a phone

number, which in this example happens to correspond to the phone instrument 14 I .

5 located in the same room 13. Upon receipt of the ultrasonic signal, the?

Communicator 11 transmits a brief packet message via radio frequency. This

message contains the subscriber's access number and the phone number just received

form the ultrasonic transmitter 12. This radio frequency message is detected by

packet radio transceiver 9 and passed on to the access control system 1 via data link

10 10. The Telephone Control System 1 then changes the forwarding number for this
h subscriber to be the new number.

Assume now that a caller at phone 26 wishes to speak to this subscriber. The

caller dials the access number for the subscriber, and the PSTN delivers the canto

the access control system 1 via facilities 3. Upon meiving the DID digits for this

15 ' subscriber; the Telephone Control System 1 determines that calls for this subscriber ' i

are to be handled via ’direct forwarding’ mode, and that the call is to be forwarded

to the subscriber at telephone 14. The access control system 1 then sends a page

message to the packet radio transceiver 9 via data-link 10. The packet radio

transceiver 9 in turn transmits a radio frequency packet mesmge to Communicator 11,

causing the beeper in the Communicator 11 to alert the subscriber to the incoming

call. The Communicator 11 may also then send an acknowledgment message back

via radio frequency to the packet radio transceiver 9. Meanwhile, the Telephone

Control System 1 has begun to dial the phone number for phone 14 on an outgoing

facility 3, and instructs the switch 4 to connect the incoming facility to the outgoing ‘ ._ . ,

facility to complete the call. The PSTN 2 then delivers the call to phone 14, causing 9

it to ring, and the subscriber may pick up the phone and connect to the caller.

 
Continuing the illustrative example, assume that the subscriber completes the call and . . ‘

lcaves the room 13. Communicator ll detects the loss of signal from ultrasonic m. -

transmitter 12, and rcalizes therefore that the subscriber has left the room and is no

30 longer able to receive calls at this location. The Communicator 11 then transmits a .
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brief packet message via radio frequency. This message contains the subscriber’s

access number and a special message indicating that no phone number is available and

that a default mode memory is to be used for call handling. This radio frequency

, message is detected by packet radio transceiver 9 and passed on to the Telephone

5 Control System 1 via data link 10. The Telephone Control System 1 then changes

the method of call handling for this subscriber to the default mode, which may

typically be message cutter mode. It should be obvious now that if the subscriber

were to reenter room 13, or to enter another room with a similar ultrasonic

transmitter, that a similar sequence of events would occur causing the calls for this

10 .. subscriber to be routed to the appropriate room. In this way, without any specific

action or effort on the part of the subscriber, his calls will follow him from location

to location and be handled automatically and properly.

Another fcature of the Communicator allows the subscriber to enter a ’manual

phone number’ mode whereby the Communicator will ignore the messages received

‘15, : from the ultrasonic transmitters, maintaining the last used mode or forwarding
number.

Another feature of the Communicator allows the subscriber to select a new

method of call-handling by touching keys on the Cornmunimtor‘s keypad. This will

cause the Communicator 11 to transmit a ‘new mode memory request’ packet message

via radio frequency to the packet radio transceiver, which in turn will send the

message to Telephone Control System 1 via data-link 10, causing the Telephone

Control System 1 to change the call handling method for that subscriber.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the telephone control system 1. The preferred

embodiment of the telephone control system 1 consists of a variety of subsystems, or

' facilities. A Call Processing Facility (CPF) 100 is shown connected to trunks 3. A

Pager Dialing Facility (PDF) 105 is shown connected to telephone lines 5. A

Subscriber Am Facility (SAP) 110 is shown connected to trunks 8. A Meet-Me

30 Facility (MMF) 115 is shown connected to lines 120. A Communicator Access
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Facility (CAP) 125 is shown connecwd to datalink 10. A Client Services Facility ‘

(CSF) 130 is also shown. Each of these facilities is connected to high Speed data

network 150.

A block diagram of the Communicator 11 is shown in FIG. 3. The operation s

t 5 of the Communicator 11 is controlled by microprocessor 200, which in the preferred

1 embodiment is a single chip microprocessor containing it’s own Rmd-Only-Memory

(ROM) and Random-Access-Memory (RAM). A keypad 205, and display 210 are

shown connected to microprocessor 10. A transmit data output port 215 is provided

by the microprocessor 200. This transmit data is passed to packet data encoder 220

10 which fomiats the data into packets before sending the packets to antenna 230 via

radio frequency transmitter 225. Radio frequency receiver 235 receives data packets
from antenna 230 and passes them to packet data decoder 240, which removes the

packet format and passes the raw received data to the receive data input port 245 on

microprocessor 200. Output port 250 may be used to apply a tone signal to beeper

15 .' driver 255 whiCh supplies sufficient current to drive beeper 260 to produce an alerting ‘ . '

sound. A transducer 265, capable of receiving signals in the ultrasonic frequency

range, passes these signals to a 40 Kilohertz filter and amplifier 270. The resulting

signal is applied to detector 275 which removes the 40 Kilohertz component from the

signal and passes the mulling serial data to input port 280 of microprocessor 200.

Also shown is a crystal oscillator 285 which controls the timing of all operations of

the microprocessor 200. Power for the Communicator 11 is supplied by battery 290.

Improvements that currently exist in the ART may be made to the ultrasonic

transmitter and detector to enhance its ability to communicate the ultrasonic data in

the presence of multi-path echoes. These improvements include, but are not limited _,
to: 'frequency shift keying; the’transmission of synchronized data and‘the use of ad 9'

clock recovery logic to extract the clock timing over a long integration period

 
resulting in a clock move resistant to echoes; the use of error detecting and correcting

codes; and the use of sampling and voting techniques to determine the correct bit

value afier multiple samples during a bit period, the bit period being determined by

30 the clock recovery logic above. In addition, multiple transmitters may be used as a '
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method of obtaining increased coverage and area transmission diversity.
A block diagram of the Ultrasonic Transmitter 12 is illustrated in FIG. 4.

Oscillator 300 provides a 40 Kilohertz signal to one input of AND gate 305. The

- output of crystal oscillator 310'rs applied to divider 311 which produces a 75 Hertz
5 signal to the clock input of 6-bit counter 315. The 6 outputs of counter 315 are

applied to the address inputs of Read-Only-Memory 320. Memory 320 is
pre-programmed with data representing the phone number of the nearest telephone.
This data may contain the area code plus seven digits and the extension number if
appropriate. With each digit represented by 4 bits, 14 digits and 8 bits of checksum

10 ., may be transmitted. Only the least significant bits in ROM 320 nwd beprogrammed,
as the LSB output 325 is used to apply this data to a second input of AND gate 305.
As can be seen, the serial data at 325 will continuously output the phone number at

arateof75 bitsper second. ANDgate 305 combines the serialdata325 and the40

. Kilohertz signal from oscillator 300 producing a resultant signal which1s applied to
I 15 transducer driver 330. The output of driver 330rs then applied to transducer 335.

As should be obvious, the transducer will be generating a 40 Kilohertz signal while

the serial data output 325 is high, and will be generating no signal while the serial

data output 325 is low. The data. is therefore modulated on the 40 Kilohertz carrier
at a rate of 75 baud. The 64 bits from the ROM 320 are thus transmitted in a period

of 0.853 seconds. This is adequate for the transmission of a phone number and

extension. Although this baud rate is relatively low, it has the advantage of reducing

the effect of multipath (reflections of the ultrasonic signal arriving at the receiver at

different times and phases), and thus improves the reliability of transmission as
I compared with higher baud rates.

A block diagram of the Call Processing Facility (OFF) 100'1s showninFIG.
 

' Referring to FIG. 5, CPF trunk interface 400 interfaces the c1>1=‘ 100 with
trunk 3. As was discussed eariier, the preferred embodiment of the telephone control

system 1 employs a CENTREX DID trunk. In this embodiment trunk 3'is provided
via a 4-wire E&M trunk provisioned with TYPE I signalling, which is well known

K 30
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in the. art. This type of trunk provides a 2-wire balanced transmit audio
connection,shown terminated by line termination 405. This type of ‘trunk also '
provides a 2-wire balanced receive audio connection, shown terminated by line

termination 410. The E-Iead of trunk 3 is shown connected to the current limiting 9

5 and over voltage protection at reference 415. In a similar fashion, the M-Lead of_

Hunk 3 is shown connected to the current limiting and over voltage protection at

reference 420. 2-to-4 wire convertor 425 takes the separate balanced transmit and

receive signals from line terminators 405 and 410 and combines them into one

single-ended signal at reference 430, which is applied to call processor 435. .The

10 E—Lead signal from limiter/prowctor 415 is passed to current detector 440. As is

shown, current demctor 440 provides a path for the E-Iad signal through to the

negative battery reference of -48 volts at 445. Current Detector 440 also provides

an"E-1md Detect" logic signal indicating the presence of current via the E—lead.

, This signal is applied to, E&M leadcontrol circuit 450. The M—Lead signal for

'_ 15' _ Hunter/protector 420 is passedto M-Lead relay 455. This relay is controlled ‘by a"
'M-Lead Control" signal from control circuit 450. By activating or deactivating relay
455, control circuit 450 is able to take the M—Iead on-hook or off-hook, as the

M-Iead will be connected either to -48 volts or to ground. The control circuit 450

outputs an I'Incoming Call" signal 470 to buffer 460, and outputs a “Loop Status“

signal 475 to call processor 435. The control circuit 450 has as additional inputs a

”DID Received" signal 480 from latch 465, and an 'OnIOff—Hook Control" signal

485 from all processor 435. The output of buffer 460, and the input of latch 465
is applied to CPF internal data bus 490.

Still referring to FIG. 5, the CPF internal databus 490 connects CPFtrunk ‘ .. .

interface 400, call processor 435,precision busy/ring detector 437, Central ’ r

Processing Unit (CPU) 495, Random Access Memory (RAM) 500, Disk memory
505, and data network interface 510. Call processor 435 performs the functions of

voice mord and playback, dual-tone-multi-frequency (DTMF) detection and " ' i" “

generation, and call control. The functions of call processor 435 are well known in

30 the art and many products, such as the Model D41B manufactured by Dialogic .
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Corporation, exist commercially which can accomplish these functions. A. voice
recognition module 436'is shown connected to call processor 435. Voice recognition .

, module 436 allows all] processor 435 to detect, on a? speaker-independent basis, a
. simple set of spoken commands from callers. The simple set consists of 16 words _

5 including the digits '0' through '9'. This capability, in-comhination with theem , - -
detection capability of the can processor 435, allows caller- to either speak their

commands, or enter them from a DTMF phone. A cmnmerciallygavailable product

which performs this voice recognition function is the Model VR/lO manufactured by
Dialogic Corporation.

10 ._ A precision busy/ring detector 437 is shown connected to the audio signal 430

from CPF trunk interface 400. This detector may be used to perform a rapid
detection of precise busy and precise ringing signals, even in the presence of voice.

Unlike the busy and ring detection functions of Call Processor 435 which require a

cadence match as Well as a frequency match, precision busy/ring detector 437 does '
15 not require a cadence match andis therefore capable of rapidly detecting precise busy-

and ringing signals even ifa party is conferenced in and speaking on the line. This
capability is useful in providing the 'busy/no-answer option" as will be'dcacribed
later. The functions of precise busy/ring detector 437 are well known in the art, and I
may be typically implemented as follows. 'The incoming audio; signal is applied to
the inputs of several identical circuits cash with center‘frcquencics set'to .detect a

different component of the expected busy or ringing signal. Each ‘_of these circuits

contains a low Q bandpass filter. This filter prevents out-Of-hand signals such as

voice from interfering with the detection funcfion. The output ofthe bandpass filter
is fedto a zero crossing detector. The output of the zero crossing detector'is then fed-" j
toahigh Qbandpass filteragain setatthe fretiuencytobedetected The o'utp‘utof' I
the bandpass filteris then sent to a level detector which provides a positive indication

' if the incoming signal is above a preset amplitude. The output of the busy/ring
detector 437 may be read by CPU 495 via the CPF internal data bus 490. CPU 495

controls all functions of CPF 100- The software program which the CPU 100 uses
30 is loaded into RAM 500, from disk memory 505. The disk 505 alsois used to store
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a variety of other data including the subscriber database for the telephone control

system 1. A data network interface 510 is used toconnect the CPF 100 to the other.

subsystems of the telephone control system 1. Data network interface 510 passes dam

messages between the CPU 495 and these other subsystems. The functions of data

network interface 510 are well known in the art, and many products, such as the -

Model COM4i from Digiboard Corporation, exist commercially which can accomplish

these functions. Although only one trunk interface 400, one trunk 3, and one all

processor 435 are shown in FIG. 5, it should be readily evident to one skilled in the

art that additional trunk interfaces and call processors may be added to support
additional trunks. ‘

A flowchart of the operation of E&M control circuit 450 is shown in FIG. 6.

At reference 600, the control circuit 450 idles waiting for an indication from current

detector 440 that the E-Lead has gone off-hook. When the E-Lwd does go off-hook,

as shown at reference 605, an “Incoming Call' signal'is sent to CPU 495 via buffer

.- 460. The control circuit 450 then idles at 610, waiting for an cff—hook signal from

call processor 435, signifying that the CPU 495is ready to accept the (all. When the

off-hook signal is received, the 'Loop Status'' 475 is set active as shown at reference

615. The M-Lead is then winked by taking M-Lead relay 455 momentarily off-hook,

as shown at reference 620. The control circuit 450 then idles again at 625, waiting

for the receipt of the 'DID Received' signal 480 from CPU 495 via latch 465. Call

processor 435 demcts the incoming DID digits on it’s audio line 430 and decodes the

digits passing the digit sequence on to CPU 495. This DID digit sequence represents

the ”called number' or ACCESS NUMBER of a subscriber to the telephone control

system 1. When the CPU 495 receives the D11) digits from (all processor 435, the
CPU 495 sets the "DID Received" signal 480 active, and the control circuit 450 takes

the M-Lead off-hook as shown at reference 630. At this point a call has been

established, and the control circuit 450 must now wait until either CPU 495

terminates the all, as signified by on/off-hook control signal 485 going on-hook, or:
by the calling party terminating the call as signified by the E-Lead detect from current

detector 440 going on-hook. These functions are accomplished by control circuit 450
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as illustrated at references 635 through 670. At 635 a check is made to determine if

on/off-hook control signal 485 is on-hook. Ifit is still off-hook then a check is made
at 640 to determine if the E-lsad detect signal is on-hook. Ifit is on-hook, then the

calling party has hung up, and the control circuit 450 sets the 'Loop Status' 475
5 inactiveat 645, signalling thesallprocessor435thattheeallis terminated. Theeall

' processor435 mayintumsignal CPU 495thatthesallisterminatsd. Control circuit
450 then waits as shown at reference 650 for the 'DID Received" signal 480 to

become inactive, signifying that the CPU 495'1s completed with the @111 andis ready
to accept a new call When the 'DID Rweived' signal 480 goes inactive, control

10 passes to step 675 where the M—Lead is placed on hook. Control then returns to step
600 where the control circuit 450 restarts it’s sequence at reference 600. Returning

. used to distinguish between a ’hookflash‘ signal, which is typically less than 1.5
5‘ 15 seconds, and an on hook command which should be at least l.5 seconds. At 660,the

control circuit 450 causes the M-Lead relay 455 to place the M-Lead on-hook. At '
665acheck1smadetodetermrne1fthe15secondt1merhasexplred Ifithas

expired, then the signal was a true on-hook command, and control passesto reference '
645 forthsterminationofthemlh Ifat665itisdeterminedthatthel.5 second

timer has not expired, then a chsck1s made at 670 to determine if the onloff-hook

control 485IS still on-hook. Ifit is still on-hOOk then the timer is tested againat 665.

Ifthe on/off—hook control 485'1s off—hook again, then the command was a flash, and
control returns to reference 630, where the M—Lead1s taken off-hook once more.

I A diagram of the Subscriber Mastsr Record, reference 700, is illustrated in .‘ -
 

. 25 . FIG 7. The subscriber master record contains infermation regardmg a given
subscriber’s chosen method of call handling. This information is used by the

‘ Telephone Control System 1 to determine how to process thseall_0ne unique
subscriber master record exists for each subscriber to theTelQhone Control System

30 Tlehone Control System 1, are copied to a common databaseinRAMmemory 500
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by CPU 495. This facilitates fast retrieval of this information, which18 necessary for
the raHime processing of alls to the access control system 1. ‘

Still referring to FIG. 7, the subscriber master record 700 contains as its first

element an access (DID) number, shown at reference 701. As described earlier, this ' .

5 access number 701 is the unique phone number which is used to reach a given

subscriber via the Public Switched Telephone Network 2. A PIN code, which is used

by the subscriber to identify himself to the Telephone Control System 1, is shown at

702. At 703, a all handling mode is shown. The all handling mode defines the

basic method of all handling which has been chosen by the subscriber. Possible all

10 handling modes include direct forwarding, announced forwarding, message center,
.. voice screen forwarding, urgent screen forwarding, VIP code screen forwarding, and

branch-routing. At 704, a standard greeting type is shown. The standard greeting

type, 704, defines the courtesy greeting announcement which the subscriber has

selected for the Telephone Control System 1 to use when first answering a all. At
‘ '. 7 .15 ‘ i .705, an options field is shown. This options field is used to contain several

miscellaneous option flags which may be used to modify the operation of the basic
all handling mode. Options 705 include'page option' which auses a page to be

sent when a all is forwarded, an ’emergency/urgent‘ option which modifies the

operation of the priority or urgent screen forwarding mode, a ’busy/no—answer‘ option

20 which auses ails to be sent to the message center if a busy or no-answer condition

is detected, and a voice screen hold off option which modifies the operation of the

voice screen forwarding mode. A transfer message type is shown at reference 706.

The transfer message type, 706, defines the courtesy announcement which the 
_ subscriber has selected for the access control system 1 to use as a all is being

V I' 25 ‘ transferred. A transfer numberrs shown at 707 ThisIs the number which the access , I 2‘ » ~
control system 1 will use when forwarding, or transferring ails for this subscriber.

At 708 an extension number is shown which may be used by the Telephone Control

System 1 to announce to a aller the extension number of the phone at which the

subscriber is loated. The subscriber’s message center number is shown stored at

30 709. The subscriber‘s pager number is shown stored at 710. The subscriber‘s office
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number is shown stored at 711. The subscriber’s home number is shown stored at
712. The subscriber’s mobile phone number is shown stored at 713. At 714 a VIP
screen codeis shown. TheVIP screen codeisacodewhich maybe used by acaller

~ to cause his call to be forwarded to the subscriber, when the subscriber has selected
5 VIP code screened forwarding mode. The number of the current feature memory

which”1s being used'is shown stored at 715. At 716 a pager message display number ‘
I is shown. This is the number which the subscriber wishes to appear in the display

of his pager when the awess control system 1 has taken a message from a caller.
At 717 a pager forwarding display number is shown. This is the number which the

10 ._ subscriber wishes to appear in the display of his pager when the Telephone Control
System 1 is in the process of forwarding a call to the subscriber. At 718 a
communicator dynamic mode display number is shown. This is the number which
the subscriber wishes to appear in the display of his communicator 11 when the
Telephone Control System 1 has a call holding, and requires that the subscriber select

‘ . 15 a method of call handling to dispose of the call. The time and date that the last caller '
abandoned a meet-mme call by hanging up without leaving a message is shown stored
at 719. The time and date that the last caller abandoned a meet-me call by leaving a
message is shown stored at 720. A count of the number of calls which have been
transferred to an external message center by the TelephoneControl System 1 is

20 shown stored at 721. Shown generally at 722 are the branch routing numbers 0
through 9. These fields contain the phone numbers to whicha call should be
transferred if a caller touches one of the digits 0 to 9 when the access control system
1 is processing a all using branch-muting mode. The branch-routing default transfer

 
- 25 should a caller not enter one of the digits 0 to 9 Shown stored at 724 IS the feature

timer duration. This value determines when the feature timer expires. Shown stored
' at 725 is the feature timer termination mode. This field contains the mode memory

which the subscriber wishes to use upon expiratidn of the feature timer. The fields
_ necessary to implement the weekly schedule function are shown generally at reference

30 726. In the preferred embodiment the weekly schedule may contain up to 32 events
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(steps). For each step, the subscriber master record 700 stores a time and date, and

A a mode memory number to be used at that time and date. The current step number

(1 to 32) is shown stored at 727. A flag which indicates to Telephone Control

System 1 that the weekly schedule is on, is shown stored at 728. A flag which ' .

5 informs the Telephone Control System 1 as to whether the subscriber is allowed to

make multiple outside calls is shown stored at _729. A flag indicating that the

subscriber has selected to use his communicator 11 in the ’dynamic mode assignment’

mode is shown stored at 730. A count of the number of calls made to this ACCESS

NUMBER is shown stored at 731.

10 A diagram of a Mode Memory, reference 800, is illustrated in FIG 8. As
described previously, the mode memories are used by subscribers of the Telephone

Control System I to store their commonly used call handling modes and options. As

with the subscriber master records 700, the mode memories 300 are stored in disk

.505 and, upon initialization of the Telephone Control System 1, are copied to a

15 ll . common database in RAM memory 500 by CPU .495. Each mode memory is unique
to an individual subscriber, and is identified by storing the subscriber's ACCESS

NUMBER as part of the mode memory, as shown at reference 801. In the preferred

embodiment, the subscriber may have up to 90 mode memories. Each mode memory

is identified by a unique mode memory number, 10 through 99. This mode memory

20 number is shown stored as part of the mode memory 800 at reference 802. Shown V

. .~ generally at reference 803, are the various fields which the subscriber has selected to
store in the mode memory 800. As can be seen, these are a subset of the fields

 
which are stored in the subscriber master record 700. To invoke a mode memory,

' the TelephoneContml System 1 need only com the 'fields from the mode memory .. . .
‘ ‘25 800 to the corresponding fields in the subscriber master record 700. The access , .'

control system 1 also copies the mode memory number 802 to the current feature

memory field 715 of the subscriber master record 700.

A flowchart of the Main Task for the Call Processing Facility (OFF) 100 is

shown in FIG. 9. This flowchart represents the instructions, or steps, followed by

30 CPU 495, as it controls functions of OFF 100. The starting point for the CPF -

\‘V>
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MAIN TASK is shown at reference 900. At step‘901 the CPU 495 performs
initialization processes. These processes are well known in the art and include such
activities as using a boot PROM to load the operational pregram from disk, checking
for memory errors, perfomting hardware diagnostics, etc.’ The subscriber master

5 records700arermdfromdisk505andcopiedtoadatabaseinmemory500,as'
shown at step 902. In a similar manner, the mode memories 800 are read from disk
andcopiedtoadatabaseinmemory,asshownatstep903. Atstep904,the
multitasking processes are established. The multitasking allows the software to
perform more than one process simultaneously. Multitasking techniques are well

10 known in the art. ' As an example, UNIX is a widely used multitasking operating
system. Other well known techniques allow a pseudo-multitasking function to be
accomplished on a non-UNIX based operating systemby constructing a ‘round-robin’
scheduler, by which a main process auoestes 'time slices’ to each of a number of

7' fl” : - j ' sub-processes. ‘At step 905 a process for the Network Message Task-is initialized, ‘
“ “ " ‘ 15 and at step 906 control is passed to the ch . Network Message Task. at step 907

aproeess for the Can HandlerTask for thefirsttrunk3 is initialized, and at stepsos
control is passed to the CPF - Call Handler Task. In a similar fashion, at step 909
a process for the Call Handler Task for the last trunk 3 is initialized-,and at step 910
control is passed to the CPF - Call Handler Task. Atstep 911 a process for the Call

20 Termination Task is initialized, and at step 912 control is passed to’the-CPF ’. Call
Termination Task. I I i k ' V'

A flowchart of the CPF - Network MessageTask is illustrated in; FIG. 10.’
The function of this task is to receive and process messages received by Data

. Network Interface 510 from other facilities ofgthe access control system 1.. The CPF
25 - Network Message Task is entered at step 1000. Atistep 1001 adetertninaition is

made as to whether a “request master record" message has been~ received. If this
' message has been received, then at step 1002 the subscriber master record 700 which

corresponds the DID number, ANT number, or PIN code provided in'the'rnessage is
searched for in the database of memory 500. Upon finding this'subscriber'master

30 record, at step 1003 a message containing a copy of this subscriber-master record is
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sent back to the requesting facility via data network interface 510.. Control then

returns'to step 1000. Should it be determined at step 1001, that no "request master

record“ message has been received, then at step 1004 a check is made to determine
ifan 'update master record' message has been rweived. Ifsuch a message has been

5 received, then at step 1005 a master record for a subscriber is recovered from the

message and copied to the subscriber’s master record 700, at which point control

returnstostep1000. Ifan 'updatemasterrecord' message isnotdetectedatstep

1004, then at step 1006 a check is made to determine if a “clear dynamic mode

assignment flag' message has been meived.1f such a message has been received,

10 and the message identifies a specific subscriber DID number, then the dynamic mode
assignment flag 730in the subscriber master record 700 for this subscriberts cleared

at step 1007, and control returns to step 1000. Ifa "clear dynamic mode assignment

flag' message is not detected at step 1006, then at step 1008 a check is made to

-1 g _ 7 determine if a 'set dynamic modeassignment flag' message has been received. If
{I _ _ i 15 - such a message has been received, and the message identifies a specific subscriber

DID number, then the dynamic mode assignment flag 730 in the subscriber master

record 700 for this subscriber is set at step 1009, and control passes to step 1000.

If a "set dynamic mode assignment flag' message is not detected at step 1008, then

at step 1010 a check is made to determine if "change to new mode memory" message

20 has been received. If such a message has not been received, then control passes to

step 1014. If such a message has been received, and the message identifies a specific
subscriber DID number, then at step 1011 a check is made to determine if the

message was sent by the Communier Access Facility (CAP) 125. If the message

 
~was not from the CAF 125, then control passes to step 1013. If the message was

25 ' from the CAP 125, then at step 1012 an indication is sent to the CPF- Dynamic

Mode Assignment routine (showntn FIG. 13), that this message was received, and

control passes to step 1013. At step 1013, the mode memory number and the

subscriber‘s DID numberare removed from the message, and the corresponding mode

memory 800 is copied to the corresponding subscriber’s subscriber master record

so 700. Control then retums to step 1000. If at step 1010 it is determined that a
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’changc to new mode memory message} is not received, then control passes to step
1014, where a determination is made as to whether a ’mode memory inquiry’ 7
message is received, and if thisis the case then control passes to step 1015 where the

and sent back to the requesting facility via data network interface 510. Control then
returns to step 1001. If at step 1014 it is determined that a ’mode memory inquiry
message is not received, then control passes to step 1016, where a determination is
made as to whether a ’mode memory update’ message is received, and if this is the

10 case,then control passes to step 1017 where the new mode memory contents are
retrieved from the message, and the mode memory is copiedto theappropriatemode
memory 800'm the database of memory 500. Control then returns to step 1001. If
at step 1016, it is determined that a ’mode memory update.’messageis not received,

"’1 r _ i : then control passes to step 1018 where a determination is made asto whether a
' 15‘ ’create new subscriber’ message is rweived, and if this1s the case then controlpasses .‘

to step 1019 where the DID number is retrieved from the message, a subscriber
master record 700is created for this DID number 701, and a set of mode memories
800 are created for this DID number 701. Control then returns to step 1001. If at
step 1018 it is detennined that a ’create master record’ messageis not received, then

20 control returns to step 1001.

5. .A A flowchart of the CPF— Call Termination Taskisillustrated1n FIG. 11. The
:7 " purpose of this task is to monitor the loop status signal 475 for each trunk interface

400, and to terminate any call1n progress should the loop stams become inactive _
_ . Inthis way the system detects ifthemllingpartyhaShung up TheCPFCall __' -

- 25 Termination Task 15 entered atstep 1100. At step 1101 atrunk painter is settoa -' w
value of 1. At step 1102 the loop status signal 475 for the trunk pointedto by the .

' trunk pointer is read via cell processor 435. At step 1103, adetermination is made
as to whether the loop status signal 4751s active.- If the signal'15 active, then control
passes to step 1106. If the signal'1s not active, then the caller must have hung up,

30 and at step 1104 the trunk'15 placed on hook by call processor 435 via onloff hook

 

f‘
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control signal 485. Then at step 1108 a determination is made as to whether this
trunk was processing the 'CPF-Meet Me Caller" function, and if this“rs the case then
control passes to step 1109 where the current time and date is stored in the "last
meet-me abandon' field 719 of the subscriber master record 700. Control then passes ’ .

5 tostep 1105. Control also passestostep 1105 ifat step 1108 itis determinedthar
the trunk was not processing the 'CPF-Meet Me Caller'l function. At step 1105 the
CPU 495 signals the multitasldng process 907 controlling the call handler task for this
trunk to return to it’s entry point 908, thereby terminating any activity on that trunk.

Control then passes to step 1106, where a check is made to determine if the trunk

10 pointer is pointing to the last trunk. If the trunk pointer is pointing to the last trunk,
. then control returns to step 1101. If the trunk pointer is not pointing to the last

trunk, then at step 1107 the trunk pointer is incremented and control returns to step
1102.

> A flowchart of the OFF - Call Handler Task is illustrated in FIG. 12. The

15 > , function. of this task is to respond to an incoming call en a trunk 3, receive the DID
digits identifying the subscriber’s ACCESS NUMBER being dialed, determine the
method of call handling as specified in the database of memory 500 by subscriber

master record 700 which corresponds to that ACCESS NUMBER, and then cause the

call to be processed accordingly. The CPF— Call Handler Task is entered at step

20 1200, a connection point labelled "CPF IDLE" is passed at reference 1201, and at

step 1202 the DID received signal 480 is cleared, allowing trunk interface 400 to
receive a new call. Control then remains at step 1203 until an incoming cell signal

‘ 470'rs received from the trunk interface 400, at which point control passes to step

1204 causing the call processor to issue an off hook signal via it’s on/off hook control , .
25' ' line 485. Then at step 1205 incoming DID digits are decoded and accepted by the

DTMF detector of call processor 435. Then at step 1206,after the DID digits have

been received, the DID received signal 480 is set, causing E & M control circuit 450

to force the M-Leed active, thereby seizing the trunk. Control then passes through

a connection point labelled "CPF.VIRTUAL TRANSFER“ at reference 1207. rAt
30 step 1208 the subscriber master record 700 which corresponds to the received DID

(U
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number is retrieved from the database of memory 500. At step 1209 the call count
731 is incremented in the subscriber master recOrd 700. At $th 1210 a check is
made to determine if the feature timer is active. This is accomplished by checking
the feature timer duration 724. The feature timer is active if the feature timer
duration 724'is non zero. If the feature timer is not active, then control passes to step
1213. If the feature is active, then another check'is made at step 1211 to determine

. the feature timer duration 724 with the current time and date maintained by CPU 495.
The feature timer has expired if the feature timer duration 724 does not extend

beyond the current time and date. If the feature timer has not expired, then control
passes to step 1213. If the feature timer has expired, then at step 1212 the mode
memory 800 specified by the feature timer termination mode 725 is copied to the
subscriber master record 800, and the feature timer duration 724 is cleared to zero.
Control then passes to step 1213 A determination is made atstep 1213 asto whether
the weekly scheduleis active by checking the status of theweekly schedule activeflag
728.1fthe weekly scheduleis not active, then control passesto step 1217. If the
weekly schedule'is active, then a determination is madea step 1214 as to whether the
current step of the weekly schedule'is correct. This is accomplished by findingthe
current step of weekly schedule 726 as poiilted to by the weekly schedule current step i
727, and comparing the n'me and date of the next step with the current time and date
If the current time and date fall between the current step and the next step, then the
current step is correct. If, by this process, it is determined that the current step is
correct, then control passes to step 1217 Otherwise, at_"stcp 1215-, ‘ the weekly:

" schedule current step 727is incremented to point to the next step. Then at step 1216,. -
the mode memtiry number corresponding to the new step of the weekly schedule 726 v
is found, the corresponding mode memory 800 is copied to. thesubscriber master
record 700, and then control passes to step 1217. At step 1217 the status of the
dynamic mode assignment flag 730IS checked, and ifit is found to be active, control . . -
is passed at step 1218 to the CPF- Dynamic Mode Assignment. Otherwise, control
passes through a connector labelled“ CPF MODE” at reference 1219,- and then
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passes to step 1220. At step 1220 a determination is made as to whether the current
eall handling mode 703 is set for ’direct forwarding', and if so control is passed via

step 1221 to the CPF - Direct Forwarding. Otherwise a determination is made at step '
1222 as to whether the current call handling mode 703 is set for ’announced

forwarding” and if not control passes to step 1230. If the call handling mode 703 is

set for ’announced forwarding’, then at step 1223 a further check is made to

determine if the transfer number 707 is set for meet—me, and if not control passes to

step 1230. If the transfer number 707 is set for meet-me, then at step 1224 one

audible ring is played to the caller by eall processor 435. Then at step 1225, the

'pager display digits’ are set to be equal to the DID number, prior to the "send'page‘I

subroutine being called at step 1226. Upon receiving a page with his own DID

number in the display, the subscriber may recognize this as a meet-me eall. Then a

4 second delay is initiated at step 1227, another ring is generated at step 128, and

another 4 second delay is initiated at step 1229, before passing control to step 1230.

As can be seen, the effect of steps 1224 to 1229rs to simulate the typieal ringing
eadence expected by a ealler, andin addition allow some time for the page sent at ’

step 1225 to reach the subscriber’s pager. Because the caller must wait for the

subscriber to get to a phone when the subscriber is using meet-me, the sequence of

steps 1224 to 1229 has the effect of reducing the delay perceived by the caller. At

step 1230, an audible ring is generated towards the ealler by all processor 435.

Then at step 1231 a determination is made as to whether the ealler has entered the

PIN code 702. If the PIN code has been entered, then the ealler must be the

subscriber, and therefore control passes to the cps - Command Mode via step 1233.

.If the PIN code has not been entered, then the control passes to step 1270 where a
determination is made as to whether the’message center access .‘code has been

entered by the ealler. In the preferred embodiment the’message center access code’

consists of the digits "9" and is the same for all subscribers. This code may be used

by callers who simply wish to leave a message and do not need to speak with the

subscriber. If the ”message center am code‘ has been entered by the caller, then

control passes to the 'CPF — Caller Message Center“ function as shown at step. 1271.
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If the'message center access code' has not been entered, then control passes to
connector label "CPF GREEI‘ING‘ as shown at reference 1232.. I

Still referring to FIG. 12, control passes through the connector labelled '-'CPF

GREETING" at reference 1233 to step 1234, where a determination is rnarle as to

whether the call handling mode 703 is set for ’branch-routing’, and if so control 2

passes through a connector labelled 'CPF PIN' at reference 1235. Otherwise, at step '
1236 the standard greeting type 704 is retrieved from the'subseriber master record
700.1fthe standard greeting type is ’stock' as determined at step 1237, then control

passes to step 1238 where a stock generic greeting is played to the filler: 'Hello, you
have reached your party‘s telephone control system. " Control then passes through
a connector labelled 'CPF PIN' at reference 1239" If the standard greeting type is

not determined to be ’stock’ at step 1237, then a further check'is made at step 1240
to determine if the standard greeting type is 'drop-in’, and if not the control is passed

to step 1245.1f the stande greeting type is 'drop—in’ then at step 1241 the
' . subscriber’s prerworded drop-in name is retrieved from disk 505. Then at step 1242

the call processor 435 plays the greeting: 'Hello, you have reach the telephone

control system for" .. ,'and then at step 1243 completes the greeting by playing back
the pre-rworded name of the subscriberretrieved fonn disk'in step 1241. Control
then passes through a connector labelled 'CPF PIN' tit-1244 As was described
earlier, if the standard greeting type was found not to be 'drop-in' at step 1240 then ‘
control passed to step 1245. At step 1245, a check is made to determine if the
standard greeting type is ’personalized', and if not control passes to step 1238,
described earlier. Otherwise, control passes to step 1246 where the subscriber's

i prere-recorded personalizedgreeting is. retrieved from disk 505, andis then played back g .
to the taller at step 1247 by rail processor 435. Control thenpasses through: i
connector labelled ‘CPF PIN' at reference 1248 and a cheekis made at step 1249 to

determine if the caller has entered a PIN code. If the PIN code has been entered,then

the taller must be the subscriber, and therefore control passesto the CPF- Command
Mode via step 1250. If the PIN code has not been entered, then thecontrol passes
to step 1272 where a determination is made as to whether the’message center access
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code’ has been entered by the caller. As was described earlier, in the preferred

embodiment the ’message center access code' consists of the digits “*9' and is the

same for all subscribers. This code may be used by callers who simply wish to leave

a message and do not need to speak with the subscriber. If the ’message center

accessoode’ hasbeen enteredbythemller, then controlpasses tothe "CPF-Caller

Message Center" function as shown at step 1223. Ifthe 'messnge center access code‘
has not been entered, then control passes to step 1251, where the call handling mode

703 is retrieved from the subscriber master mord 700. Then at step 1252 a check

is made to determine if the call handling mode 703 is set for 'announced forwarding',

and ifso a further check is made at step 1253 to determine if the transfer number 707

is set for meet-me. If the transfer number is not set for meet-me then control passes

to CPF — Announced Forwarding via step 1254. If the transfer number is set for

meet-me, then control passes to CPF - Meet-Me Caller via step 1255. Ifat step

lfi2 it was determined that the call handling mode was not set for ’announced

forwarding’, then control passes to step 1256. At step 1256 a check is made to
determine if theall handling mode 703'is set for ’urgent screen forwarding’, and if

so control passes to CPF - Urgent Screen via step 1257. Otherwise, at step 1258 a

check is made to determine if the call handling mode 703 is set for ’VIP code screen

forwarding', and if so control passes to CPF - VIP Code Screen via step 1259.

Otherwise, at step 1260 a check is made to determine if the all handling mode 703

is set for ’voice screen forwarding’, and if so control passes to CPF - Voice Screen

via step 1261. Otherwise, at step 1262 a check is made to determine if the call

handling mode 703 is set for 'branch-routing', and if so control passes to CPF -

Branch-Routing via step 1263. Otherwise control passes to CPF - Message Center

via step 1264. " ' ' ' 1

A flowchart of the CPF - Dynamic Mode Assignment is illustrated in FIG. 13.

The purpose of this function is to process calls for a subscriber who is using a

Communimtor 11, and who has selected the dynamic mode assignment mode of

operation. The dynamic mode assignment mode of operation allows a subscriber to

chose dynamically, with each incoming call, the call handling mode to be used for
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the wall. The subscriber is alerted via his Communicator 11 that an incoming wall is

present, and the subscriber may then transmit a 'ncw mode memory’ message from -
his Communicator 11 thereby informing the Telephone Control System 1 as to how

thecall should be handled. The CPF- Dynamic Mode Assignment function is entered

atstep1300,andatstep1301 the ’pagerdisplaydigits’ aresetequaltothe
communicator dynamic mode display number 718. At step 1302, the ’send page’

subroutine is walled, wausing a page to be sent to the subscriber’s Communicator 11.

At step 1303, a ring count is set to a value of 4. At step 1304 an audible ring is
played to the waller by wall processor 435, and at step 1313 a' determination is made
as to whether the waller has entered the PIN code 702. If the PlN cede has been

entered, then the wallet must be the subscriber, and therefore controlpasses to the
CPF - Command Mode via step 1314. If the PIN code has not beatentered, then the

control passes to step 1315 where a determination is made‘as to'wh'ether the ’message
center access code' has been entered by the caller. As was described 'earlier,-in the
preferred embodimentthe’message center access code’ consists of the digits "’9' and
is the same for all subscribers. This code may be used by callers who simply wish
to leave a message and do not need to speak with the subscriber. If the’message

center access code’ has been entered by the wallet, then control passes to the "CPF

- Caller Message Center' function as shown at step 1316. If the message center
access code’ has not been entered, then at step 1305 a 4 second delay is initiated, thus
creating a typiwal ring wadence. At step 1306 'a check is made'to detcmtine if the

Network Message Task (Fig. 10) has meived a 'ncw modememory’ message from '
the Communiwator 11 belonging to this subscriber. If such a message has been
received, then the control passes to cennector labelled 'CPF MODE" as indicated at
reference 1307. If message was not received, then the ring count is decremented at
step 1308, and at step 1309 acheckrs made to determine if the ringcount is 0. If
the ring count is not ’0, then control returns to step 1304 and the ring cycle is .
repeated. If the ring count is 0, indicating four rings. cycles have been generated
without the subscriber responding, then control passes to step 1310, labelled "CPF

SORRY“ by the connector at reference 1311, and the caller is informed, via wall
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processor 435: 'I'm sorry, your party is not available at the moment. We will

connect you to your party’s message center where you may leave a detailed message. "

Control then passes to CPF - Caller Message Center via step 1312.

A flowchart of the CPF - Direct Forwarding function is illustrated in

FIG. 14. The purpose of this function is to process calls for a subscriber who has 4

selected the ’direct forwarding’ all handling mode. In this mode, calls are

transferred without any announcement. Low amplitude ’confidence tones’ are

generated just prior to the transfer so that the subscriber may have an opportunity to

enter his PIN Code. The CPF - Direct Forwarding function is entered at step 1400,

and ’confidence tones' are generated at step 1401 by all processor 435. The

'confidence tones' are a prerecorded sequence of tones which are designed to sound

similar to the interoffice multifrequency signalling tones that callers are familiar with.

In this way the caller has no clear indication that the all is being answered and

transferred, and yet at the same time the subscriber is given an indication as to when
. ‘ he my enter his PIN Code. Atstep 1402, a determination is made asto whether the

subscriber has entered his PIN code. If the PIN code has been entered, then control

passes to CPF - Command Mode via step 1403. Otherwise control passes to step

1416 where a determination is made as to whether the 'message center access code’

has been uttered by the caller. As was described earlier, in the preferred

embodiment the ‘message center access code’ consists of the digits ""‘9'‘ and is the

same for all subscribers. This code may be used by callers who simply wish to leave

a message and do not had to speak with the subscriber. If the ’message center

access code' has been entered by the caller, then control passes to the “CPF - Caller

_ Message Center“ function as shown at step 1417. Ifthe'message center access code‘
has not been entered,‘then control passes to a connector labelled “CPF DIAL

TRANSFER“ at reference 1404 to step 1405, where a check15 made to determine if

the transfer number 707 contains a reference to a reserved phone number (a tag) or I

a reference to a mode memory. Tags may be used as follows:

TAG DIGlT RESERVED PHONE NUMBER
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1 message center number 709

2 pager number 710’

3 office number 711

4 home number 712

5 mobile phone number 713

6 meet-me tag

7 'elttemally entered’ number

As will be described in more detail later in this discussion, if a mode memory

800 has a transfer number 707 that is an 'externally entered’ number mg, then When
that mode memory is invoked, the transfer number'is not changed from the previous
value. Also, if a mode memory which contains a transfm' number 707 that is an

'externally entered' number mg can be invoked remotely by the subscriber via a
Feature Group D trunk, causing the AM number received by the trunk to be used as
the transfer number 707. The reference to the mode memory may be'111 the form of
the two digit mode memory number 10- 99. Therefore, at step 1405, if the transfer
number 707 contains the digits 1 through 6, or the digits 10 through 99, then control
willpasstostep 1406. 0therw1se,controlwrllpasstostep 1409. Atstep 1406a
determination is made as to whether the transfer number 707 contains the meet-me

tag(1e. digit 6). If the meet-me mg is found, then control passes to the CPF -
Meet-Me Caller Function via step 1407. If the meet-me tag is not found at step
1406, then control passes to step 1408, where the mg or mode memory is expanded

. to a real phone number which can be dialed. If the transfer number 707 contains a
tag, then the corresponding reserved phone number per the table above'is used as the
expanded number to be dialed. If the transfer number 707 contained a mode memory
number, then the transfer number 707 from the corresponding mode memory 800rs _
used as the expanded number to be dialed. Control then passes to step 1409, where
a determination is made as to whether the transfer number to be dialed can be found
as the ACCESS NUMBER 801 in any of the subscriber master records 700.1f so,
then it is not necessary to do a physienl transfer, and the call can be continued on the
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same trunk by passing control through the connector labelled 'ch VIRTUAL
TRANSFER“ at reference 1410. Otherwise, at step 1411 a flash is generated by call

processor 435 by producing a 700 millisecond on hook signal on the onloff hook
, control line 485. This flash places the calling party on hold and muses a second dial V a

5 tonetoberetumedonu'unkaytheservingcentralofficeoftthSTN2. Atstep
1412 a brief pause is introduced to allow time for the dial tone to appear on the

trunk, and then at step 1413 the transfer number is dialed via the DTMF generator

of call processor 435. Then at step 1418 the 'busy/no-answer' option flag of options
705 of subscriber master record 700 is checked. The function of this option is to

10 handle calls which are being sent to a subscriber even if the subscriber’s line is busy

.,l,

or does not answer. If this option is active then at step 1419 a flash is generated by

call processor 435 causing the calling party to be taken off hold and connected to the
call being placed to the transfer number. The calling party will thus be able to hear

. p _ . the progress of the all and will therefore hear the subscriber answer if the subscriber
‘ ~“ ' ' 15 does indeed answer. At step 1420 a determination is made as to whether the call was

local or long distance. If the transfer number was longer than 7 digits, or if the?

digit number contained a prefix which is long distance in this area, then the call was
long distance and a 40 second timer is started at step 1422. If the transfer number
was less than or equal to 7 digits, then the call was local and a 25 second timer is

20 started at step 1421. Then at step 1423 a determination is made as to whether

 precision busy/ring detector 437 is detecting busy signal, and if not control passes to
step 1424.1f a busy signal is detecmd at step 1423, indicating that the subscriber's

line is busy, then control passes to step 1429 where a flash is generated by call
processor 435 causing the can attempt to be dropped but leaving the calling party _

25 connected to the telephone control system 1. Control then passes to a connector I ‘ ti
labelled 'CPF - Sorry“ as shown at step 1430, which causes the caller to be sent to

the subscriber’s message center function. If at step 1423 a busy signal was not

detected, then control passes to step 1424 where a detemlination is made as to

whether the timer has expired. If the timer has expired, indicating that neither busy

so or ringing where detected, then control passes to 1414.. If at step 1424 it is
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determinedgthat the timer has not expired, then control passes'to step 1425 where a
determination is made as to whether precision busy/ring detector 437 is detecting a l

. first ringing signal, and if not control retums to step 1423. If the first ringing signal
‘ is detected at step 1426, then control passes to step 1426, where a determination is

5 made as to whether this is the fourth ring signal, and if 50, indicating that the
subscriber is not answering the all, then control passes to step 1429 causing the

caller to be ultimately routed to the subscriber’s message center function as was
described earlier. Ifat step 1426'it is determined that this is not the fourth ring, then

control passes to step 1427 where control idles until an end-offring is detected by
10 -- precision busy/ring detector 437. Control then passes to step 1428 where a 6 second

'inter-ring timer' is started. Control then passes to step 1431 where a determination
is made as to whether precision busy/ring detector 437IS detecting ringing signal and
if so control retums to step 1425. If however at step 1431 it is determined that

ringing signal is not being detected, then control passes to step 1432 where the g
15 ’inter-ring timer’ is checked. If the ’inter-ring timer’ has not expired then control

returns to step 1431. Ifthe ’inter-ring timer' has expired, indicating the subscriber
has answered the call, then control passes to step 1414. At step 1414 an on hook

signal is generated on the on/off hook control line 485, musing the all to be
transferred to the dialed number, and freeing up the trunk 3 to handle another

20 incoming call. Control then passes to the connector labelled 'CPF IDLE" at '

,'
i
\V‘.

 reference 1415.

A flowchart of the CPF— Announwd Forwarding function is illustrated in

FIG. 15. _The purpose of this function is to process calls for a subscriber who has
‘ selected the ‘announced forwarding’ call handling mode In this mode, callers are

‘ 25 greeted with a brief courtesy announcement prior to being transferred. In addition,
if a ‘page option’ has been selected, then a page is sent to the subscriber's pager prior
to transferring the all. The CPF- Announced Forwarding functionrs entered at step
1500 and at step 1501, a determination is made as to whether the page flagof options -
70515 set, and if it is not set, then control passes to the connector labelled 'CPF

k 30 AF2' at reference 1502. If the page flag is set, the control passes to step 1503
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where the display digits are set equal to tile pager forwarding display number 717.
At step 1504 the ’send page’ subroutine is called causing a page to be sent to the.

subscriber's pager. Then at step 1505, the all processor 435 plays to the caller the

message: 'We are sending a page to inform your party of your all. Please stay on

S the line." At step 1506 a delay is initiated to allow the pager sufficient time to

receive the page. Then at step 1507, another message is played to the subscriberl
'We have sent a page to your party and we will connect your all momentarily.

Please stay on the line.‘ At step 1508 an additional delay is initiated to allow the

subscriber the opportunity to get to a phone. Control then passes to the connector

10 labelled 'CPF A172“ at reference 1509. The connector labelled 'CPF AFZ' at
" reference 1510 passes control to step 1511, where the transfer message type 706 is

retrieved from subscriber master mrd 700. Then at step 1512, a check is made as

to whether the transfer message type is ’0’. If the transfer message type is '0’,

~ indicating no transfer message is to be played, then control passes to the connector
15 ‘ r labelled 'CPF DIAL TRANSFER at reference 1520. Ifthe transfer message type. ‘

is not '0’, then control passes to step 1513 where a check'ls made to determine ifthe

transfer messagetypeis ’1’.Ifthe transfer message typeis '1’, then atstep 1514 the

call processor 435 plays to the caller the message: 'We’re connecting your call", and

then control passes to the connector labelled 'CPF DIAL TRANSFER" at reference

20 1520. Ifthe transfer message type is not ’1', then control passes to step 1515 where

a check is made to determine if the transfer message type is ’2'. If the transfer

message type is ’2’, then at step 1516 the call processor 435 plays to the caller the

message: “We're connecting your call. When theeall is answered, please ask for your

party by‘name", and that control passes to the connector labelled 'CPF DIAL _. - a

' 25 TRANSFER" at reference 1520. Ifthe transfer messagetypeisnot ’2', then control

passes to step 1517 where a check is made to determine if the transfer message type

is ’3’. If the transfer message type is '3’, then at step 1518 the call processor 435

plays to the caller the message: 'We’re connecting your all. When the call is

answered, please ask for extension number....‘ Then at step 1519, the extension

30 number 708 is retrieved from the subscriber master record 700 and is voiwd to the
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caller by call processor 435. Control then passes to the connector labelled 'CPF

'. I" ' DIAL TRANSFER" at reference 1520.

A flowchart of the CPF - Urgent Screen function is illustrated in FIG. 16.

' The purpose of this function is to process ealls for a subscriber who has selected the

5 'priority screen“ or ’urgent screen' eall handling mode. The CPF - Priority/Urgent
Screen function is entered at step 1600, and control passes to step 1601, where eall

processor 435 plays to the caller the message: 'Your party is not readily available at
the moment. If this eall is.. .' Control then passes to step 1602 where the

urgent/emergency flag of the options 705'ts checked. if the flagIS set for ’,urgent'
10 - then the eall processor 435 plays to the ealler'. ..urgent... " ,and if the flagis set for

emergency then call processor 435 plays to the ealler" ..an ernergency... 'Control
then passes to step 1603 where the call processor completes the sentence by playing
the message '...then touch 0 now and we will attempt to connect your call.

, 1 Otherwise, we will connect you to your party’s message. center whereyou may leave
15 ‘ adetailed message Thenatstep 1504, assecond timerisstarted. AtstcpI 1605a

determination is made as to whether the ealler has touched 0. _If the caller has
touched 0, then control passes to the CPF- AnnouncedForwarding IfuIrIrction via step
1606. Ifthe ealler has not touched 0, then at step 1607 a detemunafion'rs made as
to whether the 5 second timer has expired. If the 5 second timer has not expired then

20 I control returns to step 1605.1fthe5 second timer has expired, then at step 1608 the
caller is informed: "Please standby". Control then passes to' the CPF-I Caller

Message Center function via step 1609. , '- ’ , - l
A flowchart of the CPF- VIP Code Screen functionis illustratedin 1716.17.

V , I The purpose of thisfunction15 to process ealls for a subscriber who has selected the
' 25 ’VIP code screen’ eall handling mode. The CPF- VIP Code Screen functionis

entered at step 1700 and control'rs passed to step 1701 where the eall processor435
plays to the caller the message: 'Your party is net readily availableat the moment.
Please enter your code now, or we will connect you to your party's message center

. where you may leave a detailed message."Control then passes to step 1702 where a
30 5 second timer is started. At step 1703 a determination is made as to whether the
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aller has entered the VIP screen code 714 as stored in the subscriber master record

700. Ifthe caller has entered the correct VIP screen code, then Control passes to the .

CPF - Announced Forwarding function via step 1704. If the caller has not entered

the VIP screen code 714, then at step 1705 a determination is madeasto whether the

5 swond timer has expired. If the 5 swond timer has not expired then control returns

to step 1703. If the 5 second timer has expired, then at step 1706 the mller is.
informed: 'Please standby'. Control then passes to the CPF - Caller Message Center

function via step 1707.

A flowchart of the CPF - Branch Routing function is illustrated in FIG. 18.

The purpose of this function is to process calls for a subscriber who has selected the

’branch-routing’ call handling mode. The CPF - Branch Routing function is entered

at step 1800, and control passes to step 1801 where the prerecorded branch-muting

greeting is retrieved from disk 505. Then at step 1802, the playback to the caller of

.the branch-routing greeting is begun by call processor,435t _At step 1803 a

determination is made as to whether the caller’has entered a digit.» If the callerlhas
not entered a digit then at step 1804 a determination is made as to whether, the call

processor 435 has completed the playback of the branch-routing greeting, and if an

additional 5 second shave expired. Ifthis is themse then control passes to step 1805.

Ifthisisnottheease, then control retumstostep 1803. Ifatstcp 1803 itis

determined that the caller has entered adigit, then control passes to step 1806 where

a determination is made as to whether there exists a branch-muting number 722 in

the subscriber master record 700 which corresponds to the digit entered by the caller.

For example, if the subscriber entered digit 4, then a determination is made as to

whether the subscriber master reco_rd helds a phonenumber entry in the branch
routing number4 position at 722. If an entry is foundin such a manner-,- then control ~ 8

passes to step 1807. Otherwise, control passes to step 1805 where a the branch

routing default number 723 is retrieved for the subscriber master mord 700, and is

setuptobeusedasthetransfernumberforthiscall. Control thenpasses tothe
connector labelled 'CPF DIAL TRANSFER“ at reference 1808. Should the caller

have entered a digit which corresponded to a branch routing number 722, then at step
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. 1807 the corresponding branch routing number 72215 retrieved form the subscriber
master record 700, and is setup to be used as the transfer number for this call.

' Control then passes to the connector labelled -cpr= DIAL TRANSFER- at reference
1808.

5 A flowchart of the CPF - Caller Message Center function is illustrated
in FIG. 19. The purpose of this function is to process calls for a subscriberwho has
selected the 'message center' call handling mode. The CPF - Caller Message Center
function is entered at step 1900 and control passes to step 1901 where a determination
is made as to whether an external message center has been selected. This

10 determination is made by examining the message center number 709 in the subscriber
master record 700. If the message center number 709 contains a phone number, then
external has been selected. If the message center number 709 does not contain a

phone number, then internal. message center has been selected The subscriber may
i '7“ 1 4 i . choose an external voice mail system, an answering service, his secretary, or any i

I 15 other appropriate phone number for the external message center number 709. If, at
step 1901, it is determined that the subscriber has selected the internal message
center, then control passes to step 1902, where the caller1s prompted:"Please leave
your message at the tone .. HBEEP' Then at step 1903 the callers message is
recorded by call processor 435 and stored on disk 505. At step 1904 a deterrmnation

20 is made as to whether the caller has completed leaving the message._ This is
accomplished by call processor 435 determining if there has been at least 3 seconds
of silence on the line since the last sound. If the caller has not completed leaving a

message then the recording continues at step 1903. If the caller has completed
leaving a message, then contrOlpasses to step 1905, where the callerrs prompted:

. 25' “Thank you for calling. Good-bye.“ Then atstep 1906 the trunkis placed on hook.
by call processor 435 via on/off hook control signal 485. Control then passes to step

‘ 1907, where a decision is made as to whether a meSsage was actually left. A

recorded, as determined by call processor 435. If a messagewasnot left, then -
_30 control passes to connector labelled 'CPF IDLE' at reference 1908. If a message
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was left by the caller, then controlpasses to step 1909, where the ’display digits' are

set equal to the pager message center display number. The 'send page’ subroutine ' 1

is then called at step 1910, and control passes to a connector labelled ”CPF IDLE”

at reference 1911. Returning now to step 1901, if a determination is made, in the ‘-

5 manner described above, that an external message center is selected, then control'

passes to step 1912 where the party is informed by all processor 435: “Please

standby,‘ then control passes to step 193 where a flash is generated by call processor

435 by producing a 700 millisecond on hook signal on the on/off hook control line

485. This flash places the calling party on hold and causes a second dial tone to be

10 - __ returned on trunk 3 by the serving central office of the PSTN 2. At step 1914 abrief

pause is introduced to allow time for the dial tone to appcar on the trunk, and then

at step 1915 the message center number 709 is dialed via the DTMF generator of call

processor 435. The message center number may contain special dialing characters,

including characters for pausing, waiting for tones, and waiting for answer. Thus a _

15 . sequence of dialing characters may be constructed to allow the Telephone Control

System 1 to transfer calls to a voice mail system requiring the entry of a subscriber

ID. For example, an external message center dialing sequence for a typical voice

mail system may be: 7 digit phone number of voice mail system + Wait for answer

+ 4 digit voice mail subscriber ID. Continuing now, at step 1916 an on hook signal

20 is generated on the cn/off hook control line 485, causing the (all to be transferred to

the dialed number, and freeing up the trunk 3 to handle another incoming call.

Control then passes to step 1917 where the 'extemal message center count' 721 in the

subscriber master record 700 is incremented. Control then passes to steps 1909 and

V _ 1910 where a page is generated as described above,'before returning control we _ i. .
25‘ connector labelled 'Cl’F IDLE" at reference 1911. ‘ l ' II ‘ ~ ' 4 '

A flowchart of the CPF - Voice Screen function is illustrated in FIG.

20. The purpose of this function is to process calls for a subscriber who has selecwd

the 'voice screen’ call handling mode. The CPF - Voice Screen function is entered ' ~ ‘-

at step 2000 and control passes to step 2001 where the caller is prompted by call

30 I processor 435: 'Plcase state your name and business at the tone. After the tone
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please stay on the line while we attempt to locate your party and connect your
m11....BEEP." Control then passes to step 2090‘where a determination is made as -
to whether the caller has entered the ’VIP screen code' 714, and ifso control passes

to the 'CPF - Announced Forwarding' function as shown at step 2091. In this way,

a caller who knows the ’VIP screen code’ is able to be forwarded directly to the
subscriber without being voice-screened. If, however, at step 2090 it is determined
that the caller has not entered the ’VIP screen code‘ 714 then control passes to step

2002 where the caller’s message is recorded by call processor 435 and stored

temporarily on disk 505. At step 2003, the call processor '435 determines that the
caller has completed stating his name and business, by detecting the sound of the
voice followed by approximately 3 swonds of silence, at (which. point the call
processor 435 prompts the caller: “Thank you, please standby. ' A flash is generated

atstep2004, causingtheeallertobeplacedonholdbytheswiteh4. andatstep2005
apause is initiated to allow time for the switch 4 to provide adial tone, at which
point the transfer number 707'is dialed by the DTMF-generator of all processor 435.
At step 2006, an ’answer timer’ is started. At step 2007 a deterrninafion is made by
callprocessor435 astowhetherthecall hasbeenanswered. Ifthecallhasnotbeen
answered, then at step 2008 a decision is made as to whether a time—out or

non-answer signal such as a busy, reorder, or operator intercept has been detected by
all processor 435. If so, then control proweds through a‘ cennectcr labelled 'CPF
VSCRN FLASH' at reference 2009, to step 2010. Otherwise control returns to step

2207. At step 2010, a flashis generated, causing switch 4 to temporarily conference
the caller through to the non-answer signal, and at step 2011 a 2second pause is p

r invalced. Then at step 2012 another flash'ls generated causing switch 4 to drop the 1
conference and restore a simple 2-way connection between the caller and the tmrtk

3. Control then passes to a connector labelled 'ch SORRY" at reference 2013,
resulting1n the caller being connected to the subscriber's message center as described
earlier1n FIG.13. Returning the discussion now to step 2007., if a determination is

made that the call'is answered, then control passes to step 2014where the ’voice
screen PIN code hold-off flag’ of options 705 of the master record 70015 checked.
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If this flag has been set, it means that the subscriber wishes to require that a PIN

code be entered by the answering party before the called party's message is played. ‘

This is very useful if the subscriber is having his calls voice-screen forwarded to his

office, for example, where the receptionist may answer the call. In this case the

mepfionist would connect the call to the subscriber and the subscriber would enter

his PIN code to hear the calling party’s message before determining whether he
wishes tobeconnected to themlling party. Ifthis flag is set, then control passes to

step 2015, where call processor 435 prompts the answering party: "We are trying to

rcach.. .". Then at step 2016, the subscriber’s prerecorded 'drop-in' name is retrieved

from disk 505 and played back to the answering party. At step 2017, the answering

party is informed: 'Please locate the party or enter your PIN code." Then at step

2018, a 5 mond delay is introduced, and at step 2019, a determination is made as

to whether the answering party has entered the PIN code 702. If the PIN code is

entered, then control passes to step 2021. Otherwise, control passes to step' 2020, .

i where a determination is made as to whether the sequence of steps 2015 through 2020': . .‘
has been repeated ten times. If not, then control returns to step 2015, and the

sequence is repeated again. However, if this is the tenth repeat, then control passes

to the connector labelled 'CPF VSCRN FLASH' at reference 2009, and the calling

party is sent to the subscriber's message center as described earlier. If, at step 2014,

it is determined that the ‘voice screen PIN code hold-off flag‘ is not set, or if it is set

and the PIN code has been entered as determined at step 2019, then control passes

to step 2021, where the answering party is informed by call processor 435: f'We have

a call holding for...', and then to step 2022 where the subscriber’s ’drop-in' name

is retrieved from disk and played. ”Then at step 2023, which is identified by the
connector labelled 'ch VSCRN LISTEN" at reference 2024, the caller’s message

which was originally recorded at step 2002 is retrieved from disk 505 and played‘by

call processor 435 to the subscriber. Then at step 2025, which is identified by the

connector labelled 'CPF VSCRN MENU” at reference 2026, the subscriber is

prompted: 'Plcase touch 1 to connect the call, 2 to send the caller to your message

center, 3 to politely send the caller away, 4 to listen to the caller’s message again.
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5 to place the caller on hold for 1 minute, 6 to transfer the eel] elsewhere, or 7 to ask
- the caller not to call again." Control then passes through a connector labelled 'CPF

VSCRN LOOP" at reference 2027. At reference 2028, the connector labelled 'CPF

VSCRN LOOP' passes control to step 2029 where a 10 second timer is started. Then

at step 2030, a determination is made as to whether a digit has been entered by the
subscriber. and if so control passes to step 2033. Otherwise, control passes to step

2031 where the 10 second timer is checked, and if it has not expired control returns

to step 2030. If the timer has expired, then control is passes to the connector labelled
'CPF VSCRN FLASH' at reference 2032, and the caller is connected to the message

center as described earlier. Ifa digit has been entered by the subscriber, then at step

2033, the digit is checked and if it is not ’1’, control is passes to step 2043. If the

digit is ’1', then control passes to step 2034, where a flash is' generated causing the
calling party and the subscriber to be conferenced by switch 4. Then at step 2035 a
determination is made as to whether dial tone is present on the line. If so this would

1 indicate that the conference failed, most likely because thecallingparty had. hung up.
If this'15 the case, then control passes to step 2039'. Otherwise, if dial tone is not

detected, then at step 2036, both the calling party and the subscriber hear eall
processor 435 play the prompt: 'Go ahead-please", and at step 2037, the trunk 3 is

placed on hook causing the switch 4 to transfer the call allowing the calling party and
the subscriber to continue their conversation, while at the'same time freeing up trunk

3 to handle another incoming call by passing control back to the CPF - Call Handler
Task via the connector labelled 'CPF IDLE' at reference 2038. , If the caller had

hung up as determined by the detection of dial tone at step 2035, then at step 2039 _

another flash is generated to cause switch 4 to take the aubscriber off of hold. Then
at step 2040, the subscriber1s informed: “I’m sorry, your party has hung up", and
at step 2041 trunk 3 is placed on hook and wntrol is returned to the CPF- Call
Handler Task via the connector labelled "CPF IDLE" ‘at reference 2042; If, as

described earlier, at step 2033 it is detennined that the digit is not '1', then‘control

is passes to step 2043 where it is determined whether the digit is a, ’2‘, and if so
control1s passes to the connector labelled "CPF VSCRN FLASH" at reference 2044
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causing the calling party to be connected to the message center as was described _
mtlier. If the digit is not '2’, then control passes to step 2045, where it is ‘ ~ ’-
determined if the digit'rs a ’3’, and ifnot control passes to step 2052. If the digitis

a '3’, then control passes to step 2046, where a flash is generated musing switch 4 l -

terminate the conference by dropping the subscriber, leaving just the calling party

connected to trunk 3. Then at step 2049, the calling party is informed by call

processor 435: 'I'm sorry, your party is unable to take your all at this time. Thank

10 you for calling. Good-bye.‘l Then at step 2050, the trunk 3 is placed on hook

thereby disconnecting the calling party and control is returned to the CPF - Call
Handler Task via the connector labelled I’CPF IDLE" at reference 2051. If, as

described earlier, at step 2045 it is determined that the digit is not ’3’, then control

, is passes to step 2052 where it is determined whether the digit'is a ‘4’, and if so V
15 I control'rs passes to the connector labelled 'CPF VSCRN LISTEN“ at reference 2053,

allowing the subscriber to again hear the calling party’s message as described earlier.

If at step 2052 it is determined that the digit is not a ’4', then control passes to step

2054 where the digit is checked to determine if it is a ’5’, and if it is not control

passes to a connector labelled "CPF VSCRN DIGIT' at reference 2060. If the digit

20 is a ’5, then control passes to step 2055 where a one minute timer in started. Then

at step 2056 a determination is made whether any further digits have been entered by

the subscriber, and if not control passes to step 2058 where the one minute timer is

checked. If the timer is found to have expired, then control passes to a connector

labelled 'CPF VSCRN MENU" at reference 2059, causing the menu of step 2025- to , , . ,
25 be replayed to the subscriber. If the timer is found to have not expired, then control ' ‘ ‘1 9 4

returns to step 2056 where a determination is again made as to whether any digits

have been entered by the subscriber, and if so control passes to a connector labelled

'CPF VSCRN LOOP" at reference 2057, thereby allowing the digit to be processed.

The connector labelled 'CPF VSCRN DIGlT6' at reference 2061 causes control to

30 be passed to step 2062 where a determination is made as to whether the digit pressed I
L,
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by the subscriber is a 6, and if not control passes to step 2075. If the digit is a ’6',
then control passes to step 2063 where the subscriber is prompted by all processor .
435: 'Please enter the telephone number you wish to have this all transferred to."

Then at step 2064, the control idles, waiting for a telephone number to be entered by
the subscriber. Ifa phone number is entered, then control passes to step 2065, where

the subscriber is prompted: 'Number awepted. Please hang up now.‘ Then at step

2066 a flash is generated ausing switch 4 to temporarily conference the calling party

and the subscriber. Then, after a 2 second pause at step 2067, another flash is

generated at step 2068 causing switch 4 to terminate the conference by dropping the
subscriber, leaving just the calling party connected to trunk 3. Then at step 2069 the

alling party is prompwd by all processor 435: ' Please standby.‘ Then at step

2070 a flash is generated causing switch 4 to place the calling party on hold and

providingadial toneto the trunkS. Then, afterapausefordiai toneatstep2071,

the phone number detectedin step 2064is dialed at step 2072, and at step 2073 trunk
3'1s placed on hook causing switch 4 to transfer the alling party to the phone number
dialed, and control is returned to the CPF- Call Handler Task via the connector

labelled "CPF IDLE" at reference 2074. If, as described arlier, at step 2062 it is

determined that the digit entered by the subscriber is not a '6’, then control passes to

step 2075. At step 2075, a determination is made as to whether the digit is a '7‘, and

if not then control passes to a connector labelled "CPF VSCRN LOOP" at reference

2076 thereby allowing the subscriber to enter another digit. If the digit entered is a '

’7’, as determined at step 2075, then control passes to step. 2077 where a- flash is

generated causing switch 4 to temporarily conference the calling party and the
. . subscriber. Then, after a 2 second pause atstep 2078, another flashis generated at

step 2079 arising switch 4 to terminate the cenference by dropping the subscriber,’
leaving just the calling party connected to trunk 3. Then at- step 2080 the alling

party is prompted by all processOr 435: 'Your party is not interested in your all.
Please remove this party from your list and do not all again. Good-bye." Then at
step 2081 trunk 3'1s placed on hoolr ausing witch 4_ to disconnect theailing party,

and control is returned to the CPF- Call Handler Task via the connector labelled
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"CPF IDLE' at reference 2082. - g

A flowchart of the CPF — Meet Me Caller function is illustrated in FIG.,21.

The purpose of this function is to process calls for a subscriber who has chosen to
have his @115 handled by the meet-me function. In the preferred embodiment these i .

5 callsarehandledbyconferencingthemlleronatrunk30ftheCPF100witha1ine

120 on the Meet-Me Facility (MMF) 115. Then when the subscriber eslls in to be

connected, he is also conference from a trunk 3 of the CPF 100 with a line 120 on

the MMF 115. The CPF may then hang up on both the caller's trunk 3 and then

subscriber's trunk 3, thereby transferring the caller and subscriber to the MMF lines

10 120. The lines 120 are provisioned with the CENTREX features of 'call transfer'

h and ’barge-in’, so that the caller and subscriber may then be connected as follows:
The line 120 which is connected to the caller dials the CENTREX barge-in command

(*77) followed by the CENTREX ”intercom code’ for the line 120 which is connected

to the subscriber. The caller and thesubscriber are thus connected, and the line 120

15 Which connects to the subscriber may then goon hook, transferring the subscriber to

the mller’s line 120. The conversation may then take place and only one line of line

120 is used. To fully understand the explanation of the CPF - Meet Me Caller

 

function which follows, it is necessary to also review the explanations which are

associated with FIG. 30 (CPF - Command Meet Me), FIG. 33 (MMF block

20 diagram), and FIG. 34 (Meet Me Facility Main Task). Referring now to FIG. 21,

the CPF - Meet Me Caller function is entered at step 2100 and control passes to step

2101 where the calling party is informed by call processor 435: 'We are paging your

party to a phone. Please stay on the line.” Then at step 2102 a flash is generated

. causing switch 4"to place the calling partyon hold and generate a dial tone on trunk __ .
25 3. n Then at step 2103 the call processor 435 dials the phone number which is 7 a '

associated with one of the lines 120 which are connected to the Meet-Me Facility

(MMF) 115, and at step 2104 a 15 second timer is initiated. Then at step 2105, a

determination is made as to whether DTMF '*‘ tone has been detected by call

processor 435, indicating that the MMF 115 has answered. If the ’*’ tone is not

30 detected, then control passes to step 2106 where the 15 second timer is checked, and
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if found to have not expired then control returns to step 2105. If the 15 second timer
is found to have expired, then control passes to step 2107, where a flash is generated

causing switch 4 to temporarily conference the calling party to the number dialed
above. Then after a 2 second pause at step 2108, another flash is generated at step

2019, causing switch 4 to drop the dialed number from the conference, leaving just
the calling party connected to trunk 3. Then at step 2110, a check is made to ‘

calling party possibly because the conference thought to be createdat step 2107 was
not allowed by switch 4, then another flash is generated at step 2111, which is V
identified by a connector labelled 'CPF MM FLASH' at reference 2134. This flash

causes switch4 toreconnectthemllingpartytotrunk3, and then control passesvia.‘
a connector labelled 'CPF MM MSSG'l at reference 2112 to step 2113. If dial tone
is not detected at step 2110, then control passes directlyto step2113. Atstep 2113, g

. the current time and datets stored'1n the 'last meet-me message left‘ field 720 of the
subscriber master record 700, and then control passes to the connector labelled 'CPF

SORRY“ at reference 2114, causing the caller to be connectcdto the message center
as was described earlier. Ifat step 2105, the ’*’_ tone is detected, indicating that the
MMF 115 has answered, then control passes to step 2115 where an processor '435
dials the digit ’00’ signifying that this is a caller, net a subscriber. Then at step
2116, the call processor 435 dials the subscriber' s DID number 701,to identify to the
MMF who the calling party is waiting for. Then at Step 2117, a flash'is generated,
causing switch 4 to conference the calling party throughto this line 120 of the MMF

V . 115, and at step 2118 a 2 second timer is initiated. Then at step 2119, a .
determination is madeas to whether another "’ tone is detected by call processor ‘
435, indicating the conference was successful. If the ‘*' tone is not detected, this 3
implies that the conference was not successful, most likely because the calling party
has hung up. In this case the 2 second timer is checked at step 2120, and if it is'

found not to have expired control returns to step 2119. If the 2 secbnd timer has
expired, then control passes via a connector labelled 'CPF MM ABANDON" at
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reference 2121 to step 2122 where the current time and date are stored in the ’last

- meet-me abandon' field 719 of the subscriber master record. Then control passes to

step 2123 where the trunk 3 is placed on hook and control is returned to the CPF —

Call Handler Task via the connector labelled "CPF IDLE" at reference 2124. If at

step 2119 the "" tone is detected, then control passes to step 2125 where a repeat

count is set to a value of 3. Then at step 2126, the calling party is informed by call

processor 435: 'We have sent a page to alert your party of the call. Your party is

currently proceeding to a phone and we will connect you momentarily. If you are

unable to wait, you may touch 9 at any time to lcave a detailed message which we

will relay to your party as soon as they pick up the line.' Then at step 2127, the all

processor 435 plays a 'music on-hold’ selection of duration 40 seconds. Then at step

2128 a determination is made as to whether the subscriber has called in, by checking

the CPF - Call Handler Tasks controlling the other trunks 3 connected to the CPF

100. If the subscriber is found, and if he has entered his PIN code 702 and touched .

4 indicating he wishes to be connected to the caller, then step 2123 will return a '

positive indication causing control to pass to the connector labelled “CPF MM

SUBCALL' at reference 2129. Ifa negative indication is returned at step 2128, then

control passes to step 2130 where a determination is made as to whether the caller has

entered '9‘. Ifthe caller does enter '9’, then control passes to step 2111, causing the

caller to be connected to the message center as describer carlier. If the caller has not

entered '9', then control passes to step 2131, where a determination is made as to

whether the 40 second music—on-hold selection is complete. If it is not complete, then

control returns to step 2128. If the selection is complete, then control passes to step

2132 where the repcat count is decremented. Then at step 2133 a determination is '

made as to whether the value of the repeat count is now zero. If the value is zero,

then control passes to step 2111, causing the caller to be connected to the message

center as describer earlier. If the value of the repcat count is not yet zero, then

conuol returns to step 2127, where the sequence of steps 2127 through 2133 is

repeated once more. The connector labelled 'CPF MM SUBCALL" at reference

2135 causes control to be passed to step 2136 where the DTMF fourth column tone . ‘
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digit ’d‘ is dialed by call processor 435 to inform the MMF 115 that the subscriber
has arrived. Then atstep 2137, the all processor 435 prompts the calling party:

"Your party has picked up the line. One moment and we will connect you." Then
at step 2138, a 20 second timer is initiated, and at step 2139 the all processor 435
begins to play audible ringing, with a cadence of 2 wands on, 4 moods off, to the
caller. Then at step 2140, the 20 second timer is checked, and if it is found to have

expired, indicating that the subscriber did not connect to the MP 115, then control

passes to the connector labelled 'CPF MM FLASH" at reference 2141, causing the
taller to be connected to the message center as was described earlier. If the 20

second timer has not expired, then control passes to step 2142 where a determination
is ntade as to whether the subscriber has connected to the MMFllS, as- determined

by checking with the CPF - Call Handler “task that was found to be controlling the
trunk 3 connected to the subscriber. If the subscriber has not connected to the MMF
115, then control returns to step 2140.1fthe subscriber has connected to the MMF .
115, then the trunk 3rs placed on hook causing switch 4 to transfer thecalling party V
to the line 120 of the MMF 115, and control'rs returned to the CPF-Call. Handler

Task via the connector labelled 'CPF IDLE" at reference 2144.

A flowchart of the CPF- Send Page Subroutine is illus'trated'in FIG. 22. The
purpose of this subroutine is to send page messages via the high speed data network
150 from the CPF 100 to either the PDF 105, or the CAP 125. These messages
contain the pager number and any digits which are to be transmitted to the display of
the pager. The CPF- Send Page Subroutine is entered at step 2200 and control
passes to step 2201 where the pager number 710 for this Subscriber.15 retrieved from
the subscriber master record 700. Then at step 2202 a message is constructed -
consisting of the pager number 71,0 and the display digits which were identified as I
this subroutine was called. Then at step 2203 a determination is made as to whether

the pager number 710 represents a communicator. In the preferred embodiment, each.
communicator 11 is identified by a pager number 710 which starts with the digits
'000'. If the pager number 710rs found to be that of a communicator 11 then

control passes to step 2204, and the data network interface 510rs instructed to scrtd
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the message via network 150 to the Communicator Access Facility (CAF) 125, and

then control is remmed from this subroutine to the calling program, as represented

at step 2206. If the pager number 710 is not found to be that of a communicator 11,

then control passes to step 2205, where the data network interface 510 is instructed

to send the message via network 150 to the Pager Dialing Facility (PDF) 105, and

then control is returned from this subroutine to the calling program, as represenmd

at step 2206.

A flowchart of the CPF — Command Mode function is illustrated in FIG. 23.

The CPF - Command Mode function is entered at step 2300 and control passes to step
2301 where the subscriber's pro-recorded ’drop-in’ name is retrieved from disk 505.

Then at step 2302, the call processor 435 prompts the subscriber: 'Hello..', and then

plays the back the ’drop—in’ name. Then at step 2303, a determination is made as to

whether a meet-me call is currently holding for this subscriber. This is determined

by checking the CPF - Call Handler Tasks which control the other trunks 3 connected

to CPF 100. If a meet-me call is found to be holding for this subscriber, then at step
2304, the subscriber is prompted: "A call is holding on your meet-me service. Touch

' 4 to be connected to the caller." Control then passes to step 2317. Ifa meet-me call

is not holding for this subscriber, then control passes to step 2305 where a

determination is made as to whethera meet-me caller was recently holding, but hung

up without leaving a message. If the time and date stored in the ’last meet me

abandon' field 719 of the subscriber master record 700 is not more than 20 minutes

older than the current date and time, then it is determined that a meet-me caller

recently abandoned a call, and control passes to step 2306 where the subscriber is

prompted: FA call was'recently'holding on your meet-me service, however the'caller

chose not to wait and hung up without leaving a message." Control then passes to
step 2307 where the 'last meet-me abandon’ field 719 of the subscriber master record

700 is cleared. Control then passes to step 2308. Control also passes to step 2308

if, at step 2305 , it is determined that a meet-me caller did not recently abandon a call

At step 2308, a determination is made as to whether a meet—me caller is currently

leaving a message for the subscriber. This is determined by checking the CPF -‘ Call
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Handler Tasks which control the other trunks 3 connected to CPF 100. If it is _

determined that a meet-me caller is currently leaving a message for this subscriber,

then control passes to step 2309, where the subscriber is prompted: 'A eall was

rmently holding on your meet-me service, however the ealler chose not to wait and

is currently leaving you a message. When the message is complete we will connect .

you to your message center, or you may touch * now to skip this." Control then

passes to step 2310 where 'music-on-hold’ is played to the subscriber by all

processor 435. Control then passes to step 2311 where a determination is made as

to whether the meet-me caller has finished leaving the message. If the message is

complete, then control passes to the CPF - Command Message Center function as

shown at reference 2313. If the caller is still leaving the message, then control passes

to step 2312 where a determination is made as to whether the subscriber has entered

the "’ digit. Ifthe "' digit is not entered, then control reuims to step2311. Ifthe

"" digit is entered, then control passes to step 2317. Ifat step 2308, a determination

' is made that a meet-me caller is not currently leaving a message for this subscriber,

then control passes to step 2314, where a determination is made as to whether a

meet—me caller recently left a message for this subscriber. If the time and date stored

in the 'last meet me message left' field 720 of the subscriber master record 700 is not

more than 20 minutes older than the current date and time, then it is determined that

a meet-me caller recently lefl a message, and control passes to step 2315 where the

subscriber is ' prompted: ‘A eall was recently holding on your meet-me service,

however the ealler chose not to wait and instead left you a message." Control then

passes to step 2316 where the 'last meet-me message lefi' field 720 of the subscriber

' master record .700 is cleared. Controlthen passes to step 2317. Control also passes"

to step 2317 if, at step'2314, it is determined that a meet-me ealler did not recently

leave a message. At step 2317, a determination is made as to whether the subscriber

has selected an external message center. As described earlier, this determination is

made by examining the message center number 709 in the subscriber master record

700. If the message center number 709 contains a phone number, then external has
been selected. ‘If the message center number 709 does not contain a phone number,
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then internal message center has been selected. If, at step 2317, it is determined that

the subscriber has selected an external message center, then control passes to step

2318, where the caller is prompted: I'We have transferred...". Control then passes

to step 2319 where the 'extemal message center transfer count’ 721 is retrieved from

the subscriber master record 700, and is voiced to the subscriber by call processor

435. Control then passes to step 2320, where the prompt is completed by playing:

"...since you last checked messages.‘ Control then passes to the connector labelled

'CPF MODE DESCR' at reference 2323. If, at step 2317, it is determined that the

subscriber had selected the internal message center, then control passes to step 2321

where the number of messages currently stored for this subscriber on disk 505 is

‘determined. At step 2322 then, the call processor 435 prompts the subscriber: "You

have X messages.', where X is the number determined above. Control then passes

to the connector labelled 'CPF MODE DESCR' at reference 2323. The connector

labelled 'CPF MODE DESCR' at reference 2324, causes control to be passed to step

2325, where a description is played of I the current call handling mode. This-

descripfion includes the current mode memory number 715, the current call handling

mode 703, and the current transfer number 707, if appropriate. For example, the

subscriber may hear: 'Your mils are currently being handled by mode memory 10,

urgent-screened forwarding to 555—1111.” If the transfer number 707 is the tag for

the subscriber‘s home, office, pager, mobile-phone, or message center, then this

would be voiced in words, ie: "..to your home.” After playing a description of the

current call handling mode, then control passes to step 2326, where a determination

is made as to whether the feature timer is currently active. As was described earlier,

this determination is made by checking the feature timer duration 724. If the feature ‘ '

timer is found to be active, then it’s status is voiced to the subscriber at step 2327.

For example, the subscriber may be prompted: “The feature timer is currently active

and will cause mode memory 10 to be invoked at 5:30 today.“ Control then passes

to step 2328. Control also passes to step 2308 if the feature timer was found to be

.inactive at step 2326. At step 2328, a determination is made as to whether the

weekly schedule is active. This determination is made by checking the weeldy
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schedule active flag 728 of the subscriber master record 700. If the weekly schedule

is found to be active, then the status of the weekly schedule is voiced to the

subscriber at step 2329. For example, the subscriber may be prompted: 'The weekly

. schedule is on, and the next step will cause memory 20 to be invoked at 7:30 PM on

5 Tuesday.‘ Control then passes via connector labelled 'CPF MAIN DIRECTORY?

at reference 2330 to step 2331. Control also passes via connector 2330 to step 2331

if the weekly schedule is found to be inactive at step 2328. At step 2331 the call

processor 435 prompts the subscriber: 'Main Directory. Enter 1 to check messages,

2 to change your forwarding number, 3 to select a memory, 9 to make a (211, or 0

10 .. for help." Control then passes to a loop consisting of steps 2332 through 2339. At

each of these steps a determination is made as to whether a particular digit has been

entered by the subscriber. If the result is positive on any of these steps, then control

is passed to another function. If the digit '1’ is found at step 2332, then control

passes to the CPF - Command Message Center function, as shown at reference 2340. '

15 If the digit '2’ is found at step 2333, then control passes to the 'CPF -- COmmand

Forwarding Number function, as shown at reference 2341. If the digit ’3’ is found

at step 2334, then control passes to the CPF - Command Memory function, as shown

at reference 2342.‘ If the digit ’9‘ is found at step 2335, then Control-passes to the

CPF - Command Outside Call function, as shown at reference 2343. If the digit ’0’

20 is found at step 2336, then control passes to the CPF - Command Help function, as

shown at reference 2344. If the digit '4’ is found at step 2337, then control passes

to the CPF — Command Meet Me function, as shown at reference 2345. If the digit

’5 ’ is found at step 2338, then control passes to the CPF- Command Branch Route
. function, as shown at reference 2346. If the digit '8' is found at step 2339, then

. 25 control passes to the C2F- Command Advanced features function, as shown at
reference 2347.

I _ A flowchart of the CPF - Command Message Center function is illustrated in

FIG. 24. The CPF - Command Message Center function is entered at step 2400 and

control passes to step 2401 where a determination is made as to whether the

30 subscriber has selected an external message center. As described earlier, this
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determination is made by examining the message center number 709 in the subscriber

master record 700. Ifthe message center number 709 contains aphone number, then _

external has been selected. If the message center number 709 does not contain a

phone number, then internal message center has been selected. If, at step 2401, it

is determined that the subscriber has selected an external message center, then control -

passes to step 2402, where the caller is pmtnpted: "Please standby." Control then-
passes to step 2403 where a flash is generated musing switch 4 to place the subscriber

on hold it apply a dial tone to trunk 3. Then, after pausing for dial tone at step 2404,

the message center number 709 is dialed by call processor 435 at step 2405. Then

at step 2406, the trunk 3 is placed on book, musing switch 4 to transfer the

subscriber to the message center number. Then at step 2407, the ’extemal message

center transfer count’ 721 of the subscriber master record 700 is cleared. Control is

then retumed to the CPF - Call Handler Task via the connector labelled 'CPF IDLE“

at reference 2408._ If, at step 2401, it is determined that the subscriber has selected

internal message center, then control passes to step 2409, where a determination is
made as to whether the subscriber has any messages stored on disk 505. Ifthere are '

no messages stored for this subscriber, then control passes to step 2410, where the

subscriber is informed: 'You have no messages.‘ Then at step 241 l, the subscriber

is prompted: “Enter 8 to retum to the main directory.‘ Control then passes to step

2412, where a determination is made as to whether the digit '8’ has been entered, and

if it has not been entered, then control returns to step 2410. If the digit ’8' has been

entered, then control passes to the connector labelled 'CPF MAIN DIRECI‘QRY' at

reference 2413, allowing the subscriber to make additional selections from the main

directory of the command mode. Ifatstep 2409, the determination is made that the

subscriber does have messages stored on disltSOS,‘ that control passes to step 2414,

where one of the stored messages is played back to the subscriber, and the subscriber

is given the opportunity to save or delete the message by entering the digits ’1’ or ’2’

respectively. 'Control then passes to step 2415, where a determination is made as to

whether the digit '9' has been entered. If the digit ’9‘ is entered, then control passes

to the CPF - Command Outside Call function as shown at reference 2416, where the
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subscriber is given the opportunity to make a (all, perhaps returning a call to the

person who left the message. If the digit ’9‘ was not entered, then control passes to

step 2417, where a determination is made as to whether any more messages are stored

on the disk 505. If more messages exist, then control is returned to step'2414. If

no more messages exist, then control passes to step 2418, where the subscriber is'

prompted: 'You have no more messages. Enter 8 to return to the main directory.‘

Control then passes to step 2419, where a determination is made as to whether the

digit ’8' has been entered, and if it has not been entered, then control returns to step

2418. If the digit ’8' has been entered, then control passes to the connector labelled

“CPF MAIN DIRECTORY" at reference 2413, allowing the subscriber to make

additional selections from the main directory of the command mode.

A flowchart of the CPF - Command Forwarding Number function is illustrated

in FIG. 25. The CPF - Command Forwarding Number function is entered at step

2500 and control passes to step 2501 where a determination is made as to whether the
current (all handling mode 703 ‘fortthis subscriber is ’messagecenter' or branch '

routing’. Since it is not logical to change a forwarding number in a' mode that does
not require a forwarding number, if it is determined that either of these modes are
active, then control will pass to step 2502, where the subscriber will be prompted:

“Invalid command." Control then passes to the connector labelled 'CPF MAIN

DIRECTORY" at reference 2503, allowing the subscriber to make additional
selections from the main directory of the command mode. If, at step'2501, it is

determined that the current call handling mode 703 is not ’messagecentee or ’branch
routing’, then control passes to step 2504,. where a determination is made as to

whether the transfer number 707'rs setequal to the’meet-me tag If so, then control '

passes to step 2505, where the subscriber'lS prompted: "Your malls are currently
being forwarded to you via your meet me service."Control then passes to step 2508.

If, at step 2504, it is determined that the forwarding number is not equal to the

'meet—me tag’ then control passes to step42506, where the subscriber is prompted:
'Your eons are currently being forwarded m...‘ Control then passes to step 2507,

where the transfer number 707 is retrieved from the subscriber master record 700,
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and voiced to the subscriber. Control then passes to step 2508, where the subscriber

is prompted: 'Please enter your new forwarding number, or enter * to skip this, or
enter 6 to use your meet-me service.‘ Control then passes to step 2509, where a

determination is made as to whether the subscriber has entered a valid phone number,

or a tag for home, office, or mobile phone. If so, then control passes to step 2510,

where the phone number is stored as the new transfer number 707 in the subscriber

master record 700, and the subscriber is prompted: “Accepted, your cells are
currently being forwarded to...‘ , and the transfer number 707 is voiced. Control

then passes to the CPF - Command Feature Timer function as shown at reference

2511. lfit is detennined at step 2509 that the subscriber has not entered a phone

number, then control passes to step 2512, where a determination is made as to

whether the subscriber has entered the digit '6', and if so control passes to step 2513

where the ’meet-me tag’ is stored as the transfer number 707 in the subscriber master

record 700, and the subscriber is prompted: 'Accepted, your calls are currently being

forwarded to you via your meet-me service." Control then passes to the CPF -
Command Feature Timer function as shown at reference 2511. If it is determined at

step 2512 that the digit ’6’ has not been entered, then control passes to step 2514,

where a determination is made as to whether the digit "" has been entered, and if not

control returns to step 2509. If the digit ’*’ has been entered, then the transfer

number 707 remains unchanged, and control passes to the CPF - Command Feature

Timer function as shown at reference 2511.

A flowchart of the CPF - Command Feature Timer function is illustrated in

FIG. 26. The CPF - Command Feature Timer function is entered at step 2600 and

control passes to step 2601 where thesubscriber is prompted: ”Please enter the length-
of time you wold like your current feature to be in effect, or enter * to skip the- ‘
feature timer." Control then passes to step 2602, where a determination is made as

to whether the digit "’ has been entered by the subscriber. If the digit ""’ has been

entered, then control passes to step 2603, where the subscriber is prompted:

'Accepted, your feature will be in effect until further notice.‘ Control then passes

to the connector labelled "CPF MAIN DIRECTORY“ at reference 2613, allowing the
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subscriber to make additional selections from the main directory of the command

mode. Ifat step 2602, it is determined that the digit ’*’_ has not been entered, then

control passes to step 2604 where a determination is made as to whether a valid
duration has been entered. This duration must be in the form of hours first followed

by minutes. For example, to enter 1 hour and 20 minutes, the subscriber must enter '
'1 2 0’. If a valid duration is not found tobe entered at step 2604 then control
returns to step 2602. If a valid duration is entered, then control passes to step 2605,
where the duration is stored as the ‘feature timer duration' 724 of the subscriber

master record 700, and the subscriber is prompted: 'Acceptedp. ." and the duration

time is voiced. Control then passes to step 2606 when: the subscriber is prompted.
"Please enter the memory number you wish to invoke upon termination of the feature

timer, or enter "' to use the previous mode, or touch 9 to use the schedule." Control
then passes to step 2607, where a determination is madeas to whether the subscriber ‘
has entered the digit’*’, and if so then at step 2608 the previousmode memory is
'saved'1n temporary mode memory 0, mcde memory 0 is stored as the feature timer '_ ;
tennination mode 725 of the subscriber master record, and the subscriber is
prompted: “Accepted, your feature will be in effect until (time) at which time the
previous mode will be invoked.“ ,where the value of (time) corresponds to the current
time plus the feature timer duration 724. Control then passes to the connector
labelled 'CPF MAIN DIRECTORY" at reference 2613, allowing the subscriber to
make additional selections from the main directory of the command mode If at step
2607 it is determined that the digit '*' has not been entered, then control passes to

step 2609, where a determination is made as to whether the digit '9’ is entered, and
if so control passes to step 2610 where the weeklyschedule is saved in temporary
mode memory 0, mode memory 0'rs stored as the feature timer termination mode 725
of the subscriber master record, and the subscriber is prompted: 'Aecepted, your .
feature will be in effect until (time) at which time the weekly schedule will be
invoked." ,Where the value of (time) conesponds to the current time plus the feature
timer duration 724. Control passes to the connector labelled "CPF MAIN
DIRECTORY" at reference 2613, allowing the submfiwr to make additional
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selections from the main directory of the command mode. If at step 2609 it is

determined that the digit ’9’has not been entered, then control passes to step 2611,
where a detemiination is made as to whether a valid mode memory 10 through 99 is

' entered, and if so control passes to step 2612 where the mode memory is stored as
the fame timer termination mode 725 of the subscriber master record, and the
subscriber is prompted: "Awepted, your feature will be in effect until (time) at which .
time mode memory XX will be invoked.', where the value of (time) conesponds to
the current time plus the feature timer duration 724. Control passes to the connector
labelled "CPF MAIN DIRECTORY" at reference 2613, allowing the subscriber to
make additional selections firm the main directory of the command mode. 0

,_ A flowchart of the CPF - Command Memory function is illustrated in FIG.
27. The CPF - Command Memory function is entered at step 2700 and control
passes to step 2701 where the subscriber is prompmd: 'Your cells are wrrently being

wrrent call handling mode 703, and the current transfer number 707, if appropriate.
For example, the subscriber may hear: "Your cells are currently being
urgent-screened forwarded to 555-1111." If the transfer number 707 is the tag for
the subscriber’s home, office, pager, mobile-phone, or message center, then this
would be voiwd in words, ie: "..to your home." Control then passes to step 2703
where the subscriber is prompted: 'Pleuse enter a new mode memory number or enter
* to skip this.‘ Control then passes to step 2704 where a determination is made as
to whether thedigit ’*’ has been entered. Ifthe digit ’*’ is entered,-then control
passes to-the CPF {Command Feature .Timerfunction as shnwn at reference 2722.

' Ifat step 2704, it is determined that the w digit has not been entered, then control
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as the current mode memory number 715 of the subscriber master record 700, the

corresponding mode memory 800 is copied to the subscriber master record, the

subscriber is prompted: "Accepted, you have selected mode memory XX, which

causes your calls to be. ..', and then control passes to step 2707. At step 2707, the

prompt is completed by playing a brief description of the selected mode memory.

The description includes the call handling mode 703, and the tranqu number 707 if
appropriate. For example, at step 2707 the remainder of the prompt may be:

...handled by your message center." At step 2708 a determination is made as to

whether the selected mode memory requires an 'externally entered number'. Thisrs .
determined by checking the transfer number field 707 of the selected mode memory,

todetermineifitcontains an ’externally entered number’ Iag.-Ifthisis theease,then

the subscriber must enter a transfer number afier selecting this memory If the
externally entered number'rs not required, then control passes to the CPF-- Command
Feature Timer function as shown at reference 2722. If it is determined at step 2708.
thatan externally entered number'isrequired, then controlpasses to step 2710, where .
the subscriber'rs prompted: 'lese enteryour new forwarding number orenter * to
skip this and use....' .Control then passes to step 2711 where the previous transfer

number is voiced to the subscriber. Control then proceeds to step 27l2_where.the

subscriber is further prompted with: " ..or enter 6 to use your meet-me service. '

Control then passes to step 2713 where a determination is made as to whether the
digit "' has been entered. Ifthedigit '*’ has been entered then control passes to step
2716. Otherwise, control passes to step 2714 where a determination is made as to

whether a phone number or tag has been entered by the subscriber. If not, then

control returns to-step 2710. Ifa phone number or tag has been uttered, their control -' -

passes to step 2715 where the phone number is stored as the transfer‘number 707 of -

the subscriber master record 700, the subscriber'is prompted. “Accepted".. ,"and the
phone number or tag is voiced. Control then passes to step 2716, where a
determination is made as to whether the memory has anextension numberin the

extension number field 708 of the subscriber master record 700. .If an extension .

number does not exist in this field, their control passes to the CPF- Command
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Feature Timer function as shown at reference 2722. If at step 2716 it is determined

‘ that an extension number does exist, then control passes to step 2717 where the

subscriber is given an opportunity to modify the extension number. At step 2717 the

subscriber is prompted: 'Please enter your new extension number or enter "' to skip

this and use ....". Control then passes to step 2718 where the phrase is completed

by voicing the current extension number 708. Control then passes to step 2719 where

a determination is made as to whether a new extension number has been entered, and

if so, then control passes to step 2720 where the extension number is stored in the

extension number field 708, the subscriber is prompted: "Accepted,..". the new

extension number is voiced, and control passes to the CPF - Command Feature Timer

function as shown at reference 2722. If at step 2719 it is determined that an

extension number has not been entered then control passes to step 2721, where a

determination is made as to whether the digit '*" is entered, and if the '*' digit is

not entered then control returns to step 2717. If at step 2721 it is. determined that the

"f" digit is entered then control passes to the CPF; - Command Feature Timer:-
function as shown at reference 2722.

A flowchart of the CPF - Command Outside Call function is illustrated in

FIG. 28. The CPF -' Command Outside Call function is entered at step 2800 and

control passes to step 2801 where the eel] processor 435 plays a ’stutter dial tone’ to

the subscriber. Control then passes to step 2802 where a determination is made as

to whether the subscriber has entered the '#’ digit. If the ’#’ digit has been entered,
then control passes to the connector labelled "CPF MAIN DIRECTORY" at reference

2803, allowing the subscriber to make additional selections from the main directory

of the command mode. If at step 2802 it is detemrinedthat the subscriber has not'

entered the w digit, then control-passes to step 2804 where a determination is made: '

as to whether the subscriber has entered a phone number that he wishes to be

connected to. If a phone number has not been entered, then control retums to step

2802. If at step 2804 it is determined that a phone number has been entered, then

control passes to step 2805, where a flash is generated, causing switch 4 to place the

subscriber on hold, and applying a dial tone to the trunk 3. Then, after a pause for
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dial tone at step 2806, the call processor 435 dials the phone number at step 2807,

which had been entered by the Subscriber. Control then passes to step 2808, where

the ’multiple outside calls allowed' flag 729 of the subscriber master record 700 is

checked. If this flag is not active, then control passes to step 2809 where the trunk

3 is placed on hook, causing switch 4 to transfer the subscriber to the dialed number,

and control is returned to the CPF - Call Handler Task via the connector labelled

“CPF IDLE' at reference 2810. If at step 2808 it is determined that the ’multiple

outside calls allowed' flag 729 is set, then control passes to step 2811, where a flash

is generated which causes the subscriber to be conferenced to the dialed number while

maintaining trunk 3 in the connection. In this way the subscriber may make

additional calls, or later return to the main directory without hanging up and calling

back. After the flash is generated at step 28l1, control passes to step 2812 where a

loop is entered waiting for the subscriber to enter the digit sequence ‘##’. When

trying to detect DTMF digits .while conversation may be present, as is the ease in this
situation, requiring the two digits in sequence reduces the likelihood of falsing on-

voice. If the subscriber enters ‘##’, then control passes to step 2813 where a flash

is generated musing switch 4 to disconnect the third party from the conference,

leaving only the subscriber connected to trunk 3. Control then returns to step 2801,

where the subscriber may make another all, or enter ’#' to return to the main

directory.

A flowchart of the CPF - Command Help function is illustrated in FIG. 29.

The purpose of this function is to provide help to the subscriber who is using the

Command Mode features of the Telephone Control System. This is accomplished by

allowing the subscriber to enter the digit ’0’ for help from any of the command mode
functions. Once the digit "’0" is entered, the subscriber is provided with an '

explanation of the function which was being accessed at that moment. The subscriber

may also touch another digit ’0’ to reach a live client services representative. The

CPF - Command Help function is entered at step 2900 and control passes to step

2901 where the step number of the function from which the CPF - Command Help

was requested is saved for later use. Then at step 2902, the subscriber is prompted:
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"You have selected the help function. You may enter 0 to be connected to a client

servicesoperator, 8 toretum tothemaindirectory, or#toretumtothepointw_herep

you were when you entered the help function.“ Control then passes to step 2903,

where a context sensitive help prompt is played, based on the step number saved in

by step 2901. For example, if the saved step number indicated that the help function

was accessed while in the CPF - Command Forwarding Number function, then the.

all processor 435 would play the prestored help prompt associated with that function:

'When you selected the help function you were in the process of changing your

forwarding number. " Control then passes to step 2904 where a determination is made

as to whether the digit '0‘ has been entered, and if so, control then passes to step

2905 where a flash is generamd, musing switch 4 to place the subscriber on hold, and

applying a dial tone to the trunk 3. Then, after a pause for dial tone at step 2906,

the all processor 435 dials the phone number at block 2907, which is associated with

a client services representative. Control then passes to step 2908 where the trunk 3

is placed on hook, musing switch 4 to transfer the subscriber to the dialed number,

and control'rs retumed to the CPF- Call Handler Task via the connector labelled

"CPF IDLE“ at reference 2909. If at step 2904 it is determined that the digit ’0’ is

not entered, then control passes to step 2910 where a detemtination is made as to

whether the digit ’8’ has been entered, and if so, control passes to the connector

labelled 'CPF MAIN DRECTORY' at reference 2911, allowing the subscriber to

make additional selections from the main directory of the command mode. If at step

2910 it is determined that the digit ’8’ is not entered, then control passes to step 2912
where a determination is made as to whether the digit ’#' is entered, and if not

control returns to step 2902.1fthe digit .’#’rs entered, then thestep number that was
saved at step 2901rs retrieved and the control returns to that step.

A flowchart of the CPF - Command Meet Me funcu'onis illustrated in FIG.

30. The purpose of this function is to process the call for a subscriber who has called

in, entered his PIN code 702, and wishes to be connected to a meet-me caller who

is holding for him. The cpr - Command Meet Me function is entered at step 3000
and control passes to step 3001 where a flash is generated, causing switch 4 to place
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the subscriber on hold and apply a dial tone to the trunk 3. Then, after pausing for

dial tone at step 3002, the all processor 435 dials the phone number of the lines 120
which are connecwd to the Meet Me Facility (MMF) 115 at step 3003. Control then

passes to step 3004 where a 15 mend timer is started, and then to step 3005 where
the 15 second timer is checbd. If the 15 second timer has not expired, then control '

passes to step 3006 where a determination is made as to whether a '*' digit is
detected, indicatingthatthe MMF 115 has answered the call. If the "" digitis not
detected then control returns to step 3005. If at step 3006, the "" digitis detected,

then control passes to step 3007 where the call processor 435 dials '01 ’ indicating this

eall'rs from a subscriber, and then dials the subscriber’s DID number 70], thereby

fully identifying the call to the MMF 115. Control then passes to step 3008 where

a flash is generated musing switch 4 to take the subscriber off of hold and create a

conference between the subscriber, trunk 3, and the line 120 of the MMF 115.

Control then passes to step 3009 where a 4 mond pause is initiated to allow, the
MMF 115 time to connect the caller into the troll. Control then passes to step- 3010 ,
where the subscriber and taller areprompted by eel] processor 435: 'Go ahead

please.‘ Control then passes to step 3011 where the trunk 3 is plawd on hook,

causing the switch 4 to transfer the subscriber to the line 120 of' the MMF 115.

Control is then returned to the CPF - Call Handler Task via the connector labelled

'CPF IDLE" at reference 3012. If at step 3005 it is determined that the 15 second

timer had expired, indicating that the M 115 had not answered the all, then

control passes to step 3013 where a flash isgenerated causing switch 4 to create a

temporary conference between the subscriber and the dialed number, and then after

a 2 second pause at step 3014 another flash is generated at step3015 musing switch

4 to drop the dialed number from the conference and leave just the subscriber

connected to the trunk 3. Control then passes to step 3016 where the subscriber is

prompted: 'I'm sorry, we are unable to connect your all at this time " Control then

passes to the connector labelled "CPF MAIN DIRECI‘ORY' at reference 3017,

allowing the subscriber to make additional selections from the main directory of the

command mode.
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A flowchart of the Cl’F - Command Branch Route function is illustrated in

FIG. 31. The CPF - Command Branch Route function is entered at step 3100 and ‘

control passes to step 3101 where a determination is made as to whether the current

call handling mode 703 is ’branch-routing', and if it is not control is passes to step
3102 where the subscriber1s prompted: "Invalid command. " ,and control passes to

the connector labelled I'CPF MAIN DIRECl‘ORY' at reference 3103, allowing the
subscriber to make additional selections from the main directory of the command

mode. If at step 3101 it is determined that the all handling mode 703 is 'branch

routing’ then control passes to step 3104 where the subscriber"1s prompted. 'Enter

1 to rword a new branch routing greeting, 2 to change branch routing numbers, 3 to

change the branch routing default number, or '#‘ to return to the main directory."
Control then passes to step 3105 where a determination is made as to whether the

digit '1’ is entered, and if so, control passes to step 3106 where the subscriber is

prompted: "Your branch routing greeting is.. .'. Then at step 3107, the branch
routing greeting for this subscriber1s retrieved from disk 505 and played back to the _
subscriber. Conn-o1 then passes to step 3108 where the subscriber is prompmd:
'Plense record your new branch routing greeting at the tone, or enter * to skip this
and use the existing branch routing greeting...BEEP." Then at step 3109, the new

greeting is recorded and control passes to step 3110 where a determination is made

as to whether the greeting is done, and if it is control passes to step 311] where the

new branch routing greeting is saved to disk 505 and then control returns to step

3104. If at step 3110 it is determined that the greeting is not done, then control
passes to step 3112 where a determination is made as to whether the digit ’*’ is

_ entered, and ifnot control returns to step 3109. Ifat step 3112 it'is determined that -
. the digit""13 entered, then control passes to step 3113 where the old branch routing E
greeting on disk 5051s lefi unchanged, and control then passes to step 3104. [fat

step 3105 it is detennined that the digit '1’ is not pressed, than control passes to step
3114 where a determination is made as to whether the digit ’2’ is entered, and if it

is entered then control passes to step 3115 where the subscriber is prompted: 'Please
enter the branch routing directory digit 1 to 9 for the phone number your wish to
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change, or touch "‘ to skip this." Control then passes to step 3116 where a

determination is made as to whether the digit .‘"’ is entered, and if it is entered .

control retums to step 3104. Ifat step 3116 it is determined that the digit '*’ is not

entered, then control passes to step 3117 where a determination is made as to whether

one of the digits ’1' to ’9’ are entered, and if one of those digits is entered control

then passes to step 3118. Otherwise central returns to step 3116. At step 3113 the
subscriber is prompted: 'The branch routing transfer number for digit X is....'.

Control then passes to step 3119 where the branch routing number 722 that

corresponds to the digit entered in step 3117 is retrieved from the subscriber master

record 700 and voiwd to the subscriber. Then at step 3120 the subscriber is

prompted: I'l’lcase enter the new branch routing transfer number or touch * to skip

this without making a change.‘ Control then passes to step 3121 where a

determination is made as to whether the digit ”"' is entered, and if it is entered

control retums to step 3104. If at step 3121 it is determined that the digit "’ is not

‘ altered, then control passesto'step 3122 where a determination is made as to whether .
a phone number has been entered, and if a phone number has not been entered,

control returns to step 3121. If at step 3122 a phone number is entered, then control

passes to step 3123 where the subscriber is prompted: 'Awepfid.‘ Then at step 3124

the new phone number is voiced to the subscriber. Control then passes to step 3125

where the new phone number is saved as the branch routing number 722 which

corresponds to the digit entered in step 3117. Control then returns to step 3104. If

at step 3114 it is determined that the digit ’2’ is not entered, then control passes to

step 3126 where a determination is made as to whether the digit ’3’ is entered, and

if it is entered, then control passes to step 3127 where the subscriber is prompted: I,

"Ihe branch routing default transfer number is .'.'-." Control then passes to step 3128

where the branch routing default number 723 is retrieved from the subscriber master

record 700 and voiced to the subscriber. Then at step 3129 the subscriber is

prompted: "Please enter the new branch routing default transfer number, or touch "‘

to skip this without making a change." Control then passes to step 3130 where a

determination is made as to whether the digit '*’ is entered, and if the digit '*' is
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entered control returns to step 3104. Ifat step 3130 it is determined that the digit '*’

is not entered, then control passes to step 3131 where a determination is made as’to

whether a phone number has been entered, and if a phone number has not been

entered control returns to step 3130. If it is determined at step 3131 that a phone a

5 number has been entered, then control passes to step 3132 where the subscriber is

prompted: 'Accepted." Control then passes_to step 3133 where the new phone

number is voiced to the subscriber. Control then passes to step 3134 where the new

phone number is saved as the branch routing default number 723 in the subscriber

master record. Control then returns to step 3104. If at step 3126 it is determined

10 that the digit ’3' is not entered, then control passes to step 3135 where a

determination is made as to whether the digit ’#’ is entered, and if it is not entered

control then returns to step 3104. If at step 3135 'it is determined that the digit ’#’

is entered then control passes to the connector labelled 'CPF MAIN DIRECTORY“

at reference 3136, allowing the subscriber to make additional selections from the main

I 15 . _ directory of the command mode. .
A flowchart of the CPF- Command Advanced Features function'is illustrated

in FIG. 32. The purpose of this function is provide the subscriber with the

opportunity to modify those features of the Telephone Control System 1 which do not

need to be modified on a regular basis. These features include allowing the

20 subscriber to program mode memories, allowing the subscriber to record his ’drop-in’

name, or his personalized greeting, allowing the subscriber to program his reserved

numbers, and allowing the subscriber to activate or deactivate the weekly schedule.

The CPF - Command Advanced Features function is entered at step 3200 and control

. passes to step 3201 where the subscriberrs prompted: "Advanced Features Directory.
‘25 ' Enter 1 to program mode memories, 2 to record greetings, 3 to program reserved V 4

numbers, 4 to activate the weekly schedule, 5 to deactivate the weekly schedule, or

# to return to the Main Directory.‘ Control then passes to step 3202 where a

determination is made as to whether the digit '1’ is entered. If the digit '1' is

entered, then control passes to step 3203 where the subscriber is allowed to specify

30 a mode memory number 802 of value ’10 to ’99'. If the mode ‘memory number‘802
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specified already exists the call processor voices the status of that memory. The

subscriber is then given an opportunity to modify the pararneters803 contained in the

mode memory. When the subscriber is finished modifying the contents, the changes

are saved in mode memory 800. Control then returns to step 3201. If at step 3202

5 it is determined that the digit ’1' is not entered, then control passes to step 3204 -

where a determination is made as to whether the digit 2 is entered. If the digit '2-'
is entered, then control passes to step 3205 where the subscriber is allowed-to listen

to and re-record the 'drop-in' name and the 'personalized greeting’. If the subscriber

does re-rword either of these, then the changed name or greeting is saved on disk

10 505. Control then returns to step 3201. Ifat step 3204 it is determined-that the digit
. ’2' is not entered, then control passes to step 3206 where a determination’is made as

to whether the digit '3’ is entered. If the digit ’3’ is entered, thencontrol passes to

step 3207 where the subscriber is allowed to modify the 'message center number’
709, the ’pager number' 710, the ’office number' 711, the fhome number" 712, or

15 ' the ’mobile phone number‘ 713. If the subscriber changes any of these numbers then I -
the new number is saved in the corresponding field of the subscriber master record
700. Control then returns to step 3201. Ifat step 3206 it is'determined that the digit
’3' is not entered, then control passes to step 3208 where ah'detcrrriinat‘ion is made as
to whether the digit ’4’ is entered. If the digit '4’ is entered, thencdntror passes to

20 step 3209 where the subscriber is allowed to activate the weekly schedule. If the
subscriber chooses to activate the weekly schedule, then the ’wcekly schedule active' .
flag 728 of the subscriber master record 700 is set Control then returns to step

3201. If at step 3208 it is determined that the digit '4' is not entered, then control

_. passes to step 3210 where a determination is' made as to- whether the digit '5' is
- 25 entered. it the digit '5' is entered, then control passes -tojstep.3211 where" the

subscriber is allowed to deactivate the weekly schedule. 11" the subSCriber' chooses to
‘ deactivate the weekly schedule, then the ’weekly schedule active" flag 728 of the

subscriber masterrecord 700 is cleared. Control then'retur'nsto step 3201-. Ifat step
3210 it is determined that the digit '5', is not entered, thencontrol passes to step'3212

30 where a determination is made as to whether the digit ’#' mentored. .If the digit ’#’
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is not entered, then control returns to step 3201. If at step 3212 it is determined that

the digit ft” is entered then control passes to the connector labelled ”CPF MAIN

DIRECTORY" at reference 3213, allowing the subscriber to make additional

selections from the main directory of the command mode.

A block diagram of the Meet-Me Facility (MMF) 115 is illustrated in FIG. 33.

As was discussed earlier, the MMF 115 interfaces to tip-ring lines 120. These lines?

are provisioned by switch 4 with the cm feature of 'mll uansfer‘, which

allows a caller to be transferred to another number by flashing, dialing the number,

and then going on hook. These lines are also provisioned by switch 4 with the

CENTREX feature of ’barge-in', which allows a party on one of the lines 120 to

barge into a conversation in progress on another of the lines 120. This is

accomplished by flashing, dialing a barge-in code (‘77), and then dialing the intercom

code associated with the line 120 of the conversation to be barged-in on. As was

mentioned earlier, to fully understand the operation, of the meet-me feature it is _

necessary to also review the explanations which are associated with FIG. 2] (CPF j :
Meet Me Caller), FIG. 30 (CPF - Command Meet Me), and FIG. 34 (Meet Me

Facility Main Task). Referring now to FIG. 33, the fines 120 are shown connected

to all processors 3300, which contain a tip-ring interface and DTMF generators and

detectors. The functions of call processor 330 are well known in the art, and many

products, such as the Model D41B manufactured by Dialogic Corporation, exist

commercially which can accomplish these functions. The MMF 115 also contains a

CPU 330] which contains among other things a microprocessor, a boot ROM, a
RAM, and a disk The MMF 115 also contains a data network interface module 3302

which connects to the high spwd data network150. The functions of data network
interface 150 are well known in the art, and many preducts, such as the Model

COM4i from Digiboard Corporation, exist commercially which can accomplish these

functions. The call processors 3300, the CPU 3301, and the data network interface

3302 are all shown connected to an internal data bus 3303. The CPU 3301 initializes

itself at power-up using the boot ROM and then loads a control program into memory

which it then executes. The control program allows for the control of simultaneous
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activities on the lines 120.

A flowchart of theth Me Facility Main Task is illustrated in FIG. 34. The

Meet Me Facility Main Task is the part of the MMF 115 control program which

controls the activities on one of the lines 120. The Meet Me Facility Main Task is '

5 entered at step 3400 and control passes to step 3401 where a determination is made

as to whether the all processor 3300 has detected a ring signal on the line 120, and

ifa ring signal is not detected, then control remains at step 3401., its ring signal is
detected, then control passes to step 3402, where the line lzofis taken off hook by

all processor 3300, thereby answeringthe incoming call. At step 3403, a 1 second

10 pause is initiated to allow for the line 120 to settle, and then at step 3404 the all
processor 3300 dials the DTMF digit ... as an,_answer indication to'the CPF 100

which is calling. Then at step 3405 a 5 second timer is started, and control then

passes to step 3406 where the 5 second timer is Checked. if the 5' second timer has

. expired, thenconnol passesto step 3407 where the line 120'is placedon-hook by call

-‘ 15 ‘ processor 3300, and then control-retums to step 3401. If. at step 3406 it is ‘
determined that the 5 second timer has not expired, then controlpasses to step 3408
where a determinationis made as to whether the D'I'MF digit sequence '00’ is‘

detected by call processor 3300. indicating the all is a .meet-me-éller from CPF
100. Ifthe digit sequence ’00‘ is not detected, then control passes to step 3409 where 4

20 a determination is madeas to whether the DTMF digit sequence ’01' is detected,

indicating the call'1s a meet-me subscriber from CPF 100. If the digit sequence ’01’
is not detected, then control returns to Step 3406 where the 5 second timer is again
checked. If at step 3408 it is determined that the digit sequence ’00’ is detected, then .
control passes viaa connector labelled "MMF CALLER“ at reference 3410 to step . -

7 257- 3411, where a determination is made as to whether a DTMF digit sequence

representing the Access Number 701 of the subscriber being calledis detected by call

processor 3300. If a valid phone number is not detected", then control remains at step
3411 If a valid phone number isdetected,~then control passesto step‘3412' where

a 2 second pause is initiated. Then at step 3413, the call processor 3300 dials the
30 DTMF digit "" to inform the CPF 100 that the connection has been silccessful so far.
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Control then passes to step 3414 where a detemrination is made as to whether the

DTMF digit 'd’ is detected, indicating that the subscriber has called into the CPF "

100, and the CPF 100 is about to conference him to the N11va 115. If the digit ’d‘

is not detected then control remains at step 3414. If the digit ’d’ is detected, then i *

5 control passes to step 3415 where a flash is generated on lines 120 causing the

CEN'I'REX system serving lines 120 to place the calling party (in this case the CPF
100) on hold, and a dial tone to be applied to line 120. Control then passes to step

3416 where a determination is made as to whether the subscriber has yet been

connected to one of the other of lines 120 on the MMF 115; If the subscriber has not

10 yet been connected, then control remains at step 3416. If it is determined that the

'0 ' subscriber has connected to one of the other of lines 120, then control passes to step

3417, where the CEN'I'REX ‘barge—in code‘ (*fl) is dialed by the DTMF generator

of (all processor 3300. Then at step 3418, the call processor 3300 dials the intercom

;~ f code for the line 120 which is currently connected to the subscriber. Control then
LU ' ' .- 15 ‘ ‘ passes to step 3419 where :12 second pause isgenerated, and then to step3420 where

a flash is generated. This muses the line 120 which is connected to the subscriber

to be connected via the CENTREX system to the line 120 which is connected to the

caller. Control then passes to step 3421 where control remains while the subscriber

and uller converse, until a loop interruption signal is detected on line 120 indicating

20 . at least one of the two parties has disconnected. Control then passes to step 3422

where the line 120 is placed on hook, and control the retums to step 3401. If at step

3409 it is determined that the digit sequence ’01’ is detected, then control passes via

a connector labelled "MMF SUBSCRIBER" at reference 3423 to step 3424, where

p a detennination'is made as. to' whether a DTMF digit sequence representing the _ ..
' 25 ‘AOCess Number 701 of the subscriber is detected by call processor 3300. If a valid 1:. 'l- s a

phone number is not detected, then control remains at step 3424. If a valid phone

number is detected, then control passes to step 3425 where an indication is made

available that a subscriber is connected to the MMF 115 on this line 120. Control

. then passes to step 3426 where a 3 second pause is initiated, allowing time for the

30 line 120 connected to the subscriber to perform the barge-in sequence. Control then

(L
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passes to step 3427 where the line 120 is plawd on hook causing the CENTREX
system to cell transfer the subscriber to the line 120 which has just barged-in.
Control then returns to step 3401.

A block diagram of the Subscriber Awess Facility (SAP) 110 is illustrated in

FIG. 35. The SAF 110 provides a means by which subscribers can access the
Telephone Control System 1 via trunks which provideautomatic number identification
(ANI). SAP trunk interface 3500 interfaces the SAF 110 with trunks 8. The trunk
interface 3500 is the same trunk interface as was-described earlier at reference 400

used in the CPF 100. however the E & M lead control Circuit operates under a

slightly different set of instructions, as will be described below in the explanation
which accompanies FIG. 36. Still referring to FIG. 35, as was discussed earlier, the
preferred embodiment of the TELEPHONE CONTROL SYSTEM 1 employs a
Feature Group D (FGD) facility for trunks 8 This is provided. via a 4-wire E&M

trunk provisioned with TYPE I signaling, which'is well krrown'tn the art These type-
of trunks provide a 2-wire balanwd transmit audio connection, a 2-wire balanced .
receive audio connection, an E-Lcad, and an MeLea'd. Although Only one trunk

interface 3500, one tnmk 8, and one call processor 3504 are shown in FIG. 35, it
should be readily evident to one skilled in the art that additional trunk interfaces and
call processors may be added to support additional trunks. The trunk interface 3500

provides a two-wayaudio path shown at reference 3501, a loop status output shown

at reference 3502, and a on/off hook control input shown at reference 3503. These

lines are shown connected to call processor 3504 which performs the functions of

voice storage and playback, DTMF generation and detection, and (all control.
“Devices which perform the functions of all precessor 3504are well knownin the art - "

and many products, such as the Model D418 manufactured by Dialogic Corporation,
exist commercially which am accomplish these functions. Also shown is a multi'
frequency detector module 3505 which'rs shown connectedto thecall processor 3504.
A commercially available multi-frequency module capable ofperforming this function
is the Model NIP/40 manufactured by Dialogic Corporation. Adata network interface
3507 is used to connect the SAP no to the other mnemonic of the Telephone
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Control System 1. Data network interface 3507 passes data messages between the

SAP 110 and these other subsystems. The functions of data network interface 3507 ,

are well known in the art, and many products, such as the Model COM4i from

Digiboard Corporation, exist commercially which can accomplish these functions. ‘ ‘

5 CPU 3506, which contains a microprocessor, a boot ROM, a RAM, and a disk, I
- controls all functions of the SAP 110. The trunk interface 3500, the CPU 3506, the

call processor 3504, and the data network interface 3507 are all shown connected to

an internal data bus 3508. The CPU 3506 initializes itself at power-up using the boot

ROM and then loads a control program into memory which it then executes. The

10 control program allows for the control of simultaneous activities on the trunks 8. An

N explanation of the control program for the SAP 110 accompanies FIG. 37.

A flowchart of the operation of E&M control circuit for the trunk interface

3500 of the SAP 115 is shown in FIG. 36. As the construction of the trunk interface

3500 of FIG. 35 is identical to that of the trunk interface 400 of FIG. 5,_ the

- p 15 explanation which follows will refer to the reference numbers of FIG 5 when

discussing the internal components of the trunk interface 3500. Referring now to

FIG. 36, the E&M Lead Control Circuit Operation for the SAF Trunk Interface

function is entered at step 3600 and control passes to step 3601 where the control

circuit 450 idles waiting for an indication from current detector 440 that the B-Imd

20 has gone off-hook. When the E-Lead does go off-hook, control passes to step 3602

where an "Incoming Call' signal is sent to CPU 3506 via buffer 460. Control then

passes to step 3603 where a determination is made as to whether an off-hook signal

is received from all processor 3504 signifying that the CPU 3506 is mdy to accept

. the call. If the off hook signal is detected, then control passes to step 3604 where the _

25' ‘ 'loop status’ 3502 is set active. Control then passesto step 3605 where the M-Lead 5

is winked by taking the M—Leed relay 455 momentarily off-hook. Control then passes ,

to step 3606 where a determination is made as to whether a 'DlD received’ signal 480

is detected. If the signal is not detected then control remains at step 3606. If the

signal is received, indicating that the multifrequency detector 3505 has detected the

30 ‘ANI' and called number’ digits from the FGD trunk 8, then control passes to step
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3607 where the M-lad relay is once more winked momentarily off hook to

acknowledge receipt of the multifrequency data. A 300 millisecond pause is then

initiated at step 3608, prior to taking the M-Lead off hook at 3609 to 'answer’ the

trunk. At this point audio is established by the switch which is providing the FGD

service, and the calling party is connected to the SAF 110. Control then passes to_

a loop consisting of steps 3610 and 3611. This loop persists until either at step 3610

the on/off hook signal 3503 is taken on hook by the an processor 3504, or at 3611

the E-Lead is determined to be on-hook. In'either ease the can _is ended, and control
passes to step 3612 where the ’loop status' signal 3502 is set inactive. Then at step

3613 a determination is made as to whether the ’DID received" signal 480 still
remains active indicating the CPU 3506 is not yet ready toreceive a new call. lfthis
signal is still active, then control remains at step 3613. if it- is determined at step
3613 that the DH) received’ signal 480 is now inactive, then centre] passes to step

3614 where the M-Lead is placed on hook, terminating the call, and control passes

tovstep3601. ' ‘ I .- ' 4 ' . ' 1 ' .

A flowchart of the Subscriber Access Facility-Main Task isillustrated in FIG.
37. This program is loaded into memory and executed by SAF-ZCPU. 3506. The
Subscriber Access Facility Main Task is entered at step 3700 and control passes to

step 3701 where a ‘clear DID received’ signal is sent'to the mink interface 3500.

Control then passes to step 3702 where the ’incoming' call’ signa10f the trunk
interface 3500 is checmd; If this signal is not active thencontr'ol remains at step

3702. Ifthis signal is active, then control passes to istep‘3703, where the output of
the multifrequency detector 3505 is checked via cell processor 3504. The incoming
multifrequency digit sequence 'KP' ',+' ’00" + ANI~ +t's’r'. is decoded where ’10}? _ '

is the start digit, ‘ST’ is the stop digit, and the ANI is the phone number of the phone

' from which the subscriber is calling. Control then passes to step'3704 where. in a

similar manner, the incoming multifrequency digit sequence 'KPi +800 + NXX +

XXXX + 'ST' is decoded. Again the ’KP’ is the start digit, the "ST’ is the stop-

digit, and the sequence 800 NXX XXDDC is the phone number dialed by the

subscriber to reach the trunk 8, the NXX being the prefix which identifies trunk
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group 8 to the PSTN 2. This phone number represents the programming function

which the subscriber wishes to accomplish. Control then passes to step_3705 where .-

a ’set DID received’ signal is sent to the trunk interface 3500, indicating that the

multifrequency data has been received. Control then passes to step 3706 where a

determination is made as to whether the dialed number was of the form 800 - Nxx

- OOab, and if the dialed number was not of this form then control passes to a.

connector labelled .‘SAF EXT" at reference 3707. If at step 3706 it is determined

that the dialed number is of the form 800 - NXX - OOab, then control passes no step

3710 where a ’request master record' message is constructed using the ANI received
in step 3703, and the message is sent via data network interface 3507 to the CPF 100.

Control then passes to step 3711 where a determination is made as to whether a

response has been received to the ’request master record’ message, and if such a

response is not rweived control remains at step 3711. If the response message is

received bynetwork interface 3507, then control passes to step 3712 where a

determination is made as to whether a valid subscriber master—record 700 is included
in the retumed message. If a valid subscriber master record is not included, then
control passes to the connector labelled "SAP REORDER' shown at reference 3713.

If at step 3712 a valid subscriber master record 700 is found, then control passes to

step 3714 where the DID number 701 is removed from the subscriber master record

700. Control then passes to step 3715 where a ’mode memory inquiry’ message is

constructed using the DID number 701 and the digits ’ab’ as detected in step 3706,

and the message is sent via data network interface 3507 to the CPF 100. Control

then passes to step 3716 where a detemrination is made as to whether a response has

. been received to the ’mode memory inquiry’ message, and if such a response is not '

rweived control remains atstep 3716. If the respOnse message is rweived by
network interface 3507, then control passes to step 3717 where a determination is

made as to whether a valid mode memory 800 is included in the returned message.

If a valid mode memory 800 is not included, then control passes to the connector

labelled I'SAF REORDER' shown at reference 3718. If at step 3717 a valid mode

memory 800 is found, then control passes to step 3720, which is identified by a
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connector labelled "S‘AF UPDATE" at reference 3719. At step 3720 a ‘change to

new mode memory' message is constructed, again using'DID number 701 and the

digits ‘ab' as detected in step 3706, and the message is sent via data network interface

3507 to the CPF 100. Control then passes to step 372] where the subscriber is

prompted by call processor 3504: 'Accepted, you have selected mode

memory. .,’ab"' where ’ab’ are the digits detectedin step 3706. Control then passes
to step 3722 where the call processor 3504 causes trunk 8 to be placed onhook, and

then control returns to step 370]. If at step 3706 it is determined that the dialed

number was not of the form '800- NXX- OOab’, then control passes to a connector

labelled 'SAF EXT" as shown at reference 3707. A connector labelled 'SAF EXT"
is shown at reference 3724, which causes control to be passed to step 3725 where a
determination is made as to whether the dialed number was ofthe form 800- NXX

- cdef, where the digits 'cd' do not equal '00'_. If the dialed numberis not of this

form, then control passes to a connector labelled 'SAF REORDER'fl shown at

reference 3745. If at step 3725 it is determined that the dialed number isof this 1
form, then control passes to step 3726 where all processor 3504' prompts the

subscriber by, playing a ’bong tone’. Control then passes to’step 3727 where a

determination is made as to whether the subscriber has entered a'PlN code, and ifthe

’ PIN code is not entered control remains at step 3727. If a PIN code is entered, then
control passes to step 3728 where a ’request master record’ message is constructed

using then PIN code enteredin step 3727 and the digits 'cdef' detected'1n step 3706.

This message is then sent via data network interface 3507 to the CPF 100. Control

then passes to step 3729 where a determination is made as to whether a response has

been received to the 'rethest master record' message, and ifsucha responseis not , ’
received control remains at step 3729. If the response message is received by
network interface 3507, then control passes to step 3750 where a detemtination is

made as to whether a valid subscriber master record 700is included in the returned
message. If a valid subscriber master recordis not included, then control passes to '

the connector labelled 'SAF REORDER' shown at reference 3751.. if at'step 3750

a valid subscriber master record 700 is found, then this indicates that CPFI-lOQ found
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a subscriber master record 700 which had a DID number 701 which had the same last

four digits as the digits ’cdef’ detected in step 3706, and also-had the Same PIN code

702 as that detected in step 3727. Control passes to step 3730 where the subscriber

is prompted: 'Please enter your new mode memory number.“ Control then passes

to step 3731 where a determination is made as to whether the subscriber has entered

a memory number '10 to ’99’, and if such a_number has not been entered, then V

control remains at step 3731. If a mode memory number is entered, then control

passes to step 3732 where a ’mode memory inquiry’ message is constructed using the .

DID number 701 and the and the memory number as detected in step 3731, and the

message is sent via data network interface 3507 to the CPF 100. Control then passes

L to step 3733 where a determination is made as to whether a response has been

received to the ’mode memory inquiry’ message, and if such a response is not

received control remains at step 3733. If the response message is received by

network interface 3507, then control passes to step 3734 where a determination is

made as to whether a valid mode memory 800rs includedin the retumed message. i
if a valid mode memory 80015 not included, then control passes to the connector

labelled 'SAF REORDER' shown at reference 3745. If at step 3734 a valid mode

memory 800 is found, then control passes to step 3735, where a determination is

made as to whether the mode memory which was received in the message requires

an 'externally entered’ memory. This is determined by inspecting the transfer

number field of the mode memory 800. Ifit has an ’extemally entered number' tag,

then the mode memory does require an 'extemally entered number’. If at step 3735

it is determined that an 'externally entered number' is not required, then control

passes to aconnector labelled 'SAF UPDATE“ at reference 3736, which as described -. -

' earlier causes the mode memory requested to be invoked. -If at step 3735 it is

determined that an ’extemally entered number’ is required, then control passes to step

3737 where the subscriber master record 700 as acquired at step 3750 is retrieved

from memory, Control then passes to step 3738 where the mode memory 800 that

was acquired in step 3734 is copied field-by-field to the subscriber master record.

Control then passes to step 3740, where the ANT number acquired in step 3703 is
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copied to the transfer number field 707 of the subscriber master rword 700. Control

then passes to step 3741 where an 'update master record’ message is constructed

using this master record, and the message is sent via data network interface 3507 to

CPF 100. Control then passes to step 3742 where the subscriber is prompted:

”Accepted, you have selected mode memory..xx", where the digits 'xx' are the digits

entered by the subscriber at step 3731. Control then passes to step 3743 where the
trunk 8 is placed on hook, and then control returns to the subscriber AccessFacility
Main Task entry point as. shown at reference 3748. If at step 3734, it is‘determined
that the mode memory received in the message was not valid, then control passes to

a connector labelled "SAF REORDER' at reference 3745, which causes control to

pass to step 3746 where the all processor 3504 plays a 'reorder signal‘ to the
subscriber, indimting that the callis being terminated. Control tllerl passes to step
3747 where the trunk 8 is placed on hook. Control then returns to the Subscriber

Access Facility Main Task entry pOint as shown at reference 3748.
A block diagram of the Communicator Access Facility (CAF)_ 12515 illustrated ' _

in FIG. 38. As shown, the CAF 125 containsa serial part interface module 3800

which connects to the serial datalink 10, and a data network interface 3801 which

connects to the high speed data network 150. The functions of data network interface
3801 are well known in the art, and many products, such as the Model COM4i from

Digiboard Corporation, exist commercially which an accomplish. these functions. I '
The operation of the CAF 125'is controlled by CPU module 3802, which consists of

a microprocessor, a boot ROM, RAM, and disk. The boot ROM is used to initialize

the CPU and load the control program into memory from disk. I Operation of the

CAF 125 is then, controlled by the control program.‘ ' The control program is . _
described in the explanation which accompanies FIG. 39. Still referring to FIG. 38,
the serial port 3800, data network interface 3801, and the CPU module 3302 are all
shown connected to internal bus 3803. i 1‘ . i .

A flowchart of the Communicator Access Facility Main Task is. illustrated in

FIG. 39. This program is loaded into memory and executed by CPU 3802 ofthe
CAF 125. The Communicator Access Facility Main Task is entered atstep 3900 and
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control passes to step 3901 where a determination is made as to whether a ’page

message‘ is received via data network interface 3801, and if a ’pa'ge message’ is

received then control passes to step 3902 where the page message is sent via serial

port 3800 and datalink 10 to packet radio transceiver 9. Control then passes to step

3903 where an ’acknowledge timer’ is started, and the ’page message' just sent is _

saved and associated with this 'ackrrowledge_timer’. Control then passes to step

3904. Control also passes to step 3904 if a ’page message’ is not received as

determined at step 3901. At step 3904, a detemrination is made as to whether a

’phone number’ message has been received from a communicator 11 via the serial

port interface 3800. If such a message has been received, then control passes to step

i 3905 where the subscriber‘s DID number 701 is retrieved form the message, and a

’request master record’ message is created and sent to the CPF 100 via data network

interface 3801. When the response is rweived from the CPF 100 via the data

network interface 3801, the subscriber master record is retrieved from the response

message. Control then passes to step 3906 where the transfer number field 707 of the _ _'
subscriber master record 700 is updated per the phone number received from the

communicator 11 at step 3904. Control then passes to step 3907 where an ’update

master record’ message is then constructed and sent back to the CPF 100 via data

network interface 3801. Control then passes to step 3908, where an 'acknowledge

message’ is sent back to the communicator 11 via serial port 3800. Control then'

passes to step 3909. Control also passes to step 3909 if a ’phone number' message

is not detected at step 3904. At step 3909 a determination is made as to whether a

’new mode memory’ message is received from a communicator 11 via serial port

3800. Ifthis message type hasbeen'received then control passes-to step 3910 where '

a ’change to new mode memory’ message is constructed and sent to CPF 100 via data

network interface 3801 , and then control passes to step 3908 where an ’acknowledge'

message is sent back to the communicator 11 as described earlier. If at step 3909 a

’new mode memory request’ message is not detected, then control passes to step 3911 ,

where a determination is made as to whether a ’set dynamic mode assignment mode'

message is received from a communicator 11 via serial port 3800. If this message
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type is received, then control passes to step 3912, where a ’set dynamic mode

assignment flag‘ message is constructed and sent to CPF 100 via data network ’
interface 3801. Control then passes to step 3908 where an "acknowledge message

is sent back to the communicator 11 as described earlier. If at step 3911 a ’set

dynamic mode assignment mode' message is not detected, then control passes to step
3913 where a determination is made as -to_ whether a: fdisable ' dynamic model
assignment mode’ message is received from a communicatorl l'via serial port 3800.

If this message type is received, then control passes to step 3914, where a ’clear

dynamic mode assignment flag’ message is constructed and sent to CPF 100 via data
network interface 380]. Control then passes to step 3908 where an. ac’knowledge’
message is sent back to the communicator 11 as described earlier. If at step 3913 a
’disable dynamic mode assignment mode‘ message is not detected, then control passes

to step 3915 where a determination is made as to whether the V'ackriovVl-edge timer'

has just expired. If the ’achiowledge timer' has just expired,_ as determined at step
3915, their control passes to step 3916 where the message whiCh was associated with "

this 'acknowledge timer’ is again sent to the communicator 11 via serial port interface
3800, and control then passes to step 3903. If at step 3915 it is determined that an '

’acknowledge timer' has not just expired, then control passes to step 3917 where a

determination is made as to whether an ’aclmowledge' message is received from a 4
communicator via serial port interface 3800, and if an 'aclmowledge' message is‘ not

received then control returns to step 3901. lfan ’ackriowledge'message is received,
as determined at step 3917, then the "acknowledge timer Whichis associated with the

last message sent to the communicator 11 identifiedin the ’aclmowledge’ message is
cleared. Control then returns to step 3901.

A flowchart of the Communicator Main Taskis illushatedin FIG. 40. This
task is executed by microprocessor 200, and controls all operations of the
communicator 11. The Communicator Main Taskis entered at step 4000 and control
passes to step 4001 where a determination is made as to whether a page’ message

is detected at the receive data input 245. If a ’page’ message is detected, and the

message contains the pager number which corresponds to this communicator, then
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control passes to step 4002, where a signal is sent via output port 250 causing the

beeper 260 to generate an alerting sound. Control then passes to step 4003 where a

display number is retrieved from the decoded ‘page‘ message, and is output to the

display 210. Control then passes to step 4004 where a brief ’aclmowledge' message

is sent via transmit data port 215 to packet data encoder 220 and then to If transmitter

225. All RF transmissions from communicator 11 are sent as brief packet ’bursts’,‘

thus maintaining a longer life for battery 290. Control then retums to step 4001. If

at step 4001 it is detemtined that a ’page’ message is not received, then control passes

to step 4005 where a determination is made as to whether a ’manual phone number

flag’ is set, and if the flag is not set control passes to step 4006 where a

determination is made as to whether a data message is received from the ultrasonic

transmitter 12 via the serial data input 280, and if such a message is received then

control passes to step 4007. At step 4007 a determination is made as to whether a

’auto phone number flag’ is set and if the flag is not set control passes to step 4009

where the ’auto phone number flag‘ is set. Control then passes to step 4010 where
the phone number which was embedded in the message received at step 4006 is stored

in the memory of microprocessor 200. Control then passes to step 401] where a

’phone number’ message is constructed using the phone number of step 4006, and the

subscriber DID number 701, as prestored in the RAM of microprocessor 200. This

message is then sent to transmit data port 215. Control then passes to step 4012

where an 'acknowledge timer’ is started. Control then passes to step 4013 where a

'20 second ultrasonic data timer‘ is started. Control then returns to step 4001. Ifat

step 4007 it is determined that the ’auto phone number flag’ is set, then control passes

to step 4008, where a determinationis made as to whether the phone number received a . -

(embedded in the message-at step 4006'is the same as the phone number currently in j

memory as stored at step 4010. If the phone numbers match then control passes to

step 4013. If at step 4008 it is determined that the phone numbers are different,

indicating that the subscriber has moved to a different room, then control passes to

. step 4009. [fat step 4005 it is determined that the ’manual phone number flag‘ is

set, or if at step 4006 it is determined that a data message is am being received via
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input port 280, then control passes to step 4014 where a determination is made as to

whether the '20 second ultrasonic data timer’ has just expired, and ifit has, indicating

that the subscriber is no longer near an ultrasonic transmitter 12, then control passes

- to step 4015. At step 4015 the ’auto phone number flag' is clmred and control passes

5 to step 4016 where the a ’new mode memory request’ message is constructed using ‘

the stored subscriber DID number 701, and the stored ’default mode memory;

Control then passes to step 4017 wherean 'aclmowledge timer' is started, and then

control returns to step 400]. If at step 4014 it is determined that the '20 second

ultrasonic data timer‘ has not just expired, then control passesto step 4018 where a

10 determination is made as to whether the ’aeknowledge timer’ has just expired, and if
it has just expired control passes to step 4019 where the message is re-sent via
transmit data port 215. Then at step 4020, an ’acknow1edge timer’ is started, and
then control returns to step 4001. If at step 4018 it is determined that the

’acknowledge timer’ has not expired, then control passes to step 4021 where a .>

- 15 ' determinationrs made as to whether an ’acknowledge' message with apagernumber
that corresponds to this communicator 11 is rweived via the receive data input 245,

and if such a message is rweived then 00an passes to step~4022 where the

’aclmowledge timer' is cleared. Control the returns to step 4001. If-at Step 4021 it

is determined that an 'acknowledge’ messageis notreceived, thencontrol passes to
20 step 4023 where a determination is made as to whether the subscriber'is entering data I

via the keypad 205, and if the subscriber is not entering» data, then control returns to

step 4001. If the subscriber is entering data via the keypad, as determined 'at step

4023, then control passes to step 4024 where's determination is made as to whether

.. I, the subscriber wishes to programthe Telephone Control System 1to operate under
. 25 control of a new mode memory. If thisrs the use, then control passes to step 4025

where a 'new mode memory request message’ is constructed and sent to transmit data

' port 215, and then control passes to step 4033’ where’an 'acltrtowledge timer’ is
started, and then control returns to step 4001. If at step 4024 iris determined that
the subscriberrs not selecting a new mode memory, then control passes to step 4026

’30 where a determination is made as to whether the subscriber'rs selecting the dynamic ‘
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mode assignment feature, and if this is the case, then control passes to step 4027

, where a ’set dynamic mode assignment mode' message is constructed and sent to

. transmit data port 215, and then control passes to step 4033. If at step 4026 it is

determined that the subscriber is not selecting the dynamic mode assignment feature,

then control passes to step 4028 where a determination is made as to whether the '

subscriber is disabling the dynamic mode assignment feature, and if this is the case,

then control passes to step 4029 where a 'disable dynamic mode assignment mode’

message is constructed and sent to transmit data port 215, and then control passes to

step 4033. If at step 4028 it is determined that the subscriber is not disabling the

dynamic mode assignment mode, then control passes to step 4030 where a

determination is made as to whether the subscriber is entering a phone number, and

if a phone number is being entered then control passes to step 4031 where the

‘manual phone number flag’ is set. Control then passes to step 4032 where a 'phone

, number’ message is construcmd using the phone number entered by the subscriber at

step 4030, and this message is. transmitted via transmit data port 215. Control then ~'
passes to step 4033.1fat step 4030'it is determined that the subscriberrs not entering

a phone number, then control passes to step 4034 where a determinationrs made as

to whether the subscriber is selecting the auto-phone number mode, and if this is the

case, then control passes to step 4035 where the ’manual phone number flag’ is

cleared, and control then passes to step 4015. Ifat step 4034 it is determined that the

subscriber is not selecting the auto-phone number mode, then control passes to step

4036, where a determination is made as to whether the subscriber is entering new

program data such a the stored DID number, the stored pager number, and the stored

, default mode memory. If the subscriber is attempting to modify any of these.

parameters, then control passes to step 4037 where the new data'rs stored'in the RAM 1

of microprocessor 200. Otherwise, control returns to step 4001. As can be

understood from the explanation above, one of the primary functions of the

Communicator 11 and the Communicator Access Facility 125 is to take the phone

number identifying the loeation of the subscriber, as transmitted by ultrasonic

transmitter 12, and muse that number to be used by the Telephone Control System
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1 as the forwarding number for the subscriber. It should also be understood that in
a similar fashion the ultrasonic transmitter 12 may transmit a ’mode memory number'

which, if sent to the Telephone Control System 1 via the Communicator 11 and the

Communicator Access Facility 125, would allow that mode memory to be used by the

Telephone Control System 1 to specify the call handling mode for the subscriber. 1n ‘

this case, the Communicator 11 receives a data message from an ultrasonic
transmitter 12 and determines that the message contains a mode memory. The

Communicator 11 then transmits a ’new mode memory request' message, which

includes the subscriber’s DID number 701, via its RF transmitter, 225. This message

is received by packet radio transceiver 9 and sent to the CAP 125 via data line 10. '
The CAP 125 then sends a “change to new mode memory" message to CPF 100 via

data network interface 3801. CPF 100 thencopies themodememory referred to in

the message to this subscriber’s 'subscriber master record" 7001 :To further illustrate
this process, consider the exampleof a hospital operating room wherean ultrasonic
transmitter 12 is transmitting a message containing a mode memory number which

corresponds to the'message center" call handling mode. If a doctor, carrying a
Communicator 11 enters the operating room, then the Telephone Control System is

automatically programmed to send his (2115 to the'message center.“

A block diagram of the Pager Dialing Facility (PDF) 105rs illustratedin FIG.
41. Standard tip-ring line 5 is shown connected to call processor 4100, which

contains a tip-ring interface, DTMF generators, call progress-_-detectors; The
functions of call processor 4100 are well known in the art, and many-products, such

as the Model D41B manufactured by Dialogic Corporationexist commercially which

can accomplish these functions.- The PDF 105 also contains a CPU 4101 which
contains a microprocessor, a boot ROM, a RAM, and a dislc. The PDF 105 also --

contains a data network interface module 4103 which connects to the high speed data'

network 150. The functions of data network interface 4103 are well known in the '

art, and many products, suchas the Model COM4i fromDigiboard Cb'rporation, exist '

commercially which can accomplish these functions. The call processor4100, the i .
CPU 4101, and the data network interface 4103 are all shown 'conneCted to- an
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internal data bus 4102. The CPU 4101 initializes itself at power-up using the boot

ROM and then loads a control program into memory which it then executes. ‘

A flowchart of the Pager Dialing Facility Main Task is illustrated in FIG. 42.

This program is loaded into memory and executed by CPU 4101 of the PDF 105.

ThePagerDialingFacilityMain'I‘askisenteredatstep4200andcontrolpassesto .

step 420] where a determination is made as to whether a ’page’ message is received

from CPF 100 via data network interface 4201, and if the message is not received

then control remains at step 4201. Ha ’page’ message is received, then the ‘pager

number’ and the ’display digits‘ are retrieved from the message, and control passes

’ to step 4202 where an ’attempt count’ is set to a value of 1. Control then passes to

step 4203, where line 5 is taken off hook, and then control passes to step 4204 where

(all processor 4100 dials the ’pager number’. Control then passes to step 4205 where

a determination is made as to whether the call has not been answered due to a

time-out or a non-answer signal such as operator intercept, busy, or reorder. If such

a signal or time-out condition is not detected then control passes to step 4206 where _

a determination is made as to whether the all has been answered by the paging

terminal, and if the call has not been answered, control retums to step 4205. If at

step 4206 it is determined that the call is answered, then control passes to step 4207

where a 1 swond pause is initiated, and then control passes to step 4208 where the

’display digits’ are dialed by call processor 4100. Control then passes to step 4209

where the pager termination digit ‘#’ is dialed, and then control passes to step 4210

where the line 5 is placed on book. Control then passes to step 4211 where a 2

second delay is initiated before returning control to step 4201. If at step 4205 it is

determined that a time-out or non-answer signal is detected, then control passes to
step 4212 where the ’attempt count’ is incremented. Control then passes to step 4213

where the ’attempt count’ is checked and if it is found to be not equal to ten then

control passes to step 4214 where the line 5 is placed on book and then'after a 2

second pause a step 4215, control returns to step 4203 to make another attempt at

dialing this number. If at step 4213 it is found that the ’attempt count' is now equal

to 10, then this page is abandoned by retuming control to step 4201.
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'A block diagram of the Client Services Facility (CSF) 130 is illustrated in

FIG. 43. The Client Services Facility (CSF) l30is used by the service bureau which

provides the Telephone Control System service to it’s subscribers. The CSF 130

allows a client services representative to gain awess to the database contained in the

CPF 100, and thus be able to review and modify the subscriber master words 700‘

and mode memories 800 of the subscribers. _ The CSF 130 contains a CPU 4300

which contains a microprocessor, a boot ROM, a RAM, and a disk. The CSF 130

also contains a data network interface module 4301 which connects to the high spwd ,

data network 150. The functions of data network interface4301 are well known in

the art, and many products, such as the Model COM4i from Digiboard Corporation,
exist commercially which can accomplish these functions. Also shown is a display V
monitor 4302, and a keyboard 4303. The CPU 4300 initializes itselfat power—up

using .the boot ROM and then loads a control program into memory ‘which it then
executes. . _ . 7 ‘ i _ ' ,.

' A flowchart of the Client Services Facility main'pro'grarn-is illustrated in FIG.

44. This program is loaded into memory and executed by CPU 4300 cf the CSF 130.

The Client Services Facility Main Program is entered at step 4400 and control passes

to step 4401 where a determination is made as to whether the iclient services '
representative has entered the DID number for _a particular Subscriber and has

requested a subscriber. master record 700, and if this‘is the ease-then controlpasses

to step 4402 where a ’re'quest master record' message is sent {via data network

interface 4301 to CPF 100. Control then passesto step‘ 4403 where the subscriber

master record 700 is removed from the response message frOm the CPF 100, and is

~- displayed on monitor 4302. Then at step 4404, the client_servicesrepresentative is
allowed to review and modify the contents of the subscriber master record 700 using

monitor 4302 and keyboard 4303. Thenat step 4405 a determination is made as to
whether the client services representative is completed with thisoperation', and if not,
then control retums to step 4404. When the operationis complete; then‘contrOl

passes to step 4406 where an ’update master record’ message is constructed and sent
to CPF 100 via data network interface 4301. Controlthen' returnsto step 4401?. If
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at step 4401 it is determined that the client services representative is not requesting
a subscriber master record 700, then control passes to step 4407 where a

determination'rs made as to whether the client services representative has entered the

DD) number for a particular subscriber and has requested a subscriber mode memory

800, and if this is the case then control passes to step 4408 where a ’mode memory

inquiry’ message is sent via data network interface 4301 to CPF 100. Control then 1

passes to step 4409 where the mode memory 800 is removed from the response

message from the CPF 100, and is displayed on monitor 4302. Then at step 4410,

the client services representative is allowed to review and modify the contents of the

mode memory 800 using monitor 4302 and keyboard 4303. Then at step 4411 a

‘ determination is made as to whether the client services representative is completed

with this operation, and if not, then control returns to step 4410. When the operation

is complete, then control passes to step 4412 where an ’update mode memory'

message is constructed and sent to CPF 100 via data network interface 4301. Control

then returns to step 4401. _If at step 4407 it is determined that the client services
representative is not requesting a new mode memory, the control passes to step 4413

where a determination is made as to whether the client services representative has

entered a DID number and wishes to activate a new subscriber for this number. If

this is the use then control passes to step 4414 where a 'create a new subscriber

message’ is generated with this DID number and the message is sent to CPF 100 via

data network interface 4301. Control then retums to step 4401. If at step 4413 it is

determined that the client services representative does not wish to create a new

subscriber, then control returns to step 4401. 1

While a preferred embodiment of the invention has been described'in detail, ,
it should be apparent that many modifications and variations thereto are possible, all

of which fall within the true spirit and scope of the invention. For example, while the

preferred embodiment of the control system provides voice synthesized type courtesy

messages, any appropriate tones, beeps, etc. would serve as a courtesy message and

such is the use of that term throughout the claims appended hereto. In addition, the

term 'line' as used herein and in the claims appended hereto includes both lines and
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trunks. In addition, whereas the preferred embodiment of the invention uses the terrn

'line' to describe the inteiwnnecting medium between the control system and die

central exchange, it should be understood throughout the specification and claims that

'line' refers to tip and ring pairs, trunks or any other form of connecting circuits. »
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Claims: .

l. A control system adapted for connection to a telephone exchange for

receiving and processing alls from a aller to a user, the control system comprising:

input/output means adapted for connection to telephone exchange lines to input and -

output telephone alls; switching control mans for controllably connecting a all on

one line to a different line; memory means for controllably storing and realling

electronic signals; and electronic processing means for accessing said memory means,

switching control means and input/output means to direct the flow of input and Output

alls, said electronic processing means including means for: '

a) processing alls to the system directed to a specific user in a selected one

of at least two distinct modes, one such mode being all forwarding in which ase the

processing means procads with items b) through d),

b) reealling from said memory means a forwarding number for said user,
’ -c) implementing a all to said forwarding number,

d) switching the aller’s all to said forwarding number,

e) identifying a all to said system from a specific user,

i) changing said specific user's memory means stored forwarding number

responsive to a command from said specific user, and

g) changing a users all processing mode responsive a command from said
user.

2. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic. processing means

further comprises means for realling from said memory means a courtesy message

indicating that a all transfer'is being effectuated and transmitting said messageto ~
said aller. ' '

*3. The control system of claim 1 including a message center mode wherein the

electronic processing means further comprises means for: storing as a user mode

control signal a message center mode signal that represents the user not being

available and, upon realling said message center mode signal in processing an
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incoming call, recalling from said memory means a courtesy message indicating that

the user is not available and that the caller can leave a message, transmitting said '

courtesy message to said caller, recording a message sent by the caller and allowing

the specific user to call the system and access such message.

5 4. The control system of claim 1 including a priority call screening mode

wherein the electronic processing means further comprises means for: storing as a

user mode control signal a priority screening mode signal that represents the user not

being available except for a priority call and, upon recalling said priority screening

mode signal in processing an incoming call, recalling from said memory means a

10 message indicating that the user is not available unless the call is a priority call in
h which event the caller should transmit a specific command from his calling station,

transmitting said message to said taller and, responsive to said caller transmitting said

specific command, proceeding with steps b) - d) to forward said call.

a - . ~ 5. The control system of claim 4 wherein the electronic processing means .

15 ' further comprises means for: responding to said caller not transmitting said specific

command to process said caller's call in accordance with a predetermined default

processing mode.

6. The control system of claim 4 wherein the-electronic processing means

further comprises means for: responding to said caller not transmitting said specific

20 command by recalling from said memory means a courtesy message indicating that

the caller can leave a message, transmitting said message to said caller, recording a

message sent by the caller, and allowing the specific userto call the system and

 

access such message. >

7.The control system of claim 1 including a VIP screening mode wherein the
' 25 electronic processing means further comprises means for: storing as a user mode.

control signal a VIP screening mode signal that represents the user not being

' available except for callers having a VIP code and,upon recalling said VIP screening
mode signal in processing an incoming call, recalling from said memorymeans a 'V p a
message indicating that the user is not available unless the caller hassaid VIP code

30 in which event the caller should transmi‘t-saidIVIP code fromhiscalling station,
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transmitting said message to said caller and, responsive to said caller transmitting said

vrp code, proceeding with steps b) - d) to forward said call. ‘ '
8. The control system of claim 7 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: responding to said caller not entering said VIP code to ~ .

5 process said caller’s all in accordance with a predetermined defaultprocessing mode. -

 
9. The control system of claim 7 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: responding to said caller not entering said VIP code by

recalling from said memory means a courtesy message indicating that the caller can

leave a message, transmitting said message to said caller, recording a message sent

10 by the caller, and allowing the specific user to call the system and access such

message.

10. The control system of claim 1 including a branch routing mode wherein

r ~~. _ . . the electronic control means further comprises means for: responding to an incoming

_ call to a specific user to recall from said memory means a courtesy v message
I 15 . indicating to the caller that his call could be branched to any of a plurality of options

responsive to the aller transmitting an appropriate command corresponding to the

desired branch, transmitting said courtesy message to said caller and, responsive to

the caller transmitting said command, proceeding with steps b) -d) to forward said

ml].

20 ' 11. The control system of claim 1 including a voice-screening mode wherein

the electronic control system comprises means for: storing as a user mode control

signal a voice-screen mode signal and, upon recalling said voice-screenihg mode

signal in processing an incoming call, recalling from said memory means a message _

7 requesting that the callertransmit specific-identificationinfonnation,transmitting said , " ' .

25 message to said caller, recording the caller‘s response to said message, implementing

a call to the user's forwarding number, transmitting the caller’s response, and '

responding to a command response from the user to appropriately dispose of the

caller’s call.

12. The control system of claim 11 wherein the electronic control system
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further comprises means for: upon completing said call to said user's forwarding

number, recalling a courtesy message from said memory means indicating that the ‘

user is being called by a caller, interleaving with said courtesy message the caller’s
recorded identification information, said courtesy message further including the

5 user’s option to transmit a first control command signal to connect the user to the
caller or an alternate control command signalto recall a mend courtesy message

from said memory means and send such message to said caller,‘u'ansmitting said

courtesy message to said user, and responding to the user transmitting a control

 
command to appropriately dispose of the caller' s call.

10 ., 13. The control system of claim 11 wherein the electronic processing means
further comprises means for: responding to a second control command from said

user to recall a terminating message from said memory means, send said terminating

message to said caller and terminate the connection to said caller, responding to a

third control signal from said user to recall a lcave-a—message signal, transmitting said

15 leave-a-message signal to saidcaller and storing the caller's message in said memory ‘
means, and responding to a fourth control signal from said user to recall a

predetermined phone number from said memory means, call said number and connect

said caller to said predetermined number.

14. The control system of claim 1 including a meet-me mode wherein the

,xr‘.

l

20 electronic processing means further comprises meansfor: ’storingas a user mode

control signal a meet-me mode signal and, upon recalling said meet-me 'mode' signal

in processing an incoming call, recalling from said memory means a-pager access
control procedure, controlling a paging system to page the user with anindication that

7 items a call waiting, identifying a call tosaidsystem from said user responsive to r'
.' 25 ‘ said page and, in the event the caller has waited on the line, Switching the caller to

the user. ‘ : ' h ' '

15. The control system of claim 14 wherein the electronic _ processing means
further comprises means for: in the event the caller has not waited‘on the line, so ‘
notifying the user by recalling a predetermined courtesy message and transmitting said

30 courtesy message to the user. i ' i ‘ ' j‘ ’ ‘
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16. The control system of claim 14 wherein the electronic processing means

' further comprises means for: recalling from said memory means a courtesy signal

notifying the caller that the system must page the user and informing the caller that

by transmitting a command the ‘ealler would be allowed to record a message, -
5 transmitting said courtesy signal to the caller before initiating the page to the user

and, responsive to receipt of said command from the caller, recording the caller’s

message.

17. The control system of claim 15 wherein the electronic processing means

 
further comprises means for: recalling from said memory means a courtesy signal

10 notifying the caller that the system must page the user and informing the caller that

by entering a command the caller would be allowed to record a message, transmitting

said courtesy message to the caller before initiating the page to the user and,

responsive to receipt of said command from the' caller, recording the caller’s message.

‘ 18. The control system of claim 1 .in combination with a' paging system
15~ wherein each user carries a paging device adapted to receive radio frequency signals

broadcast from a central paging system with a unique identification code assigned to

each paging device, and wherein: each paging device includes: a radio frequency

transmitter; and control means for controlling said radio frequency transmitter such

that a data signal may be transmitted to the control system to revise said control

20 system memory means.

19. The combination of claim 18 wherein said controller means comprises a

keypad and associated electronics allowing the user to manually revise said control

system memory means stored_signals. _ _

20. The combination of claim 18 in firrther combination with a locater system " ‘ .- _’ .I i

25 wherein said locater system comprises a plurality of predeterminedly located locater

transmitters, with each locater transmitter transmitting to a proximate paging device

a signal corresponding to the telephone number of a nearby phone, and wherein said

control means controls said radio frequency transmitter to transmit a signal related to

said telephone number signal to said control system to revise said control system
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memory means, whereby the control system will automatically forward incoming ealls
to a telephone near said user. I

21. The combination of claim 20 wherein: each locater transmitter transmits

an ultrasonic signal; and wherein: each paging device includes an ultrasonic receiver

5 for receiving said ultrasonic signal.

22. The combination of claim 21 wherein each locater transmitter transmits

an ultrasonic signal of approximately 40 kilol-Iertz modulated by said locater signal

at a rate of approximately 75 baud.

23. The control system of claim 18 wherein each paging device includes a

 
10 keypad for entry of commands by the user.

24. The control system of any one of claims 1 through 23 wherein a command

from said user is entered via the user’s telephone keypad.

25. The control system ofany one of claims 1- through 23 wherein a command

:-.-~ . from said user iscatered via a user voice command." ' ‘ ‘
(x -- V ' ., A15 . 26 The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means '

7 further comprises means for: identifying a call to said- system from a specific user
requesting the present mode by which the system processes incoming calls directed

to said specific user, recalling from said memory means the current mode by which
the system processes incoming calls directed to said specific user, recalling from said

20 memory means a courtesy message which indieates said current modeand informs the

user as to how to enter a mode command to change said mode, transmitting said

courtesy message to said user, and responding to said user transmitting a specific
mode command to appropriately change the mode by which the system processes

__ , subsequentmcoming wlls directed to said user ’ ' ‘

, 25 - > 27. The control system of claim 26 wherein said user mode commands are
entered via the user's telephone keypad.

’ 28. The control system of claim 26 wherein said user mode commands are

entered via voice commands from said user. I ' ' h
29. The control system of claim '1 including a schedule mode wherein said

30 electronic processing means further comprises means for: responding to saiduser -
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transmitting a sequence of schedule command modes and corresponding times for

each such command mode to appropriately automatically change to the commanded

modes at the commanded times.

30. The control system of claim 1 including a timer mode wherein said 1

5 electronic processing means further comprises means for: responding to said user

entering a timer command mode and a corresponding time interval command to

appropriately change to the commanded mode for said commanded interval, thereafter

reverting to a predetermined default mode.

31. The control system of claim 1 wherein said telephone exchange provides

 

10 an automatic number identifieation of a caller (AN!) to said control system, and

wherein the electronic processing means further comprises means for: identifying a

call to said system by a user; and utilizing said ANI as said user's memory means

stored forwarding number, whereby the user can update his forwarding number

7 without manually entering the number of the telephone at his present location.

' l - . is , 32, The control system ofclairn 31 wherein ealls to said system are made by

dialing a sequence which includes digits to identify one of a plurality of call

processing modes and wherein the electronic processing means further comprises

means for: identifying a call to said system by a specific user by matching the ANI

with a memory means stored number for said user and processing said digits as a

20 specific mode command control signal from said user.

33. The control system 'of claim 32 wherein said user’s telephone station

includes a telephone exchange provided speed calling service wherein multi-digit

numbers can be recalled and dialed by the user entering a limited digit code, and

wherein a sequence of said speed ealling numbers are programmed as said specific
25 mode command control signals, wherebya user can change the system mode control I I. i .- i

for processing his ealls by entering the appropriate limited digit code.

34. The control system of claim 1 wherein said electronic processing means

further includes means for. identifying a message center control s'gnal from said

taller and, regardless of the user's present call processing mode, permitting said
30 caller to access the user’s provided message center memory and store a message for
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late: access by the user. _

, 35. The control system of claim _1 wherein said electronic processing means

further includes mans in implementing step c) fonupon implementing a call to said
forwarding number, identifying if the user’s number is busy or not answered and, in

5 such event, disposing of said all in a predetermined manner.

‘ 36. The control system of claim 1 wherein said electronic processing means

further includes means in implementing step c) for: upon implementing a all to said

forwarding number, initiating a predetermined time-out interval, identifying the

condition of the user’s line not being busy or not ringing within said time-out interval

10 to thereby implement step d), or identifying the condition of the user’s phone ringing
' within said time-out interval to allow the user’s phone to ring for appredetemtined

sequence and, if the user does not answer within said sequence, terminating the
attempt to forward the all or identifying the condition of the user' s phone being busy

. _ _ within said time-out interval to thereby terminate the attempt to forward the all.
(-3 - _ 15 - . 37. The control system of claim 36 wherein the duration of said time-out I

intervalis predetermirtedly a function of whether the all from the.allerrs detected

as loal or long distance.

3.8 The control system of claim 36 wherein the electronic processing means
further comprises mans responsive to terminating the attempt to forward theall to

20 reall from said memory means a courtesy message indicating that the aller an leave

. a message, transmitting said message to the caller, recording a message sent by the
aller and allowing the user to all the system and access suchimessage. I

39. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

 

; , further comprises mans in implementing step for: identifying a commandfrom said _
"- 25 -’ user requesting a desired all processing mode and responding to a predetermined .

help command from said user to recall from saidmemory mansa courtesy message

' related to said specific call processing mode and transmitting saidcourtesy message
to said user.

40. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processrng mans

30 further comprises means for: identifying a predeterrhined client service command
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transmitted by said user and, responsive thereto, connecting said user to a client

service operator. ’

41. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further mmprises mans following step e) for: identifying a command from said user 4

5 indicating that the user desires to place a call to a predetermined number, calling said

number, connecting said user to said called number while maintaining the user to i

 

 
system connection such that upon completion of said user’s call the user is returned

to the system to enter further commands.

42. The control system of claim 3 wherein the electronic processing means

10 further comprises means for: upon said user calling the system and accessing a

'7 morded message from a caller, identifying a command from said user indicating that

the user desires to place a call to a predetermined number, walling said number,

connecting the user to said called number while maintaining the user to system

connection such that upon completion of said user’s call the user is returned to his

is recorded messages in the system; ’ V ' p ' p '
43. The control system ofclaim 1 wherein the electronic processing means step

g) further comprises means for: implementing user call processing mode changes

responsive to predetermined command sequences and further including user controls

which, when transmitted, automatically implement said predetermined command

20 sequences.

44. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: upon implementing call forwarding in accordance with

steps b) through d), generating predetermined signals which to a caller indicate

normal call processing operation but to a user indicate that the user can transmit his - p

I 25 ‘ I predetermined identification code to gain access to his system provided functions and, 7 m- . 9'

upon receipt of said predetermined identification code, terminating the call forwarding

and transferring the user to the system’s command mode. .

45. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: upon implementing all forwarding in accordance with

30 steps b) through d), recalling from said memory means a predetermined courtesy
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message which directs the caller to ask for the called party by name upon completion
'of the call and transmitting said courtesy message to the caller.

5 steps b) through d), recalling from said memory means a predetermined courtesy -
message which directs the mller to ask for the called party’s extension upon.
completion of the call and transmitting said courtesy message to the caller.

47. The control system ofeither one of claims 45 or 46 wherein the particular

courtesy message recalled from the memory means and transmittedto the caller is

‘10 controllable by command from the user.
48. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: identifying a predetermined external message center
command transmitted by said user and, responsive thereto, completing a call to a

. -‘ ' g , message center external of the control system and connecting the user to' said external

 

‘ 15 , message center. .

49. A control system for receiving and processingtelephone calls from a caller
to a user, the system comprising. detector means fer detecting signals over a
telephone line; signal generating means, responsive to control signals, for producing
predetermined signals and transmitting said signals over a telephone line; memory

20 means for controllably storing and recalling electronic signals; switching means for
connecting a call on one line to another line; and central ptocessirig means for
monitoring signals on a telephone line,accessing said memory means and controlling
said signal generator means and switching mans, said cenual processing means

, ’ including means for:

. 25 ' ' a) identifying a call to said system directed to a user,
b) recalling from said memory means a user contr‘olled call processing signal

' corresponding to a user selected one of a plurality of call processing modes and,

responsive to said user controlled call processing signal ‘dictating‘a voice-screen
mode proceeding by ' ' ' ‘ " '

30 c) recalling from said memory means a predetermined identification message
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requesting caller identifieation information,

d) controlling said signal generating means to send said identification message . ‘6

to said caller,

e) storing in said memory means the ealler’s response to said identification . 3

5 message,

i) recalling the user’s number from said memory means and controlling said '

  

signal generating means to call said user,

g) recalling from said memory means the caller’s response and sending said

response to said user, and

10 h) responding to a control command from said user to dispose of the'mll

.. from the ealler in a selected one of a plurality of options.

50. The control system of claim 49 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for:

h) i) responding to a first control command from said user to connect said
15 ' caller to said user. I ' 7 i '

51. The control system of claim 50 wherein the central processing means
further includes means for:

h) ii) responding to an alternate control command from said user to mil a

predetermined message from said memory means and send said message to said

20 caller.

52. The control system of claim 50 wherein the cmtral processing means

further includes means for:

h) ii) responding to a swond control command from said user to recall a

. terminating message from said memory means, send said terminatingmessageto said
25 taller and temunate the connection to said caller. '

53. The control system of claim 50 wherein the central processing means
further includes means for; ' '

h) ii) responding to a second control command from said user to recall a

leaves-message signal, sending said leave-a-message signal to said caller and storing

30 the caller’s message in said memory means.
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54. The control system of claim 50 wherein the central processing means
further includes means for:

h) ii) responding to a second control command from mid user to recall a
predetermined phone number from said memory means, call mid number and connect

5 said user to said predetermined number.

55. The control system of claim 49 wherein the central processing means ‘
 

further includes means for:

a) i) recognizing a predetermined signal transmitted by the caller and,

responsive thereto, immediately proceeding with step t) to call mid user and then

10 ‘7 connect said caller to said user. '
56. A control system for receiving and processing telephone calls from a caller

to a user, the system comprising: detector means for detecting signals over a

telephone line; signal generating means, responsive to control signals, for producing

.5, _ . _ predetermined signals and transmitting said signals over a telephone line; memory
A' » A 15 . means for controllably storing and recalling electronic signals;switching means-for

connecting a call on one line to another line; and electronic processing means for
monitoring signals on a telephone line as detected by mid detection means, amusing
said memory means and producing and applying predetermined cone-o1 signals to said
signal generating means and switching means, said central processing means

20 including means for: - ' I '
a) identifying a call to said system directed to a user,
b) recalling from said memory means a predetermined paging system control

procedure for paging mid user, I ' r I .
_ ' c) causing. said signal generating means to controlsaid paging system to page

25 mid user with an indication that the user has a call: waiting, ' ' -

d) identifying a call to said system from mid user,‘

’ e) in the event said caller has waited on the line, connecting thecaller to the
user, and .

t) in the event the caller has not waited on the line, so notifying the user by
30 recalling a predetermined message from said memory means and cousingmid signal
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generating means to transmit said message to mid user.

57. The control system of claim 56 wherein the electronic processing means it

further includes means for: recalling from said memory means a courtesy message

notifying the caller that the system must page the user and allowing the user the ' .

5 option of rwording a message in said memory means, transmitting said courtesy *

message to said ealler and, responsive to said caller implementing the message option, ~

recording said message in said memory means and allowing the user to access said

message after responding to the page.

58. A paging system wherein each user entries a paging device adapted to

10 receive radio frequency broadcast signals from a central paging system, with a unique

identification code assigned to each paging devicel characterized by:

a plurality ofpredeterrninedly located ultrasonic transmitters, each transmitter

transmitting and information signal; and

_ each paging device including: _

. .15 . an ultrasonic receiver for receiving the signal from 'a proximate
inmate transmitter, and ‘ ' ‘ '

a radio frequency transmitter for transmitting to the central paging

system a signal corresponding to the paging device received ultrasonic signal and the

paging device assigned identifieation code,

20 whereby the paging system is provided with related information for each

paging device.

59. The paging system of claim 58 wherein: said information signal is the

phone number of a proximately loeated telephone, and said paging device radio

.. frequency transmitter transmits saidphone number, related signal to said central

. 25 paging system, whereby the central paging system is provided with the phone number 7- 9 V

of a phone proximate to said user.

60. The paging system of claim 59 in combination with a control system,

wherein the control system comprises: means for detecting a call from a caller to

said control system directed to a user, and processing means for accessing said central

3O paging system and causing said central paging system to transmit a control signal to
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the paging device of said user, which control signal eauses said paging device to

transmit back to said central paging System the proximate phone number signal, and

implementing a all to said proximate phone number.

61. The system of claim 60 further comprising: means for connecting the

ealler to said proximate phone number.

62. The system of claim 60 wherein. each paging device includes user

controllable means for transmitting telephone eall processing control signals to said

control system, and wherein each control system includes means responsive to said

control signals to process incoming calls to said user in accordance therewith.

63. The system of claim 62 wherein one-telephone'call processing control

r signal muses said control system to forward to the user only selected calls.

64. The system of claim 59 wherein each loeater transmitter transmits an

ultrasonic signal of approximately 40 kiloHertz modulated by said loeatersignal at

a rate of approximately 75 band. ' ‘ ' V
65. A control system connected to the telephone exchange wherein each user

of the system is assigned a unique telephone number and said control system routes
a all to a user controlled number, the control system comprising:

input/output means adapted for connection to telephone exchange lines to input

and output telephone ealls; ‘ I

switching control means for controllably connecting a eall on one line to a

different line; I V .

memory means for controllably storing and reealling electronic signals; and
electronic processing means for accessing said memory means, switching

control means and input/output means to direct the flow ofinput and outputails, said
electronic processing means including means for responding to an incomingeall to
a specific user to recall from said memory means a courtesy message indicating to the

caller that his call could be branched to any of a plurality of options responsive to the

caller transmitting an appropriate command corresponding to the desired branch,
transmitting said courtesy message to said caller and, responsive to the ealler

transmitting said implementing the commanded option. . 7 I
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66. A paging system wherein each user carries a paging device adapted to

receive radio frequency signals broadcast from a central paging system with a uniqtre

identification code assigned to each paging device, and characterized in that: ‘

each paging device includes:

a radio frequency transmitter, and controller means for controlling said

radio frequency transmitter, said controller means operable in at last two distinct
user selectable modes, the first such mode being responsive to rweiving a signal

broadcast by the central paging system and responding by transmitting predetermined

data. back to said central paging system.

67. The system ofclaim 66 wherein said controller means comprises a keypad

and associated electronics allowing a user to manually enter data.

68. The system of claim 66 in combination with a locater system comprising

a plurality of predeterminedly located locater transmitters with each locater

transmitter transmitting a unique locater signal including locating information, and

wherein said obntroller means includes mans for receiving the signal from a I
proximate locater transmitter and controlling said radio frequency transmitter to '

retransmit said locating information to the central paging system.

69. The system of claim 68 wherein each lowter

transmitter locater signal corresponds to the number of a nearby telephone and

wherein said controller controls said radio frequency transmitter to transmit said

telephone number related signal to said central paging system.

70. The system of claim 68 in combination with a telephone control system

for predeterrninedly controlling incoming calls to a user in a selected one ofat least

two distinct modes responsive to a mode control signal wherein a locater transmitter
transmits a predetermined mode-signal and wherein said paging device transmits a I
signal responsive to said mode control signal through said paging system to said
telephone control system to control the mode thereof.

71. A control system for receiving and processing telephone calls from a caller

to a user, the system comprising: detector means for detecting signals over a

telephone line; signal generating means, responsive to control signals, for producing
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predetermined signals and transmitting said signals over a telephone line; memory

means for controllably storing and reealling electronic signals; switching means for

connecting a eall on one line to another line; and central processing means for

monitoring signals on a telephone line, accessing said memory means and controlling

said signal generator means and switching means, said central processing means .

including means for:

a) identifying a eall to said system directed to a user,

b) recognizing a predetermined signal transmitted -by the ealler and,

responsive thereto, immediately proceeding with step g) to eall said user, otherwise

proceeding to step c); '

c) recalling from said memory means a user controlled call processing signal

corresponding to a eall processing mode and, responsive to said user controlled call

processing signal dictating a voice-screen mode, proweding by

d) reealling from said mernory means a predetermined identification message
requesting ealler identification information,

e) controlling said signal generating means to send said identifieation message

to said ealler,

f) storing in said memory means the ealler’s response to said identifieation

message,

g) reealling the user’s number from said memory means and controlling said

signal generating means to call said user,

' h) recalling from said memory means the caller’s response and sending said

response to said user, and '

i) responding to a control command from said user to dispose of the eall from
, V the caller'in a selected one of_ a plurality of options.

72. The control system of claim 71 wherein the central processing means
further includes means for:

i) i) responding to a first control command from said user to connect said

. caller to said user.

73. The control system of claim 72 wherein the central processing means
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further includes means for:

i) ii) responding to an alternate control command from~said user to recall

a predetermined message from said memory means and send said message to said
caller.

74. The control system of claim 73 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for: _ '

i) ii) a) responding to a second control command from said user to reeall a

terminating message from said memory means, send said terminating message to said

ealler and terminate the connection to said ealler.

75. The control system of claim 74 wherein the central processing means
further includes means for:

i) ii) b) responding to a third control command from said user to rmll a

leave-a-message signal, sending said leave-a-message signal to said caller and storing

. the caller's message in said memory means. y

76. The control system of claim 75 wherein the central processing_means ‘_
further includes means for:

i) ii) c) responding to a ionrth control command from said user to recall a

predetermined phone number from said memory means, all said number and connect

said user to said predetemrined number.

77. The combination of claim 18 in further combination with a locater system

wherein said loeater system comprises a plurality of predeterrninedly located locater

transmitters, with each loeater transmitter transmitting to a proximate paging device

a signal corresponding to a call processing mode, and wherein said control means

- controls said radio frequency transmitter to transmit a signalvrelated to said eall

processing mode to said contrtol‘syst'em to revise said control system memory means,

whereby the control system will automatically change a user's call processing mode.

78. The combination of claim 77 wherein: each locater transmitter transmits

an ultrasonic signal; and wherein: each loeater transmitter transmits an ultrasonic

receiver for receiving said ultrasonic signal.

79. The combination of claim 78 wherein each locater transmitter transmits

M

(I
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an ultrasonic signal ‘of approximately 40 kilohertz modulated by said lomtcr signal

at a rate of approximmly 75 baud. ‘
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
re Application of:

Kurganov Atty Docket: 47242-
00027USC1

Serial No.: 10/821,690 Group Art: Unknown

Filed: April 9, 2004 Examiner: Unknown

Title: ROBUST VOICE BROWSER AND VOICE

ACTIVATED DEVICE CONTROLLER

SUPPLEIVIENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

UNDER 37 C.F.R. §§1.97 and 1.98

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
37 C.F.R. 1.8

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the US.
Postal Service as First Class Mail in an envelope addressed to: Mail Stop
Amendment, Commissioner for Parents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA

Mail Stop Amendment 22313-1450 on the date indicated below:

Commissioner for Patents W
P.O. BOX 1450 Dale . ignature

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 
Dear Commissioner:

In compliance with the duty ofdisclosure under 37 C.F.R. §1.56, it is respectfully

requested that this Information Disclosure Statement be entered and the reference(s) listed on

attached Form PTO/SB/OSA be considered by the Examiner and made of record.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § l.98(d), copies are enclosed only of those references

not already of record or cited by the Examiner in a prior related application.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §§ l.97(g),(h), this Information Disclosure Statement is

not to be construed as a representation that a search has been made, and is not to be construed

to be an admission that the information disclosed is, or is considered to be, prior art with

respect to the present application or material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.56.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § l.97(e)(l), Applicants hereby certify that each item of

the information contained in this Information Disclosure Statement was cited in a
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communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than

three months prior to the filing of the present statement, as evidenced by the enclosed search

report dated November 16, 2004 for European Patent Application No. 009058967.

Accordingly, no fees are believed to be due in connection with the filing of this

Information Disclosure Statement. However, should any fees be deemed necessary (except

payment of the issue fee), the Commissioner is authorized to charge any deficiency or to

credit any over payment to Kelley Drye & Warren Deposit Account No. l l-

0404/015749.0015.

Respectfully submitted,

 ra—ol’ol-f

Date . Sz epanski

Reg. No. 27,957

Scott R. Kaspar

Reg. No. 54,583

Kelley Drye & Warren LLP

333 W. Wacker Dr., Suite 2600

Chicago, IL 60606

(312) 857-7070

(312) 857-7095 (Fax)

Attorneys for Applicant

CH0l/KASPS/l85688J 2
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Approved for use through 07/31I2006. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
ond to a oolleaion of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Complete if Known

Application Number 10/821 ,690
Filing Date 04-09-2004

_—n_47242-00027USC1

U. S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Examiner Cite Document Number Publi tion Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns. Lines. Where
Initials‘ No.‘ MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or Relevant

Number-Kind Codel “’ ”W" Figures Appear
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FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS
Examiner Cite Publication Name of Patentee or Pages. Columns, Lines.
Initials' No.‘ Date Applicant of Cited Document Where Relevant Passages

MM-DD—YYYY Or Relevant Figures Appear
Court Code"Nun’ber"lfind Code’ ifknown

-_——_!
—_—__i-
_-___—ll

==_--=i=
-- _-

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered. whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not
considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ‘Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). ZSee Kinds Codes of
uspro Patent Documents at wwwusgto gov or MPEP 901.04. ’ Enter Office that issued the doournent, by the two-letter oode (WIPO Standard 513). ‘ For
Japanese patent documents. the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5Kind of document by
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. °Applicant is to place a check mark here if English languageTranslation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.93. The Inforrnatlon is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete.
induding gathering. preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual use Any mmments
on the amount of time you require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief lnfonnation Officer. U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office. PO. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissloner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313—1450.

I! you need assistance in completing the form. call 1-800-PT09199 (1-800-786-9 199) and select option 2.
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WUK Patent Application WGB (11)2 317 782 MA
(43) Date of A Publication 01.04.1998

 

  
 

 
 

(51) WT CL6
HMM 3/42

(21) Application No 9718126.?

(2'2) Date of Filing 27.08.1997 .
(52) UK CL (Edition P)

{30) Priority Data H4K KFH KF42
(31) 08723914 (32) 30.09.1996 (33) US    
  

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 

(5!» Documents Cited
EP 0283120 A1 EP 0166318 A2
WP| Abstract Accession No: 97-305198/199728 8:
JP 9116940A Patent Abstracts of Japan. Vol.94, No.10.
at JP 6303320A WP| Abstract Accession No:
94-195500/195424 8: JP 6133044A

171) Applicanttsl
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co Ltd

(Incorporated in Japan)

1006 Oua-Kadoma, Kadoma-shi, Osaka 571-0050.
Japan

(58) Field of Search
UK CL (Edition 0 ) H4K KFH KF42
INT CL‘ H04M 3/42

(72) Inventorls) ONLINE: WP|
Philips 8 Morin
Ted H Applebaum
Jean-Claude Junqua

(74) Agent and/or Address for Service
J. A. Kemp & Co.
14 South Square, Gray's lnn, LONDON, WC1B 5LX,
United Kingdom

(54) Voice dialling server tor branch exchange telephone systems

(57) The voice dialing server plugs into one or more unused extensions of a branch exchange system to
provide each of the users on the system with voice dialing services. To use the system a user simply dials the
extension to which the server is attached. The server then prompts the user to supply the name of a party to be
called. The name is then looked up in a telephone number dictionary unique to that user. The system then
places the telephone call by sending commands to the branch exchange system that simulate the operations a
user would perform to connect to an outside line or inside extension and then place the call. The sewer
incorporates a speech processing module having a multistage word recognizer that represents speech in
terms of high phoneme similarity values. This representation is highly compact, allowing the word recognizer
to perform the recognizer and fine match stages with far less processor overhead than frame—berame speech
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